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ABSTRACT
Gospels of (Anti)Inequality: The Politics of Biblical Interpretation
in the New Poor People’s Campaign and Capitol Ministries
by
Jonathan P. Tschudy

Advisor: Leslie McCall

This dissertation explores the role of biblical interpretation in the politics of
inequality in the United States. Building on scholarship in American Political Development that
identifies ideas as integral to institution building, I analyze the interplay between biblical
interpretations, organizational structures, and political strategies within two contemporary
religio-political groups: the New Poor People’s Campaign (NPPC) and Capitol Ministries (CM).
Methodologically, I combine in-depth, interpretative readings of primary source documents with
an historical institutional analysis of the secondary literature on the role of religion in American
politics. I argue that the two organizations’ elite leaders – Reverends William Barber II and Liz
Theoharis (NPPC) and Pastor Ralph Drollinger (CM) – are religious versions of Hans Noel’s
“coalition merchants” because they “inherit, modify, and transform” (in the words of Rogers M.
Smith) pre-existing religio-political ideas in order to justify their respective political agendas and
strategies related to issues of inequality. This “strategic agency” (in words of Smith) has been
critical to interest formation and coalition building for both groups as they seek to advance their
desired policies and visions for American society within government institutions and among the
public at large. Additionally, I argue that these elites’ biblical interpretations have the potential to
affect American politics in ways that extend beyond the success or failure of each group’s
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political agenda, by, for instance, increasing or mitigating affective and policy-based polarization
and shaping Americans’ orientations toward democracy at both the elite and mass levels.
More generally, the dissertation suggests that the study of religion and politics, and the
study of the politics of inequality, would each benefit from a better understanding of religiopolitical ideas and discourses, and the religio-political actors who generate them, in shaping
policy agendas and political outcomes. Contrary to influential political theories that contrast
orthodox religious conservatism with modernist religious liberalism, or that claim the former by
definition results in political and economic conservatism, this dissertation demonstrates that
theologically conservative religion can be mobilized for conservative or progressive political
ends across multiple American inequality issues.
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Chapter 1
What Would Jesus Do About American Inequality?
On November 20th, 2020, the Reverend William J. Barber II spoke to the Atlantic’s Adam
Harris about the way forward after the victory of Joseph R. Biden over Donald J. Trump.
“People didn’t vote for normal. They didn’t vote for neoliberalism; they didn’t vote for trickledown. They didn’t vote just to lift [people] from the middle class. People are hurting. And
systemic racism and systemic poverty are the fissures that allow a pandemic to hold on in a
society. If you’re in the aftermath of that, you cannot simply go look for normal” (Harris 2020).
Atlantic journalist Adam Harris had called Barber, the national co-chair of the New Poor
People’s Campaign: A National Call for Moral Revival, to discuss Barber’s most recent sermon
to his congregation and live stream audience at Greenleaf Christian Church in Goldsboro, NC.
Barber entitled the sermon “Division Necessary for Healing in Unity” and based it on Jesus’
words in Matthew 10: 34 (the Message Translation): “Don’t think I’ve come to make life cozy
for you…I’ve come to cut – make a sharp knife cut between son and father, daughter and
mother, bride and mother-in-law – cut through these cozy domestic arrangements and free you
for God.”1
In his sermon, Barber rejected pundits’ calls for unity and healing above all else,
declaring that the foremost goal for every Christian must be an unwavering commitment to
Christ’s call to reach the “untouchables” and “care” for the “bruised and broken” no matter what
the reaction of the rest of society. Throughout his sermon and his interview with Harris, Barber
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NIV Version of Matthew 10:34: “Do not suppose that I have come to bring peace to the earth. I did not come to
bring peace, but a sword.”
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builds on this call, weaving biblical interpretation with defenses of an alternative progressive
unity, what I will refer to as a unified anti-inequality gospel, which advocates against all forms of
American inequality because “all people matter” (Barber 2020, “Division”). He recalls the harsh
criticism he faced from friends and family members who disapproved of his love for “gay folk,
people with aids, and people on drugs,” declaring that he is willing to lose those friendships and
even relationships with his family members for the Gospel, because he cannot bear to “be united
with their prejudice, ignorance and hate since [he] met Jesus for real.” Referencing the more
common version of Matthew 10, where Jesus declares that he “did not come to bring peace but a
sword,” Barber argues that the Gospel of Jesus – the “sword of truth and love” – condemns the
socialism-baiting of those who seek to block policies aimed at greater economic equality
including, “healthcare for all” and a fifteen dollar an hour minimum wage. Finally, he reminds
Harris that Jesus said, “the nation… not people, not individuals…but the nation will be judged
by how it treats the hungry, the thirsty, the sick, the immigrant, and the least of these” (Barber
2020, “Division”; Harris 2020).
Barber’s bible-based progressivism is at the core of the organization that he co-chairs
with the Reverend Liz Theoharis, the New Poor People’s Campaign: A National Call for Moral
Revival (NPPC). Operating at the national level in Washington, D.C. and in forty-three state
chapters across the nation, the NPPC seeks to bring together diverse people (across race, faith,
gender, sexual orientation, disability, political affiliation, and geographic region) to “confront the
interlocking evils of systemic racism, poverty, ecological devastation, militarism and the war
economy” (poorpeoplescampaign.org, “About”). Its Jubilee Platform is based on the principle
that “leadership of the poor, low income and most impacted” must be prioritized. The platform
advocates for universal basic income, the repeal of Temporary Assistance for Needy Families,
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the revision of the current poverty line in terms of economic security and ability to meet basic
needs, and dramatically expanded public housing funded by penalties on real estate corporations
and Wall Street who benefited from the previous housing crisis, among other policy prescriptions
against poverty that go far beyond those of the Democratic Party (poorpeoplescampaign.org,
“Home/About/Jubilee Platform”).
The organization’s subsequent Third Reconstruction Resolution (H.Res.438), introduced
by Progressive Caucus Chair Pramila Jayapal (WA-07th) and Representative Barbara Lee (CA13th) in May of 2021, and sponsored by 41 House Democrats from districts across the U.S.,
restates the goals of the Jubilee Platform with additional attacks on systemic racism, including
strengthening voting rights, eliminating “persistent racial inequalities” in American laws and
society, and establishing a “national truth healing and transformation commission” to study
“restorative processes and reparations” for African Americans, Native Americans, and “other
dispossessed people (poorpeoplescampaign.org “Third Reconstruction Resolution”; Jayapal
2021, “Jayapal and Lee Introduce”; congress.gov, H.Res.438).
One of the most important goals of the campaign is to challenge what the NPPC calls the
“distorted moral narrative of religious nationalism [that] blames poor and oppressed people for
our poverty and oppression.” Through its activism, the campaign hopes to challenge the view
that the only “moral issues” that matter are abortion and gay marriage, shifting the country’s
attention to (1) “how our society treats the poor, those on the margins, women, LGBTQIA2S+
folks, workers, immigrants, the disabled and the sick; (2) equal protection under the law; and (3)
the desire for peace, love, and harmony within and among nations” (poorpeoplescampaign.org,
“Our Principles”).
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About the same time Reverend Barber gave his interview in the Atlantic, Pastor Ralph
Drollinger, founder of Capitol Ministries, prepared for the end of the Trump Administration.
While he had had widespread influence throughout the Trump presidency, hosting a White
House Cabinet Bible study that counted among its members Vice-President Mike Pence, who
attended Drollinger’s sessions “as his schedule permitted,” Energy Secretary Rick Perry,
Education Secretary Betsy DeVos, Agriculture Secretary Sunny Perdue, CIA Director (Secretary
of State to Be) Mike Pompeo, Secretary of Housing and Urban Development Ben Carson,
Attorney General Jeff Sessions, Department of Labor Secretary Alex Acosta, Health and Human
Services Secretary Alex Azar, EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt, and NASA Administrator Jim
Bridenstine (CBN 2017, “Spiritual Awakening”), it was all but certain that Drollinger and his
Bible study would not be welcome in the new Biden Administration.
But the end of the Trump Administration has not stopped the 7-foot-tall former NBA
player (Amos 2018). He continues to hold virtual bible studies for many of the former cabinet
members as well as Senior Staff such as Chief of Staff Mark Meadows and OMB Director
Russell Vought, all of whom meet weekly with him over zoom (Drollinger 2021, “Easy
Believism”). In addition, he has refocused his efforts on his on-going House and Senate Bible
studies, with 35 and 10 members, respectively – all Republicans and most among the strongest
conservatives in Congress, including prominent Trump defenders such as Senator Marsha
Blackburn (Tennessee), House Members Louie Gohmert (Texas 1st) and Jim Jordan (Ohio 4th).
House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy (California 23rd) is also a member (Drollinger 2022,
“Understanding Epistemological...”).
Finally, Drollinger continues to oversee the expansion of his bible study network at all
levels of government across the United States and around the world. Former Energy Secretary
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and Texas Governor Rick Perry now leads Drollinger’s efforts to “reach the 500,000 city and
county elected and appointed public servants,” by establishing Capitol Ministry bible studies in
“40,000 incorporated local communities” (Capitol Ministries 2021, “Rick Perry Invites”).
Meanwhile, the ministry has spread across the nation and globe with elite-level bible studies
“lead[ing]” political leaders “toward maturity in Christ” in thirty-four state capitals, and fortyfive international capitals from Latin America and the Caribbean to Africa and Eastern Europe2
(Capmin.org, “Ministries”). At all levels at home and abroad, Drollinger’s weekly bible studies
are translated (if necessary) and delivered by leaders chosen and trained by Drollinger himself.
Regional directors, who oversee the bible study leaders and report directly to Drollinger, manage
all his satellite bible studies.
While he rejects the label “Christian nationalist,” (Drollinger 2022, “Better
Understanding...Christian Nationalism”), Ralph Drollinger certainly preaches what could be
called a unified inequality gospel, diametrically opposed the vision of Barber and the NPPC’s
unified anti-inequality gospel. While he, similar to Barber, believes the Gospel of Christ to be in
direct conflict with the values of the world, his biblical interpretations: (1) oppose LGBTQ
rights, including marriage equality (Drollinger 2018, “Clarity Regarding Same-Sex Marriage”);
(2) condemn abortion (Drollinger 2018, “Gods View on Babies”); and (3) advocate laissez-faire
capitalism, including an end to the welfare state and bankrupting entitlements, lower taxes, and
significant reductions in government regulation, especially those dealing with the environment
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Foreign countries where Drollinger and Capitol Ministries have established a bible study include (11 Central and
South American international capitols: Mexico, Honduras, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Panama, Costa Rica, Ecuador,
Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay and Bolivia; 02 Caribbean capitols: Haiti and the Dominican Republic; 10 capitols in
Europe and Asia: Russia, Norway, Latvia, Poland, Belarus, Ukraine, Romania, Serbia, Moldova, and Macedonia; 03
South Pacific capitols: Papua New Guinea, Vanuatu, and Fiji; and 19 African capitols: Sierra Leone, Liberia, Burkina
Faso, Ghana, Benin, Nigeria, Cameroun, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, Congo, Democratic Republic of the Congo,
Burundi, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Mozambique, Madagascar, Malawi, Kenya, and Ethiopia)
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(Drollinger 2017, “God’s Design for a Social Safety Net”; Drollinger 2020, “Solomon on Debt”;
Drollinger 2020, “Free Markets and Regulation”; Drollinger 2018, “Coming to Grips with the
Religion of Environmentalism”). Though he does not support white supremacy directly, his
study on racism (there is only one), sees racial discrimination as a sin between individuals,
rejecting the idea of structural racism and a role for the state in dismantling it (Drollinger 2017,
“The Remedy for Racism”).

So, what would Jesus do about American Inequality? Judging from the fundamentally
opposed views of Drollinger and Barber, the answer appears to be it depends on who you ask. As
Keohane and Goldstein (1993: 299-300) have argued, a religion such as Christianity is a
“worldview,” which supports the development of many “principled beliefs” – declarations of
what is right and what is wrong that guide policy makers and individual citizens – including
beliefs that are directly opposed to one another. Indeed, it is important to note that Barber, who
describes himself as a “theological conservative,” passionately believes in individual salvation
through Christ, the authority of the Bible, and the presence of divine intervention in one’s daily
life (Barber and Wilson-Hartgrove 2016, 30). Thus, one could argue that even a particular type
of Christianity, which has been labeled theologically conservative evangelical Christianity, or
“orthodox” Christianity, can be mobilized to support opposing “principled beliefs” on a range of
American inequality issues.
What seems to matter is interpretation – biblical interpretation. This dissertation
investigates the role of biblical interpretation in the politics of American inequality by
conducting an in-depth examination of the complex interplay between (1) religio-political ideas –
Biblical interpretations that reflect on political issues – and (2) organizational structures in the
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development and maintenance of Capitol Ministries and the New Poor People’s Campaign.
These two contemporary religio-political groups were selected because each seeks to influence
public policies on issues of American inequality by shaping elite and mass opinion, which in
turn, they believe, ultimately has the power to shape American institutions of government. Each
organization shares this goal even though they come from opposite ideological perspectives.
Utilizing close readings of primary source documents from both groups and their leaders,
as well secondary accounts of the organizations and their activism from journalistic sources, I
argue that the religious elites who created and currently run these two organizations – Ralph
Drollinger of Capitol Ministries and William J. Barber II and Liz Theoharis of the New Poor
People’s Campaign – are sacralized versions of Hans Noel’s “coalition merchants” (Noel 2013,
14, 32); as such, they have “inherit[ed], modif[ied],” and transform[ed] (Smith 2014, 130) preexisting religio-political ideas to formulate unified (anti) inequality gospels and to motivate
political strategies to bring them (the gospels) to fruition. The biblical and theological
interpretations they have created serve as “coordinative and communicative discourses”
(Schmidt 2011, 56-57), facilitating the internal dynamics of each group by fostering unity and
motivation, while, at the same time, legitimating the group’s policy and strategy vision to the
broader public or to important external stakeholders, including financial backers. Thus, these
biblical interpretations play critical roles in the organizations’ quests to shape public policy by
influencing the institutions of American government.
Furthermore, I contend that the biblically-justified, conflicting unified (anti) inequality
gospels that these two groups advocate, along with their diametrically opposed, biblicallyjustified political strategies, represent both continuity and rupture with the past. By comparing
Drollinger, Barber, and Theoharis’ interpretations to those of previous religio-political leaders, I
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seek to illustrate what American Political Development scholars Karen Orren and Steven
Skowronek have called “political movement through time,” (2004, 9, emphasis in original). I
examine the ways that Capitol Ministries and the New Poor People’s Campaign draw on,
expand, and at times challenge, long standing religio-political discourses on the Right and the
Left concerning various forms of American inequality and what to do about them. In addition, I
demonstrate that the religio-political discourses of both organizations and their leaders have the
potential to affect not only the policy-making process but also broader political phenomenon,
such as political polarization (at both the elite and mass levels) and authoritarianism.
Theoretically, this dissertation builds on the work of scholars such as Hans Noel (2013),
Rogers M. Smith (2014), Ruth O’Brien (2013), and Vivien Schmidt (2011), which seeks to
explicate how the interplay of ideas, discourse, and institutions shapes the political process.
Accordingly, its methodology combines in-depth, interpretative close readings of primary source
documents with qualitative institutional analyses grounded in historical scholarship. At the center
of my analysis is a call for future scholars of religion and inequality to recognize the importance
of religio-political ideas and discourses and the religio-political actors who generate them in
shaping policy agendas and political outcomes. Contrary to prevailing theories, theologically
conservative religion can be mobilized for conservative or progressive political ends across a
range of American inequality issues; what matters is biblical interpretation guided, often in
innovative ways, by the religious and political purposes of the interpreter.
The rest of the dissertation proceeds as follows. Chapter 2 offers a critical review of the
literature on Christianity’s role in the politics of American inequality. It argues that the
fragmented and uneven nature of the literature has prevented many scholars of the politics of
inequality from developing an accurate and coherent picture of religion’s role in shaping policy
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and other political outcomes. Its central arguments are that: (1) the mainstream political study of
economic and wealth inequality has largely overlooked religion as a causal factor, seeing it only
as a potential distraction from “economic interests,” often ignoring the work of historians, and a
small subset of sociologists and political scientists who, since the 1980s, have shown that
religion can speak directly to political economy issues; and (2) an integrated, comprehensive
literature review demonstrates that “orthodox” theology can be mobilized to support
conservative and progressive political agendas across a wide span of American inequality issues,
contrary to theories emphasizing intractable differences between “orthodox” and “modernist”
theologies and intrinsic connections between theological individualism and economic
individualism. Thus, an understanding of the past role of religion in inequality politics paves the
way for a better understanding of the role of religio-political organizations in the contemporary
politics of inequality.
In Chapter 3, I perform close readings of extensive primary source material to argue that
the Reverends Barber and Theoharis, and Pastor Drollinger, are sacred versions of Hans Noel’s
“coalition merchants” who seek to build new coalitions by providing reasons to link together
various constituencies and “policy demanders”. Drawing on Rogers M. Smith’s “Spiral of
Politics,” I compare the biblical interpretations relating to inequality policy and political strategy
of these religious leaders to those of previous religious elites. Through these comparisons, I
demonstrate how Barber, Theoharis and Drollinger have “inherit[ed], modif[ied], and
transform[ed]” pre-existing religio-political ideas to justify unified (anti) inequality gospels and a
set of diametrically opposed political strategies to pursue them. These new biblical and
theological interpretations serve as “coordinative and communicative discourses” (Schmidt 2011,
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56-57) providing internal unity and external legitimation, critical to the success of these
organizations.
Chapters 4 through 7 employ qualitative, institutional-focused analysis based on primary
sources from the organizations and journalistic accounts to describe the political activities of
Capitol Ministries and the New Poor People’s Campaign with a particular focus on the ways in
which their religio-political discourses (from Chapter 3) provide internal unity and external
legitimation as they (1) engage with political institutions (Chapters 4 and 6), and (2) seek to
orient the democratic participation of their members and the broader public (Chapters 5 and 7).
Chapter 4 examines the institutional outreach of Capitol Ministries, exploring its politics of elite
evangelization through what I call the “Bible Study as Direct Lobby,” which is in effect a form
of advocacy for his unified inequality gospel. Chapter 5 then investigates the potential effect,
more broadly, of Drollinger’s religio-political discourses in facilitating Donald Trump’s rise to
power and increasingly authoritarian behavior, culminating in the January 6th Insurrection.
Chapter 5 pays particular attention to the anti-democratic activities of Drollinger Bible Study
members such as Representatives Jim Jordan, Louis Gohmert, and Chief of Staff Mark
Meadows, examining the potential role Drollinger’s religio-political discourses may have played
in their political behavior.
Subsequently, Chapter 6 analyzes the ways in which the organizational structures and
religio-political discourses of the New Poor People’s Campaign aim to facilitate access to
political power for poor and low wealth Americans themselves, which is necessary, they argue,
to advance a policy agenda addressing the needs of this underrepresented group. As part of this
effort, the NPPC also deploys a language of moral criticism that their grassroots members can
use to challenge the discourses and institutions of neo-liberal paternalism and the austerity
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measures of the American welfare state. Chapter 7 then highlights the NPPC’s broader efforts to
develop a coalition-based, unified anti-inequality gospel. This strategy allows it to fuse attacks
on systemic racism and a defense of LGBTQ rights, on the one hand, with a demand for
structural economic change on the other hand. The chapter argues that this inclusive vision is
critical to fighting inequality in all its forms, especially as reactionary forces seek to disassociate
these inequality issues from each other, building walls between oppressed groups to maintain the
economic and political status quo.
Chapters 4 and 6 also include sections that explore the impact of the religio-political
discourses of Ralph Drollinger and William J. Barber II on political phenomena beyond policy,
namely policy-based and affective polarization. As scholars of polarization have argued, policybased polarization concerns the widening gap between the two parties, particularly at the elite
level, across a range of policy domains and issues (McCarty, Poole, and Rosenthal 2008).
Affective polarization, by contrast, describes the growing mistrust and dislike between the two
parties at the elite and mass levels, which is animated by “out-group versus in group” bias
(Iyengar et al. 2019).
In Chapter 6, for instance, I argue that Barber’s attempt to build a new constituency
group in American politics for progressive policies – by uniting poor and low wealth people
across divisions of race, geography, sexual orientation, and political affiliation –
rests on biblical interpretations that transcend and subvert divides in the electorate between left
and right and liberal and conservative. Thus, he seeks to depolarize the electorate affectively,
increasing trust and respect among Democrats and Republicans, and moving poor and low
wealth Republicans toward a more progressive policy agenda. Yet, at the same time, his goal in
deploying these discourses is to push Congressional Democrats to adopt an agenda that is much
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farther to the left than recent Democratic policy positions. Thus, it can be said that in terms of
policy-based polarization among governmental elites, his goal is to further polarize them by
moving the two parties farther apart programmatically.
Importantly, while Barber’s religio-political discourses operate to different purposes at
distinct levels of American politics (limiting affective polarization among the public while
widening elite policy polarization), in chapter 6, I argue that Drollinger’s religio-political
discourses operate solely at the elite policy level. His biblical interpretations and religio-political
discourses, which cast Democratic politicians as agents of Satan and their policies as the result of
corrupt theology, have the potential to move his Congressional study members farther to the
right while also increasing disrespect, distrust, and overall animosity toward their Democratic
colleagues. Thus, Drollinger’s fusion of spiritual and political warfare has the potential to
increase both affective and policy-based polarization within the U.S. Congress.
Chapter 8 concludes by revisiting the challenge this dissertation’s findings pose to two
prominent theories in religion and politics that, given the evidence presented in this dissertation,
are more limited than is often acknowledged. First is James Davison Hunter’s “culture wars”
thesis, which posits an entrenched clash between the religiously “orthodox” (i.e., those who
“believe God is the ultimate moral arbiter of right and wrong, that the revealed word of God as
recorded in sacred texts [such as the Bible] is inerrant and of timeless relevancy, and that God is
a real and active presence in people’s daily lives”) and the religiously modern or secular (i.e.,
those who “believe humans are the ultimate judge of what constitutes moral action, that morality
is an evolving, open quest that must be judged in its cultural context, and that humans are
responsible for their own fates” (Hunter 1991, quoted in Davis and Robinson 1996, 757-758).
This thesis, however, cannot account for the politically progressive New Poor People’s
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Campaign and its leaders’ insistence on biblical authority and an engaged and active God who
determines right and wrong.
The second prominent theory that is in need of revision is David Barker and Jan
Carman’s Weberian-inflected “Spirit of Capitalism” argument (2000), which asserts that
theological beliefs emphasizing individual salvation through faith in Jesus Christ are intrinsically
connected to preferences for economic individualism and support for capitalism. This claim
cannot account, however, for the social democratic policy proposals and the unabashed critique
of laissez-faire capitalism of the theologically “orthodox” William J. Barber II and the New Poor
People’s Campaign. Both prominent theories, in short, are better at capturing the religion and
politics of Capitol Ministries than of the New Poor People’s Campaign.
In calling these theories into question, I point the way toward new research inquiries,
which emphasize 1) the importance of human agency and organizational capacity in determining
how ostensibly similar religious doctrines are converted into divergent political discourses and
movements, and 2) the impact of religio-political elite discourses on both elite policy formation
and mass opinion. To answer such questions, scholars will need to combine qualitative, in-depth
interpretive analyses of religio-political ideas with institution-based investigations of the
mechanisms by which elite discourse is disseminated to policy makers and the mass public. Such
investigations can also guide future quantitative research on religion and elite and mass policy
preferences, helping researchers to develop more exact instruments of measurement. These
endeavors are critical to forming a more comprehensive and accurate understanding of religion’s
role in the mass and elite politics of American inequality in all its forms.
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Chapter 2
Religion and the Politics of American Inequality:
Towards an Integration of a Fragmented Literature
In the 21st century, the United States is marked by various forms of inequality. Significant
poverty exists alongside of great opulence; structural racism fuels this poverty, perpetuating mass
incarceration and police brutality concentrated in low-income, Black, and brown communities;
and the rights of LGBTQ Americans are threatened by an increasingly conservative Supreme Court
and a proliferation of discriminatory laws at the state level. Each of these inequality issues is the
object of political contestation and these political conflicts have been the subject of much
scholarship. While substantively many of these forms of inequality are often inextricably
intertwined and Black feminist scholars have long noted these interconnections (Smith 1978), most
of the scholarship on the politics of inequality remains balkanized and fragmented despite efforts
to develop, define, and refine “intersectional” methodologies centering on the idea of “complex
inequality” (McCall 2005).
When scholars turn to the role of religion in the politics of inequality, there is similarly a
lack of attention to how religion relates in multiple, often contradictory, ways to the political
discussion of inequality across and within a range of issue domains. Although the role of the
Religious Right in politicizing and opposing LGBTQ rights has long been recognized (Bull and
Gallagher 1996), as well as the importance of religious rhetoric and religious organizations in the
Civil Rights movement (Chappel 2009), religion has been largely neglected by scholars
investigating the mass and elite politics of economic and wealth inequality. Those prominent
studies that have considered the impact of religion on issues of economic inequality have been
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relatively limited in scope, focusing on religion as a distracting force that causes low-income,
socially conservative Americans to vote against their liberal economic self-interest because of their
conservative views on social issues such as abortion and gay marriage (Frank 2004). Some more
nuanced studies have been conducted by quantitative researchers who correlate religious
characteristics to the political economy views of Americans, but these studies by and large have
not been recognized as contributions to contemporary debates on the politics of inequality (e.g.,
Davis and Robinson 1996; Barker and Carman 2000; Deckman et al. 2017). This could also be
said of a large body of historical scholarship that has stood mostly on its own but has persuasively
illustrated how various religious interpretations have developed biblical and theological
justifications as well as condemnations of laissez-faire capitalism (e.g., Worthen 2008; Ingersoll
2015; McVicar 2015; Kruse 2016; Ruotsila 2016).
Even regarding the more widely studied issues of LGBTQ rights and racial inequality, the
examination of religion’s impact has been uneven. Only a few scholars of the LGBTQ movement
– most writing hagiographical sketches of movement leaders – have recognized the ways religion,
including theologically conservative religion, has contributed to the success of the LGBTQ
movement (Tobin 1975; Clendenin and Nagourney 1999). These studies have largely been ignored
by scholars who have chronicled the political rise of the Religious Right and its threat to the
LGBTQ community. That is, instead of recognizing religion’s impact as potentially strengthening
the movement, most scholars have adhered to a narrative in which a modern, secularized LGBTQ
movement battles against a reactionary, anti-modern Religious Right (Martin 1996; Bull and
Gallagher 1996; Fetner 2008). Conversely, in battles over racial inequality, the religious doctrines
motivating white supremacy and what Jane Dailey has called the “theology of segregation” (2009,
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121, 144) have received far less attention than the heroism of religious Civil Rights activists and
leaders.
This chapter’s review of the literature argues that by bringing these disparate scholarly
investigations into conversation with each other, scholars can develop a more comprehensive and
accurate picture of religion’s role in the contemporary political battles over various forms of
inequality in the United States. To make this argument, I begin by analyzing the literature on the
politics of American economic inequality, noting the overall lack of attention to religion as a
potential causal factor. I then review separate literatures by historians, sociologists, and political
scientists that have interrogated the ways in which religion and religious interpretation shape and
motivates political economy views at the elite and mass levels, demonstrating how insights from
this work could inform scholarship on the politics of American economic inequality.
Turning from the politics of economic inequality to the politics of racial inequality, I then
review historical scholarship which has long noted a close connection between theologically
conservative Christianity and support for racist ideologies or policies. These connections have
often been obscured by the influence of powerful narratives constructed over time by groups
involved in these struggles, such as civil rights activists who have sought to claim God for their
own side, and the contemporary Religious Right, which has attempted to erase its past association
with racial inequality and segregation politics. Finally, I review the literature on the LGBTQ
movement for equality, arguing that scholars have neglected an analysis of the full role of religion
in this struggle, adhering to a secularized understanding of the movement that sees religion solely
as an undermining force. By illuminating the role of conservative Christianity in the LGBTQ rights
movement, I hope to demonstrate that religion, even theologically conservative or “orthodox”
Christianity, was a site of political contest.
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I conclude by arguing that the current incomplete and fragmented picture has lent support
to over-generalized, academic theories of religion’s role in contemporary politics. For instance,
James Davison Hunter’s “culture wars” thesis asserts that the divide between theological
“modernism” and “religious orthodoxy” is responsible for all political conflict across the range of
inequality issues (1991). Similarly, building on Max Weber, the contention that religious adherents
to Christian theology emphasizing individual salvation through faith in Jesus Christ intrinsically
support capitalism and individualistic economic ideology has been put forward in the influential
work of political scientists David C. Barker and Jan Carman (2000). These theories posit
intractable divides based on essentialized differences between Christianity and secularism,
neglecting the importance of human agency.
Contrary to Hunter, Barker, and Carman’s findings, I argue that a complete and integrated
picture of the scholarship on religion and the politics of inequality reveals that religion, even
theologically conservative or “orthodox” Christianity, has supported and continues to support both
conservative and progressive political objectives in America’s conflicts over its various forms of
inequality.3 What has mattered and what continues to matter most is interpretation, particularly the
biblical and theological interpretations of religio-political elites and the mechanisms and
institutions they use and have used to disseminate their ideas to governmental elites and the mass
public. This is the unexplored frontier researchers of religion and inequality have yet to traverse. I
conclude by arguing that a comprehensive picture of religio-politics in the past is critical to the
understanding of the contemporary relationship of religion and inequality politics.

3

Importantly, it is also possible that the relative lack of attention to politically progressive elements within orthodox
Christianity may just be proportionate to the actual or assumed numerical strength of these elements.
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Religion and the Politics of Economic Inequality

What role has religion played in the politics of economic inequality at the mass or elite
levels? Judging from the major works in the field, the scholarly answer to this question has been
none or very little. Since the publication of Piketty and Saez’s pathbreaking work demonstrating
the skyrocketing incomes of Americans at the top of the income scale (2003), scholars studying
the politics of American economic inequality have generally focused their research on two main
questions: (1) What actions have elites taken in American politics and governance that have led to
the widening income and wealth gap? (2) What have average Americans thought about economic
inequality and what to do about it? To investigate these questions, scholars have employed a
diverse array of methodologies. These methodologies have included qualitative, institutionfocused examinations of legislative behavior as well as quantitative, survey-based, or experimental
analyses of the relationship between various aspects of Americans’ identity (e.g., race, partisan
affiliation, and socio-economic status) and public opinion concerning American economic
inequality and political economy policy.
In both sets of studies, religion has rarely made an appearance as a potential causal factor.
Scholarship on elite congressional behavior related to economic inequality has failed to ask
whether the religious affiliations, practices, or beliefs of members of Congress influence their
views and actions on political economy issues. For example, in Hacker and Pierson’s (2005)
qualitative analysis of the Republican Party’s use of policy design to conceal the negative
economic impacts of George W. Bush’s tax cut legislation, the authors ascribe congressional
motivation to electoral causes such as the desire to please particular business interest groups,
critical to their reelection. This line of argument neglects ideational motivations derived from
religious convictions (or other sources) altogether.
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In the same vein, more recent studies have used quantitative methods to demonstrate the
ways in which Congress collectively fails to represent the policy views of poor Americans and the
middle class, instead catering to the wealthy and affluent (Gilens 2005; Gilens 2012; Gilens and
Page 2014; Miller 2018). These studies also attribute this discrepancy to the outsized influence of
wealthy elites and business organizations on congressional behavior, neglecting a member’s
ideological and ideational motivations, including those that may derive from religious affiliation,
practice, or belief. In neglecting ideational influences, the authors of these studies also fail to
consider the ways in which the religious beliefs of wealthy elites can motivate, reinforce, or
mitigate their economic conservatism, or how the lobbying efforts of religious organizations can
sustain or combat growing economic inequality.
Turning to the subject of mass opinion regarding economic inequality, one continues to
find religion neglected as a potential causal factor. For example, Larry Bartels’s seminal piece on
public opinion regarding George W. Bush’s tax cuts, which attributed one’s support for the tax
cuts to a lack of political knowledge and information (2005; 2008), neglected to ask whether one’s
religion was statistically related to one’s public policy attitudes and therefore might also have
played a role in generating support. Furthermore, even work critical of Bartels’s argument, which
contends that scholars need to allow for the possibility that members of the two political parties
process information in diverse ways, neglects to ask whether Republican respondents’ religious
identity or beliefs play a role in the way these citizens process information (Lupia et al. 2007).
More recent work on public opinion and inequality continues to ignore the impact religious
belief, affiliation, and practice may have on one’s political economy views. For example, Alesina,
Stancheva, and Teso (2018) have argued that left-wing and right-wing respondents respond
differently to experimental treatments regarding social mobility. While “pessimistic” experimental
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treatments, portraying social mobility as low, cause left-wing respondents to become more
supportive of redistribution policy, the same is not true for right-wing respondents (2018, 521).
The authors attribute this lack of support for redistribution to right-wing respondents’ belief that
“government is the problem” (2018, 521) but they do not consider the reasons why right-wing
respondents hold such negative views of government. One potential cause that they could have
investigated is religion – belief, practice, and affiliation.
Other quantitative scholarship investigating American redistribution preferences similarly
ignores the potential causal role of religion (Brady and Bostic 2015; Gilens and Thal 2018). In the
case of Gilens and Thal, this neglect is particularly surprising as they argue that wealthy Americans
who demonstrate more “concern for others” and higher levels of “altruism” support the Democratic
party and demonstrate stronger preferences for “anti-poverty policy” (2018, 209). Had Gilens and
Thal disaggregated their data by religious affiliation or belief they might have been able to gain
more insight into the causes of one’s “concern for others” and higher level of “altruism” and
whether religion plays a role in motivating these beliefs and feelings.
Recently, scholars have adopted an expanded view of inequality policies, evaluating
Americans’ views toward inequality policy beyond tax and transfer solutions, including higher
investment in public education, greater support for labor unions, raising the minimum wage, and
changes to corporate governance (McCall and Kenworthy 2009; McCall 2013; Lindh and McCall
2019; Lindh and McCall 2020). Yet this work as well has neglected to disaggregate its results by
religious affiliation or belief and therefore failed to consider how religion shapes preferences
regarding this expanded menu of public policy options. Such information might be particularly
illuminating given the role conservative Christian activists have played in opposing greater
funding for public education (Stewart 2020, 179-200).
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One exception to the silence on religion are the early scholarly battles over Thomas Frank’s
contention that some Americans of lower socio-economic status vote against their assumed
economic interests, supporting the Republican Party instead of the Democratic Party, because the
Republican Party shares their views on religious issues such as gay marriage, abortion, and school
prayer. According to Frank, these “wedge issues” have transformed the roaring populists of
William Jennings Bryan into deluded lackeys of the Republican Party and its rich benefactors
(Frank 2004). Interestingly, the fiercest opponent of Frank’s argument has been Larry Bartels
himself, who previously focused on misinformation among regular voters but has countered that
Frank’s discourse of economic false consciousness among white, working-class conservatives is
not supported by the statistical evidence, which indicates that a person’s income level has the most
impact in predicting one’s partisan choice, and that voters in general care about economic issues
more than hot-button social and cultural issues (Bartels 2006; Bartels 2008, “Who’s Bitter”).
Despite their disagreement, however, both Bartels and Frank hold to a common narrative
emphasizing the distracting power of religion. According to this narrative, a Christian
evangelical’s vote preference is the outcome of a saliency contest between his or her economic
self-interest, and thus assumed need for progressive economic policies, and his or her obligation
to

vote

the

Bible

on

issues

of

traditional

religious

morality.

Although the authors differ in their identification of which set of issues prevail at the ballot box
(Bartels believes it is economic interest and Frank that it is cultural wedge issues), neither doubts
the existence of the contest.
Other scholars have joined the conversation about the political sources of rising economic
inequality on similar terms. Political Scientists Nolan McCarty, Keith Poole, and Howard
Rosenthal (2008) echo many of the arguments of Bartels (2006) in their study of the relationship
between increasing political polarization and rising economic inequality in the United States. After
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identifying evangelical religion solely with a commitment to traditional positions on social issues
(e.g., opposition to abortion and gay marriage), they implicitly dismiss the role of religion in
congressional political polarization by observing that “moral and social issues are not a large part
of the congressional roll call agenda” that they are analyzing (98-99). A possibility that they do
not consider, in other words, is that religious beliefs could affect roll call votes on economic issues
as well. Additionally, in later work, Jacob Hacker and Paul Pierson conceptualize religion’s impact
on inequality in similar terms, presenting the mobilization of evangelical voters as a “quid pro
quo” transaction, where the “Christian Right has engaged voters on nonmaterial grounds” around
issues “that required very little attention to their economic concerns” (Hacker and Pierson 2010,
147-149, 204).
This inability to recognize that religion can speak directly to issues of political economy
and economic inequality has shaped quantitative studies of congressional voting behavior and
religion as well, with most of them searching for a statistical relationship between religion and
members’ positions on “social issues” such as abortion or gay marriage (Fastnow and Rudolph,
1999; Haider-Markel 2001; Oldmixon and Calfano 2007), but none focusing specifically on a
member’s views toward economic issues.
Lastly, a 2011 quantitative study by Frederick Solt, Phillip Habel, and J. Tobin Grant
investigates the relationship between a society’s level of income inequality and religiosity, finding
that rising economic inequality increased the religiosity of all segments of a society – the rich and
the poor. Relying on the Marxian understanding of religion as the “opiate of the masses,” the
authors explain this result by arguing that religion provides comfort for the poor, increasing their
acceptance of their present deprivation, and a method of social control for the rich. Indeed, the
authors further argue that the rich use their money to deliberately spread religion throughout their
society to increase their power over the less fortunate (2011, 448-450). However, by
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conceptualizing religion solely as a method of social control for the rich, the authors ignore the
ways in which certain religious interpretations can motivate resistance to the status quo and a desire
for redistribution of economic and political power. Thus, similar to Franks, Bartels, and the other
authors mentioned above, these authors also, in their own way, emphasize the distracting power
of religion, ignoring the ways in which different religious interpretations can produce contrasting
political outcomes on issues of political economy.
Yet, as will become clear in the next two sections, scholarship by historians, political
scientists, and sociologists has proven that religion can and does have the ability to directly shape
public policy views on economic questions as well as “social issues” at the mass and elite levels
of American politics. Moreover, religion’s impact on a society’s inequality views can both serve
to enhance the social, political, and economic control of wealthy elites or it can motivate
challenges to their power, depending on the religious interpretations developed and employed.

Historical Scholarship on Religion and Economic Inequality
In contrast to the literature on the politics of rising economic inequality, a significant body
of historical scholarship on the biblical interpretations of religious elites has demonstrated
religion and religious interpretation can and has spoken directly to issues of political economy,
supporting, or condemning unrestricted capitalism and policies that reinforce economic
inequality. This scholarship has taken two directions: (1) historical studies illustrating
Christianity’s ability to motivate critiques of capitalism and promote economic justice and (2)
studies by historians demonstrating the ways in which Christianity has fueled support for
capitalism and economic inequality. Both offer historiographical insights that could benefit the
contemporary study of the politics of American economic inequality.
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The first set of studies center primarily on what historians have come to call “the Social
Gospel,” dating back to Arthur Schlesinger Sr.’s seminal piece “A Critical Period in American
Religion” (1932). In this article, Schlesinger identified the Social Gospel as a critical juncture in
the history of American Protestantism caused by the “development of new scientific thinking,”
especially historical biblical criticism, which treated the Bible as a historical document rather than
the revealed word of God, and the rapid industrialization in American society fueled by an increase
in technology (1932, 524). Schlesinger argued that these changes provoked a response among
“certain energetic minorities” who came to embrace greater social and economic reform as a
Christian duty (541).
Later scholars of religion, Robert T. Handy and Sidney E. Mead, challenged the economic
determinism at the heart of Schlesinger’s argument, contending that he had paid too little attention
to the “theology” of the Social Gospel. They highlighted the Social Gospel’s theology of “divine
immanence,” as captured in the concept of the “Kingdom of God.” This theological precept argued
that God embodied all of creation and the material world and thus the material world was a
legitimate domain for Christian concern. According to Handy and Mead, this theological
understanding eventually led to the Social Gospel’s belief that “human sin could be progressively
eradicated through the application of dedicated human intelligence to social problems.” This
belief, Handy and Mead argued, represented a severe break with evangelical Christianity, which
contended that only an individual’s faith in Jesus Christ could overcome the effects of human sin
and reunite one with God (Handy and Mead 1950, 68-69).
However, while Handy and Mead emphasized the “modernism” of the Social Gospel and
its theological differences with evangelical Christianity, subsequent studies explored the ways in
which theologically conservative evangelical Christianity itself fueled resistance to capitalism and
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a desire for economic reform. For example, New Left historians Lawrence Levine and Willard H.
Smith attacked Richard Hofstadter’s caricature of William Jennings Bryan as a liberal hero turned
reactionary. Hofstadter had disconnected Bryan’s Pre-World War One quest for economic reform
from his postwar crusades for Prohibition and against evolution, writing that “the pathetic postwar
career of Bryan…once the bellwether for so many of the genuine reforms, was a perfect epitome
of the collapse of rural individualism and the shabbiness of the evangelical mind” (Hofstadter
1955, 286).

In contrast, Levine and Smith argued that both Bryan’s support for “progressive

labor legislation, government aid to farmers, public ownership of the railroads, and minimum wage
laws” as well as his much-maligned crusades for Prohibition and against evolution can be
coherently linked to his Biblical commitment to the common man and social reform. For Bryan,
Prohibition was a “struggle against selfish interests that put profit above human welfare,” and
evolution, a dangerous belief in Social Darwinism, historically connected to the “might makes
right” gospel, by which capital had oppressed the common man (Levine 1965, 105, 364). Thus,
Willard Smith argued that Bryan should be placed within the Social Gospel tradition of economic
justice, despite his conservative evangelical theology (Smith 1975, 1).
Other historians have moved beyond studies of individual reformers such as Bryan to
analyze the ways in which theologically conservative evangelical religion motivated working-class
movements for greater economic rights. Ken Fones Wolf (1989) and Robert H. Craig (1995) have
passionately argued against the contention that evangelical religion always served the interest of
the dominant class by legitimating the worker’s own oppression. Craig called on scholars to “listen
closely when oppressed people speak for themselves, name their own reality, and give voice to
their own experiences.” In doing so, Craig argued scholars would find a new Christ, “an agitator
such as the world has never seen before nor since...despised and finally murdered to appease the
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wrath of the ruling class of his time” (Craig 1995, 7-8). Evangelical Christianity, Fones-Wolf
declared, far from “imposing” complacency, “served as an arena for class conflict” (quoted in
Oestreicher 1991, 620).
A final set of studies on Christian challenges to capitalism focuses on what has come to be
known as the “Evangelical Left,” highlighting the work of contemporary socially progressive
Christian evangelical thinkers and activists such as Jim Wallis, Ron Sider, Tony Campolo, and
Shane Claiborne (Wills 2007; Hetzel 2009; Evans 2017). Early in their adulthood, these “Red
Letter Christians,” named after their focus on the words of Jesus emphasized in red letters in some
Bibles, were influenced by “neo-evangelicals” such as Carl Henry who called on theologically
conservative Christians to pay more attention to social issues such as racism and poverty. But it
was their involvement in the Civil Rights movement and the movement against the War in Vietnam
that catalyzed their activism. After campaigning extensively for George McGovern, Jim Wallis
and Ron Sider formed the group Evangelicals for Social Action (ESA). True to Wallis and Sider’s
heritage, ESA articulates a progressive politics centered on social and economic justice in the
language of biblical literalism and individual salvation theology (Evans 2017, 207-209).
In addition to crafting studies illustrating Christianity’s challenge to capitalism, historians
have produced a large body of work illuminating the ways in which Christianity has supported
unrestrained capitalism and economic inequality. For example, Kevin Kruse (2016) has argued
that anti-New Deal corporate leaders actively recruited religious figures such as the Reverend
James Fitfield, a modernist liberal, to sanctify their efforts to oppose growing labor power,
expanded government regulation, and rising taxation in the New Deal era. In doing so, they created
the “myth of a Christian America” (2016, 1) founded on capitalist principles, cloaking their antiNew Deal activism in Christian justification and imagery. This effort flourished in the context of
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the Cold War, not only spreading through all denominations, but creating celebrations of civil
religion, such as the National Prayer Breakfast and the addition of "Under God” to the Pledge of
Allegiance, which are still with us today (2016, 77-78). Kruse argues further that these activists’
efforts to promote “Christian libertarianism,” the biblical justification of capitalism and limited
government, throughout American denominations, paved the way for the rise of the crossdenominational Christian Right (2016, 7).
In similar work, Molly Worthen (2008), Michael McVicar (2015), and Julie Ingersoll
(2015) have investigated the influential worldview and biblical interpretations of Rousas John
Rushdooney, the founder of what has been named Christian Reconstructionism. The son of
Armenian immigrants, Rushdooney was an orthodox Presbyterian minister who was strongly
influenced by Austrian school economist Friedrich Hayek. Thus, Rushdooney’s Christian state
governed by Biblical law not only proposed capital punishment for gays and lesbians and
patriarchal family relations, but anti-statism, unrestrained capitalism, and inviolable property
rights as well (Worthen 2008, 403, 422). According to Rushdooney’s son in law, for “Christians
[to capture] the state at every level,” their present connections to the existing state would first have
to be severed. Therefore, the goal before the establishment of the Biblical state is to “roll back the
[secular] state” and “get its hands out of our wallets, even if it’s doing so in the name of the people”
(Ingersoll 2015, 62).
Historians have disagreed on the extent of Rushdooney’s influence among the members of
the contemporary Christian Right. For example, in her article, Worthen downplayed the influence
of Rushdooney, declaring that his extremism kept him from having much influence among
Christian Right leaders (Worthen 2008), apart from Pat Robertson. In contrast, Ingersoll and
McVicar, in book-length studies, have traced Rushdooney’s ideas to the work of David Barton, a
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prominent pseudo-historian, who has spread Rushdooney’s thought throughout the present-day
Christian right, from the Tea Party to the “Quiverfull” Homeschooling Movement to the ideas of
Republican Presidential Candidate Ron Paul (Ingersoll 2015; McVicar 2015).
In scholarship further investigating the role of conservative Christian elites in promoting
capitalism and economic inequality, Markku Ruotsila (2012; 2016) has illuminated the influence
of another important figure in the gospel of sanctified capitalism, Reverend Carl McIntire, the
founder of the American Council of Christian Churches and a pioneering entrepreneur of rightwing radio (Hendershot 2007). McIntire was a self-proclaimed refugee from what he considered
theological liberalism. He was driven from Princeton Theological Seminary and the Presbyterian
Church of the U.S.A. due to his objections to the growing “modernism” of the Presbyterian Church
and the increasing influence of German higher criticism, which treated the Bible as a historical
document rather than the revealed word of God (McIntire undated, “Letter”). He also fiercely
opposed the Protestant mainline inter-denominational organization, the Federal Council of
Churches (FCC), for its interconnected theological and political liberalism, including its affiliation
with communism.
A prolific author who published one screed after another against the FCC in 1944, 1945,
and 1946 (McIntire 1944; McIntire 1945; McIntire 1946), McIntire is recognized by Ruotsila
(2012, 378) as a “pivotal figure who nurtured, renovated, and passed on to a new generation the
anticollectivistic public doctrines of the original fundamentalist movement.” On his radio show,
the “20th Century Reformation Hour” and throughout his multiple publications, McIntire used
scripture and theology to condemn all aspects of the New Deal; he opposed labor unions, the
growth of the welfare state, progressive taxation, and governmental regulation, as well as the racial
integration employment mandates of the Fair Employment Practices Commission.
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A final work to be covered here on the relationship between conservative Christianity and
conservative economic ideology, Elizabeth and Ken Fones-Wolf’s Struggle for the Soul of the
Postwar South: White Evangelicals and Operation Dixie (2015), integrates religion into the story
of the Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO’s) failure to unite Black and white workers and
unionize the South. Of chief importance for these scholars is the connection between the CIO and
the Federal Council of Churches (FCC) and its modernist theology. This theology, which rejected
biblical authority and salvation through Christ, was antithetical to the evangelical beliefs of both
white and Black workers in the South. Moreover, for white evangelicals, their evangelical faith
reinforced and sanctioned their racism. The authors argue that the FCC’s modernist theology kept
Black workers from joining the CIO even when they were interested in unionization, while at the
same time providing a theological enemy for white evangelicals who saw the FCC as an agent of
Satan as well as Communist inspired integration (Fones-Wolf and Fones-Wolf 2015).
The preceding review illustrates the ability of various Christian religio-political thought
to condemn or support capitalism and economic inequality. However, the difference between
support or condemnation was not whether the individual or group was theologically “modernist”
or “orthodox,” but rather whether the theological and Biblical interpretations regarding political
economy and economic policy they chose to follow, and employ were pro- or anti-capitalist.
These lessons point scholars of the politics of inequality today toward the direct role Christianity
can play in affecting income and wealth inequality by shaping elite and mass opinion and action.
Furthermore, the historical record suggests that contemporary scholars pay particular attention to
the specific biblical and theological interpretations of political actors.
The next section of this review, covering the work of a smaller subset of political scientists
and sociologists examining religion’s impact on mass opinion toward political economy policy,
reinforces these insights. Despite disciplinary and methodological differences, the trajectory of
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this work also points toward these two conclusions: (1) that theologically conservative,
“orthodox” Christianity can motivate conservative and progressive political outcomes and (2)
that elite biblical interpretation is more important than religious/theological identification in
determining a respondents’ corresponding economic policy views.

Quantitative Investigations of Religion and Economic Policy
Apart from neglecting historical investigations of Christianity’s support for and opposition
to laissez-faire capitalism, scholars of the contemporary politics of economic inequality have failed
to acknowledge a significant body of quantitative work stretching back to the 1980s, which has
explored the relationship between a respondent’s religious identity and/or beliefs and their political
economy views. This work originated in the 1980s when sociologists began to investigate whether
orthodox Christians shared the views of Religious Right leaders such as Jerry Falwell, who
extolled capitalism as a system sanctioned by the “Old and New Testaments” (Wuthnow 1988,
248-249).
Previous sociological scholarship had offered only tentative answers to this question.
Linking his findings to Weber’s seminal thesis on the Protestant work ethic, Benton Johnson
(1962) had speculated that fundamentalist theological beliefs with a focus on moral
individualism, including “frugality and industry,” may have made the working class more
accepting of “rational capitalism” (Johnson 1962, 46). Similarly, eminent religious scholar
Martin Marty posited that Protestantism should be disaggregated into two camps. The first, a
“public” mainline Protestantism in the tradition of the Social Gospel, sought to fight economic
and racial inequality, whereas a second, “private” evangelical Protestantism, was concerned only
with individual morality and salvation and opposed social justice activism (Marty 1970).
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The findings of noted sociologists Rodney Stark and Charles Glock, in a study of
religious beliefs about racism and anti-Semitism, supported Marty’s contention. Their results
showed that theologically conservative Christians were much less likely than theologically
liberal Christians to believe that racism or anti-Semitism would have an impact on one’s
salvation. They concluded that “[e]vangelicalism tends to take a miraculous view of social
justice, that if all men are brought to Christ social evils will disappear through divine
intervention.” Evangelicals therefore concentrate on evangelism and conversion and generally
avoid social issues, except when they attempt to make certain “personal vices” illegal (Stark and
Glock 1968, 75).
Yet upon closer inspection, the claims of these works, that fundamentalist belief or
religious theological orthodoxy leads to conservative economic ideology, lacked a strong
evidentiary basis. For example, in Johnson’s (1962) analysis, the dependent variables are
partisan affiliation (i.e., Republican or Democratic Party) and voting preferences in a series of
elections (the 1952 and 1956 presidential elections, 1956 senatorial elections, and Oregon’s 1958
gubernatorial election). He finds that, controlling for class (measured as blue collar versus whitecollar employment), fundamentalists exhibit more support for the Republican Party. However,
affiliating with or voting for the Republican Party is not by itself indicative of support for
conservative economic ideology. Not only were the 1950s a time when economic policy
differences between the two parties were minimal, but Eisenhower’s popularity as a former
general among other factors could have led fundamentalists to support the Republican ticket
even if they held progressive economic views.
Moreover, Marty’s historical work cannot be used to describe average evangelical
opinion since its evidentiary basis was actually elite discourse rather than surveys of believers’
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opinions at the ground level. Finally, Stark and Glock’s broad generalization about
Fundamentalists’ “miraculous view of social justice” is based on an inaccurate interpretation of
their results. This is because the authors had only asked their respondents two questions: should
racism or anti-Semitism have an impact on one’s eternal salvation (separated into two questions).
When fundamentalists had answered these questions with “no,” the authors concluded that
“[e]vangelicalism tends to take a miraculous view of social justice, that if all men are brought to
Christ social evils will disappear through divine intervention.” Therefore, they had posited that
these evangelicals would not support social justice reforms instead focusing on personal
conversion.
However, the authors’ interpretation of their results does not support their conclusions.
First, answering no to those questions does not in itself indicate antipathy toward laws and policy
aimed at decreasing racism or anti-Semitism. Instead, it indicates a particular conception of
salvation derived from the Apostle Paul – that salvation comes through faith in Jesus alone and
his atoning death on the cross – which most fundamentalists and evangelicals, then and now,
share. The possibility the authors neglected is that fundamentalists and evangelicals can adhere
to the Paulian “salvation through faith alone” philosophy, while also working to eradicate racism
and anti-Semitism through policy and government action.
Conversely, as other scholars have demonstrated (Emerson, Smith, and Sikkink 1999;
Blouin, Robinson and Starks 2013; Wong 2018) racism has long been a part of white
evangelicals’ views on inequality. Thus, answers about race or anti-Semitism and salvation may
not indicate views on social justice (in particular, economic justice) as much as antipathy toward
specific groups. The fundamentalists Stark and Glock studied might have believed racism or
anti-Semitism should not keep someone out of heaven because they were themselves racist and
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anti-Semitic or had no problem with those who were. At the same time, they may have strongly
believed in government action to reduce poverty or more evenly distribute wealth between the
rich and the poor, or at least the white poor. Whether the answers of Stark and Glock’s
fundamentalists were motivated by Paulian salvation doctrine or racism and anti-Semitism, Stark
and Glock’s conclusion that fundamentalists believe in a “miraculous view of social justice”
seems to take them far beyond their actual evidence.
Indeed, when sociologists in the 1980s moved past generalizations and spurious
associations to more in-depth investigations of religious fundamentalism and economic policy
beliefs, they found results quite different from those the previous studies had predicted. Starting
with analyses of survey data from a random sample of Muncie, Indiana (n=284[1986],
n=379[1988], n=281[1989]) – a town introduced into sociology by Robert Staughton Lynd and
Helen Merrell Lynd’s “Middletown” studies (Younge 2016) – sociologist Joseph Tamney and
his colleagues found that while fundamentalist belief was strongly correlated to socially
conservative positions on issues such as school prayer and abortion, it was uncorrelated or even
negatively correlated to conservative economic ideology (Tamney, Johnson, and Halebsky 1986;
Tamney, Johnson, and Burton 1988; and Tamney, Johnson, and Burton 1989).
Specifically, they examined detailed measures of both religious adherence and economic
policy preferences. They measured fundamentalism as sureness of belief regarding Biblical
inerrancy, Christ’s return to defeat the Anti-Christ, the fallen nature of man, and agreement with
the idea that one’s suffering was part of God’s plan, finding that all were correlated with policy
positions supporting government full employment and income redistribution measures (Tamney,
Johnson, and Halebsky 1986). Furthermore, these Protestant Fundamentalists, regardless of
class, strongly supported “economic restructuring” including a “government guaranteed job,”
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“more or less equal distribution of goods and services,” “joint ownership of business between
management and workers,” “workers’ rights to participate in making management related
decisions that affect them,” including plant closing and modernization, and support for unions. In
fact, while Protestant Fundamentalists offered their support in these areas, Protestant liberals did
not (Tamney, Johnson, and Burton 1988: 96S). Even beliefs associated specifically with
Falwell’s Christian Right that “America was God’s chosen nation” and “instrument in the fight
against Communism,” were negatively correlated to conservative economic ideology, favoring
full employment and income redistribution (Tamney, Johnson, and Halebsky 1986).
Sociology studies throughout the 1990s using General Social Survey data confirmed
Tamney et al.’s results. Pyle (1993) found a positive effect for Biblical literalism (independent of
race and class) on preferences regarding government action to improve people’s standards of
living, support the poor, and insure stable prices and jobs. Additionally, Davis and Robinson
(1996) correlated Biblical literalism to support for government guaranteed jobs, more spending
on social security, government help for medical care, agreement that profits should go primarily
to workers rather than to shareholders, and high confidence in organized labor. Interestingly,
however, beginning in the 1990s, political scientists, refuting their sociologist colleagues, began
to argue for a clear connection between evangelicalism and conservative economic ideology. In
findings directly counter to those already discussed, political scientists found that evangelicals
demonstrated strong predispositions toward economic conservatism, opposing anti-poverty
programs (Jelen, Smidt, and Wilcox 1993), supporting large tax cuts (Guth, et al. 2006), and
favoring less government spending and overall intervention in the economy (Barker and Carman
2000).
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What accounts for the differences? First, one must note that these latter works relied on
the ANES (American National Election Surveys) instead of GSS surveys; as a result, these
scholars were forced to identify orthodox religious belief through a respondent’s selfidentification with terms such as “fundamentalist,” “evangelical,” or “born again” because the
more detailed questions about theological beliefs (also referred to as moral beliefs by some
scholars) were unavailable in the ANES. In other words, these studies emphasized “belonging”
more than “belief.” Or, in the words of sociologists Brian Starks and Robert V. Robinson, they
followed a view of religion and politics based on “subcultural [religious] identity,” while the
previously mentioned sociologists emphasized “moral [religious] cosmology” (2009).
In their study of 1998 GSS data, Starks and Robinson (2009) investigated the impact of
the moral cosmology approach (measured through agreement with biblical inerrancy, belief in a
God who watches over me, and agreement to follow faithfully the teachings of their church) and
the subcultural identity approach (measured through self-identification with the terms
fundamentalist or evangelical) on issues of personal morality (abortion and homosexuality) and
economic ideology (government responsibility to reduce income differences and guarantee jobs).
While both approaches reinforced each other on abortion and homosexuality leading to greater
social conservatism, the results on the economic issues mirrored the differences between
sociologists and political scientists reported above – namely, the moral cosmology approach
linked orthodox belief to greater economic progressivism (than those with more liberal
theological beliefs), whereas the subcultural identity linked evangelical or fundamentalist selfidentification to greater economic conservatism (than those Protestants who identified as
mainline or liberal).
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To explain these findings, Starks and Robinson argued that orthodox religious belief
(belief in “timeless texts” and a “God Centered Universe,” which partly define those with a
moral cosmology) animates a communitarian ethos, which subordinates individual freedom to
community-based conceptions of God’s law on issues of social conservatism, but also leads to
support for economic restructuring and aid to the poor (Starks and Robinson 2009). Conversely,
subcultural identity is rooted in opposition to other groups. For evangelicals and fundamentalists,
these other groups were liberals, mainliners, and secular humanists. For mainline and liberal
Protestants, it would be evangelicals and fundamentalists. As previously noted, the leadership of
evangelicals and fundamentalists was strongly pro-free market capitalism, while the mainline
leadership, especially in the 1980s and 1990s, favored government intervention and spending.
Since each group is likely to identify in opposition to the other group’s leadership (given the
greater visibility of elite rhetoric than mass opinion), it is perhaps not surprising that those
identifying as evangelical or fundamentalist, or “born again,” would hold views in opposition to
economically progressive mainline and liberal Protestant leadership.
The explanation appears to hold since studies by sociologists as late as 2013 and 2018,
adopting the “moral cosmology approach,” found orthodox religious beliefs predictive of
progressive economic policies. One study, which used a special battery of compassion questions
on the 2004 GSS, found the religiously orthodox to exhibit more compassion than moderates,
which in turn led them to be more supportive of government efforts to alleviate poverty and help
the sick with their medical bills (Blouin, Robinson, and Starks 2013). Another, analyzing data
from the Baylor Religion Survey administered by Gallup in 2007, found that while “white
evangelicals” generally mirrored Republican economic orthodoxy, Republicans who professed
belief “in an engaged God” demonstrated lower levels of economic conservatism than those who
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did not, exhibiting the same preferences as Democrats regarding government redistribution of
wealth (Thomson and Froese 2018).
By contrast, in a 2017 study, political scientist Melissa Deckman and her colleagues
utilize GSS data and two surveys conducted by the Public Religion Research Institute to
investigate the link between religious conservatism and economic conservatism among
Americans, and they find something different, even though they also examine the subcultural
identity perspective (using identifiers such as “white Evangelical Protestants”) and a moral
cosmology perspective (utilizing belief in biblical literalism). They find both to be significant
predictors of a preference for lower taxes and less government spending as well as tax relief over
investment in education and infrastructure to stimulate economic growth. Indeed, they find that
White Evangelical Protestants who believe in Biblical literalism hold significantly more
conservative economic viewpoints than those that do not (Deckman et al. 2017). Perhaps more
importantly, using GSS data from the late 1980s to the present, they show that on two indicators
– (1) whether government should do everything it can to improve the standard of living for all
Americans versus each American should take care of themselves and (2) whether government
should do more to solve our country’s problems as opposed to leaving those tasks to individuals
and private business – White Evangelical Protestants, captured by self-identification as "born
again,” have grown significantly more conservative than other religious groups with a gap
opening up in 2004, closing after the Great Recession, and opening up again in 2010.
Importantly, Deckman and her colleagues attribute this shift and the present economic
conservatism of White Evangelical Protestants to the influence of Republican partisanship, the
polarization of the parties on issues of economics, and especially the success of the Tea Party
movement, which in conjunction with Religious Right organizations such as the Faith and
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Freedom Coalition, has advanced a biblical justification of free market capitalism that has been
adopted by many White Evangelical Protestants (Deckman et al. 2017). Deckman et al’s
identification of the Tea Party’s elite biblical interpretation as the potential cause of White
Evangelical Christians’ increasing economic conservatism derives from her engagement with
part of the historiography reviewed in the previous section; for example, her piece cites the
influence of Rousas Rushdooney. In this way she breaks with the previous scholarship on
religion and mass opinion, pointing her colleagues toward the importance of scholarly
engagement with historians and of elite religio-political interpretations in shaping mass opinion.
Other recent studies point toward the importance of elite biblical interpretation over
religious self-identification in determining economic policy views. For example, Lydia Bean’s
qualitative, comparative ethnographic analysis of white American and Canadian theologically
conservative evangelicals finds that how religious groups “imagine national community” and
“draw boundaries of cultural membership” as well as their contrasting collective memories of
each nation’s welfare-state formation, are forms of religious practice overlooked by scholars that
lead American and Canadian Christians to “use their shared theological tools in very different
ways” in their evaluation of redistributive social welfare policy. Thus, the Canadians supported
their nation’s extensive social welfare programs and viewed government anti-poverty efforts as
part of their national and Christian duty, while the Americans saw their duty to the poor solely in
terms of private charity and viewed the growth of America’s limited welfare state as part of the
moral decline of the nation (2014, 166, 174, 179).
Furthermore, Angela Farizo McCarthy and her co-authors find that while U.S. religious
affiliation (self-identification as Roman Catholic, Black Protestant, evangelical Protestants, and
Mainline Protestants) has no discernable effect on attitudes toward economic redistribution
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policies, self-identification with the Religious Right, and a belief that “by taking care of the
poor” Jesus and the prophets meant “charitable acts by individuals” as opposed to “creating a
just society,” strongly predict economic conservatism (2016, 127-130).
Similar to Deckman et al., the results of these scholars’ work illuminate the role of elite
biblical interpretation in shaping public policy views. Bean’s Canadian evangelicals are identical
to her U.S. evangelicals in their belief in biblical literalism and salvation through Jesus Christ;
yet various aspects of their Canadian national identity have led them to develop biblical and
theological interpretations supportive of Canada’s welfare state and redistribution policy.
Meanwhile, McCarthy’s findings demonstrate that biblical interpretation is critically important to
public policy views. Indeed, beliefs that “by taking care of the poor” Jesus and the prophets
meant “charitable acts by individuals” as opposed to “creating a just society” are arguably
themselves the products of specific, elite-generated biblical interpretations.

Integrating insights from these historical, sociological, and political works on religion and
political economy policy in elite discourse and mass opinion into current studies of the politics of
economic inequality leads to a new research agenda centering on the following sets of questions:
(1) How does a member of Congress’ religious identification and theological belief influence their
political economy views and the economic inequality policies for which they advocate or vote?
Why do they connect their religious belief or identification to particular political economy views?
What religio-political institutions and groups facilitate these connections and how do they seek to
influence legislators and other political elites? (2) How do the religious identities and beliefs of
average Americans influence their political economy views and the economic anti-inequality
policies they support? Why do they connect their religious belief or identification to political
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economy views? What religio-political institutions and groups facilitate these connections and how
do they seek to influence public opinion and the views of average Americans?

Religion and Racial Justice: Historical Memory and the Power of Activist Narratives
As Charles Evans observes, the Christian Right, from Operation Rescue activist Randall
Terry to Christian Coalition leader and Faith and Freedom Coalition founder Ralph Reed, have
sought to connect their political activism to the work of Martin Luther King, Jr., and his strategy
of non-violent direct action. Reed in particular “strongly identified with the legacy of King, seeing
in him the basis by which evangelicals could challenge what Reed perceived as anti-Christian laws
related to abortion and gay rights” (Evans 2017, 198-200). The ability of Reed and other members
of the Christian Right to link themselves to King and the Civil Rights movement has been enabled
in part by an influential historiography of the Civil Rights movement (e.g., Chappell 2009) that
has often refused to acknowledge the way that some forms of conservative Christianity have long
fueled racism, segregation, and white supremacy, even though other historians have long noted the
deep connections between conservative Christianity and racism.
The trajectory of this research begins with Leo Ribuffo’s seminal work, The Old Christian
Right (1983). In this book, which was rejected by five publishers, sometimes with readers reports
suggesting the author was as “weird” as the three villains who were his main characters (Ribuffo
2018), Ribuffo explored the lives and activism of three anti-Semitic, Nazi-sympathizing, ardent
opponents of the Roosevelt Administration - William Dudley Pelley, Gerald Winrod, and Gerald
L. K. Smith. Subsequent scholars have built on Ribuffo’s work, illustrating the role of race in the
New Christian Right activism of the 1970s and 1980s. Chief among them is progressive
evangelical historian Randall Balmer who has laid bare the “founding myth” of the Religious Right
that too many commentators and scholars have taken for granted (2011); Balmer argues that his
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research in the archives of Liberty University and conservative activist Paul Weyrich’s papers
proves that Falwell’s oft repeated narrative that his activism started when he read about the 1973
Roe v. Wade case (and not with his earlier participation in white supremacist groups) is an afterthe-fact rationalization.
In reality, using anti-abortion arguments to expand the Republican base was the brainchild
of Republican strategists such as Weyrich. Weyrich had realized that Falwell and other southern
conservative Christians had become galvanized politically due to the 1970 Green v. Connolly
decision, which withdrew tax exempt status from “segregation academies,” such as Falwell’s
Lynchburg Christian School. These private schools established in the wake of Brown v. Board of
Education allowed segregation to continue despite the Supreme Court’s mandate of public-school
integration. The Green decision infuriated Falwell and other Southern fundamentalists and
evangelicals. However, Weyrich, who recognized that abortion would not only be more palatable
than racism but would also unite Catholics with conservative Protestants, bringing both groups
into the Republican Party, approached Falwell to catalyze such a mobilization. Thus, the historical
amnesia began; in an irony that few noticed, the Religious Right was now committed to the
“abolition” of abortion, rather than a final defense of white supremacy and segregation (Balmer
2014; Balmer 2021).
Yet Falwell’s connection to segregation should not come as a surprise. Contesting a
dominant narrative espoused by Civil Rights leaders and propagated by historians such as David
Chappel (2009) that “God was on” the side of Civil Rights activists and their side alone, Jane
Dailey has revealed a “theology of segregation,” widespread among Southern conservative
Protestants that elevated segregation and anti-miscegenation to a divine command, which along
with a visceral abhorrence of interracial sex, fueled the passion of mass resistance. At the center
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of this theology was a mix of scriptural interpretation and the fundamentalist belief that only
salvation through Christ brought men into “brotherhood” with one another; furthermore, for
different races, that communion was only to be spiritual, never physical, and any state efforts to
integrate the races were against God’s law and inspired by Satan (Dailey 2004, 121, 144).
The “theology of segregation” was part of a long tradition of Christianity’s support for
racism, particularly in the South. However, evangelical historian Grant Wacker reminded his
fellow historians in 1984 that while the South was steeped in evangelicalism, they should look for
the ways “Southern religious subculture has overflowed its sectarian boundaries and permeated
the mainstream” (quoted in Ostrander 2014). In From Bible-Belt to Sunbelt, Darren Dochuk traces
the migration of poor religious migrants, many of them fundamentalists who left Oklahoma, Texas,
and Arkansas for California, bringing their “plain-folk religion” with them with extensive
consequences for politics and evangelical conservatism. Importantly, he defined this religion or
worldview as “dynamic and malleable” drawing from “the principles of ‘herrenvolk’ democracy”
embedded in the small towns of the South. It was anti-elitist and contained an “ingrain assumption
of white racial superiority and the blessedness of small government and the ‘common man’”
(Dochuk 2011, 9).
Political scientists Angie Maxwell and Todd Shields have further uncovered the link
between Southern evangelicalism, racism, and “white womanhood,” which they argue was a
critical part of what they call the “Long Southern Strategy” of the Republican Party. “The southern
white way of life,” they argue, “can be viewed as a triptych with religious fundamentalism and
patriarchy standing as separate hinged panels that can be folded inward – bent to cover or reinforce
white supremacy throughout much of the region’s history” (Maxwell and Shields 2019, 9). They
employ this metaphor particularly well in their discussion of Phyllis Schlafly’s successful
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campaign against the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA). Appealing to the highly racialized concept
of “the purity of white womanhood” that had justified the lynching of Black men and subjugated
Southern women economically and politically while claiming to protect their virtue, privilege and
purity, Schlafly’s Biblically inflected campaign against the ERA convinced Southern white
women that the amendment would destroy their way of life. As a result, in 1977, they flocked to
fill the seats of Schlafly’s 20,000 people STOP ERA counter rally, held in opposition to the
National Organization for Women (NOW) organized, pro-ERA National Women’s Conference.
Republicans took notice, particularly of the response of Southern women, and dropped their
support of the amendment over the cries of many pro-ERA Republican women, including former
first lady Betty Ford (Maxwell and Shields 2019). The fact that documents have recently revealed
Phyllis Schlafly to have once been a member of the John Birch Society, an anti-communist
organization vehemently opposed to civil rights, only completes the picture of a submerged past
affiliation with white supremacy among the new cohort of religious right activists in the 1980s
(Radosh 2020).
Other scholars of American religion have illustrated how self-pitying fundamentalist
members of the Ku Klux Klan and conservative white Christians suffering under “black rule”
during Reconstruction, deployed the representation of a white Jesus in popular culture to maintain
white supremacy. The image of a white Jesus hanging on the cross and reflective of their own
“suffering” was a critical component in the “Lost Cause” ideology, which downplayed the role of
slavery in the Civil War and portrayed the South as the unjustly persecuted and risen Christ (Blum
and Harvey 2012). Still other scholars of race and religion have taken a longer and broader look at
race and American Protestantism as Jemar Tisby does in The Color of Compromise (2019). Tisby
is a theologically conservative Black evangelical and graduate student in history at the University
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of Wisconsin. His book is published by the evangelical Christian publishing house Zondervan and
its sprawling narrative and clear prose target his fellow evangelicals. Its message is simple – most
American protestants have been complicit in white supremacy every step of the way, even if some
have opposed it. While the book spans colonial slavery to Trump and Black Lives Matter, there
are a few points with specific relevance to this inquiry. First, fundamentalists and evangelicals in
the South approved the campaigns of racial terror that swept Black communities with the end of
Reconstruction; second, Billy Graham, while desegregating his revivals, never advocated for civil
rights or anti-racist policy change; and third, echoing Balmer’s findings, racism and fears of
integration launched the Religious Right far before abortion and gay marriage (Tisby 2019).
Nancy Wadsworth, a political scientist at the University of Denver, focused on movements
toward racial reconciliation in the evangelical church, makes the same case but highlights the ways
in which the refusal of evangelicals and fundamentalists to support Civil Rights and integration
divided them from Black Christian conservatives and other Protestants with enduring
consequences today (2014). Wadsworth, in an in-depth Vox piece, uses that history to offer strong
criticism to evangelical commentators such as Michael Gerson, who has painted a picture of
evangelical history marked by abolitionism and the Social Gospel movement, in which
evangelicals only became “reactive” in the late 1970s with the rise of Falwell and a narrow focus
on rolling back the sexual revolution. Arguing against Gerson and others who paint the relationship
between white conservative evangelicals and Trump as a backlash against religion-hating
Democrats such as Obama or Clinton, or as a “transactional” relationship in which evangelicals
tacitly accept Trump’s racism to get conservative judges, she instead essentially argues that they
support the white, racist, misogynistic Trump, because many of them are and have been white,
racist, misogynists themselves, following in a longer tradition (Wadsworth 2018).
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As the foregoing scholarship makes clear, and Wadsworth’s last point in particular
emphasizes, a fog of historical amnesia has obscured what might be called the Long Christian
Right’s deep and enduring relationship with racism and white supremacy, distorting the current
view of the Christian Right. Uncovering it, naming it, and analyzing it, leads to important, new
questions about the role of evangelical Christianity in battles over racial inequality and its ability
to combat as well as fortify systemic racism. For example, how do varying biblical and theological
interpretations impact one’s views toward systemic racism and the role of the state in dismantling
it? What institutions propagate and disseminate these views among the mass public or
elected/appointed government officials? In what ways do these “mental maps and cognitive
scripts” (Hall and Taylor 1996, 946-947) influence the policy beliefs and political actions of the
mass public or these elite figures?

Religion and the LGBTQ Rights Movement: A Tale of Secularization
While political scientists and historians have long emphasized the role of conservative
evangelical religion in fueling political activism against the rights of the LGBTQ community, very
few scholars have noted that Christianity, and theologically conservative Christianity in particular,
helped motivate the activism of the LGBTQ community itself. This has led to a commonly
accepted scholarly narrative, also propagated by conservative Christian anti-LGBTQ organizations
themselves, in which a secular, godless LGBTQ rights movement battles religiously motivated
Christian Right activists, determined to protect God’s design for marriage and commandments
against homosexual behavior (Martin 1996; Bull and Gallagher 1996; Fetner 2008).
Chris Bull and John Gallagher’s Perfect Enemies: The Religious Right, the Gay Movement,
and the Politics of the 1990s (1996) and Tina Fetner’s How the Religious Right Shaped Gay and
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Lesbian Activism (2008) are key examples of this type of scholarship. As the titles indicate, Bull,
Gallagher, and Fetner collectively chronicle the imbricated rise of the two movements (i.e.,
religious right and LGBTQ) and their opposing efforts from the Stonewall Riots in 1969 to
President Clinton’s unsuccessful attempt to fully lift the ban on gay service in the military.
Throughout their narrative, the sacred motivations and Christian institutions of the “Religious
Right” are on full display, while LGBTQ rights activism is portrayed as primarily secular, rooted
in a commitment to human and civil rights.
For example, there is only one mention in Bull and Gallagher’s book of the Reverend Troy
Perry, a gay rights activist and founder of the Metropolitan Community Church, whose
theologically conservative, LGBTQ affirming biblical interpretations have offered solace and
motivation to gay and lesbian Christians since its inception in the 1960s. In Fetner’s work, Perry
is omitted completely. Yet, other more hagiographical and biographical works written before and
after both scholarly treatises prominently feature Troy and his activism in the gay rights movement,
including his alliance with other groups such as the Gay Liberation Front (Tobin 1975; Clendenin
and Nagourney 1999; Funk 2019). In more recent years, sociologists and scholars of religion have
written in depth works about the identities, lives, and experiences of LGBTQ Christians. These
works deliberately challenge the understanding that the “homosexual Christian” is an “impossible
construct,” or the result of practical accommodation (Fielder and Ezzy 2017, 4). Instead, these
scholars have explored the “lived experience” and deep religious faith of LGBTQ Christians,
which perseveres and thrives even in the face of extreme religious hostility (Gray and Thuma 2005;
Fielder and Ezzy 2017, 6).
One of the most important recent interventions in the history of religion and sexuality is
Heather White’s Reforming Sodom: Protestants and the Rise of Gay Rights (2015). In this
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scholarly work, White, a professor of religion and queer and gender studies, charts the ambiguous
relationship of mainline Christianity to LGBTQ rights. Challenging the view that anti-gay activism
originated with the Religious Right in the 1970s and 1980s, White demonstrates how “today’s
antigay Christian traditions originated in the 1920s when a group of liberal Protestants began to
incorporate psychiatry and psychotherapy into Christian teaching.” What she calls the “new
therapeutic orthodoxy” proclaimed heterosexuality to be normal and homosexuality to be a
“curable deviancy” (2015, 15-17, 177).
The progression and propagation of the “therapeutic model” had a range of unintended
consequences; first, its compassionate stance towards gays and lesbians led many Mainline
churches to oppose the rampant discrimination against the LGBTQ community in the wake of
WWII. Eventually some Mainline Protestant clergy even became steadfast proponents of LGBTQ
rights. Second, however, the model was adopted by the Christian Right in the 1970s, portrayed as
timeless tradition, and used to motivate anti-gay activism. White’s account not only recaptures the
role of Protestant Churches in advocating for LGBTQ rights, but also demonstrates how
theological commitments, even those derived from the same source, can be mobilized to
diametrically opposed political ends (2015, 140, 177).
Insights from the reviewed scholarship call on scholars of contemporary LGBTQ
inequality politics to reject the secularization narrative of the movement promulgated by prominent
scholars and the Religious Right itself and instead recognize Christianity, and even theologically
conservative Christianity’s relationship to LGBTQ rights, as a site of political and social contest.
Similar to the previously reviewed work on economic and racial inequality, a comprehensive
review of the scholarship on religion and LGBTQ rights calls scholars of religion and LGBTQ
inequality to a new research agenda focused on biblical and theological interpretations, the
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organizations that propagate those interpretations, and the effect those interpretations have on the
policy views of the mass public and political behavior of appointed and elected political leaders.

Integrating Biblical Interpretation into Studies of Religion and the Politics of Inequality
Surveying a more comprehensive scholarship on religion and the politics of inequality –
economic, racial, and LGBTQ – results in two important conclusions: (1) Christianity, even
theologically “orthodox” Christianity, can motivate political activism in contrasting directions
toward progressive and conservative political outcomes across a range of inequality issues and (2)
theology and biblical interpretation may at times play a significant role in shaping those outcomes.
As discussed at the beginning of this chapter and in the introduction to this dissertation, these two
observations offer important challenges to two prominent theories of religion and inequality
politics - James Davison Hunter’s “culture wars” thesis (1991) and the Weberian-inflected
contention introduced in the influential work of political scientists David C. Barker and Jan
Carman (2000) that religious adherents to Christian theology emphasizing individual salvation
through belief in Jesus Christ intrinsically support capitalism and conservative economic ideology.
While these theories posit intractable divides based on essentialized differences and ignore the
importance of human agency, the foregoing review points to a more ambiguous religio-political
landscape, where political outcomes remain uncertain, subject to human manipulation and action.

It was about thirty years ago that sociologist James Davison Hunter introduced a new term
into the American political lexicon: “culture wars.” Writing in 1991, Hunter argued that at the
heart of the deep divides in American politics over abortion, gay marriage, and a range of other
social and economic issues was a war between “religious orthodoxy” and “religious modernism,”
two “fundamentally different conceptions of morality” (quoted in Davis and Robinson 1996, 757-
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758). On one side, he placed the “religiously orthodox who believe God is the ultimate moral
arbiter of right and wrong, that the revealed word of God as recorded in sacred texts is inerrant and
of timeless relevancy, and that God is a real and active presence in people’s daily lives.” On the
other, stood “progressives – including religious modernists as well as atheists and agnostics – who
assert that humans are the ultimate judge of what constitutes moral action, that morality is an
evolving, open quest that must be judged in its cultural context, and that humans are responsible
for their own fates.” Building on the work of Robert Wuthnow, Hunter argued that these two
“orthodox” and “progressive” camps cut across faith traditions and denominations, creating the
new dividing lines in American religio-politics (quoted in Davis and Robinson 1996, 757-758).
Today, Hunter’s understanding of “culture wars” is still ubiquitous in American politics,
with headlines blaring “Republicans Are Once Again Heating Up the Culture Wars,” or
“Democrats are Losing the Culture Wars.” Hunter, himself, continues to stand by the term, though
he argues that “race” has eclipsed abortion as the number one issue (PBS 2021). Yet, as the
preceding literature review has demonstrated, there are several problems with Hunter’s analysis.
First, history demonstrates that religious antipathy toward gays and lesbians and even
abortion has been carefully and deliberately constructed over time (Balmer 2021; White 2015); it
is not organic to “orthodox religion.” Furthermore, as the example of Reverend Troy Perry and the
Metropolitan Community Church demonstrates, “orthodox religion” can be mobilized to protect
and expand LGBTQ rights as well as oppose them. Additionally, as White’s intervention (2015)
illustrates “modernist religion” - in particular, the introduction of psychiatry and psychology to
biblical interpretation in mainline Protestantism - had different effects on the advancement of
LGBTQ rights, first hindering then supporting, and eventually serving as the theological
foundation for the Christian Right’s anti-gay mobilization.
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Second, Hunter’s conclusion that “race” has suddenly eclipsed “abortion” as the primary
issue of the “culture wars,” ignores Randall Balmer’s scholarship demonstrating that “abortion”
was never the real issue at the heart of Christian Right activism; race was. Abortion was a tool,
used to bring a broader religious constituency, especially conservative Catholics, into the fold.
Furthermore, since there is no evidence that Hunter has abandoned his original concept of the
“culture war,” to say race now represents the newest front, means that Hunter believes “orthodox
religion” is now fueling racism, while “modernist” fuels anti-racism. Yet, as we have seen,
“orthodox religion” can both fuel activism for racial justice (e.g., as in the civil rights movement)
and condone, facilitate, or enable white supremacy.
Finally, Hunter’s “culture wars” analysis relegates religion’s role primarily to “social”
issues such as abortion, gay marriage, racism, and school prayer, eliding the important role religion
plays in shaping economic attitudes and views of political-economy policy. However, as the first
part of this review demonstrated, religion has and continues to speak directly to political-economy
policy and issues of economic inequality. Hunter’s “culture wars” conception conceals this history
and the present role of religion in battles over economic inequality. Furthermore, it plays into the
narrative of the Religious Right by suggesting that moral and biblical considerations are rightly
connected to issues such as gay marriage and abortion but not poverty or economic inequality.
Religion’s relationship to politics of economic inequality leads one to the next general
theory of religion and politics the foregoing literature review contradicts: the general
understanding, derived from Max Weber’s Protestant Work Ethic, that orthodox religion – in
particular, the belief in individual salvation through Jesus Christ – is intrinsically connected to
conservative economic policy views and a defense of capitalism. While Weber himself never made
such a claim, scholars of religion and public opinion, David Barker and Jan Carman, have. In their
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article “Spirit of Capitalism? Religious Doctrine, Values, and Economic Attitude Constructs,”
(2000), the two political scientists argue that they have demonstrated quantitative evidence that
“individualistic theology” – “belief in the Atonement of Christ, subsequent spiritual regeneration,
and an on-going personal relationship with Christ” – has an independent, direct effect on economic
individualism (Barker and Carman 2000, 3, 8). While Barker and Carman’s work exhibits
problems in methodology, which I will address in my concluding chapter, the foregoing literature
review demonstrates that conservative religion, including belief in individual salvation, can fuel
progressive and conservative economic policy positions. From worker’s movements rooted in
evangelical Christianity to the Evangelical Left, belief in Jesus as one’s personal Lord and Savior,
far from precluding action for a more economically just world, has at crucial times catalyzed it.

Conclusion
This critical literature review lays the groundwork for a new journey into the study of
religion and the politics of inequality. By pulling together various strands of scholarship into an
integrated whole it creates a roadmap. Formed from disparate and isolated fragments, this new
roadmap tells the story of a dynamic and contested religio-political past, where human agency
and the political project of biblical interpretation take center stage and contingency and
innovation supplant teleology and essentialism. As an understanding of the past is essential to
understanding the present, comprehending this roadmap will be critical to a deeper scholarly
understanding of contemporary religio-political activism.
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Chapter 3
Sacred “Coalition Merchants”: Sacralizing Policy and
Strategy in the New Poor People’s Campaign and Capitol
Ministries
Political Scientist Hans Noel has argued that in the 20th century “ideologues” and
“coalition merchants” sought to build winning coalitions by providing reasons to link together
various constituencies and “policy demanders” (2014, 14, 32). While he calls attention to figures
like William F. Buckley, editor of the National Review, or liberal intellectual Herbert Croly (90),
in this chapter, I extend Noel’s analysis further into the sphere of the sacred, highlighting the
religio-political discourses of the elite leadership of two contemporary organizations: William J.
Barber II and Liz Theoharis and their New Poor People’s Campaign (NPPC), and Ralph
Drollinger and his Capitol Ministries (CM). Furthermore, drawing on Rogers M. Smith’s
extension of Noel’s work – the “Spiral of Politics” framework (2014) – I utilize American
Political Development (APD) methods and a close attention to previous historical scholarship to
demonstrate how Barber, Theoharis, and Drollinger have inherited and transformed religiopolitical ideas to create innovative public policy agendas and political strategies. In this way, I
illustrate what Smith has called their “strategic agency” (2014, 131) and what APD scholars
Karen Orren and Steven Skowronek have called “political movement through time” (2004, 10,
emphasis in original).
Though Barber, Theoharis, and Drollinger have all chosen to imbue their political
positions with moral authority by appealing to the Bible, they have arrived at diametrically
opposed policy and strategy agendas. For example, policy-wise, while Barber and Theoharis put
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forward what I am calling a unified anti-inequality gospel - fusing together progressive policies
on economics, racial equality, and LGBTQ rights - Drollinger advocates a unified inequality
gospel, featuring the fusion of economic conservatism, with policies opposing LGBTQ rights
and advocating against greater government intervention to promote racial equality. At the same
time, these religio-political elites use biblical interpretations to justify contradictory political
strategies, with the New Poor People’s Campaign embracing intersectional, grassroots nonviolent direct action and voter mobilization at the state and national level, while Capitol
Ministries advocates an intimate form of direct lobbying through the creation of a network of
elite-level bible studies aimed at political office holders at all levels of the U.S. government and
in foreign capitals around the world.
At the heart of this chapter is a demonstration of how “religiously orthodox” beliefs as
defined by James Davidson Hunter, David Barker and Jan Carman (see Chapter 2) – that God is
the ultimate moral arbiter of right and wrong; that God is actively engaged in the daily lives of
believers; that the revealed word of God as recorded in sacred texts (in this case the Bible) is
inerrant and of timeless relevancy; and that Jesus died on the cross to atone for one’s individual
sin – can lead to politically progressive and conservative policy outcomes as well as insider and
outsider political strategies. Thus, the religio-political discourses of the New Poor People’s
Campaign and Capitol Ministries contradict theories that argue for intrinsic connections between
“orthodox” theologies and conservative political policy preferences; instead, this chapter points
to the importance of human agency and biblical interpretation in determining various political
outcomes.
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Sacralizing Policy: Unified (Anti) Inequality Gospels
The next sections illustrate the religio-political discourses and unified (anti)inequality
gospels of Liz Theoharis, William J. Barber, and Ralph Drollinger in three critical inequality
policy areas: economic inequality, racial inequality, and LGBTQ inequality. Each section begins
with a brief introductory paragraph, followed by the politically progressive biblical
interpretations of either Liz Theoharis and William J. Barber and then concludes with the
contrasting politically conservative biblical interpretations of Ralph Drollinger. Of particular
importance is how both the politically progressive Barber and Theoharis and the politically
conservative Drollinger, use concepts from theologically “orthodox” religion including a reliance
on biblical authority, a belief in an engaged and active God who determines right from wrong,
and a belief in individual salvation through Jesus Christ to make their arguments.

Policy Area: Economic Inequality
In the next two sections, I seek to explicate the contrasting biblical interpretations and
religio-political discourse of first Reverend Liz Theoharis of the NPPC and then Pastor Ralph
Drollinger of CM on the issue of economic inequality. As we will see, both Theoharis and
Drollinger advocate their positions with appeals to biblical authority, using Biblical
interpretations to make their contrasting arguments. While most of the time Theoharis and
Drollinger focus on different bible verses, there is one biblical concept, to which we will pay
particular attention, that both religio-political elites use to make contrasting arguments: the Old
Testament practice of Jubilee, whereby every 50 years all land was returned to its ancestral
owners.
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Ending Poverty through Economic Restructuring: Liz Theoharis and the Transformation of
Matthew 26: “The Poor Will Always Be with You”.
Though Reverend William J. Barber II is certainly the most recognizable face of the
NPPC’s leadership, his co-chair, the Reverend Liz Theoharis, is arguably the movement’s
Theologian-In-Chief and the religio-political leader most responsible for the biblical
interpretations behind the NPPCs primary goal: ending poverty in the United States through a
restructuring of the U.S. economy. A Presbyterian minister and professor at Union Theological
Seminary, her biblical interpretations, found in the book, Always with Us: What Jesus Really
Said About the Poor, seek to challenge a reading of Matthew 26:6-13,4 in which Jesus tells his
disciples “The poor you will always have with you,” that asserts that Jesus is saying that poverty
is inevitable and thus its eradication should not be a target of Christian work. As Theoharis
explains, this reading has come to be widely accepted by many, including not only conservatives,
but those who see themselves as non-religious or even liberal Christians, like the members of her
ordination committee who dismissed her “dream of eradicating poverty” by referencing Matthew
26:11 (Jenkins 2020, 175).
Examining popular treatments of the topic, Theoharis observes that this reading consists
of four key assumptions: (1) “poverty can never be eradicated” by human beings, only God can
eradicate poverty; (2) private charity meets our duty to the poor; (3) poverty is the result of

4

(NIV) Matthew 266 While Jesus was in Bethany in the home of Simon the Leper, 7 a woman came to him with an
alabaster jar of very expensive perfume, which she poured on his head as he was reclining at the table. 8 When the
disciples saw this, they were indignant. “Why this waste?” they asked. 9 “This perfume could have been sold at a
high price and the money given to the poor.”10 Aware of this, Jesus said to them, “Why are you bothering this
woman? She has done a beautiful thing to me. 11 The poor you will always have with you,[a] but you will not always
have me. 12 When she poured this perfume on my body, she did it to prepare me for burial. 13 Truly I tell you,
wherever this gospel is preached throughout the world, what she has done will also be told, in memory of her.”
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incapacity and financial irresponsibility on the part of the poor themselves; and (4) one’s
devotion should be directed toward Jesus not the poor (Theoharis 2017, 38-43). Summarizing
these different readings of the crucial Matthew 26 verses in her book, Theoharis classifies them
into four overall categories: “spiritualizing (heaven rather than earth); ritualizing (Jesus counts
more than the poor); individualizing (individual charity or almsgiving is the only solution) and
moralizing (we must help the poor because they cannot help themselves)” (Theoharis 2017, 4748).
Additionally, Theoharis demonstrates that versions of the above assumptions can also be
found in academic treatises written by scholars from various religious backgrounds. For
example, evangelical Christian scholars assert that Matthew 26:6-13 should be interpreted as
emphasizing the singular importance of devotion to Jesus, while other Christian scholars, and
one scholar who is Jewish, set up a “dichotomy between Heaven and earth, between Jesus and
the poor.” Though they emphasize the duty of the rich to take care of the poor through private
charity, [they] minimize any structural critique of wealth.” Related, Matthew 26:6-13 has been
used by some scholars to argue that Jesus was never political and that he only cared for spiritual
duties and personal piety. “These scholars,” Theoharis writes, “cordon off the concepts of love,
piety, and discipleship from Jesus’ mission to transform the society politically and
economically” (Theoharis 2017, 45-47).
In contrast to these readings, Theoharis proposes a radically different interpretation. Her
interpretation turns Jesus’ words into a passionate critique of the structural sources of poverty
and an ardent denunciation of the view that the real solution to poverty is private charity. She
accomplishes this by connecting Matthew 26:11 – the poor you will always have with you - with
its intertextual reference to Deuteronomy 15:11 – there will always be poor people in the land.
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While she acknowledges that Deuteronomy 15:11 has also been used by some biblical scholars
to justify the inevitability of poverty, she argues that those scholars have failed to consider the
greater context for both passages that can be found in the whole chapter of Deuteronomy 15
(Theoharis 2017, 85-86). In fact, Theoharis observes, it is in Deuteronomy 15 and its surrounding
chapters where God issues a series of economic laws and regulations, known as the Jubilee
Codes, including: denying money lenders the ability to charge interest (Deuteronomy 23:19)5;
social provision through tithes for widows, aliens, and orphans (Deuteronomy 26:12)6; the
forgiveness of all debts (Deuteronomy 15:1) 7; and manumission of servants (Deuteronomy
15:12)8 every seven years (Theoharis 2017, 85-86). Towards the end of her discussion, she also
mentions “the Jubilee,” found in Leviticus 25:109. This command, the culmination of “Jubilee
codes” referenced above, mandated that every 50 years all land was to be returned to its ancestral
owners. Finally, she calls her readers’ attention to these words in Deuteronomy 15:4 - “There
need be no poor people among you for in the land the LORD your God is giving you to possess as
your inheritance, he will richly bless you” (Theoharis 2017, 86-87, 95).
Thus, for Theoharis, these Biblical passages, with Deuteronomy 15:4 at their center,
collectively merge “piety and economic practice,” demonstrating “the way to worship God is to
structure society around everyone’s needs” because “God’s intention with God’s laws and

5

Deuteronomy 23: 19 Do not charge a fellow Israelite interest, whether on money or food or anything else that may
earn interest.
6
Deuteronomy 26: 12 When you have finished setting aside a tenth of all your produce in the third year, the year of
the tithe, you shall give it to the Levite, the foreigner, the fatherless and the widow, so that they may eat in your
towns and be satisfied.
7

Deuteronomy 15 At the end of every seven years you must cancel debts.

8

Deuteronomy 15: 12 If any of your people—Hebrew men or women—sell themselves to you and serve you six
years, in the seventh year you must let them go free.
9

Leviticus 25: 10 Consecrate the fiftieth year and proclaim liberty throughout the land to all its inhabitants. It shall be
a jubilee for you; each of you is to return to your family property and to your own clan.
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commandments is to eliminate poverty and inequality on the earth” (87-89). She therefore
declares that when Jesus implicitly references Deuteronomy 15:4 in Matthew 26:11, he is not
passively accepting poverty, but instead “reminding us that God hates poverty and has
commanded us to end it.” Furthermore, he is reminding his disciples and contemporary
Christians today that it is “human beings – by their disobedience to God and neglect of their
neighbor” that have “created poverty” (Theoharis 2017, 95).
It is important to emphasize that Theoharis is not putting forward a biblical justification
for individual charity toward the poor, or even greater concern for the poor that would support
the creation of an expanded welfare state to care for those who cannot care for themselves.
Instead, she is arguing that poverty is created by greed and neglect for others, which becomes
encoded into society in unfair laws and practices. She contends that such oppression prevails
when Christians abandon the message of Deuteronomy 15, in which God rebukes the children of
Israel for exploitation of the poor, and she suggests that “radical economic redistribution” is
“central to worship and obedience to God” (Theoharis 2017, 91).
In Chapter 6 of her book, Theoharis makes it even clearer that economic redistribution
through policy is what God requires, not individual charity. Calling charity, a “band-aid solution
to injustice,” (150) she contrasts Jesus’ kingdom and his focus on “economic justice and
covenantal community” (166) with the exploitation and “inequities” (164) of Roman society and
the corrupt political, economic, and religious systems that oppressed and debased the poor and
marginalized. According to Theoharis, in Matthew 21:1210, Jesus “disrupted commerce and drew
attention to the system of economic and ritual exchange that impoverished and excluded so many
poor people.” Moreover, the “miracles” Jesus performed “were about providing survival needs of

10

Matthew 21: 12 Jesus entered the temple courts and drove out all who were buying and selling there. He
overturned the tables of the money changers and the benches of those selling doves.
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the people – food, healthcare, and other human rights denied to them by the society and
economic system of the time” (Theoharis 2017, 164).
Theoharis’ biblical validation for economic justice is best illustrated by Martin Luther
King, Jr.’s 1968 retelling of the parable of the Good Samaritan (originally told in Luke 10: 253711) – an explanatory device that Theoharis quotes in Always with Us and uses in her public
speeches, including her Post Election Message with William J. Barber after the 2020 Presidential
Election. The parable of the Good Samaritan is often connected with private acts of benevolence
toward those who are less fortunate. But according to King:
A true revolution of values will soon cause us to question the fairness and justice of many
of our past and present policies. On the one hand, we are called to play the Good
Samaritan on life’s roadside, but that will just be an initial act. One day we must come to
see that the whole Jericho Road must be transformed so that men and women will not
constantly be beaten and robbed as they make their journey on life’s highway. True
compassion is more than flinging a coin to a beggar. It comes to see that an edifice that
produces beggars needs restructuring

11

Luke 10: 25 On one occasion an expert in the law stood up to test Jesus. “Teacher,” he asked, “what must I do to
inherit eternal life?”26 “What is written in the Law?” he replied. “How do you read it?”27 He answered, “‘Love the
Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your strength and with all your mind’ [a]; and,
‘Love your neighbor as yourself.’[b]”28 “You have answered correctly,” Jesus replied. “Do this and you will live.”29 But
he wanted to justify himself, so he asked Jesus, “And who is my neighbor?”30 In reply Jesus said: “A man was going
down from Jerusalem to Jericho, when he was attacked by robbers. They stripped him of his clothes, beat him and
went away, leaving him half dead. 31 A priest happened to be going down the same road, and when he saw the man,
he passed by on the other side. 32 So too, a Levite, when he came to the place and saw him, passed by on the other
side. 33 But a Samaritan, as he traveled, came where the man was; and when he saw him, he took pity on him. 34 He
went to him and bandaged his wounds, pouring on oil and wine. Then he put the man on his own donkey, brought
him to an inn and took care of him. 35 The next day he took out two denarii[c] and gave them to the innkeeper. ‘Look
after him,’ he said, ‘and when I return, I will reimburse you for any extra expense you may have.’36 “Which of these
three do you think was a neighbor to the man who fell into the hands of robbers?”37 The expert in the law replied,
“The one who had mercy on him.” Jesus told him, “Go and do likewise.”
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(Theoharis 2017, 122; Barber and Theoharis 2020, “Post-Election Message to the
Nation”).
For Theoharis, the revelations of God in his Holy Word teach that poverty is a human
construction – a sinful choice resulting from greed for money and power. Her reading of
Deuteronomy 15 argues that the poor are poor because policy makers and public officials have
made choices in public policy that have led to the poor’s marginalization and exploitation instead
of economic justice. These choices contradict God’s will and specific plans for a society where
all can live with dignity and self-respect. To fulfill God’s will, America’s political leaders must
enact significant economic restructuring through changed public policy. If they do not and
continue to ignore the hurting and suffering of the poor, they are living in sin and deliberately
disobeying God’s clear commands.

“The Bible is Pro-Private Property Rights”: Ralph Drollinger and the Gospel of Sanctified
Capitalism
If Liz Theoharis preaches a gospel of economic restructuring to achieve economic justice
and eliminate poverty, Ralph Drollinger preaches one of sanctified capitalism and sacred
property rights, which casts poverty as a problem of individual incapacity and promotes a limited
government focused on policing authority and national defense. No-where is Drollinger’s
biblical justification for capitalism and private property clearer than his bible study, most
recently reissued in July of 2021 entitled “What Does the Bible Teach in Terms of Property
Rights?” In this study, Drollinger marshals a wide variety of scripture, moving chronologically
from the Old Testament to the New Testament, to argue for the protection of private property
and limited government intervention in the economy.
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Beginning with the Bible’s human creation account and a reading of Genesis 1: 28 –
“God blessed them and said to them, Be fruitful and increase in number; fill the earth and
subdue it. Rule over the fish in the sea and the birds in the sky and over every living creature that
moves on the ground” – Drollinger focuses in on the word “subdue,” to argue that God has
instructed man “who [is] made in His image to discover, understand, develop, utilize, and enjoy
all of the earth’s overabundant resources.” He then uses other passages of scripture including the
eighth commandment (You Shall Not Steal) and the tenth commandment (You Shall Not
Covet…) to assert that God has appointed “individuals” as his “stewards.” Therefore, Drollinger
explains, God “has convey[ed] property ownership” to “individuals” not “government, a society,
or a nation as a whole” (Drollinger 2021, “Property Rights,” 3, emphasis in original).
Drollinger then cites more scripture from the Old Testament to support the idea of
individual property ownership. Particularly interesting, for the purpose of direct comparison with
Theoharis, is Drollinger’s treatment of Leviticus 25:10 - You shall thus consecrate the fiftieth
year and proclaim a release through the land to all its inhabitants. It shall be a jubilee for you,
and each of you shall return to his own property, and each of you shall return to his family. This
verse commands the practice of Jubilee, mentioned in the previous section. However, in contrast
to Theoharis, who describes Jubilee as part of a system of economic justice for the poor,
referencing verses in the Book of Deuteronomy as well, Drollinger focuses solely on Leviticus
25:10, ignoring other economic prescriptions in the “Jubilee codes” (Drollinger 2021, “Property
Rights,” 4). Moreover, his interpretation of this specific verse provides a direct counterpoint to
Theoharis' interpretation of the text. For example, where Theoharis uses this text as biblical
justification for economic redistribution, Drollinger argues “the point to be underscored from
Leviticus 25:10 is not how the Year of Jubilee should or should not apply in America today,” but
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instead that the very language used in Leviticus 25:10 – “each of you shall return to his own
property” – is itself an endorsement of “personal, private” property rights (Drollinger 2021,
“Property Rights,” 4).
Additionally, where Theoharis sees the practice of Jubilee as God’s remedy for
exploitation of the poor by the powerful, Drollinger’s reading stresses the idea that poverty is the
direct result of incapacity. Thus, while he acknowledges that “even capitalism and personal
property is not a perfect…system in a fallen world,” he describes the practice of Jubilee as a
“restart button” on Israel’s “personal property capitalistic-based economy.” This “restart” was
necessary because “in a fallen world some people inevitably become economic juggernauts while
others less gifted or competitive can and will fall by the wayside.” “This seeming inequity,” he
concludes “is one of the realities of living in a fallen world” (Drollinger 2021, “Property Rights,”
4, emphasis added). Of critical importance to note here, is that while both Theoharis and
Drollinger connect poverty and inequality to sin and a “fallen world” (concepts often related to
“orthodox religion”), to whom they attribute that sin is completely different. For Theoharis, it is
the powerful and the wealthy who have exploited the poor and neglected God’s commands for
economic redistribution. For Drollinger it is the poor themselves, whose sins make them less
“gifted or competitive” or “able” than those who can succeed in Old Testament Israel or the
U.S.’s capitalistic economy.
Finally, Drollinger’s changing discussion of this passage’s clear relationship to
redistribution must be noted. For example, his September 14, 2020 version of this study,
published under the title “Capitalism versus Communism” but almost identical to the version
published in 2021 under the title “What Does the Bible Teach in Terms of Property Rights?”
does observe in a footnote, that “historically and presently, Congress, in essence, enacts the
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principle of the Year of Jubilee every time it acts to bust up or curtail the formation of a
monopoly” (Drollinger 2020, “Capitalism and Communism,” footnote 1). However,
interestingly, this footnote disappears in the 2021 version of the study, as if Drollinger found
even this mild application of Jubilee to contemporary public policy to be too suggestive of other
forms of redistribution. In any case, Drollinger’s limiting of the passage’s applicability to U.S.
anti-trust law represents a clear difference with Theoharis’ more far-reaching application.
During the second half of his study on private property, Drollinger turns from biblical
justifications for capitalism and private property to a biblical attack on “big government.” In a
section tellingly entitled “The Natural Tendency of Government to Overreach,” Drollinger
asserts that “government is only one of five co-equal institutions” that “God has ordained for
particular purposes.” The other four institutions are marriage, the family, commerce, and the
church (Drollinger 2021, “Property Rights,” 5). “What government does best,” Drollinger
argues, is “suppress evil.” However, government activities never remain limited to this role.
Instead, Drollinger explains “the institution of government is always on the prowl, desiring to
play in the sandbox of every other institution and makes a mess whenever it does.” Outside of
“God’s designed purpose,” government “perverts marriage, stymies the family, encroaches on
the church, and left to its self-centered ways, it begins to overstep commerce – by eroding or
attacking private property rights!” Government, he avers, invoking the image of the famous
morbidly obese Star Wars villain, “finds the physique of Jabba the Hutt to be attractive”
(Drollinger 2021, “Property Rights,” 5)!
Drollinger seeks to prove this point biblically by recalling the words of the prophet
Samuel to the nation of Israel, found in 1 Samuel 8: 10-18, warning them of the ways in which a
king will confiscate their family members and property for his own purposes:
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So, Samuel spoke all the words of the Lord to the people who had asked of him a king.
He said, ‘This will be the procedure of the king who will reign over you: he will take
your sons and place them for himself in his chariots and among his horsemen and they
will run before his chariots. He will appoint for himself commanders of thousands and of
fifties, and some to do his plowing and to reap his harvest and to make his weapons of
war and equipment for his chariots. He will also take your daughters for perfumers and
cooks and bakers. He will take the best of your fields and your vineyards and your olive
groves and give them to his servants. He will take a tenth of your seed and of your
vineyards and give it to his officers and to his servants. He will also take your male
servants and your female servants and your best young men and your donkeys and use
them for his work. He will take a tenth of your flocks, and you yourselves will become
his servants. Then you will cry out in that day because of your king whom you have
chosen for yourselves, but the Lord will not answer you in that day’”
(Drollinger 2021, “Property Rights,” 6)
To Drollinger, then, there is no difference between the king that the people of Israel requested
and the democratic government of the United States. “Runaway government is normative in a
fallen world.” Government must therefore be “kept in check,” he argues, limited to its role
outlined in 1 Peter 2:13-1412. Drollinger then paraphrases this verse arguing that government’s
purpose is to “reward those who do good i.e., … those who provide jobs for others due to their

12

1 Peter 2:13 Submit yourselves for the Lord’s sake to every human authority: whether to the emperor, as the
supreme authority, 14 or to governors, who are sent by him to punish those who do wrong and to commend those
who do right.
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giftedness,” and “punish those who do evil [by] provid[ing] a strong judicial system internally
and a strong military force externally” (Drollinger 2021, “Property Rights,” 6).
Drollinger’s conclusion of his Bible study on property rights, which comes after
discussions of Peru’s “capitalism in name only” and a derogatory critique of U.S.
environmentalism, contains one of his most intriguing biblical and theological justifications for
limited government: Government decreases personal liberty, particularly economic liberty,
which in turn decreases “an individual’s ability to reflect the Glory of God to others” by “giving
to the needs of others who are less fortunate.” This is because “government’s taxing the wealth
of individuals denud[es] them of their personal resourcefulness,” depriving them of the
opportunity to “express [their] love” in ways that often lead to “the gospel and salvation”
(Drollinger 2021, “Property Rights,” 8). Here Drollinger takes the personal – an individual’s
duty to one’s neighbor and obligation to share the gospel and facilitate another’s salvation – and
makes it political by arguing that an overactive government inhibits the ability of a wealthy
individual to fulfill the Great Commission (see Matthew 28:19-20)13 i.e., telling the people of the
world about the Gospel of Jesus to secure their salvation, using his or her personal wealth.
According to Drollinger, this role for government is not God’s intention because “bureaucracy is
woefully wasteful, impersonal, and inefficient when it attempts to meet the real needs of
individual citizens – especially their spiritual needs for regeneration, new life, and victory over
sin in Christ” (Drollinger 2021, “Property Rights,” 8).
Drollinger’s biblical interpretations, amplified in other lessons with titles such as “God’s
Design for the Social Safety Net” (Drollinger 2017), “Solomon’s Advice on How to Eliminate a

13

Matthew 28: 19 Therefore go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of
the Son and of the Holy Spirit, 20 and teaching them to obey everything I have commanded you. And surely I am
with you always, to the very end of the age.
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$20.5 trillion National Debt” (Drollinger 2018), and “Free Markets and Regulation” (Drollinger
2020) is clear: based on the teachings of the Old and New Testaments, God has ordained laissezfaire capitalism as the best economic system, not only for its ability to bring prosperity to those
who are willing and able to work for it, but also because of the opportunities it provides
individuals to use their wealth and resources to bring others to the gospel of Christ and eternal
salvation.

Policy Area: Racial Inequality
In the next two sections, I seek to explicate the contrasting biblical interpretations and
religio-political discourse of Reverend William Barber II of the NPPC and Pastor Ralph
Drollinger of CM on the issue of racial inequality. As we will see, both Barber and Drollinger
utilize two aspects of “orthodox religion” – reliance on biblical authority and an appeal to the
concept of individual salvation through Jesus Christ – to make their arguments. However, where
Barber portrays racism as a system of oppression, rooted in history and manifested in public
policy, Drollinger deliberately individualizes the problem, presenting an ahistorical
understanding that downplays the need for public policy intervention.

William J. Barber’s Biblical Attack on Systemic Racism.
While both Liz Theoharis and William J. Barber II attack systemic racism from a
theological and biblical perspective, it is in the writings and public sermons of William J. Barber
II that one can see the clearest use of biblical interpretation to make this case. Through
interpretations of various biblical texts, Barber attacks racism from a structural perspective and
advocates for the transformation of systems of oppression in U.S. politics and economics that he
believes not only oppress people of color but poor whites as well.
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If Drollinger relies on the Book of Genesis to make a claim about the inviolable nature of
property rights, Barber turns to the same book to attack one of the most pervasive practices of
systemic racism: voter suppression. In testimony before the House Oversight Committee on
February 26, 2020, Barber called “voter suppression a sin,” declaring:
We do not give voting rights to parakeets, puppies, and pets. We only give it to
citizens who are 18 years and older. To suppress the vote is to suggest that you
have entered a God Space and you can determine other peoples’ reality and to
suppress the vote is to suggest that other people do not have the same Imago
Dei, the image of God in you. Suppressing the vote is a form of
political and theological idolatry and sin, and it has no place in this
democracy.
(Barber 2020, “House Oversight Committee Testimony,” Para. 5)
In this quotation Barber calls the legislators’ attention to the idea that man is created in God’s
image, derived from Genesis 1:27 – So God created mankind in his own image, in the image of
God he created them; male and female he created them – also known by the Latin phrase Imago
Dei. Barber is arguing that humankind alone has been created in God’s image and therefore
humans alone have God’s creative and intellectual abilities to create their own “realities.” One of
the ways humans do this is through their right to vote. For legislators to pass laws that
deliberately take away that right to vote is to contradict God’s command that everyone – made in
the Image of God – can create and shape their own reality, a sin against one’s fellow man and
against God. In his closing Barber drives his point home, calling on “those who have...smiled
and smirked” while they “fought against the right to vote” to "repent,” quoting Isaiah 10: 1-2 -
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Woe unto those who legislate evil and rob the poor of their rights and make women and children
their prey” (Barber 2020, “House Oversight Committee Testimony,” Para. 5).
In addition to his reliance on biblical authority, Barber turns to the orthodox concept of
individual salvation through the blood of Jesus Christ to make the case for voting rights and
against voter suppression. For example, in a March 2016 sermon at the All Souls Church in
Washington D.C. entitled “Bothered and Baptized in the Blood” – reprinted in 2018 in a
collection of sermons, speeches, and meditations relevant to the New Poor People’s Campaign –
Barber draws a straight line from Jesus’ blood shed on the cross to the blood of Civil Rights
martyrs, invoking the religiously orthodox idea that there is “power in [Jesus’] blood” (Barber,
Theoharis, and Lowery 2018, 187). “The Bible says that life is in the Blood,” he declares (see
Leviticus 17:11)14, and this “life in the blood,” gives contemporary protectors of voting rights the
ability to carry on the fight of their ancestors, challenging voter suppression tactics, which have
emerged since the Supreme Court severely weakened the Voting Rights Act in Shelby v. Holder
(Barber, Theoharis, and Lowery 2018, 188). Finishing his sermon in evangelist style with a riff
on the old hymn, “Power in the Blood," Barber declares, “There’s wonder-working power in the
blood…Love is greater than hate because there’s power in the blood. Justice is better than
injustice because there’s power in the blood. Right is better than wrong because there’s power in
the blood…We can’t let racism have the last say. Don’t you hear the blood crying? Ain’t no
turning back now. Hallelujah” (Barber, Theoharis, and Lowery 2018, 188-189). Thus, in the

14

Leviticus 17 11 For the life of a creature is in the blood, and I have given it to you to make atonement for
yourselves on the altar; it is the blood that makes atonement for one’s life.
Note: Though this verse refers the Old Testament and blood from animal sacrifice, Barber is relying on the
Christian understanding that Jesus’ death on the cross was a New Testament version of the Old Testament
sacrifice. There is power in the blood of the sacrifice to reunite one with God and Jesus’ blood contained the
ultimate power permanently uniting one to God.
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above sermon, Barber uses the “orthodox” idea that Jesus’ blood on the cross gives one “new
life” to invigorate and motivate those who would resist voter suppression. Commingling Jesus’
blood with the blood of those who died fighting for voting rights during the Civil Rights
movement, Barber asserts that the power of the blood of those martyrs and the power of the
blood of Jesus compels and fortifies those who fight for voting rights today.
Of particular importance in this sermon is Barber’s position against conceptualizing
racism as an individualized sin. “Race,” he argues “is not just when you call me the n-word. And
it's not just a conversation for the extremists” (Barber, Theoharis, and Lowery 2018, 183).
Tracing the history of cross-racial, class-based movements from the First Reconstruction,
through the Civil Rights Movement (the Second Reconstruction) to the present “adolescent
stages of a Third Reconstruction,” Barber depicts racism as a tool of the powerful, designed to
divide and conquer progressive movements for change, with consequences for Black people,
whites, the LGBTQ community, and immigrants. “The attack on voting rights is systemic,”
Barber declares, “systematic racism and classism at its worst in this democracy” (Barber,
Theoharis, and Lowery 2018, 184 -185).
Speaking in 2020, on the internet podcast, “The Tight Rope,” hosted by Dr. Cornell West
and Professor Tricia Rose, Barber directly connects the Kingdom of Jesus with the growing
power of cross-race, progressive movements in the contemporary United States, and voter
suppression laws with the antithetical politics of the powerful Roman empire and their
representatives who opposed Jesus. For example, after citing a study by the NPPC and Columbia
University that showed that if “poor and low wealth people” voted in numbers just 25% higher
than they voted in 2016, they could “determine who sits in the Senate and the White House,”
Barber declares that this fact “scares the Empire.” It scares them, he says, because “they like
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Herod who killed babies to stop Jesus and Herod’s son who cut off the head of John the Baptist,
know that eventually there’s gonna be revolution” (Barber 2020, “The Tight Rope”).
Here Barber again appeals to the Bible for authority, referencing Matthew 2:16-1815, in
which Israel’s King Herod systematically killed “all boys in Bethlehem and its vicinity that were
two years old or older” because he feared the challenge a grown up Jesus might pose to his rule,
and Mark 6: 14-2916 in which Herod’s son, Herod Antipas, executed John the Baptist, who
heralded Jesus’ coming, by cutting off his head. In Barber’s telling, Jesus is a revolutionary who
will bring redemption to a corrupt political, social, and economic order (see Theoharis’

15

Matthew 2: 16 When Herod realized that he had been outwitted by the Magi, he was furious, and he gave orders
to kill all the boys in Bethlehem and its vicinity who were two years old and under, in accordance with the time he
had learned from the Magi. 17 Then what was said through the prophet Jeremiah was fulfilled:
18

“A voice is heard in Ramah,
weeping and great mourning,
Rachel weeping for her children
and refusing to be comforted,
because they are no more.”[a]
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Mark 6: 14 King Herod heard about this, for Jesus’ name had become well known. Some were saying, “John the
Baptist has been raised from the dead, and that is why miraculous powers are at work in him.” 15 Others said, “He is
Elijah.” And still others claimed, “He is a prophet, like one of the prophets of long ago.”16 But when Herod heard this,
he said, “John, whom I beheaded, has been raised from the dead!”17 For Herod himself had given orders to have
John arrested, and he had him bound and put in prison. He did this because of Herodias, his brother Philip’s wife,
whom he had married. 18 For John had been saying to Herod, “It is not lawful for you to have your brother’s wife.” 19
So Herodias nursed a grudge against John and wanted to kill him. But she was not able to, 20 because Herod feared
John and protected him, knowing him to be a righteous and holy man. When Herod heard John, he was greatly
puzzled; yet he liked to listen to him.21 Finally the opportune time came. On his birthday Herod gave a banquet for
his high officials and military commanders and the leading men of Galilee. 22 When the daughter of[Herodias came in
and danced, she pleased Herod and his dinner guests.
The king said to the girl, “Ask me for anything you want, and I’ll give it to you.” 23 And he promised her with an oath,
“Whatever you ask I will give you, up to half my kingdom.”24 She went out and said to her mother, “What shall I ask
for?” “The head of John the Baptist,” she answered.25 At once the girl hurried in to the king with the request: “I want
you to give me right now the head of John the Baptist on a platter.” 26 The king was greatly distressed, but because
of his oaths and his dinner guests, he did not want to refuse her. 27 So he immediately sent an executioner with
orders to bring John’s head. The man went, beheaded John in the prison, 28 and brought back his head on a platter.
He presented it to the girl, and she gave it to her mother. 29 On hearing of this, John’s disciples came and took his
body and laid it in a tomb.
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interpretations in the “Economic Inequality” section of this chapter), and John is his messenger.
Both had to be killed, because the powerful “Empire” (Herod and his son) feared the change that
Jesus’ Kingdom would bring. Likewise, the systemic racism of voter suppression laws is
designed by today’s “Empire” to stop that revolution of Jesus’ Kingdom, embodied today in
movements like Moral Mondays (Barber’s previous movement in North Carolina and precursor
to the New Poor People’s Campaign), Raise Up 15, and Black Lives Matter (Barber 2020, “The
Tight Rope”).
A final example of Barber’s biblical interpretation illustrates that his attack on systemic
racism moves beyond the specific policy of voter suppression, encompassing a harsh critique of
the very foundations and institutions of American democracy. During his sermon at the National
Cathedral in June of 2020 in the middle of the COVID-19 Pandemic, Barber begins by quoting
from Amos Chapter 5, verses 10-12 and 21-2417, using the Message Bible – a contemporary
translation of the Bible that uses more accessible language - to ensure clarity: “I know precisely
the extent of your violations, of your sins… I can’t stand your religious meetings. I’m fed up
with your conferences and conventions…Do you know what I want? I want justice – oceans of

Amos 5: 10 There are those who hate the one who upholds justice in court and detest the one who tells the truth.
You levy a straw tax on the poor and impose a tax on their grain. Therefore, though you have built stone
mansions, you will not live in them; though you have planted lush vineyards you will not drink their wine. 12 For I
know how many are your offenses and how great your sins. There are those who oppress the innocent and take
bribes and deprive the poor of justice in the courts.
17

11

Amos 5: 21 “I hate, I despise your religious festivals; your assemblies are a stench to me. 22 Even though you bring
me burnt offerings and grain offerings, I will not accept them. Though you bring choice fellowship offerings, I will
have no regard for them. 23 Away with the noise of your songs! I will not listen to the music of your harps.
24
But let justice roll on like a river, righteousness like a never-failing stream! 25 “Did you bring me sacrifices and
offerings forty years in the wilderness, people of Israel? 26 You have lifted up the shrine of your king, the pedestal of
your idols, the star of your god— which you made for yourselves. 27 Therefore I will send you into exile beyond
Damascus,” says the LORD, whose name is God Almighty.
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it. I want fairness – rivers of it. That’s what I want. That’s all I want” (Barber 2020, “National
Cathedral Sermon,” Para. 9). He then launches into a catalogue of contemporary and historical
American injustice, tying together the deaths from COVID -19, poverty, and systemic racism –
captured in the horrific murder of George Floyd – to a long history of Native American
genocide, slavery, anti-Chinese violence, lynching and race massacres like those in Tulsa and
Wilmington. “God, America, you’ve had such a lethal history,” he declares before telling the
congregation, “We must face the fact that the history and character of our nation carved chasms
of racial brutality and economic exploitation…into the body politic” (Barber 2020, “National
Cathedral Sermon,” Para. 26).
According to Barber, throughout our history, “even before we got to COVID and police
violence, there was a ‘DM,’ death measurement, in every piece of public policy” (Barber 2020,
“National Cathedral Sermon,” Para. 18). In other words, in every piece of legislation, there was
an implicit acceptance that passing or not passing certain policies will result in death for some
people. Therefore the only solution to the sins of America’s past and present, as God told us
“through Amos 2,600 years” ago, is justice (Barber 2020, “National Cathedral Sermon,” Para.
27). And Barber is clear what he means by justice – not some watered down “policy tinkering”
but “a reconstruction and a reordering of our nation away from death” (Barber 2020, “National
Cathedral Sermon,” Para. 26). As he explains:
”We must be told the deaths in the past didn’t have to be. And many of the deaths
in the present don’t have to be. They are the results of our failure to live up to the
creed that all people are created equal. They are the results of systemic injustice.
And as James Baldwin insisted, they can be changed when it comes to the
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structures of our common life. He said, we made this world we’re living in
and we must make it over again.”
(Barber 2020, “National Cathedral Sermon,” Para. 24).
For Barber, the “real” racism is not the use of a racial slur, but the systemic racism that
has been built into U.S. institutions since the founding. Moreover, systemic racism is not a
naturally occurring phenomenon, but a deliberate, sinful choice of the rich and powerful, used to
“stop the Revolution” of a unified movement of the poor and marginalized for greater social
justice. The policy makers and politicians who use systemic racism to deny voting rights to those
who would challenge their power and wealth are violating God’s command that every person
have the dignity and power to “shape their own reality.” Moreover, the politicians and public
officials who have since the founding made deliberate, calculated policy choices resulting in the
combination of systemic racism and systemic poverty have blood on their hands and are
responsible for the deaths of countless Black, Brown, and Indigenous people in the past and
present. If these policy makers want to stop living in sin and contradicting God’s will, they will
need to enact transformative legislation that eradicates systemic racism and poverty from
American society and its institutions.

“A Heart Issue”: Ralph Drollinger’s Individualized “Remedy for Racism”
If Barber sees racism as a tool of the powerful designed to stop progressive revolution
and a systemic evil built into the foundations of American democracy, Drollinger’s conception,
while based on interpretations of the same Bible, is vastly different. First, it must be noted that
Drollinger rarely talks about race – indeed, of all the bible studies posted on the Capitol
Ministries website only one, “The Remedy for Racism,” given on September 5, 2017, shortly
after the Charlottesville “Unite the Right Rally,” takes racism as its subject. In this lesson,
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Drollinger is clear from the start: racism is “at its core a heart issue; a dilemma with no solution
apart from the heart regenerative work of Christ in one’s life.” This theme is repeated throughout
the study as Drollinger uses scriptural interpretation after scriptural interpretation to
individualize racism, ignoring systemic racism and dismissing racism’s public policy
implications (Drollinger 2017, “Remedy for Racism,” 1).
Drollinger begins by eliding the specific history of American racism (that Barber so
vividly highlights) by arguing that “fallen mankind has always built barriers and ostracized
others” because “a fallen man’s predilection [is] to believe he or she is superior to another in
some way.” Thus, racism is not a political tool or a system of oppression, but a corrupt condition
of the individual heart, “parad[ing] around with his ugly brother who goes by the name of
arrogance.” Here in contrast to Barber, Drollinger lays the blame for the sin of racism on the
fallen nature of the individual. Right away by individualizing racism and disconnecting racism
from politics and its role in the history of the United States including slavery, genocide of Native
Americans, racial terror, and segregation, Drollinger dismisses public policy as a solution for
racial oppression (Drollinger 2017, “Remedy for Racism,” 1).
Moving forward in the study, Drollinger further severs American racism from its roots in
slavery, American racial terror, and discriminatory public policy by noting that the Bible does
not actually contain the word “racism.” Instead, he argues the sin most closely related to racism
in the Bible is the sin of “partiality” or “diakrino” – meaning to “judge under.” Tracing this sin
through the Old Testament brings Drollinger far afield from a discussion of racial oppression.
When he does land at least close to race, it is to quote 1 Samuel 16:7 – “For God sees not as
man sees, for man looks at outward appearance, but the Lord looks at the heart” – and to retell
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Jesus’ parable about the Good Samaritan from Luke 10:25-3718, in which a Samaritan (an
individual outside the Israelite tribe) helps an Israelite man beaten by robbers while an Israelite
priest and Levite (a religious official) just walk by the man pretending not to see him. He ends
this section with a bold-faced declaration: “We should strive to love people of other races to the
same degree we love ourselves” (Drollinger 2017, “Remedy for Racism,” 4, 6-7).
However, when Drollinger arrives at a section on the “negative results of racism,” his
focus on the individual becomes especially clear. Nowhere is there a discussion of slavery,
poverty, police brutality, or other harms that have been perpetrated on the bodies of black and
brown Americans. Instead, “partiality politicizes the believer” in that “status” becomes more
important than “spirituality.” And it “pollutes the believer,” where “Christianity becomes a
comfort zone where I only hang out with my friends of a similar social-economic status – and
such is of far greater importance to me than the possible discomfort of cross-cultural missions.”
Drollinger’s language here is again emblematic of how he seeks to remove the discussion of
racism from its American context since crossing racial and socio-economic barriers is equated
solely with “cross-cultural missions” (Drollinger 2017, “Remedy for Racism,” 7).
Finally, in his conclusion, Drollinger sums up the Biblical remedies for racism. First, the
believer must search their own heart and ask themselves “Do I view other races as equal to
mine.” Second, Drollinger casts doubt on the idea that public policy is a suitable remedy for
racism. Thus, while he acknowledges that “laws pertaining to discrimination have their place and
are necessary,” they will “never eradicate the problem of racism from society.” “So don’t think
the answer is in more legislation,” he tells his legislator study members, “it is not.” The only
answer is “the power of the cross” that changes “the inner nature of a person.” Therefore “the
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See footnote 10 on page 59.
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wise public servant will…always work toward religious freedom and incentivization of the
Church – so that it can best facilitate evangelism and change hearts.” The individualization of
racism is made complete by Drollinger’s concluding references to his own experiences as a
testimony to the lack of racism in his own heart: not only does he “work hard at incorporating
other ethnicities into Capitol Ministries versus having an all-white ministry” but “partiality and
racism have not been a major temptation for [him] because [he] grew up playing basketball and
lived and competed with many great African American guys who are still friends” (Drollinger
2017, “Remedy for Racism,” 8).
One final aspect of Drollinger’s study deserves mention. Not only does he cast individual
salvation in Christ as the true remedy for racism, but he also lays the blame for racism squarely
on the unbeliever and religious progressives. Because these “secular humanists” have taught
children the “theory of evolution” – a “poisonous ideology that says, ‘only the fittest survive,’
meaning some things in the world have more value than others” - it is understandable that these
children would then become racist as adults. “Why not,” Drollinger asks, "if evolution is true?”
Yet, Drollinger observes, these same secularists tell these children, now adults, not to be racist.
This Drollinger exclaims is the “great conundrum in American secularism” (Drollinger 2017,
“Remedy for Racism,” 5). Drollinger’s claim here relies on the conflation of evolutionary theory
with Social Darwinism; if it is natural for “only the fittest to survive” then humankind has no
obligation to “love” or “help” those they consider to be less fit. Drollinger’s implicit argument
here is that evolutionary theory teaches children to see some races as less fit than others. This
was the belief of some Social Darwinists but is not a component of the theory of evolution.
Taken together, Drollinger’s biblical interpretations confine the problem of racism to the
space within the human heart and limit the “remedy of racism” to evangelism and individual
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salvation in Christ, never once mentioning systemic racism or political issues associated with it.
Instead, he explicitly declares that public policy “is not the answer” and “will never eradicate the
problem from society.” Finally, Drollinger cast all blame on “secular humanists” who through
the propagation of the theory of evolution, which he conflates with Social Darwinism, have sown
the seeds for individual racism.

Policy Area: On Sexual Orientation/Identity Inequality
In the next two sections, I seek to explicate the contrasting biblical interpretations and
religio-political discourse of Reverend William Barber II of the NPPC and Pastor Ralph
Drollinger of CM on the issue of sexual orientation/identity inequality. Both Barber and
Drollinger utilize aspects of “orthodox religion” to make their contrasting arguments. Barber
combines references to an active and engaged God, the concepts of “original sin” and individual
salvation through Jesus Christ as well as claims of biblical authority to affirm the LGBTQ
community, validate their struggle for equal rights, and command unwavering support from
straight Americans. To the contrary, Drollinger relies heavily on biblical authority to condemn
homosexuality and all those who support the LGBTQ community, particularly allies like Barber
who defend the LGBTQ community from a religious perspective.

“I Don’t Believe in that God Either:” The LGBTQ Affirming Gospel of William J. Barber
In July of 2014, during the show Real Time with Bill Maher, a clerical-collar wearing
William J. Barber II declared to the clearly taken aback host that “he was an atheist too.” Barber
went on to clarify that he considered himself an atheist “when it comes to those folk that say that
Jesus is on the side of bigots and on the side of those that hurt people.” “I don’t believe in that
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God either,” concluded Barber (Barber 2014, “Real Time with Bill Maher”). The exchange
encapsulated a key theme in Barber’s biblical interpretations: his attack on “the false Christian
religious nationalism that says if you’re against the gay community, for prayer in school, against
abortion, for tax cuts and for gun rights then somehow you are upholding the agenda of God”
(Barber 2018, “By this Love”).
In contrast, Barber puts forward an unabashedly affirming reading of scripture which
welcomes all parts of the LGBTQ community and castigates discriminatory policy toward
LGBTQ Americans. For example, Barber routinely draws parallels between the religious
authorities of Jesus’s day and today’s Christian Right, as both he argues condoned
discrimination, exploitation, and oppression in the interest of power and thus support the rule of
“Cesar,” a reference to the oppressive system of Roman exploitation that Jesus confronted,
instead of the rule of Jesus (see Theoharis’ biblical interpretations in the Economic Inequality
section of this chapter; Repairers of the Breach 2020, “Difference Between Cesar and Jesus”).
For Barber, the Christian Right’s elevation of anti-gay theology to a core tenet of Christianity,
while ignoring the plight of the poor, is not simply wrong but “modern day heresy” (Berkeley
News 2019, “Forward Together Not One Step Back,” Para. 64). Indeed, Barber sees today’s
Christian Right as the latest iteration of a long tradition of American politically conservative
religious activism, stretching back to those who defended slavery and segregation with selective
biblical texts (Barber and Wilson-Hartgrove 2016, 29-30).
Common to these modern day and past “heresies” is the sin of using religion to oppress
and demean. From the history of America’s “two original sins,” “chattel slavery” and “genocide”
against Native Americans, Barber argues “we know that if you ever let people codify hate into
the law because of who they are, because of who God made them, it only spreads and becomes
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more entrenched.” Therefore, he concludes, “as an African American…and as a part Tuscaroran
Native American, I have to be against any attack of violence policy wise or other wise on the
LGBT community, because I know what the original sin leads to” (Barber 2018, “By this
Love”).
In this quote, Barber is alluding to the Christian idea of “original sin” where the first
humans, Adam, and Eve, in the Garden of Eden, disobeyed God, taking and eating fruit from the
Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil (Genesis, Chapter 2). According to orthodox Christian
tradition, this “original sin” brought about the “fall” of humankind, which went from being
blameless in the sight of God to utterly depraved. All evil in the heart of man is ascribed to this
original sin and it is only through the saving grace of Jesus Christ that one can be redeemed to
God and receive eternal life. Barber uses this “ religiously orthodox” concept to castigate the
injustices of slavery, racial discrimination, genocide, and racial terror that his own ancestors
endured. Furthermore, by linking these policies to the discrimination and violence against the
LGBTQ community, he is arguing that the “original sin” and the “codification of hate into the
law” is directly responsible for violence against the LGBTQ community in “policy” and
“otherwise.” Therefore, if he, as a Native American, Black man and a Christian, rejects the
“original sin,” slavery, genocide and racial discrimination, how can he not stand with the
LGBTQ community against the physical and policy violence directed toward them?
In opposition to those who would reject and demean the LGBTQ community based on
Christian tenets, Barber preaches an affirming theology that not only advocates “equal protection
for all,” including the LGBTQ community as a constitutional requirement, but the command of
God’s “radical love” outlined in the Gospel of John. During a June 2018 sermon focused on the
celebration of pride month, Barber recounts his own journey of acceptance from “a straight man
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who was in the closet – walled in by a narrow understanding of God’s love” to a proud political
and theological ally of the LGBTQ community (Barber 2018, “By this Love”). Playing with the
language of the “closet,” Barber, a man who identifies as straight, uses it to describe his previous
rejection of homosexuality and the scriptural interpretations that led to that rejection; this
“closet,” kept him walled off from God’s full, “radical love,” which he only experienced and
understood once he left those false interpretations, opening the door and stepping into a new,
more emancipatory comprehension of God’s inclusive embrace.
Importantly, according to Barber this journey was the result of God’s persistent
intervention in his life. God “kept meeting me,” Barber remembers, for “God has a way of
incarnating God’s self” in one’s experiences with others. God “met him” through history and
Barber’s respect for Bayard Rustin, the organizer of the original Poor People’s Campaign, who
was also a gay man, and through Langston Hughes, one of Barber’s favorite poets, among others.
God “met him” through his interaction with families whose sons and daughters had died of AIDS
and yet were ashamed to admit the real cause of their children’s deaths. God “met him” through
a personal relationship with the Reverend Nancy Petty, one of his closest organizer colleagues;
and, in one of Barber’s most powerful images, God “met him” in an encounter with a young man
who “trembling and crying” told Barber that “he had never been so close to a preacher and not
feared for [his] physical and mental safety.” This last remembrance causes Barber to exclaim
with great passion “My God, what have we done, when we have made people afraid of Jesus”
(Barber 2018, “By this Love”)!
Of particular relevance to this dissertation’s argument, which is that “orthodox religion”
as defined by Hunter, Barker, and Carman (see Introduction, Chapter 2, and the beginning of
this Chapter) can be mobilized for progressive political purposes, is the way in which Barber’s
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words call on his audience to recognize that God is an active, engaged, powerful force in one’s
life, moving people towards an acceptance of God’s “community of radical love and inclusion.”
God, Barber asserts, “grows you;” the “Holy Spirit,” he tells his audience, “It’ll stretch you.”
“Don’t mess around with grace if you want to be comfortable,” Barber warns his audience; “If
you want to stay where you are - leave Jesus alone” (Barber 2018, “By this Love”).
In another sermon which takes as its primary text Matthew 22:21,19 in which Jesus
declares “render unto Caesar what is Caesar’s and to God what is God’s,” Barber grounds his
affirming theology in the authority of the Bible and in the certainty of salvation through Jesus
Christ. Barber argues that Matthew 22:21 where Jesus instructs the Pharisees to pay taxes to
Rome and give “back to God what is God’s”, has been misinterpreted in many ways, especially
to absolve Christians of worldly concerns by separating politics and taxes from spirituality and
piety. To the contrary, its real meaning, he insists, centers on “allegiance,” because, for the
Christian, nothing is Caesar’s, and everything is God’s. “For either we belong to God,” Barber
declares or “we choose not to accept God and we belong to another.” “No one,” he asserts,
referencing Matthew 6:24,20 “can serve two masters” (Repairers of the Breach 2020, “Be Clear
About Who Owns You”). Thus, this passage, Barber explains, is about self-worship and idolatry.
In this case, Caesar has put his own image on a coin. Such self-worship, Barber declares, always
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Matthew 21: 15 The Pharisees went out. They made plans to trap Jesus with his own words. 16 They sent their
followers to him. They sent the Herodians with them. “Teacher,” they said, “we know that you are a man of honor.
You teach the way of God truthfully. You don’t let others tell you what to do or say. You don’t care how important
they are. 17 Tell us then, what do you think? Is it right to pay the royal tax to Caesar or not?” 18 But Jesus knew their
evil plans. He said, “You pretenders! Why are you trying to trap me? 19 Show me the coin people use for paying the
tax.” They brought him a silver coin. 20 He asked them, “Whose picture is this? And whose words?” 21 “Caesar’s,”
they replied. Then he said to them, “So give back to Caesar what belongs to Caesar. And give back to God what
belongs to God.” 22 When they heard this, they were amazed. So they left him and went away.
20

Matthew 6: 24 “No one can serve two masters. Either you will hate the one and love the other, or you will be
devoted to the one and despise the other. You cannot serve both God and money.
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leads to the inclination to “push down and create misery.” “Belonging to God” on the other hand,
Barber asserts “means resisting Caesar’s systems of oppression.”
He then goes on to point explicitly to his “gay brothers and sisters,” who “since they
belong to God” are “sayin’ wait a minute, you’all not shutting us down no more – God made us
just like he made everybody else and you’re not going to put us somewhere and treat us less than
God’s children” (Repairers of the Breach 2020, “Be Clear About Who Owns You”). Therefore,
Barber directly connects LGBTQ political resistance itself to the idea of “belonging to God.”
Furthermore, he argues that the Bible commands the straight community to support the LGBTQ
community in their struggle, because when “we belong to God, we have a right to rebel and
resist those...politics that are not of God.” (Repairers of the Breach 2020, “Be Clear About Who
Owns You”)
At this point in his sermon, Barber turns from the New Testament to the Old Testament
telling his congregation, “God even said – in God’s word, Isaiah 56; I need you when you build a
temple to make a special place for the eunuch.”21 Then as if to emphasize the idea of biblical
authority even more, he adds “ya’ll better know your Bible,” before continuing in a paraphrase
of Isaiah 56:4-6, Matthew 21:13, and Isaiah 56:7, “You better make a special place for those who
have been treated different, put down, and pushed out [because] my house shall be a house of
prayer for all people”22 (Repairers of the Breach 2020, “Be Clear About Who Owns You”).

21

Here Barber is referring Isaiah 56 4 For this is what the LORD says: “To the eunuchs who keep my Sabbaths,
who choose what pleases me and hold fast to my covenant— 5 to them I will give within my temple and its walls
a memorial and a name better than sons and daughters; I will give them an everlasting name
that will endure forever.

Matthew 21 13 He said to them, “It is written that the Lord said, ‘My house will be called a house where people
can pray.’
22

and
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Finally, Barber lays out what belonging to God “in the final analysis” really means. It
means, he tells his congregation and live-stream audience, his voice rising with every sentence in
a crescendo of emotion, that even though “we gonna face our [own] Caesars”, “rather than God
losing us; God chose to hold on to us so much that Jesus came for us; God and Jesus died for us;
God and Jesus got up for us; God and Jesus have prepared a place for us; God and Jesus sent his
Holy Spirit for us; and one day Jesus will come again for us.” “God,” Barber concludes “will not
forsake his own” (Repairers of the Breach 2020, “Be Clear About Who Owns You”).
Here you have the culmination of Barber’s affirming Gospel. According to Barber, like
all Christians, LGBTQ Christians can know for certain that they “belong to God” and through
Jesus’ blood they are saved. Furthermore, they can know for certain that the Holy Spirit protects
them and one day Jesus will come again for them. Thus, for Barber, Matthew 22:21’s truth that
“we belong to God” not only commands those who are straight to stand up to injustice against
the LGBTQ community, but provides LGBTQ Christians with the certainty of eternal salvation,
which in turn fuels their struggle of resistance against the “Caesars” of our own time who seek to
“steal [their] humanity” when “God wants them to be uplifted” (Repairers of the Breach 2020,
“Be Clear About Who Owns You”).

“In No Way is God Pro-LGBT”: Ralph Drollinger’s Anti-LGBTQ Agenda
If Barber transforms orthodox belief in biblical authority, an active and engaged God, and
individual salvation through Jesus Christ into an affirmation of the LGBTQ community and their

Isaiah 56 7 Then I will bring them to my holy mountain of Zion. I will give them joy in my house.
They can pray there. I will accept their burnt offerings and sacrifices on my altar.
My house will be called a house where people from all nations can pray.”
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political struggle as well as a command for straight allyship, Ralph Drollinger uses the orthodox
belief in Biblical authority to do the exact opposite. From the beginning of his primary bible
study on the subject – last issued in 2018 “Clarity Regarding Same Sex Marriage” – Drollinger
is crystal clear: “In No Way is God’s Word Pro-LGBT” (Drollinger 2018, “Clarity Regarding
Same Sex Marriage,” under Introduction). Moreover, his lesson is crafted specifically to refute
Barber and others who would argue for LGBTQ rights. This is because, for Drollinger, an even
greater threat to “biblically based laws” than the “bullying of the LGBT lobby” is that of
“Scripture twisting clerics who would have others believe the Bible supports homosexuality”
(Drollinger 2018, “Clarity Regarding Same Sex Marriage,” Para. 6). Drollinger’s study
predictably proceeds through what LGBTQ affirming clerics have called the “clobber passages,”
purporting to refute all pro-LGBTQ interpretations along the way. I describe the six clobber
passages in turn.
First, is the Biblical story of Sodom and Gomorrah captured in Genesis 19:1-29.23 In this
Biblical account, angels from God are visiting Lot, the nephew of Abraham in human form. The
men of Sodom surround Lot’s house and demand that the men he has in his house be sent out, so
that the men of Sodom can “know” them (know is the word used in the King James Version of
the Bible, see second translation in footnote 12). Pro-LGBTQ clerics have argued, using other
parts of the Bible and stories from Jewish tradition, that the sin of Sodom and Gomorrah in this
account is not homosexuality but inhospitality. Drollinger argues that their interpretation is false
and misleading because while the KJV uses the word “know,” it is clear that the original Hebrew
word yada “is a polite euphemism for sexual intercourse.” This fact he claims refutes the
“general homosexual ‘Christian Community’ interpretation” [note Drollinger’s use of scare

23

See Appendix A.
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quotes to indicate the alleged incompatibility of the terms “homosexual” and “Christian
Community”] that the real sin of Sodom and Gomorrah was “inhospitality” not “sodomy”
(Drollinger 2018, “Clarity Regarding Same Sex Marriage” under Old Testament Passages).24
Second, he examines Ezekiel 16:49-50, which states that the sin of Sodom and Gomorrah
was “arrogance” and “having abundant food and careless ease” but “not help[ing] the poor and
needy.”25. Pro-LGBT clerics, he observes, have used this verse to back up their contention that
the real sin of Sodom and Gomorrah was not homosexuality. However, Drollinger argues the
next verse’s use of the word “abomination” comes from the original Hebrew word toebah – the
same word that is used in Leviticus 18:2226 in a clear prohibition of homosexuality. This, he
contends, proves “the specific sin of Sodom and Gomorrah as being one of homosexuality”
(Drollinger 2018, “Clarity Regarding Same Sex Marriage” under Old Testament Passages).

24

It is important to note here that Drollinger fails to address another argument of pro-LGBT clerics: that gang rape is
different than consenting intercourse between same-sex couples in committed relationships. Furthermore, he does
not address their argument that the intended gang rape itself, which would have been about exerting power over
these newcomers more than sexual gratification, is one of the worst forms of inhospitality. (See for example, Rev.
Jeff Miner and John Tyler Connoley of the Metropolitan Community Church‘s The Children Are Free: Re-examining
the Biblical Evidence on Same-Sex Relationships).
25

New International Version

Ezekiel 16 49 Now this was the sin of your sister Sodom: She and her daughters were arrogant, overfed, and
unconcerned; they did not help the poor and needy. 50 They were haughty and did detestable things before me.
Therefore I did away with them as you have seen.
King James Version
Ezekiel 1649 Behold, this was the iniquity of thy sister Sodom, pride, fulness of bread, and abundance of idleness was
in her and in her daughters, neither did she strengthen the hand of the poor and needy.
50
And they were haughty, and committed abomination before me: therefore I took them away as I saw good.
26

NIV: Leviticus 18 22 “‘Do not have sexual relations with a man as one does with a woman; that is detestable.”
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Third, he analyzes Judges 19:22-2327 – in which a rowdy crowd of “worthless” men,
surrounds an old man’s house and demands to “have relations with” or “know” (yada) the man’s
male guest. The old man refuses, saying “No, my fellows, please do not act so wickedly; since
this man has come into my house, do not commit this act of folly.” Drollinger’s contention, again
focusing on the Hebrew word yada (described above) is that this verse too condemns the sin of
homosexuality (Drollinger 2018, “Clarity Regarding Same Sex Marriage” under Old Testament
Passages).28
Fourth, relying on his previous argument recounted above that the sin of Sodom and
Gomorrah was clearly homosexuality, Drollinger then uses Jesus’ warning in Matthew 10:121529 that it “will be more tolerable [even] for the [sinful] land of Sodom and Gomorrah in the

27

New International Version

Judges 19 22 While they were enjoying themselves, some of the wicked men of the city surrounded the house.
Pounding on the door, they shouted to the old man who owned the house, “Bring out the man who came to your
house so we can have sex with him.”
23

The owner of the house went outside and said to them, “No, my friends, don’t be so vile. Since this man is my
guest, don’t do this outrageous thing.
King James Version
Judges 19 22 Now as they were making their hearts merry, behold, the men of the city, certain sons of Belial, beset
the house round about, and beat at the door, and spake to the master of the house, the old man, saying, Bring forth
the man that came into thine house, that we may know him.
23

And the man, the master of the house, went out unto them, and said unto them, Nay, my brethren, nay, I pray
you, do not so wickedly; seeing that this man is come into mine house, do not this folly.
28

Again, Pro-LGBT clerics argue the difference between gang rape and consensual relations in committed
relationships; they also point to the part of the passage that says” since this man has come into my house” to argue
that this type of gang rape would be an extreme form of inhospitality.
See Miner and Connoly The Children Are Free.
29

Matthew 10 12 As you enter the home, give it your greeting. 13 If the home is deserving, let your peace rest on it; if
it is not, let your peace return to you. 14 If anyone will not welcome you or listen to your words, leave that home or
town, and shake the dust off your feet. 15 Truly I tell you, it will be more bearable for Sodom and Gomorrah on the
day of judgment than for that town.
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Day of Judgment than for [any] city” whose inhabitants “[do not receive his] disciples nor heed
[their] words,” to argue that Jesus, himself, “acknowledge[es] the appropriateness of the
condemnation of these cities for [homosexuality]” (Drollinger 2018, “Clarity Regarding Same
Sex Marriage” under New Testament Passages, insertions added for clarity).
Fifth, he turns to the New Testament and Romans 1:26-27 – “For this reason God gave
them over to degrading passions; for their women exchanged the natural function for that which
is unnatural, and in the same way also the men abandoned the natural function of woman and
burned in their desire toward one another, men with men committing indecent acts and receiving
in their own persons the due penalty of their error.” This verse confirms God’s creation design
of humankind into men and women and condemns the sins of “lesbianism and homosexuality”
(Drollinger 2018, “Clarity Regarding Same Sex Marriage” under New Testament Passages).
Finally, he highlights 1 Corinthians 6:9-11– “Do not be deceived; neither fornicators,
nor idolators, nor adulterers, nor effeminate, nor homosexuals, nor thieves, nor the covetous,
nor drunkards, nor revilers, nor swindlers, will inherit the kingdom of God” – and 1 Timothy
1:9-10 – “Realizing the fact that law is not made for a righteous person, but for those who are
lawless and rebellious, for the ungodly and sinners, for the unholy and profane, for those who
kill their fathers or mothers, for murderers and immoral men and homosexuals and kidnappers
and liars and perjurers, and whatever else is contrary to sound teaching”. The use of the word
“homosexual” in these two verses Drollinger argues, comes from the Greek term arsenokoitas,
which he asserts means “male sexual intercourse.” Therefore, these two verses clearly condemn
homosexuality, and it is “quite dishonest for the homosexual ‘church’ [again, note Drollinger’s
scare quotes] to state that the original meaning of the term arsenokoitas ‘would appear to have
no relationship to consensual homosexual activity’ (Drollinger 2018, “Clarity Regarding Same
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Sex Marriage” under New Testament Passages). In this last part, indicated by the single quotes,
Drollinger is quoting a pro-LGBT cleric (Drollinger 2018, “Clarity Regarding Same Sex
Marriage” under New Testament Passages).
Apart from using the previous “clobber passages” to ground his condemnation of
homosexuality in biblical authority, Drollinger utilizes the above passages among others to argue
decisively that “homosexuality is a sign of reprobation” or rejection from God, and [as he writes
in bold, capital letters] “ONE NEEDS TO BE SAVED FROM THE SIN OF
HOMOSEXUALITY AS WERE SOME CORINTHIANS.” Thus, “there is hope for all
caught in such a pernicious addiction” but only if Christian ministers “love the sinner” while
“inalterably” condemning the sin (Drollinger 2018, “Clarity Regarding Same Sex Marriage”
under New Testament Passages). Here, Drollinger’s argument is clear: progressive “scripture
twisters” by providing corrupt, false teaching keep the homosexual from being truly saved and
therefore facilitate their damnation. Indeed, according to Drollinger the Bible is unambiguous in
its condemnation of the LGBTQ community and its “clerical” allies like Barber: “Homosexuality
and same sex ceremonies are illegitimate in God’s eyes…For the single or society to engage in
or endorse it is to practice sin” (Drollinger 2018, “Clarity Regarding Same Sex Marriage” under
Summary, emphasis added).
For Drollinger, then, there are a multitude of scriptural passages that condemn the act of
homosexuality as well as those who attempt to legitimate it, particularly “theological liberals”
who twist and manipulate God’s word. Engaging in homosexual acts and condoning the sin of
homosexuality are signs of “reprobation” and separation from God. Not only the homosexual
sinner but the “scripture twisting” theological liberal needs to repent of these sins to be truly
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saved. In other words, there is no room in Drollinger’s gospel for the LGBTQ community or
LGBTQ allies if they do not repent and change their behavior and views.

Sacralizing Political Strategy
Apart from using biblical interpretations to legitimate their respective (anti) inequality
gospels, Barber, Theoharis, and Drollinger justify their organizations’ contrasting political
strategies through scriptural authority. Not only has God told them what to stand for, he has
revealed to them exactly how they should stand on the American political stage. Not surprisingly
Barber and Theoharis interpret the stories and words of the Old and New Testaments much
differently than Drollinger. As we will see, for Barber and Theoharis, God commands a
prophetic critique of power as well as the mobilization of the marginalized and oppressed outside
of the existing institutions of American politics and government. This mobilization, led by the
poor themselves, will challenge the conventional narratives that dominate American political
discourse and force change to American public policy. For Drollinger, on the other hand, God
commands a deferential ministry to power – a project of evangelism through the existing
institutions of American government to bring political leaders to Christ, strengthen support for
biblically sanctioned, politically conservative policies, and expand the influence and reach of
Capitol Ministries across the nation and globe.
In these ways, the biblical interpretations of Barber, Theoharis, and Drollinger serve as
“coordinative and communicative discourses” (Smith 2014, 141). They legitimate each
organization’s political strategy to the mass public and important stakeholders, for example,
Drollinger’s financial backers. Furthermore, they facilitate effective interaction among the
members of each organization by fueling cooperation between Drollinger’s pastoral
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representatives and legislators and among the diverse members of the New Poor People’s
Campaign. As such, they play critical roles in each organization’s maintenance and success.

“Woe to Those Who Make Unjust Laws”: William J. Barber II’s and Liz Theoharis’s Prophetic
Critique of Power
There are five primary religio-political discourses – biblical interpretations – that Barber
and Theoharis rely on to make the case for the New Poor People’s Campaign’s political strategy
of “moral fusion coalitions,” a term they derive from Reconstruction Era politics where Black
and white poor and low wealth people overcame attempts to divide them by race instead acting
together as a political coalition. Each speaks to a key assumption the movement holds regarding
how to generate and use political power to combat inequality in the United States. In the below
sections that describe the five primary discourses, I first quote the specific Bible verses Barber
and Theoharis primarily reference using their chosen translation noted in parentheses, and then
explain how Barber and Theoharis use these verses to define and legitimate various aspects of
their political strategies and the assumptions behind those strategies. Footnotes provide the New
International Version translation of each passage when The Message Translation is used.
Isaiah 10:1-2 “Woe to those who make unjust laws; to those who issue oppressive
decrees and deprive the poor of their rights and withhold justice from my people, making
widows their prey and robbing the fatherless.” (New International Version)
Isaiah 58:6 “Is this not the kind of fasting I have chosen: to loose the chains of injustice
and untie the cords of the yoke, to set the oppressed free and break every yoke.” (New
International Version)
First, for Barber and Theoharis, these two passages from the Book of Isaiah serve to
identify the political problem: an unjust political system, created by the sinful choices of
politicians and other public officials that churns out public policy preying upon and exploiting
the poor to increase the wealth of the powerful. They also point to the solution: public policy that
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brings liberation to the poor and marginalized by reversing injustice and providing for
everyone’s basic needs for survival and human dignity. As William Barber explains in an
address to the Pontifical Academy for the Social Sciences, these two passages are important for
the New Poor People’s Campaign because they teach that “systemic poverty is not the
cumulative result of individual failures.” Instead, “people in power have made choices and
written those choices into tax policy, war policy, and government documents.” Thus, according
to Barber if “retrogressive legislation and a refusal to act can rob the poor, then legislation can
also correct the robbery and restore the real purposes and possibility of society” (Repairers of the
Breach 2021, “Vatican Conference”).
Ezekiel 22:27-31 “Her officials within her are like wolves tearing their prey; they shed
blood and kill people to make unjust gain. Her prophets whitewash these deeds for them
by false visions and lying divinations. They say ‘This is what the Sovereign Lord says’ –
when the Lord has not spoken. The people of the land practice extortion and commit
robbery; they oppress the poor and needy and mistreat the foreigner, denying them
justice…I looked for someone among them who would build up the wall and stand before
me in the gap on behalf of the land so I would not have to destroy it, but I found no one.
So I will pour out my wrath on them and consume them with my fiery anger, bringing
down on their heads all they have done, declares the Sovereign Lord. (New International
Version)
Second, drawing on the Book of Ezekiel 22: 27-31, Barber makes it clear that this
critique of power and call for anti-inequality legislation must be framed in moral language. Like
the religious elites of Ezekiel’s day who “whitewashed…evil politicians deeds [in a language of]
religiosity” while those same politicians “ravaged the poor” like “wolves,” the “religious
nationali[sts]” of today threaten the very lives of the poor because “[they] offer theological and
spiritual cover for a policy agenda that treats corporations like people and people like things”
(Repairers of the Breach 2021, “Vatican Conference”). The New Poor People’s Campaign exists
to provide a counterpoint to this “heretical” gospel (Berkeley News 2019, “Forward Together Not
One Step Back”). As Ezekiel before, they will “stand in the gap and challenge the policy
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violence that religious nationalists endorse” (Repairers of the Breach 2021, “Vatican
Conference”).
Amos 5:15-16 “Go Out into the Streets and Lament Loudly! Fill the Malls and Shops
with Cries of Doom! Weep Loudly ‘Not Me! Not Us, Not Now!’ Empty offices, stores,
factories, workplaces. Enlist everyone in the general lament. I want to hear it loud and
clear when I make my visit.” (The Message Translation)30
Third, for Barber, Amos 5:15-16 is a call to disruption through non-violent civil
disobedience and direct action. “In order for justice to roll down like waters,” he declares
referencing the words of Amos 5:24 made famous by Martin Luther King, Jr., “there must be a
remnant of people who are willing to non-violently interrupt unjust systems.” “More and more,”
he explains, “[he] is convinced that the “word of God is for the public square not just church
pulpits,” because it is “in the streets” where “we can develop a contrast” (Story of America 2013,
“Barber: Jesus Fought Injustice”). Basing his argument on scriptural interpretations from the
Book of Amos (quoted above), the second chapter of Ezekiel31, where God calls Ezekiel to be a

30

NIV: Amos 5 15 Hate evil, love good; maintain justice in the courts.
Perhaps the LORD God Almighty will have mercy on the remnant of Joseph. 16 Therefore this is what the Lord, the
LORD God Almighty, says: “There will be wailing in all the streets and cries of anguish in every public square. The
farmers will be summoned to weep and the mourners to wail.
31

NIV: Ezekiel 2 1 He said to me, “Son of man,[a] stand up on your feet and I will speak to you.” 2 As he spoke, the
Spirit came into me and raised me to my feet, and I heard him speaking to me.
3

He said: “Son of man, I am sending you to the Israelites, to a rebellious nation that has rebelled against me; they
and their ancestors have been in revolt against me to this very day. 4 The people to whom I am sending you are
obstinate and stubborn. Say to them, ‘This is what the Sovereign LORD says.’ 5 And whether they listen or fail to
listen—for they are a rebellious people—they will know that a prophet has been among them. 6 And you, son of
man, do not be afraid of them or their words. Do not be afraid, though briers and thorns are all around you and you
live among scorpions. Do not be afraid of what they say or be terrified by them, though they are a rebellious people.
7
You must speak my words to them, whether they listen or fail to listen, for they are rebellious. 8 But you, son of
man, listen to what I say to you. Do not rebel like that rebellious people; open your mouth and eat what I give you.”
9

Then I looked, and I saw a hand stretched out to me. In it was a scroll, 10 which he unrolled before me. On both
sides of it were written words of lament and mourning and woe.
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prophet, and Jesus’ command that one must be “born again” in John 332, Barber transforms the
language of theological conservatism into a call for justice-oriented, disruptive political action.
“You can’t see injustice and say nothing; you can’t see exploitation and say nothing; you can’t
see systemic poverty and say nothing; you can’t see abuse of other human beings - God’s
creation – because of their race, their creed, their sexuality and not say something.” “To be born
again,” he thunders, “to be saved, means at its core to have a quarrel with the world.” “There
must be a dissenting voice in every age…[and] we must name the powers in the face of the
powers” (Story of America 2013, “Barber: Jesus Fought Injustice”). These words from

32

NIV: John 3 1Now there was a Pharisee, a man named Nicodemus who was a member of the Jewish ruling council.
He came to Jesus at night and said, “Rabbi, we know that you are a teacher who has come from God. For no one
could perform the signs you are doing if God were not with him.”
2

3

Jesus replied, “Very truly I tell you, no one can see the kingdom of God unless they are born again.[a]”

4

“How can someone be born when they are old?” Nicodemus asked. “Surely they cannot enter a second time into
their mother’s womb to be born!”
5

Jesus answered, “Very truly I tell you, no one can enter the kingdom of God unless they are born of water and the
Spirit. 6 Flesh gives birth to flesh, but the Spirit[b] gives birth to spirit. 7 You should not be surprised at my saying,
‘You[c] must be born again.’ 8 The wind blows wherever it pleases. You hear its sound, but you cannot tell where it
comes from or where it is going. So it is with everyone born of the Spirit.”[d]
9

“How can this be?” Nicodemus asked.

10

“You are Israel’s teacher,” said Jesus, “and do you not understand these things? 11 Very truly I tell you, we speak of
what we know, and we testify to what we have seen, but still you people do not accept our testimony. 12 I have
spoken to you of earthly things and you do not believe; how then will you believe if I speak of heavenly things? 13 No
one has ever gone into heaven except the one who came from heaven—the Son of Man.[e] 14 Just as Moses lifted up
the snake in the wilderness, so the Son of Man must be lifted up,[f] 15 that everyone who believes may have eternal
life in him.”[g]
16

For God so loved the world that he gave his one and only Son, that whoever believes in him shall not perish but
have eternal life. 17 For God did not send his Son into the world to condemn the world, but to save the world
through him. 18 Whoever believes in him is not condemned, but whoever does not believe stands condemned
already because they have not believed in the name of God’s one and only Son. 19 This is the verdict: Light has come
into the world, but people loved darkness instead of light because their deeds were evil. 20 Everyone who does evil
hates the light, and will not come into the light for fear that their deeds will be exposed. 21 But whoever lives by the
truth comes into the light, so that it may be seen plainly that what they have done has been done in the sight of
God.
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theologian Juergen Moltmann, which Barber has deployed on more than one occasion, sum up
the connection between faith and disruptive political action for Barber: “faith, whenever it
develops into hope, causes not rest but unrest, not patience but impatience. It does not calm the
unquiet heart but is itself this unquiet heart in man.” Moltmann continues, “those who hope in
Christ can no longer put up with reality as it is, but begin to suffer under it, to contradict it. Peace
with God means conflict with the world, for the goad of the promised future stabs inexorably
into the flesh of every unfulfilled present” (Barber and Wilson-Hartgrove 2016, 21).
Thus, for Barber, “preaching” must be brought into the “public square.” According to
Barber, this type of preaching is not “extraordinary or unusual” but “normative preaching in the
way of Jesus.” “The message of Jesus,” Barber explains “does not only instruct; it also initiates
and invigorates a movement to transform the world that is into the world that ought to be
(emphasis in the original)” (Barber, Theoharis, and Lowery 2018, 42). Like Jesus who was
“anointed to preach the Gospel to the poor” in Luke 4:18 (see below), Barber, Theoharis, and the
activists in the NPPC are imbued with the “Spirit of the Lord” which “brings both a power and
process that is counter to the normal ways of ordering or seeing the world.” As such they
represent “prophets who will not merely serve the culture but will call for a
counterculture…sav[ing] the church from being a mere consecrated club and transform[ing] it
into a prophetic community” (Barber, Theoharis, and Lowery 2018, 43-44).
Luke 4: 16-20 “[Jesus] went to Nazareth, where he had been brought up, and on the
Sabbath day he went into the synagogue, as was his custom. He stood up to read, and the
scroll of the prophet Isaiah was handed to him. Unrolling it, he found the place where it
is written: ‘The spirit of the Lord is on me, because he has anointed me to proclaim good
news to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim freedom for the prisoners and recovery of
sight for the blind, to set the oppressed free, to proclaim the year of the Lord’s favor.’”
Then he rolled up the scroll, gave it back to the attendant and sat down. The eyes of
everyone in the synagogue were fastened on him. He began by saying to them, ‘Today
this scripture is fulfilled in your hearing.’” (New International Version)
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Fourth, according to Barber and Theoharis, biblical passages like the one found above indeed the entire New Testament – represent a fundamental principle that guides the political
action of the New Poor People’s Campaign: the poor themselves must lead. “Religious leaders,”
Barber proclaims, “are not called to speak for the poor, but to stand alongside people’s
movements that are already lifting God’s call for love and justice in the earth” (Repairers of the
Breach 2021, “Vatican Conference”). Liz Theoharis is even clearer: the ministry of Jesus teaches
that “the Bible is a book by, about, and for poor and marginalized people. It not only says that
God blesses and loves the poor, but also that the poor are God’s agents and leaders in rejecting
and dismantling kingdoms built on oppression and inequality” (Barber, Theoharis, and Lowery
2018, 40-41). In her book, Always with Us, Theoharis directly challenges predominant
assumptions and portrayals of Jesus as middle class, arguing instead that he, the disciples, and
the “social base of his ministry” were themselves poor, and that “Jesus comes to his ministry
from his own earthly poverty: from his experience of the severe dispossession and subjugation of
the Roman Empire.” (Theoharis 2017, 27, 98-99). “God’s children,” she proclaims, “are not the
rich, not the usual philanthropists or changemakers, but the poor [who] are the foundation of a
movement to materialize God’s reign on earth” (Theoharis 2017, 121).
Employing the language of spiritual warfare, she uses the scene in Matthew 4:1-1133
where Jesus is unsuccessfully tempted by Satan to argue that “the devil is the real power figure

33

Matthew 4 1 Then Jesus was led by the Spirit into the wilderness to be tempted[a] by the devil. 2 After fasting forty
days and forty nights, he was hungry. 3 The tempter came to him and said, “If you are the Son of God, tell these
stones to become bread.” 4 Jesus answered, “It is written: ‘Man shall not live on bread alone, but on every word that
comes from the mouth of God.’” 5 Then the devil took him to the holy city and had him stand on the highest point of
the temple. 6 “If you are the Son of God,” he said, “throw yourself down. For it is written:
“‘He will command his angels concerning you,
and they will lift you up in their hands,
so that you will not strike your foot against a stone.’”
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behind earthly empire, especially the concentration of wealth and power.” Jesus – a “poor
person” – stands in direct contrast to the worldly and spiritual evil of the Roman Empire,
“challeng[ing] the status quo” and calling the people back to God, his commands, and “the
community-oriented ethics of the Torah,” outlined in “the Sabbath and Jubilee prescriptions”
(Theoharis 2017, 101-102). Theoharis argues further that after his death, Jesus’ mission was
carried on through his “movement-building disciples” who had to “understand this role of the
poor and of themselves as the poor” (Theoharis 2017, 121).
Thus, she interprets Acts 2: 42-4734, in which the early Christians “had everything in
common” after receiving the Holy Spirit at Pentecost, and the Apostle Paul’s collection for the
poor in Jerusalem, as “ancient act[s] of solidarity and protest against the Roman Empire,” which
“mak[e] it possible for poor people not just to feed, house, and clothe themselves, but also to
develop a movement with other poor people who want to build a different world” (Barber,
Theoharis, Lowery 2018, 37-39). Acts 2:42-47 and Paul’s discussion of the collection for the
Jerusalem poor are not about “charity,” she argues, but “forging relationships of mutuality
among diverse poor people to meet their needs” (Barber, Theoharis, Lowery 2018, 38). She ends
Always With Us by connecting the New Poor People’s Campaign to this long biblical tradition,

7

Jesus answered him, “It is also written: ‘Do not put the Lord your God to the test.”8 Again, the devil took him to a
very high mountain and showed him all the kingdoms of the world and their splendor. 9 “All this I will give you,” he
said, “if you will bow down and worship me.”10 Jesus said to him, “Away from me, Satan! For it is written: ‘Worship
the Lord your God, and serve him only.’”11 Then the devil left him, and angels came and attended him.
34

NIV: Acts 2 42 They devoted themselves to the apostles’ teaching and to fellowship, to the breaking of bread and
to prayer. 43 Everyone was filled with awe at the many wonders and signs performed by the apostles. 44 All the
believers were together and had everything in common. 45 They sold property and possessions to give to anyone
who had need. 46 Every day they continued to meet together in the temple courts. They broke bread in their homes
and ate together with glad and sincere hearts, 47 praising God and enjoying the favor of all the people. And the Lord
added to their number daily those who were being saved.
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which centers on a “poor, resurrected Jesus as Lord and Savior, who challenges the wealthy,
immortalized Caesar” (Theoharis 2017, 174). Like Jesus and his disciples, the New Poor
People’s Campaign, a movement led by the poor, seeks to challenge the existing power
structures to bring about a new society with greater social and economic equality for all its
members.
Matthew 5:43-48 “You have heard that it was said, ‘Love your neighbor and hate your
enemy.’ But I tell you, love your enemies and pray for those who persecute you, that you
may be children of your Father in heaven. He causes his sun to rise on the evil and the
good and sends rain on the righteous and the unrighteous. If you love those who love
you, what reward will you get? Are not even the tax collectors doing that? And if you
greet only your own people, what are you doing more than others? Do not even pagans
do that? Be perfect, therefore, as your heavenly Father is perfect. (New International
Version)
Matthew 21: 42-46 “Jesus said to them, “Have you never read in the Scriptures: ‘The
stone the builders rejected has become the cornerstone; the Lord has done this, and it is
marvelous in our eyes.’ Therefore, I tell you that the kingdom of God will be taken away
from you and given to a people who will produce its fruit. Anyone who falls on this stone
will be broken to pieces; anyone on whom it falls will be crushed.” When the chief priests
and the Pharisees heard Jesus’ parables, they knew he was talking about them. They
looked for a way to arrest him, but they were afraid of the crowd because the people held
that he was a prophet.” (New International Version)
Fifth, the central organizing principle of the New Poor People’s Campaign is the idea of
“moral fusion politics” or “moral fusion coalitions.” Barber has adopted the term from past
social movements like the abolitionist movement, Reconstruction politics in the South, and the
Civil Rights movement (Barber and Wilson-Hartgrove 2016, 15, 44, 57). “Fusion politics,” he
explains, recognizes that “often the groups most impacted by injustice have been convinced that
they are enemies;” it “is about helping those who have suffered injustice and have been divided
by extremism to see what we have in common,” by “bringing people together across dividing
lines and helping them hear one another” (Barber and Wilson-Hartgrove 2016, 146).
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While these beliefs echo the teachings of Black lesbian feminist activist-scholar and New
Poor People’s Campaign leader Barbara Smith (see Chapter 7), Barber roots this commitment to
fusion politics in Biblical mandate and his own personal experience. After powerfully admitting
to racial animus and mistrust of whites in his own heart due to terrifying experiences as a child
with the Ku Klux Klan and violent white supremacy, he declares: “Jesus’s insistence that we
love our enemies is more than an ethical ideal…it is a practical necessity. If love does not drive
out the fears that so easily divide us, we will never gather together in coalitions strong enough to
challenge those who benefit from injustice” (Barber and Wilson-Hartgrove 2016, 43-44).
Indeed, just how far the New Poor People’s Campaign’s vision of fusion politics reaches
is captured in one of Barber’s sermons entitled “When the Stones Come Together” delivered
before Equality North Carolina, a group committed to the protection of LGBTQ rights. After
citing “one of his favorite scriptural passages” from Psalm 118:22-2435, later referenced by Jesus
in Matthew 21 (see above) which features the words “the Stone that the Builders Have Rejected
Has Become the Cornerstone,” Barber continues:
In other words, God can use the rejected to produce revival, and I know in this room
there are some who have known rejection: rejection because of sexuality, rejection
because of who you love, rejection because of how you were born, rejection because
somebody needed somebody to hate to try to feel good about themselves. The folk in this
room have known rejection: rejection because of income, rejection because of faith,
rejection because of race, rejection because of lack of faith, rejection because somebody
decided in their own ideology that they had a right – a false mandate – to demean your
humanity and my humanity. But I want you to know tonight that the stones the builders
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and it is marvelous in our eyes. 24 The LORD has done it this very day; let us rejoice today and be glad.
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have rejected are now the cornerstones of this experiment called America. I want you to
know tonight that when the rejected get together, we can in fact redeem America from
hate and discrimination. I want you to know tonight that when hands that once picked
cotton join the hands of Latinos, join the hands of progressive whites, join faith hands,
join labor hands, join Asian hands, and join Native American hands, and join poor hands,
and join wealthy hands, and join gay hands, and join straight hands, and trans hands –
when all those hands get together, when the rejected join hands, our togetherness
becomes the instrument of redemption. (Barber, Theoharis, Lowery 2018, 68-69)
Theoharis echoes the rhetoric of the rejected in Always with Us in her exegesis of Jesus’
declaration in Luke 4 – “The Spirit of the Lord is on me, because he has appointed me to
proclaim good news to the poor.” Analyzing the text in the original Greek, she asserts that “the
poor are all those (emphasis in original) who have to endure acts of violence and acts of injustice
without being able to defend themselves” (Theoharis 2017, 11).
In using Jesus' reference to Psalm 118 in Matthew 21 - “The Stone the Builders
Rejected” - Barber proclaims a united movement of “the rejected,” committed to overcoming and
defeating the very reality of rejection. Thus, rejection brings the members of the diverse New
Poor People’s Campaign together and inaugurates their solidarity. Rooted in that solidarity, they
form the “cornerstone” of a new society in which the “interlocking evils” and “oppressions” of
poverty, systemic racism, militarism, institutionalized homophobia, and environmental
devastation, which have been created by sinful human choices that oppress them all, will be
removed from American society.
For Barber, Theoharis, and the New Poor People’s Campaign, these five biblical
interpretations encapsulate God’s plan for the spiritual and political revival of the nation led by
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the poor and the rejected. This revival will: (1) challenge the sinful public policy choices that
have created poverty; (2) do so in a moral language of prophetic critique; (3) take its message
beyond the confines of the church to the “streets” through non-violent direct action; (4) be led by
poor and low wealth Americans themselves; and (5) employ “moral fusion coalitions” that bring
together diverse groups who previously been pitted against each other. They will not be meek
and timid, but bold and demanding. In solidarity with leaders like the Reverends Barber and
Theoharis, and with God on their side, they will challenge the power of America’s politicians
and public officials as well as the wealth of the “Billionaire economic elites” (Sinclair-Chapman
and Targ 2019: 32) who stand behind them, transforming the nation through public policy
choices in line with God’s command to create a more just society for all.

“Bearing [His] Name before…the Kings”: Ralph Drollinger’s Elite Evangelization Politics
Though it has expanded in size and influence, Capitol Ministries’ mission has remained
unchanged: “to evangelize elected and appointed political leaders and lead them toward maturity
in Christ” (capmin.org “Home/Mission/Who We Are”). While Drollinger, himself, has admitted
that he and his second wife Danielle came to the idea of bring[ing] a “Bible teacher” to every
“Capitol campus” through a combination of their own professional experiences – hers in the
world of Christian Right electoral politics and his as a leader in the Christian sports ministry
(Drollinger Oaks in Office, 7-8) – Drollinger has also developed a wide range of biblical
interpretations to justify and legitimate his ministry’s mission of evangelism to governmental
elites at home and abroad. Many of these are not only found in his book Rebuilding America but
they also feature prominently in his annual reports, which are distributed to and targeted at his
financial donors and other supporters of the ministry. In this section, all biblical verses are from
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the New International Version. The primary verses are included in the text, while secondary
verses are captured in the footnotes.
First Timothy 2: 1-4 “I urge, then, first of all, that petitions, prayers, intercession, and
thanksgiving be made for all people – for kings and all those in authority, that we may
live peaceful and quiet lives in all godliness and holiness. This is good, and pleases God
our Savior, who wants all people to be saved and to come to a knowledge of the truth.”
Acts 9:15 “But the Lord said to Ananias, ‘Go! This man is my chosen instrument to
proclaim my name to the Gentiles and their kings and to the people of Israel.”
Psalm 119: 46 “I will speak of your statutes before kings and will not be put to shame.”
Matthew 10:18 “On my account you will be brought before governors and kings as
witnesses to them to the Gentiles.”
Taken together the above biblical verses embody what Drollinger has described as a
“timeless principle, not discussed much amongst earnest followers of Christ”: "the importance of
winning governmental authorities for Christ.” In his book, Rebuilding America: The Biblical
Blueprint (2012), Drollinger presents this “timeless principle” and the importance of
evangelizing those in power as a special insight, forgotten by Christians today, that God hopes to
resurrect through Drollinger and Capitol Ministries. Furthermore, this ancient truth separates the
more successful “first century Church missions” from the less impactful “modern-day Church
mission strategy” (Drollinger 2012, 11). According to Drollinger, “the Apostles” – “a small team
of uneducated, common men” – in “just a short period of time…saturat[ed] the world with the
Gospel – changing lives, changing culture – and eventually changing the Roman Empire” by
“concentrating” their evangelism “on and impacting a particular genre of society”: “political
leaders.” “Political leaders,” Drollinger explains “are often the most influential people in a
society [who] possess enormous power [and live] in capitols, which are “hubs of influence,
communications, and transportation.” By “winning leaders for Christ” and “planting churches”
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in capitols, the Gospel can be spread with “greater efficiency [and] effectiveness” because there
is an “impact on the nation as a whole” (Drollinger 2012, 9, 11).
Drollinger then presents various interpretations of scripture from the Old and New
Testaments to support his strategy. Beginning with 1 Timothy 2:1-4 (quoted above), he notes that
Paul instructed his protégé Timothy “first of all” to pray not just for “all people” but especially
for “kings and all those in authority.” “Concern for political leaders,” Drollinger tells his readers
“was not an afterthought in [Paul’s] gameplan; it was a top priority and passion that ran the
length and course of Paul’s life after his conversion” (Drollinger 2012, 9-10). More importantly,
Paul didn’t develop this mission on his own; it was included in Jesus’ first instructions to Paul,
conveyed in Acts 9:15 via the disciple Ananias who healed Paul’s sight after Paul was struck
blind by Jesus during his famous conversion from a zealous murderer of Christians to one of its
most influential followers on the road to Damascus. According to those commands, Paul was to
“bear [Jesus’s] name before the Gentiles and kings and sons of Israel.” Thus, Drollinger argues,
it was Jesus who first made it clear that Paul was to reach the leaders of the nations of the world
with [God’s] word (Drollinger 2012, 14, 26).
Nor was Paul the only disciple to receive this special mission. For Jesus had told all his
disciples, when he first commissioned them in Matthew 10:18 that they would be “brought
before governors and kings for My sake, as a testimony to them and to the Gentiles.” While
Drollinger admits that “some might argue that being brought before governors and kings is a
reference to the persecution many of them would suffer,” he nevertheless contends that “it is
undeniable that many of them did reach out to those in authority, giving witness to political
leaders about salvation in Jesus.” Thus, Drollinger declares, in Matthew 10:18 – Christ’s “first
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commissioning” of his disciples – “Jesus states…what is first and most important: Reach not
only the masses, but the political leaders” (Drollinger 2012, 48).
Drollinger also turns to the Old Testament to legitimate his “First the Firsts” strategy,
which targets political leaders as the first in need of evangelization. He begins with Psalm
119:46, which commands Israel to “speak of [God’s] testimonies before kings” and “not be
ashamed.” Secondly, in the Book of Isaiah, Drollinger finds a “general-to-specific” pattern of
outreach: a general outreach by Israel to nations and a specific outreach to “kings” and “princes”
(Drollinger 2012, 29-32). Third, he argues that Solomon’s “prayer of dedication” at the
completion of the Temple in 1 Kings 8:60 evinces this same construction. Fourth, Solomon’s
conversion of the Queen of Sheba in 1 Kings 10:1-10 demonstrates the results of outreach to
political leaders, as does Jonah’s “ministry” to “the Gentile nation of Assyria” in Jonah 3: 3-9,
“specifically, the capital city of Nineveh, most specifically, the king of that nation” (Drollinger
2012, 33-39, 43). “Just as nations fall from within,” Drollinger concludes “they are turned
around from within! Not only did the king listen, but he ordered the entire nation of Nineveh to
repent along with him.” “Like Jonah of old,” he declares, “when the Church today emphasizes
the priority of reaching political leaders within the Great Commission, it is possible too, that a
whole nation can be turned to God both efficiently and effectively!” (Drollinger 2012, 45).
1 Peter 2: 12 “Keep your behavior excellent among the Gentiles, so that in the thing in
which they slander you as evildoers, they may because of your good deeds, as they
observe them, glorify God in the day of visitation.”
1 Peter 2: 13-14 “Submit yourselves for the Lord’s sake to every human institution,
whether to a king as the one in authority, or to governors as sent by him for the
punishment of evildoers and the praise of those who do right.”
Drollinger’s treatment of the above verses from the Apostle Peter is particularly
illuminating; not only does he use them to further prove that evangelism should be specifically
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directed at political leaders, but Peter, Drollinger argues, provides special insight beyond Paul’s
teachings because he “instructs on how to be a witness to political leaders” (Drollinger 2012, 52,
emphasis in the original). “Simply stated,” Drollinger explains “evangelism to Gentile kings and
governors will prove effective only if believers humbly submit to the laws they enact (provided
of course that these laws do not conflict with God’s laws).” Though Drollinger does include the
caveat about God’s laws, his overall message is deference and obedience. “If we want to provide
strong witness to political leaders,” Drollinger asserts “we must ‘keep [our] behavior excellent’
and do ‘good deeds’ while submitting to them.” “Lack of submission to governing authorities”
and “ignoring or breaking the laws of the land” in contrast “stand in the way” of these political
leaders “coming to faith in Christ.” “If you expect to gain their audience,” Drollinger concludes
“be careful to submit to their authority (again if what they demand is Biblical)” (Drollinger 2012,
51-52).
In a later section of the book based on Drollinger’s premillennial end-times theology - his
belief that in the end times Jesus will physically return to earth before his 1000-year reign Drollinger's advocacy for submission and deference is even clearer. Not only does he confess to
being “amazed” and “shocked” at the “contempt” and “disrespect…some believers nowadays
show toward political leaders” in light of Peter’s teachings (quoted above), but the Bible’s
teachings on premillennialism in 2 Timothy 2:1236 and the Book of Revelation, make another
truth noticeably clear: “Believers need to respect and learn from political leaders today because
tomorrow every believer will become one” (Drollinger 2012, 55). “Subsequent to Christ’s
return,” Drollinger explains, “God’s people will no longer minister to kings; they will become
kings themselves” who “will be given the privilege to rule with [Christ], under [Christ], on
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earth.” A believer, therefore, should “put away those bad attitudes [they] possess toward
politicians” and instead “buddy-up” to them to “gain their skills to best fulfill [the believer’s]
future job” (Drollinger 2012, 55-8, emphasis in the original). While Drollinger uses parentheses
to convey that the “buddy-up” language is meant to be “tongue-in-cheek,” his more serious
summation is not much different. “In the future,” he concludes “the type of ministry every
believer will possess toward governing authorities will radically change - from one of pursuing
governing authorities for Christ to one of being a governing authority with Christ.” “Start
readying yourself today, my friend,” Drollinger concludes (Drollinger 2012, 58).
First Timothy 2: 1-4 “I urge, then, first of all, that petitions, prayers, intercession, and
thanksgiving be made for all people – for kings and all those in authority, that we may
live peaceful and quiet lives in all godliness and holiness. This is good, and pleases God
our Savior, who wants all people to be saved and to come to a knowledge of the truth.”
At the end of his book, Drollinger, having already laid out the individual “ultimate
reward” for believers who join him in his quest to reach political leaders – “an eternal,
imperishable crown” bestowed on them by “the Lord himself” – returns to First Timothy 2:1-4 to
illuminate what he calls “the national benefit” of his “timeless principle” advocating evangelism
to political leaders (Drollinger 2012, 27, 59). First Timothy 2:1-4, Drollinger avers, posits a
“Biblically-explicit formula” of simple “cause-and-effect”: “What results from evangelizing and
discipling governing authorities…is a better nation, or in the case of America, in due time, a
restored nation.” “Obey[ing] Christ’s command to evangelize political leaders” equals “tranquil
and quiet liv[es] in all godliness and dignity,” or according to Drollinger “the essence of the
American Dream.” This is the “most effective” strategy for “nation-building,” more effective
than “lobbying the government relative to moral issues” (Drollinger 2012, 60-61).
How does this cause-and-effect occur? Here, Drollinger seems conflicted. On the one
hand, he appears to trace the causal chain as follows: Evangelism of Political Leaders →
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Conversion of Political Leaders → Godly Laws → Godly People → Tranquil and Quiet Lives in
All Godliness and Dignity. This pathway is exemplified in his statement that “political leaders
set the tone for a nation” as well as his paraphrase of a “truth” he received from reading William
Penn’s “Preface to the Frame of Government of the Colony of Pennsylvania”: “Good hearts in
lawmakers lead to good laws in society, whereas bad hearts in lawmakers lead to bad laws in
society” (Drollinger 2012, 62).
However, he simultaneously makes it clear that “Scripture states that a nation
characterized by tranquility in the citizenry results not from the pursuit of tranquility in the
citizenry, but rather from prayers for governing authorities and the ongoing emphasis in the
Church upon evangelizing and discipling those governing” (Drollinger 2012, 61-62, emphasis
added). Furthermore, he asserts “the promise of national blessing is not predicated on the
conversion of governing authorities, but rather on the act of heralding the Glory of God to them”
(Drollinger 2012, 61, emphasis added). Taken together, these passages indicate that for
Drollinger, the causal chain looks more like this: Evangelizing Political Leaders (regardless of
the impact on those political leaders or their policies) → God’s Divine Intervention and Blessing
Received as Reward for Following His Biblical Command → Tranquil and Quiet Lives in All
Godliness and Dignity.
That these contradictory causal chains are present in Drollinger’s exegesis is not
surprising. Importantly, both provide biblical justification for his strategy of evangelizing
political leaders with the second causal chain in some ways providing a back-up legitimation for
the first. In other words, even in the face of potential failure – a negative response from
lawmakers to Drollinger’s evangelism and negligible impact on policy – scripture commands the
continuation of his ministry. Thus, while Drollinger’s biblically based unified inequality gospel
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(as outlined in the first part of this chapter) indicates that he is very much concerned with the
policy implications of his evangelism, his second causal chain shifts the focus from its effect on
political leaders to the “act of” evangelism itself, creating a failsafe that can sustain and justify
the ministry until it achieves its desired results. In this way, one can see Drollinger’s two biblical
causal pathways as complementary despite their apparent contradiction.

Drollinger’s biblical interpretations concerning political strategy could not be more
different than those of Barber and Theoharis. Where Theoharis and Barber see the disciples and
apostles as poor men leading movements that challenge power and the powerful, Drollinger
portrays them as humble and obedient emissaries and counselors to those with political power.
Where the Jesus of Barber and Theoharis is a radical revolutionary openly challenging Caesar’s
unjust systems of political and economic exploitation, Drollinger’s Jesus prioritizes missions to
kings and political leaders at the “hubs” of those unjust political and economic systems. In sum,
Drollinger’s biblical interpretations advocate humble evangelism of the wealthy and powerful to
advance God’s kingdom and spread faith in Jesus. This evangelism is not meant to be disruptive,
for such a prophetic ministry could offend their targets leading to a lack of impact. Power,
influence, and access; in Drollinger’s telling, these are the keys to a successful service to God
and the foundation blocks of his own ministry.

The Historical Construction of Religio-Political Discourse: Excavating the
“Strategic Agency” of Barber, Theoharis, and Drollinger
To argue that Drollinger, Barber, and Theoharis function as sacred “coalition merchants,”
one must establish the innovation in their religio-political ideas, or what Rogers M. Smith calls
their “strategic agency.” What ideas did they inherit and how exactly did they transform those
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ideas into something new? The methods and theory of American Political Development (APD)
provide the best tools for this historical excavation. As Karen Orren and Steven Skowronek
argue, at the center of APD’s approach to politics is an understanding of “political movement
through time” (Orren and Skowronek 2004, 9, emphasis in original). Thus, according to APD,
nothing comes from nothing, and the politics of the present are always connected to the politics
of the past. These connections take the form of “patterns of constancy,” the continuity of ideas
and institutions (Orren and Skowronek 2004, 9). However, as Orren and Skowronek observe,
most APD work is primarily concerned with change and rupture. Thus, the ultimate goal is to
distinguish constancy from change (Orren and Skowronek 2004, 9-10).
In the next two sections, I attempt to distinguish ideological “constancy” from “change”
to identify the “strategic agency” of Drollinger, Barber, and Theoharis. To that end, each section
compares Drollinger and then Barber and Theoharis to religio-political elites and patterns of
religio-politics that have come before, sifting through continuity to find rupture and innovation.
In doing so, I challenge Drollinger’s own narrative, a narrative that also echoes the scholarly
arguments of Hunter, Barker, and Carman (see Chapter 2). According to Drollinger, his
politically conservative interpretations represent those of the “orthodox,” traditional Protestant
Church, carried on in the teachings of the American “fundamentalists,” who are the ancestors of
modern-day conservative Christians like Drollinger. This sect affirms capitalism, believes racial
discrimination can only be conquered through individual spiritual conversion, and unequivocally
condemns homosexuality. These beliefs stand in direct contrast to the Social Gospel, theological
liberalism, and the modernist movement, which, according to Drollinger (and the scholars noted
above), abandoned traditional beliefs of Protestantism, including biblical literalism and salvation
through Christ. As a consequence, this modernist sect favors doctrines of “economic
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deliverance” and affirmations of the LGBTQ community, which, again, according to Drolllinger,
distort scripture and constitute a corrupt, anti-Christian theology (Drollinger 2020, “Theological
Liberalism,” 3).
However, as will become clear, the religio-political ideas of Drollinger and Barber and
Theoharis did not emerge from two fundamentally different, isolated and insulated territories, but
a common field of cross-pollination in which both camps exerted influences on each other. In
excavating the ways in which Drollinger and Barber and Theoharis’ religio-political discourses
represent continuity and rupture with the past, one must be more precise than simply applying
the “fundamentalist/orthodox” and “modernist” labels. What becomes clear is that various
aspects of the unified (anti) inequality gospels represent both continuity and rupture with
fundamentalists and modernists. Furthermore, it is their religio-political justifications for their
opposing political strategies that embody their greatest innovation, emerging from contrasting
political and personal experiences.
Continuity and Rupture in Drollinger’s Religio-Political Thought
In his 2003 screed against all things conservative, Lies and the Lying Liars who Tell Them:
A Fair and Balanced Look at the Right, then comedian and liberal commentator, former Senator
Al Franken included a special attack on the Religious Right. Entitled the “The Gospel of SupplySide Jesus,” this twenty-one-frame cartoon is a parody of Jesus Christ’s teachings and crucifixion,
derived from Franken’s interpretation of conservative economic and social theory. In this satirical
gospel, Supply Side Jesus’s “magnificent robe” allows “ten craftsmen to feed their families,” and
his haircut enables his barber to hire a “manicurist” who is able to leave a life of prostitution “to
fulfill her true potential.” He refuses to heal the lepers because “leprosy is a matter of personal
responsibility,” and chastises his disciples saying, “If people knew I was healing lepers, there
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would be no incentive to avoid leprosy” (Franken and Simpson 2003, 313-324). Supply Side Jesus
is eventually sentenced to death by Pontius Pilate because of his “misleading ideas” which make
the “poor even poorer.” Both he and the real Jesus of Nazareth, who “preaches a gospel of
compassion, generosity and good works,” are brought before the people of Jerusalem who must
decide who will be released in the tradition of Passover. Supply Side Jesus offers “twenty shekels”
to “anyone who votes for me,” and the real Jesus of Nazareth goes to the cross. The cartoon ends
with Supply Side Jesus in a campaign-rally-like setting, extolling the virtues of tax cuts and war
before a cheering crowd whose members carry signs with messages like “Supply Side Jesus for
Senate” and “Keep Our Swords Legal” (Franken and Simpson 2003, 313-324).
Wickedly comical, Franken’s “gospel” is a clear satire of what he perceives as the
hypocritical alliance between alleged followers of Jesus Christ and the Republican Party’s
economic agenda which he describes as leaving the poor behind and advocating individual
initiative and competition as universal panaceas. His outrage is echoed by journalist Lauri Lebo in
a 2011 post on the blog religious dispatches, where she castigates Christian Right “historian”
David Barton for invoking various passages of scripture to condemn the estate tax, progressive
taxation, the minimum wage, and unions (Lebo 2011). According to Lebo, Barton is a “revisionist
historian” whose writings “claim essentially that Jesus was a supply-side capitalist.” Implicitly
questioning the sincerity of his faith, she wryly observes that “it’s quite interesting just how closely
biblical teachings align with the financial goals of those with the most to gain…as an example,
God seems to have embraced union busting as the next big issue at the same moment in time as
the Tea Party and the conservative Right” (Lebo 2011).
Yet, Franken and Lebo might be surprised to find out that “The Gospel of Supply Side
Jesus” is not the first publication to use narrative form to link Jesus Christ with an explicit defense
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of laissez-faire capitalism and the free market. In a 1952 pamphlet entitled, Jesus – A Capitalist,
published by the Layman’s Commission of the American Council of Christian Churches, author
Ray Carroll surveys Jesus’ life as a carpenter in Nazareth prior to his evangelism. In place of
Franken’s cynical sarcasm, Carroll is nothing but sincere. Here we find Jesus, the independent
“building contractor” working with his father Joseph in a world free of labor unions. They
participate in “competitive bidding,” and learn to be “shrewd” businessmen in the face of “heavy
competition” (Carroll quoted in Jorstad 1970, 141). Like Franken, Carroll also employs humor,
though his targets are quite different than those of the liberal comedian. Jesus, Carroll tells us,
learned much about “human nature” from his daily interaction with people – like “old Zebedee,”
who “on pay day” couldn’t “get beyond the tavern with a farthing.” “Booze was booze,” the author
continues, “in Nazareth then, just as it is in Washington…today.” Carroll’s implicit implication is
clear: “Old Zebedee” and the immoral elites in Washington are both drunken spend-thrifts, whose
personal vice, a love of “booze,” contributes to their economic ruin, or in the case of Washington
elites, that of the nation. Carroll’s final interpretation of Christ’s crucifixion is, however, anything
but subtle. “Jesus was a capitalist,” he proclaims, “preaching a doctrine of individualism, which is
the basis of free enterprise, and for this the religious and political hierarchies contrived his death”
(Carroll quoted in Jorstad 1970, 141).
Carroll’s pamphlet reminds us that the present fusion of scripture to defenses of unrestricted
capitalism – whether in David Barton’s writing or Ralph Drollinger’s – has a long history dating
back to at least the Great Depression (see Chapter 2). One of the key figures in that history was
the Reverend Carl McIntire, the founder of the American Council of Christian Churches, the
organization whose Layman’s Commission published Carroll’s work. As discussed in Chapter 2,
McIntire was a theological and political conservative, prolific author, and pioneer of right-wing
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talk radio. Like Drollinger, he was also a Protestant fundamentalist who embraced what I have
called a unified inequality gospel, not only using the Bible to justify unrestricted capitalism as
God’s command, but also to condemn homosexuality and propagate a biblical understanding of
racism as a malady of the sinful individual heart that precluded state intervention on behalf of
racial equality.
With respect to capitalism specifically, McIntire taught that the “Bible teaches private
enterprise and the capitalistic system, not as a by-product or as some side line [sic], but as the very
foundation structure of society itself in which men are to live and render an account of themselves
to God.” Like Drollinger, McIntire cites various passages of scripture, including the eighth
commandment – “Thou shalt not steal” – and what is referred to as the “most outstanding
capitalistic verse” of the Bible, Ephesians 4: 28, which says: “Let him that stole steal no more: but
rather let him labour, working with his hands the thing, which is good, that he may have to give to
him that needeth).” These passages, McIntire argues, prove that Holy Scripture ordains capitalism
and private enterprise as the correct economic system for humankind (McIntire 1945, 12,13, 1518; McIntire 1946, 101)
With respect to teachings related to LGBTQ rights, as one 1977 sermon demonstrates,
McIntire inveighed against “the homosexuals” well before the Religious Right did, combining
puns on the word “gay” (e.g., “Another name must be given to what they call the ‘Gays.’ They are
a long way from being gay”) with a strong biblical denunciation of homosexuality. His sermon
also included descriptions of “self-confessed, bragging homosexuals…before students day after
day in the classrooms,” and calls for “the homosexual’s” sexual and spiritual conversion:
“Homosexuals can be changed; They can become decent, happy, law-abiding citizens…The
Gospel of Jesus Christ alone does this” (McIntire 1977).
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Finally, McIntire’s views on racism echo Drollinger’s views on both the problem and the
solution. Like Drollinger, for McIntire racism was an individual sin found in the heart of man not
in structures or institutions of society. Thus, new birth and regeneration in Jesus Christ was the
only true solution. Following this belief, McIntire actively campaigned against President
Roosevelt’s Fair Employment Practices Commission (FEPC) of 1941, which “banned racial
discrimination in any defense industry receiving federal contracts,” and possessed “the power to
investigate complaints and take action against alleged employment discrimination” (National Park
Service). As with the welfare state and government intervention in labor disputes, McIntire
identified the FEPC as a product of “modernist” slogans like “social justice” and “the Social
Gospel.” The FEPC, he declared, was “a social hate program” that “arous[es] antipathy and general
hatred,” putting “free citizens in an iron vise,” in its attempt to “compel men to love one another
– an impossible task” (McIntire 1946, 173). While Drollinger only downplays government
intervention and does not prohibit it entirely, both he and McIntire agree on the futility of state
intervention, and both declare unequivocally that the real “remedy for racism” is a regenerated
heart and the love of Jesus Christ, which will compel men as individuals to genuinely love each
other in a way the state can never do.
Thus, Drollinger’s unified inequality gospel is not a new creation; it represents continuity
with the past, particularly the teachings and biblical interpretations of Carl McIntire. Importantly,
however, Drollinger does not mention McIntire in any of his writings, arguing instead, as
previously explained, that his religio-political ideas stem directly from those of early
“fundamentalists” and the “fundamentalist” v. “modernist” controversy, and that those
“fundamentalist” beliefs supporting capitalism and opposing theological liberalism and the “Social
Gospel” represent the true, orthodox Protestant Church.
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However, historical investigation reveals that prior to McIntire many “fundamentalists”
were hardly the unfailing capitalists Drollinger portrays. Indeed, as historian T.J. Gunn points out,
the series of more than 100 articles, collectively known as “The Fundamentals,” published from
1910 to 1915, which launched the conservative counter-attack on “modernism” in order to uphold
biblical literalism, contained only one article dealing with “politics and economics.” More
importantly, this article, by Professor Charles R. Erdman of Princeton Theological Seminary, “The
Church and Socialism,” differed markedly from McIntire and Drollinger in its apolitical nature
(Gunn 2009, 111). After conceding that “socialism…is a serious protest against the social wrongs
and cruelties of the age, against the defects of the present economic system, against special
privilege and entrenched injustice, against prevalent poverty, hunger, and despair,” Erdman
concluded that the decision to become a socialist had nothing to do with the church. “A man may
be an ardent Socialist and sincere Christian, or he may be a true Christian and a determined
opponent of socialism,” Erdman reasoned, because “it is impossible to identify [Jesus Christ] with
any social theory or political party,” as his teachings had nothing to do with “questions of political
economy.” Erdman’s only concern was that a belief in socialism as a “panacea for the ills of the
world,” would lead people away from Christianity’s message of salvation through Jesus Christ
(Gunn 2009, 112). In the same essay, Erdmann even cited “positive examples of Socialism in
America,” like the post-office and the public school system as well as tepidly conceding that other
practices might also be employed: “Government ownership might be extended to railroads, mines,
public utilities, factories,” though “this would not involve questions of religion, but of expediency
and political wisdom, with which the church has nothing to do” (Gunn 2009, 113).
Moreover, not all fundamentalists were as ambivalent as Erdmann. Take for example, the
fiery populist and famed political reformer, William Jennings Bryan. As recounted in Chapter 2,
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Bryan was a clear fundamentalist whose belief in biblical inerrancy led him into battle against the
theory of evolution in the infamous Scopes Trial of 1925, but his fundamentalism also made him
a vehement enemy of laissez-faire capitalism and a champion of “progressive labor legislation,
government aid to farmers, public ownership of railroads, and minimum wage laws” (Levine 1965,
105, 364). Furthermore, as historians Edward Larson and Lawrence Levine have pointed out,
Bryan’s crusade against evolution was not an anomalous episode in an otherwise progressive
career; it was an integral part of a coherent world view. To Bryan, “Darwinism,” which was often
associated, however wrongly, with “a survival-of-the-fittest mentality” and the emerging
movement of “eugenics,” was just another manifestation of the “merciless law by which the strong
crowd out and kill the weak” – a law which in both its secular and religious forms was used to
justify “laissez-faire capitalism, imperialism, and militarism” (Larson 1997, 27-29).
Thus, contrary to Drollinger’s telling - which, it must be noted, also parallels Hunter,
Barker, and Carman’s claims - the fundamentalist camp did not hold a homogeneous view on
political economy. Nor is history the linear, teleological journey Drollinger, Hunter, Barker, and
Carman propose. The beginning of the Cold War saw a resurgent defense of capitalism among all
Protestant denominations, including “modernist” mainline Protestants. Indeed, the myth of a
Christian America unwaveringly committed to business interests and capitalism was propagated
by modernist liberals like the Reverend James Fitfield (Kruse 2015) as staunchly as it was by
conservative evangelicals like Carl McIntire and Billy Graham (Gunn 2009, 107). Hence,
Drollinger’s sanctification of capitalism represents a continuity with the fundamentalist McIntire
and the liberal Fitfield, but a clear rupture with the fundamentalists Erdmann and especially Bryan.
Furthermore, as the work of Heather White illustrates (see Chapter 2), McIntire and
Drollinger’s position on homosexuality and LGBTQ rights challenges the narrative of dueling
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“modernist” and “conservative” camps. As White explains, it was Protestant Mainline (i.e., nonfundamentalist) theologians and clergy who, in the 1920s, first introduced “psychiatry” and
“psychology” into “Christian teaching,” developing a “new therapeutic orthodoxy” which
proclaimed heterosexuality to be normal and homosexuality a curable deviancy. This dichotomy
was then adopted by members of the Christian Right like McIntire in the 1970s, portrayed as
timeless tradition, and used to motivate anti-LGBT activism (White 2015). At the same time, gay
and lesbian Protestant fundamentalists, like the Reverend Troy Perry (see Chapter 2), broke away
from this anti-gay consensus using biblical interpretation to create an unabashedly affirming faith
as a refuge for theologically conservative gay and lesbian Christians like himself (Perry 1972;
Perry 1990; Tobin 1975; Clendenin and Nagourney 1999; Funk 2019). Hence, Drollinger’s antiLGBTQ theology represents a continuity with the “theologically liberal” Mainline Protestant
“therapeutic orthodoxy” (adopted by the Christian Right as their own in the 1970s), but a clear
rupture with the gay affirming, religio-political discourses of the fundamentalist Metropolitan
Community Church founder, the Reverend Troy Perry.
Therefore, by sketching the “patterns of constancy” and “change” between Drollinger and
prior religio-political elites, it becomes clear that Drollinger’s unified inequality gospel represents
continuity and rupture from various “modernist” and “fundamentalist” religio-political discourses;
these “modernists” and “fundamentalists” were not two homogeneous, warring camps, but instead
multiple entities involved in an imbricated exchange of biblical interpretations.
In tracing more direct influences on Drollinger and his religio-political ideas, two key
sources become clear. First, Drollinger’s vehement patriarchal and anti-LGBTQ views were
strongly influenced by fundamentalist, conservative pastor and theologian John MacArthur,
founder of The Master’s Seminary where Drollinger earned his Master's of Divinity. As Katherine
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Stewart points out, not only was MacArthur committed to the “doctrine of female subordination”
but “women held few positions of consequence” at the Master’s Seminary and “female academics”
from other universities were “discouraged from visiting.” MacArthur also discouraged his male
employees’ wives from working outside the home, either threatening to fire their husbands if their
wives continued to work or giving their husbands a generous raise so that their wives would not
have to work anymore (Stewart 2020, 41-43). Moreover, MacArthur’s condemnations of the
“homosexual agenda” and “national church leaders” who call “evil good and good evil,” clearly
inform Drollinger’s views on homosexuality and LGBTQ rights. “Pro-homosexual arguments
from the Bible” are “warped” and “irrational,” MacArthur avers, “nothing but smokescreens – as
you come close you can see right through them.” In truth, he declares “God’s condemnation of
homosexuality is abundantly clear” and “He opposes it in every age.” True Christians, MacArthur
insists must “choose the Biblical response” to the homosexual: “They must confront him [note the
use of male pronouns] with the truth of Scripture that condemns him as a sinner and point him to
the hope of salvation through repentance and faith in Jesus Christ” (MacArthur undated, “God’s
Plan”).
However, Drollinger has also broken with McArthur’s views that evangelicals should not
pursue political change but instead concentrate their efforts on private evangelism (MacArthur
2000). Instead, Drollinger follows the work of evangelist Wayne Grudem, who argues that “the
Bible contains wise guidance on issues relative to politics and government” (Alliance Defending
Freedom 2012). Drollinger’s approach thus represents a synthesis of MacArthur and Grudem’s
positions: while Drollinger’s focus is on “evangelism,” like MacArthur’s, his targeting of public
officials and political leaders with his Biblical interpretations relevant to issues of politics and
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inequality today make his evangelism inherently political, which is more akin to Grudem’s
teachings.
In fact, it is Drollinger’s focus on the evangelism of government elites that sets his ministry
apart from McIntire and other Christian Right figures. Where McIntire concentrated his political
efforts on publication, radio broadcasts and creating a new body of Churches at home and abroad
– the American Council of Christian Churches and the International Council of Christian Churches
– in order to disseminate his brand of theological and political conservatism to the public, and
where groups like the Moral Majority and Christian Coalition have concentrated their efforts on
shaping public opinion and electoral politics, Drollinger’s strategy of evangelization politics
through a network of bible studies targeted at political elites is unlike any Christian Right
organization that has come before.
This strategy of elite evangelization politics developed from Drollinger’s partnership with
his second wife, Danielle Madison, and their combined experiences. Drollinger, a former UCLA
basketball player was heavily involved in Christian evangelism, including Bill Bright’s Campus
Crusade for Christ (a college evangelical group) and its sub-ministry Athletes in Action, while
Danielle, an evangelical political activist, served as executive director for the Independent
Business PAC, which had as its main goal, the “recruitment, training, and election of [Christian]
believers” to the California State Legislature (Drollinger Oaks in Office, 7-8). In the wake of the
Gingrich Revolution, Danielle’s Independent Business PAC won 36 races over three election
cycles, but to the Drollingers’ dismay the members the PAC elected “made no difference” and
even “lost their testimony for Christ altogether.” Ralph and Danielle attributed these disappointing
results to these legislators being “young in Christ” and away from the “home, churches, and
environs, for four days a week, seven or eight months a year.”
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Taking as their model, the

“booming American sports ministry movement,” of which Drollinger was an integral part, the
Drollingers founded Capitol Ministries, to bring a “Bible teacher” to the California “Capitol
campus” (Drollinger Oaks in Office, 7-8). This teacher was none other than Drollinger himself and
thus Capitol Ministries was born.

Continuity and Rupture in Barber and Theoharis’ Religio-Political Ideas
On March 2, 2010, conservative media personality and radio provocateur Glenn Beck
delivered a dire message to his listeners: If the words “social justice” or “economic justice” appear
on your church website, run! While he took specific aim at President Obama’s former pastor, the
Reverend Jeremiah Wright, Beck warned his followers to flee from any “parish” or “church” that
embraced these “code words.” Later that night, on his television show, Beck, holding placards
bearing a swastika and a hammer and sickle in each hand, declared that historically it was “social
justice” that had united the two totalitarian movements (Grant 2010). In the media furor that
followed, Christians from across the political spectrum weighed in to voice their interpretations of
Christian social and economic responsibility. Beck’s loudest rebuke came from the president of
the progressive evangelical group Sojourners, the Reverend Jim Wallis, who urged believers to
boycott the conservative news-entertainer, insisting that Beck’s attack went to the “heart” of the
Christian faith (Blake 2010). Among the leaders of the conservative Family Research Council
(FRC), however, Beck found nothing but support. In a web posting, complete with a picture of a
salivating wolf in sheep’s clothing over which the phrase “social justice” was superimposed in red,
the FRC described Wallis as “the main proponent of merging the biblical idea of justice with the
liberal agenda to transform America into a place where the government orchestrates all facets of
the economy.” Calling Wallis’ view nothing less than “theft,” the FRC defined “true social justice”
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as “a transcendent understanding that all human life is sacred, that our liberty is granted by God,
and that happiness is ours to pursue” (FRC “Wolf in Shepherd Clothing).
Wallis, who has long been a target of the Religious Right, is one of the key influences for
Theoharis’ biblically justified attack on poverty described in the beginning of this chapter. In her
book Always With Us, Theoharis mentions Wallis and his teachings ten times in the main text and
end notes. As Theoharis notes, Wallis’ work and activism has highlighted the prevalence of the
theme of poverty and the poor in the Bible. Indeed, Theoharis recounts how Wallis once conducted
a survey of the Bible’s main themes finding that “the suffering of the poor” was the Old
Testament’s “second most prominent theme,” and “one out of every sixteen verses” in the New
Testament “is about the poor” (Theoharis 2017, 37). Yet Wallis is no “modernist.” Instead, as
discussed in Chapter 2, he is a part of a group of young “progressive evangelicals” in the 1970s
who were inspired by the “neo-evangelical” thought of Carl Henry and Harold Ockenga, which
advocated more involvement among conservative evangelicals in social issues including racism
and poverty. The group, which was also strongly inspired by the Civil Rights Movement and the
protests against the Vietnam War, fully supported racial justice, actively campaigned for George
McGovern, and in the wake of his loss founded the progressive evangelical group Evangelicals for
Social Action (Evans 2017). As C.H. Evans notes, though they embraced progressive politics, the
ESA's rhetoric could sound much like the Christian Right’s with their leader, Ron Sider, declaring
that “American public life needs to be shaped by Biblical principles” (Evans 2017, 207-209).
Thus, Theoharis, Barber, and the New Poor People’s unwavering attack on poverty did not
evolve from “theological liberalism” or “modernism's” rejection of biblical authority, but from the
ESA’s use of biblical literalism to advance progressive causes including economic justice.
Furthermore, as described in the section above, Barber and Theoharis’ unabashedly pro-LGBTQ
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gospel also has its roots in the cross-pollination between “modernism” and “fundamentalism.” As
Heather White notes, the emphasis of “the new therapeutic orthodoxy” on treatment and cure
caused Mainline Protestants to oppose laws discriminating against LGBTQ Americans, even as it
promoted heteronormativity. However, later Protestant clergy would seize on this aspect of the
“therapeutic orthodoxy” in their affirmation of homosexuality and the LGBTQ community.
Moreover, while Barber does not mention the Reverend Troy Perry in his Pride Day Sermon,
Barber’s invocations of scripture – especially his discussion of eunuchs in the Old Testament (see
the “I Don’t Believe in That God Either” section of this chapter) – echo Perry’s fundamentalist
drive to invoke biblical literalism in defense of the LGBTQ community.
At the same time, Barber, Theoharis,’ and the New Poor People’s Campaign’s
unambivalent embrace of the LGBTQ community (see Chapter 7 as well) represents a break with
past religious campaigns against poverty. For example, even though Bayard Rustin was a key
figure in the Civil Rights Movement and one of Dr. King’s closest confidants, his homosexuality
was never fully accepted by many within the movement including King himself. Indeed, historian
John D’Emilio argues that it was concerns about his sexuality that resulted in Rustin and his
political thought having no institutional base, leaving him vulnerable to attacks. His lack of
“organizational roots” also “made it harder for him to implement his ideas, and easier for others to
dismiss him” (D’Emilio 2002, 20). Furthermore, progressive Evangelicals from the ESA, like Jim
Wallis, while passionately endorsing the battle against poverty, often hesitated to embrace
progressive positions on issues like homosexuality and marriage equality. For example, in 2008,
Wallis refused to endorse same-sex marriage, declaring “I don’t think the sacrament of marriage
should be changed.” He continued, “Some people say that Jesus didn’t talk about homosexuality,
and that’s technically true. But marriage is all throughout the Bible, and it’s not gender neutral”
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(Steffan 2013). While Wallis did change his position in 2013, declaring his commitment to a
“deeper, more inclusive” definition of marriage, his latest book makes no reference to the LGBTQ
community or the issue of LGBTQ rights (Wallis 2021). Hence, Barber and Theoharis’ full
embrace of the LGBTQ community represents rupture with the “new therapeutic orthodoxy’s”
heteronormativity and continuity with its simultaneous protection of LGBTQ rights; rupture with
the religio-political thought of many in the Civil Rights Movement including King as well as the
progressive evangelical Jim Wallis; and continuity with the fundamentalist Reverend Troy Perry.
Turning to strategy, the New Poor People’s Campaign’s declaration that the poor,
themselves, will lead the attack on systemic poverty, represents both continuity and rupture with
previous anti-poverty movements. As Theoharis makes clear, the New Poor People’s Campaign,
as the name implies, is “a revival” of Martin Luther King’s original effort, which “was never fully
realized” due to King’s assassination. According to Theoharis that effort began on December 4,
1967, when King gave one of his last sermons, calling on “poor people of every race to unite to
end ‘the three evils of society’ - poverty, racism, and militarism” (Theoharis 2017, 15). Despite
his murder, King’s vision was eventually brought to fruition under the leadership of the Southern
Christian Leadership Council’s next president, Ralph Abernathy (MLK Jr. Research and Education
Institute, “Poor People’s Campaign”). Though thousands of poor and low wealth protestors came
to Washington D.C. carrying with them demands for a more economically just society, the
campaign achieved very few of its stated goals (MLK, Jr. Research and Education Institute, “Poor
People’s Campaign”).
While the New Poor People’s Campaign echoes the rhetoric of the original Poor People’s
Campaign – the attack on Martin Luther King Jr.’s “interlocking evils” to which it adds two
more specific to our own time: environmental devastation and the “distorted moral narrative of
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religious nationalism” – its grassroots organization is much deeper and more extensive than the
original campaign. The 41 state chapters, which work hand in glove with the national
organization and Reverends Theoharis and Barber, are led by poor and low wealth activists
directly connected with the issues of poverty and systemic racism in their respective states (Poor
People’s Campaign, “About”).
This direct connection to poor and low wealth anti-poverty activists is a lesson Theoharis
has taken from her life-long efforts working directly with the poor. Her activism began in earnest
when, as a young college student studying Urban Studies at the University of Pennsylvania in
Philadelphia, she deliberately chose to join and participate in the National Union for the
Homeless and the Welfare Rights Union. Theoharis was directly involved in the on the ground
activism of these organizations, once breaking into an abandoned Philadelphia church to provide
the homeless with a place to sleep” (Holmes 2020; Jenkins 2020, 175). Indeed, it was during this
activism that Theoharis witnessed, first-hand, a theology and reading of the Bible borne out of
poverty and poverty activism, a “theology based on a direct, collective relationship with God,
their experience as poor people, and - most importantly - their conscious and collective actions to
secure housing, health care, and food for all” (Theoharis 2017, 16). As her account of her time
with these activists makes clear, Theoharis will never forget the way they marshalled the Bible
and Christianity in defense of their cause, developing signs, hung in the windows of a church
they took over and occupied that read: “Why Do We Worship a Homeless Man on Sunday and
Ignore One on Monday?” (Theoharis 2017, 23).
Though she would become an ordained minister in the United Presbyterian Church, going
on to pursue her religious studies at Union Theological Seminary, these experiences always
shaped her pastoral and academic work. At Union, the seminary offered her an “opportunity to
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set up a theological initiative designed to equip faith leaders to address poverty.” They called it
the “Poverty Initiative.” Unsatisfied, Theoharis quickly transformed the initiative from an
institution focused on elite education to one directly involved and concerned with the needs of
the poor themselves called the Kairos Center (Jenkins 2020, 176-177), which would become an
anchor organization for the New Poor People’s Campaign.

Conclusion
The religio-political discourses of Drollinger, Barber, and Theoharis did not emerge
teleologically from insulated, diametrically opposed religious “fundamentalist” and “modernist”
camps. Instead, they are the product of a protracted process of ideological cross-pollination
between various religio-political elites in both the “modernist” and “fundamentalist” camps. This
cross-pollination challenges sacred narratives like Drollinger’s and secular theories like those of
Hunter, Barker, and Carman, both of which posit the linear evolution of two movements that
were diametrically opposed and insulated from each other.
Drollinger, Barber and Theoharis’ religio-political discourses are also the product of
deliberate human construction. As this chapter has argued, these sacred “coalition merchants”37
have developed religio-political discourses professing diametrically opposed (anti) inequality
gospels and contrasting political strategies to achieve them. While the substantive policy
positions and political strategies contained in these religio-political discourses are in direct
conflict with each other, they share a commitment to orthodox religion, particularly biblical
authority, salvation through Christ, and divine intervention. As has been made clear in this
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I am using Noel’s term loosely focusing more on these religio-political actors’ creation of a worldview or ideology
- in this case the unified (anti)inequality gospels - rather than on their attempts to market this worldview to
political parties, of which there is less evidence for both Drollinger and Barber/Theoharis.
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chapter, as much as the politically conservative Drollinger, the politically progressive Barber and
Theoharis believe the Bible commands their policy positions and political approach.
Furthermore, Barber and Theoharis’ religio-political discourses contain a clear message: God is
actively engaged on the side of the poor and marginalized to bring about a new age of social,
economic, and political justice. Finally, as we have seen, Barber regularly invokes salvation in
Christ and the symbolism of Christ’s crucifixion on the cross to defend his positions. Thus, both
politically progressive and conservative outcomes derive from “orthodox” or “fundamentalist”
religious beliefs, as defined by Hunter, Barker, and Carman. As we will see in coming chapters,
the religio-political discourses captured in this chapter are at the heart of the political messaging
and organization of both the New Poor People’s Campaign and Capitol Ministries, providing
internal unity and external legitimation (Smith 2014) as they battle for control of American
governmental institutions.
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Chapter 4
“Making Disciples of Jesus Christ”: Capitol Ministries’
Politics of Elite Evangelization
Sacralizing Rogers M. Smith’s Spiral of Politics: From Biblical Interpretations to Coalition
Building and Institutional Control
In 2014, Rogers M. Smith laid out a theoretical framework for understanding the “roles
that ideas play in politics,” which he named the “Spiral of Politics.” Smith, one of several
scholars who sought to merge American Political Development with American Political
Thought, was critical of previous historical institutionalist approaches, which either ignored the
role of ideas altogether or saw “coalitions, institutions, and policies simply as ‘carriers’ of ideas.”
He, in contrast, argued that coalitions, institutions, and policies “all may be constituted in part by
the ideas that define coalition purposes and the aims of governing officials and institutions”
(Smith 2014, 135, emphasis in original). In making this claim he relied heavily on the work of
International Relations scholar Vivien Schmidt, which distinguished between “‘coordinative
discourses’ that use ideas to build coalitions of political actors and groups and ‘communicative
discourses’ that work to persuade the public to support these coalitions” (Smith 2014, 131).
Smith observed that while these two types of discourses “are usually intertwined since the same
themes may appeal both to elites and mass publics” their particular “emphases may vary” to
facilitate specific goals and strategies (Smith 2014, 131).38
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Here it is also important to note the affinity of these scholars’ ideas with the work of Kathleen Bawn et al. (2012)
who have argued that the formation and maintenance of political parties depends more on the policy goals of
coalitions of interest groups and activists than those of legislators seeking reelection.
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Therefore, for Smith there are three initial stages to his “Spiral of Politics” that are
critical to this dissertation’s approach. In stage one, political actors are embedded in background
“contexts,” including “human practices, institutions, and ideas.” In stage two, those political
actors generate new ideas by “inheriting” and “modifying” the pre-existing ideas from stage one.
In stage three, those new, “modified” ideas from stage two, provide internal unity and external
legitimation as those same political actors build coalitions – “political parties, social movements,
interest groups, or armed militia” to - “compete [for] control [of] governing institutions” and
enact their political goals (Smith 2014, 130 - 131).
This chapter and the three that follow it lay out the organizational structures of Capitol
Ministries and the New Poor People’s Campaign and the ways in which these structures and the
organizations’ goals and political behavior are constituted by the religio-political discourses
discussed in Chapter 3. While the religio-political discourses of Capitol Ministries (CM) are
primarily “coordinative” in nature – CM seeks political influence through direct interaction with
political elites and generally avoids the public spotlight – those of the New Poor People’s
Campaign are both “coordinative” and “communicative,” since, for them, shaping public opinion
is just as important as recruiting new members and organizational allies into the movement.
These “coordinative” and “communicative” discourses guide policy prescription for each
organization and have the potential to influence other political outcomes. For example, evidence
provided in this chapter and the next suggests that Drollinger’s discourses in particular may also
contribute to increasing polarization in the U.S. Congress – both policy-based and affective – as
well as American de-democratization (e.g., efforts to delegitimize the 2020 election and disrupt
the peaceful transition of power), which reached new heights at the end of the Trump
Administration.
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The last sections of chapters 4 (on CM) and 6 (on the NPPC) demonstrate how
organizational structures created by both the New Poor People’s Campaign and Capitol
Ministries provide opportunities to reinforce and replicate the founding ideas and discourses of
each organization, thereby solidifying the power and influence of the founding elites and
strengthening the internal cohesion of each group. This process of replication and reinforcement
allows the group to overcome potential “collective action” problems (Olson 1965) that may
appear as they seek to implement their respective unified (anti)-inequality gospels and chosen
political strategies (from Chapter 3).

Capitol Ministries and Elite Conversion: Bible Studies as Direct Lobbies
“It’s the best Bible study that I’ve ever taught in my life,” Ralph Drollinger gushed in
2017 to Christian Broadcasting Network (CBN) correspondent, Jennifer Wishon. Speaking of the
Cabinet level bible study he had established at the beginning of the Trump Administration, the
7’2” pastor continued his unadulterated praise: “They’re so teachable; they’re so noble; they’re
so learned” (CBN 2017, “Spiritual Awakening”). As recounted in the introduction, the bible
study Drollinger so effusively described counted among its members significant political figures
in the Trump Administration including Vice-President Mike Pence, who attended “as his
schedule permitted,” (CBN 2017, “Spiritual Awakening”), Energy Secretary Rick Perry,
Education Secretary Betsy DeVos, Agriculture Secretary Sunny Perdue, CIA Director (Secretary
of State to Be) Mike Pompeo, Secretary of Housing and Urban Development Ben Carson,
Attorney General Jeff Sessions, Department of Labor Secretary Alex Acosta, Health and Human
Services Secretary Alex Azar, EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt, and NASA Administrator Jim
Bridenstine (CBN 2017, “Spiritual Awakening”; Stewart 2020).
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Yet, if this collection of D.C. powerbrokers represented the pinnacle of Drollinger’s
religio-political empire, the empire itself was already quite extensive in 2017, spreading across
the states, overseas, and to the other end of Pennsylvania Avenue with outposts in the House and
Senate. Attending these congressional studies in 2017 and continuing their membership today are
45 Republicans (35 in the House and 10 in the Senate), including House Minority Leader Kevin
McCarthy (CA-23), House Republican Policy Committee Chairman Gary Palmer (AL-6), former
Chair of the House Republican Conference Cathy McMorris-Rodgers (WA-5), Senate Whip
John Thune (R-SD), Vice-Chairwoman of the Senate Republican Conference Joni Ernst (R-IA),
as well as prominent Trump allies such as Louie Gohmert (TX-1st), Jim Jordan (Ohio-4th) and
Senator Marsha Blackburn (R-TN) (Capitol Ministries, “Sponsors”).
The organizational building block of Drollinger’s empire is the elite bible study – an
intimate but routinized meeting held between a Capitol Ministries representative (Drollinger or
his appointed pastoral surrogate) and political office holders. Rather than operating as separate
entities, these bible studies stretch across the U.S. and around the world, forming a unified
network with Drollinger at the center. This institutional arrangement functions as a network of
direct lobbies, which offers Drollinger, and his representatives privileged access to political
leaders ranging from city councilmembers and state legislators to congresswomen and men and
cabinet secretaries. Furthermore, the network itself creates an opportunity for each political
leader to exercise power beyond their regular sphere of influence, by leveraging new
relationships and opportunities created by Drollinger and Capitol Ministries. Most importantly,
Drollinger can leverage his relationships with political leaders from local government to national
government in the U.S. and around the world to plant more elite bible studies, expanding his
reach and influence.
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In fact, this type of networking and its expansionary benefits have been central to the
Capitol Ministries’ business model since its inception. In his book Rebuilding America,
Drollinger illustrates his expansionist vision with the image of “the all-American icon,” the
baseball diamond: on first base are “school board and civic leaders;” on second, “state capitols
and [state] judges;” on third, the “U.S. Congress, Executive Branch, and [federal] Judges,” and
lastly, Homeplate is “International Influence.” As Drollinger explains, his baseball diamond
model presumes that national leaders start their political careers in local or state offices; targeted
at initial stages in their career, these local leaders will then carry their faith and allegiance to
Capitol Ministries as they move into higher office. The end game is developing “mature in Christ
U.S. Congressmen and Senators” (and Secretaries of State or Presidents) who “are in the best
positions of influence to win foreign leaders to Christ” (Drollinger 2012, 71-72).
The story of Capitol Ministries’ expansion from state level ministries to Washington,
D.C. and the halls of national power demonstrates the baseball diamond in action. Indeed,
Drollinger and Capitol Ministries’ first sponsor for a national level bible study was
Representative Trent Franks, an Arizona congressman who attended a Capitol Ministries bible
study at the state capitol in Phoenix, Arizona. According to Drollinger, Franks – “a really highly
respected Christian” – paved the way for the establishment of a Capitol Ministries bible study in
the House of Representatives, providing the group legitimacy and helping to recruit new
members (Wiegelmann 2017). For his part, Franks was equally positive in his assessment of
Drollinger; according to Franks, Drollinger’s Bible Study gave “members of Congress a core
theological foundation...by which to weigh and measure the critical policy issues and decisions
they face[d]” (Franks 2012). In 2015, when five of his House members won election to the
Senate, those members asked Drollinger to establish a study there as well (Wiegelmann 2017).
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Finally, when Trump won the presidency and chose Pence, a former Capitol Ministries member
from his time in the House of Representatives and long-time friend of Drollinger, as VicePresident, as well as numerous members from Drollinger’s House and Senate bible studies for
cabinet posts, those members and Pence invited Drollinger to establish a bible study for the
cabinet (Wiegelmann 2017). As Drollinger half-jokingly put it, emphasizing the importance of
Pence’s leadership: “I don’t think Donald Trump has figured out that he chained himself to the
Apostle Paul” (CBN 2017, “Spiritual Awakening” )! Later, when Donald Trump chose Mark
Meadows – a Capitol Ministries alumni from his time in the House – as his new Chief of Staff,
replacing Reince Priebus, Drollinger founded another White House bible study aimed at noncabinet secretary senior staff, including Meadows and OMB director Richard Vought (Drollinger
2020, “Strengthened with His Power”).
In line with the biblical interpretations and religio-political discourses introduced in
Chapter 3, Drollinger is nothing but friendly and deferential to his bible study members. First, he
deliberately dresses to impress: “an English wool suit of fine make, tailored, all cotton dress shirt
with cufflinks, the White House cufflink, all Italian silk tie, 13-ounce silk with a dimple knot, a
white T-shirt underneath…[and] Allen Edmond custom made shoes.” One must dress “a cut
above” one’s members, he tells the German publication Welt am Sonntag, because otherwise
“they’ll say this guy doesn’t belong in our club, he’s not on our level.” While he admits it is
expensive to “play that game,” he spares no expense, because he doesn’t want to “shoot
[himself] in the foot” (Wiegelmann 2017). Second, he is hardly sparing in his praise as his choice
of words in the quote which opens this chapter demonstrates; his cabinet members are “noble”
and “learned.” Moreover, his House and Senate members are “committed” believers, “with a real
hunger for substantive teaching of the word of God” (Sontag December 2015). Unsurprisingly,
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Drollinger’s warm relationship has extended to President Trump as well. Though Trump never
attended in person, he did receive written copies of Drollinger’s studies, which he then returned
to the bible study leader with notes of encouragement such as “way to go, Ralph,” “really like
this study,” or “keep it up” in his trademark all caps sharpie (Amos 2018). Drollinger, who has
acknowledged that the 45th President is someone who “likes loyalty,” has not minced words in
his praise for Trump, declaring “I just love the guy” (Wiegelmann 2017). Third, Drollinger’s
bible studies to the Cabinet, House, Senate, and White House senior staff, take place in a warm,
inviting atmosphere, with food and fellowship. They include friendly banter and light-hearted
teasing about Drollinger’s penchant for creating theological terms (Sontag July 2016) or
contrasting views on one’s favorite Apostle – Senator James Lankford (R-OK) “likes the Gospel
of James [just like his name],” while Drollinger favors the Apostle Paul (Wiegelmann 2017).
Yet, the third word in Drollinger’s opening quote is just as significant as the first two:
“teachable.” While Drollinger provides his members with a safe, intimate, and friendly space, his
ultimate purpose is never far from his mind. For the first 30 minutes, “I occupy their mouths with
food, so I don’t have to compete,” Drollinger has explained (Wiegelmann 2017). This gives him
the time he needs to present the week’s lesson with little interruption. Then, the members begin
asking questions and making comments, to which Drollinger responds with “more passages of
scripture to create better clarity” (Wiegelmann 2017). Similar to most evangelical bible studies,
the Bible serves as the only source of truth in these lessons (Bielo 2009, 53). Thus, all members
are expected to ground their questions and comments in the words of the Bible, about whose
meaning and interpretation Drollinger is the final authority. As Drollinger tellingly told
conservative Christian radio show host Frank Sontag, “there is nothing [Drollinger] hates more,”
than when “‘Dr. Well-I-Think’ shows up at one of [Drollinger’s] bible studies,” offering his
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opinion with no regard for what the Bible has to say (Sontag July 2016). Importantly, I have yet
to find one instance in which Drollinger has recounted a time when a member has changed
Drollinger’s mind on the meaning of a particular biblical passage. As ethnographer James Bielo
has noted, this combination of intimacy and self-deprecating humor with final interpretive
authority is a hallmark of evangelical bible studies and their leaders (Bielo 2009, 74).
Drollinger’s self-deprecation – he often describes himself as “just an old jock with bad knees”
(Amos 2018) – friendly banter, and warm personality puts his members at ease, making them
more receptive to his veiled but firm interpretative authority.
Thus, Drollinger’s bible studies function as an innovative form of direct lobbying, with
the goal of influencing his members “cognitive scripts” and “mental maps,” (Hall and Taylor
1996, 946-947) and thereby propagating his unified inequality gospel fusing economic and social
conservatism through what Keohane and Goldstein describe as ideas in the form of
“principled…and causal beliefs”. Principled beliefs “consis[t] of normative ideas that specify
criteria for distinguishing right and wrong, just, and unjust,” while “causal beliefs are beliefs
about cause-effect relationships which derive authority from the shared consensus of recognized
elites” (Keohane and Goldstein 1993, 299-300). Both are essential to Drollinger’s teachings. As
we have seen in Chapter 3, for Drollinger, the word of God, the Bible, not only prescribes the
“right” and “just” policy position, but it also lays out a clear “cause” and “effect” relationship by
which the discipleship of political leaders leads to a nation’s salvation. Moreover, to Drollinger,
the policy and political implications of his ministry are not only clear but the goal. According to
Drollinger, while there must be “institutional separation,” that does not mean there should be
“influential separation.” “The church,” he argues is the “causal agent of change” while the state
is “reflective” (Sontag July 2016). As the “causal agent,” the church must provide an effective
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witness to the state by teaching political leaders in all branches and at all levels of government
the truth of the Bible and its relevance not only to fate of their eternal souls but to the votes they
take and policies they implement. The “real answer,” he concludes, to the “humanistic secular
onslaught” that faces America is reaching “early budding leaders” with the truth of the Bible and
then “maturing” these “men and women” in the “institution of the church” (Sontag July 2016).
However, Drollinger is also very deliberate in his definition of “the church”– only his
theologically “orthodox,” politically conservative Christianity represents the true church.
“Doctrine is key,” he explains, referencing the work of conservative theologian J. Gresham
Machen. “Theological liberalism” is not only wrong, but not even Christian - “no more Christian
than a person who follows Buddha” or “is a Muslim” (Sontag January 2017). For Drollinger, this
insight is critical to understanding the political divisions in Washington, D.C., as those who
ground their political decisions in the precepts of “theological liberalism” instead of “biblical
Christianity” are almost all liberals and Democrats (Drollinger 2020, “Theological Liberalism”).

Assessing the Effects of the Bible Study as Direct Lobby Model at the National Level
While Capitol Ministries’ Bible Study as Direct Lobby model clearly has the potential to
impact policy by affecting “mental maps” and “cognitive scripts,” (Hall and Taylor 1996, 946947), proving a causal effect becomes much more challenging. First, it is important to note that
collectively, Drollinger’s House members represent conservative districts with an average Cook
Partisan Voter Index (PVI) score of R+15.39 These include the House member from the most
conservative district, Robert Aderholt of Alabama’s 4th Congressional District, with a Cook PVI

39

The Cook PVI measures how each district performs at the presidential level compared to the nation as a whole.
A Partisan Voting Index score of D+2, for example, means that in the last two presidential elections the district
performed an average of two points more Democratic than the nation did as a whole, while an R+4 means the
district performed four points more Republican than the national average.
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of R+34. As individuals, their collective ideological profile mirrors the conservatism of their
districts, with an average DW-Nominate score of .53, including a maximum score of .719 for
Rep. Jim Jordan, who according to DW-Nominate is more conservative than 91% of House
Republicans. Drollinger’s Senate members are slightly less conservative than their House
counterparts with an average DW-Nominate score of .50, and a maximum score of .624 for
Senator Tim Scott (R-South Carolina), who is more conservative than 76% of Republicans in the
Senate.
Therefore, the strong political and ideological conservatism of Drollinger’s members and
their constituents makes it difficult to gauge the independent impact of his bible studies and
religio-political ideas on political behavior from a quantitative perspective. For example, a
simple equivalent scale comparison reveals that of Drollinger’s 35 House bible study members,
26 of them have DW-Nominate scores that are more conservative than their equivalent Cook PVI
district scores, while only nine have Cook PVI district scores that are more conservative than
their equivalent DW-Nominate scores. However, though these results indicate that for the 26
members there are other factors outside of fealty to one’s district driving voting behavior,
separating out the source of this extra-conservatism becomes very difficult. Does it result from
allegiance to donors and interest groups or from the values and judgements of the members
themselves as shaped by their experiences and the institutions they have been exposed to over
the course of their lives? If it is values, then which institutions have shaped these values? Indeed,
given that all but three of the combined House and Senate members are Protestants, and 13 or
29% are Baptists – often a politically conservative religious denomination – (Pew Research
Foundation 2021, “Religious Affiliation”) one cannot even separate the potential effects of
Drollinger’s bible studies from other religio-political influences.
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So, how can we evaluate the effect of Drollinger’s bible studies and teachings on his
members political policy positions and behavior? First, even conceding the above
methodological challenges, one can say with a good deal of certainty that contrary to former
Congresswoman, Presidential Candidate, and Drollinger bible study member Michelle
Bachmann’s proud declaration to Capitol Ministries’ boosters that “members of the
House…Senate…and Cabinet’ are ‘transformed by this word’ and those ‘transformed lives’ are
leading to a ‘transformed nation’” (Stewart 2020, 51), the result of Drollinger’s teaching, in most
cases, appears to be policy position fortification not transformation. In other words, given the
politically conservative content of Drollinger’s teachings across issues ranging from economic
policy to race, abortion and gay marriage, and the strong conservatism of his members, one can
be fairly certain that when Drollinger’s bible study members ask him directly “where should I
come down on this vote,” seeking his help in weighing the importance of various “scriptural
principles” that seem to be in conflict to “please God,” (Wiegelmann 2017) Drollinger’s answers
will only reinforce their pursuit of politically conservative policies.
However, as John W. Kingdon has argued, ideas are important foci of scholarly
investigation because they represent the world of meaning-making, which is often “rationally
connected” to and “inseparable” from self-interest. Not only do “people attach meaning to their
behavior, even if that behavior is motivated by self-interest,” Kingdon has argued, but ideas – in
this case the religio-political discourses of Drollinger – represent ways to “make sense of [one’s]
behavior for others, to persuade others of the rightness of [one’s] actions, or to persuade others to
join [one’s] cause” (Kingdon 1993, 82). Thus, Drollinger’s religio-political ideas and discourses,
even if they only reinforce a policy maker’s preexisting conservative preferences and values still
have the potential to play an important part in the political process by providing that policy
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maker with ways to justify their behavior to themselves and others. In fact, two qualitative
accounts from Drollinger himself regarding the impact of his teachings on specific bible study
members and their policy views and political behavior illustrate the ways these policy makers
have mobilized Drollinger’s religio-political discourses to solidify their own beliefs and defend
themselves from criticism.
In the first account, which centers on former Texas Governor and Trump Energy
Secretary Rick Perry, Drollinger recalled a moment from his bible study on the Book of Romans,
where he explained the difference between God’s command to private individuals to leave
vengeance to God, which appears in Romans 12, and another passage in Romans (Romans 14),
which asserts that the role of government is to punish evil doers. “The institution of the state,”
Drollinger concluded “does not bear the sword for nothing.” Upon hearing Drollinger’s
explanation, Perry repeated the distinction and then expressed gratitude to Drollinger, saying
“You know if I would’ve known that when I was governor of Texas that would’ve made my life
a whole lot different.” He continued: “The press used to beat me up on that seeming
contradiction all the time [being a Christian yet promoting the death penalty], and I never had the
theology clear in my mind, so I used to feel guilty. But when I see it clearly through the lens of
scripture it guides my conscience” (Wiegelmann 2017; insertion added for clarity).
Rick Perry’s reaction to Drollinger’s teaching – that of relief and comfort – is particularly
telling. His reference to his previous feeling of guilt indicates that faced with criticism, Perry –
who oversaw 250 executions as Governor of Texas (Smith 2013) – may have been experiencing
some “cognitive dissonance” (Rosati 1991, 51-52) as he pondered whether such a frequent use of
capital punishment squared with the tenets of his Christian faith. However, armed with
Drollinger’s pro-capital punishment biblical interpretations, Perry was able to fortify his stance
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on the death penalty and assuage his conscience. While Perry’s use of Drollinger’s religiopolitical discourse allowed Perry to justify his own actions to himself after the political behavior
had occurred, Drollinger’s account of Attorney General Jeff Sessions’ use of Drollinger’s lesson
on the Bible and immigration policy provides an even clearer example of the potential political
value of Drollinger’s religio-political discourses in the fight to shape public opinion.
Sessions, Drollinger has recounted, is particularly good at taking biblical interpretations
right from Drollinger’s study straight into the public domain and putting them “on camera”
(CBN 2017, “Spiritual Awakening”). One of the clearest examples of Session’s ability came as
he attempted to defend himself and the administration from criticism of its harsh immigration
policy. As Drollinger explained in an interview by KKLA Christian radio host Frank Sontag in
January 2017, he was very proud of Sessions for his performance during his confirmation
hearing. According to Drollinger, Sessions “just hit it out of the park” by providing “a biblically
informed” answer on immigration that differentiated between the Hebrew words for “foreigner
(illegal immigrant), sojourner (legal immigrant), and countryman (citizen),” and God’s
contrasting requirements regarding each (described further below; see Sontag January 2017).
This differentiation, Drollinger explained to Sontag, was originally the work of James K.
Hoffmeier, professor of Old Testament and Ancient Near Eastern History and Archaeology at
Trinity Evangelical Divinity School. As Drollinger tells it, Hoffmeier, who contacted Drollinger
to congratulate him on Session’s performance, marveled at how closely Session’s answer
adhered to Hoffmeier’s own argument. It should, Drollinger told Hoffmeier, because Drollinger
had read Hoffmeier’s book and incorporated his argument into Drollinger’s bible study on
immigration policy, which Sessions had received and absorbed as a Senator (Sontag January
2017).
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Drollinger and his biblical instruction would continue to play a role in Attorney General
Sessions’ politics. On June 14, 2018, in a speech to law enforcement officers in Fort Wayne,
Indiana defending the administration’s infamous child separation policy, Sessions invoked
Romans 13 declaring, “I would cite to you the Apostle Paul and his clear and wise command in
Romans 13, to obey the laws of the government because God has ordained the government for
his purposes” (Jacobs 2018). He then stated that he " [had] given the idea of immigration much
thought and [had] considered the arguments of our Church leaders.” Based on that reflection, “he
did not believe scripture or church history, or reason condemns a secular nation state for having
reasonable immigration laws” (Crawford 2018; Sessions 2018). Importantly, a section of
Drollinger’s study on immigration makes just this point, invoking Romans 13 as a basis for legal
enforcement of any immigration law (Drollinger 2016, “What the Bible Says About Our Illegal
Immigration Problem”).
In the wake of his comments, Sessions received a barrage of criticism from religious
leaders, many of them pointing out that Romans 13 is the passage of scripture that was used to
defend slavery in the United States and command authority to Hitler’s Nazi government in
Germany (Jacobs 2018). Additionally, the child separation policy itself engendered harsh words
from some of the administration’s strongest evangelical supporters with the Reverend Samuel
Rodriguez citing the “traumatic effects of this separation on these young children,” (Fang 2018)
and Reverend Franklin Graham calling the policy “disgraceful” (Wise 2018). Drollinger,
however, offered Sessions his unwavering support. For example, in his weekly ministry update
to his members and supporters, Drollinger adamantly defended Sessions, again invoking
Hoffmeier’s distinction between the three Hebrew words for countrymen (citizen), sojourner
(legal immigrant), and foreigner (illegal). “No government,” he declares should separate children
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from their parents who are citizens...or legal immigrants.” But foreigners (illegals) “who break
the law” similar to “thieves and murderers” should “anticipate that one of the consequences of
their illegal behavior will be separation from their children.” “No one, especially my personal
friend, the kind-hearted Attorney General Jeff Sessions, desires that a mother or father be
separated from their children,” Drollinger declared. But as the “chief enforcer of laws in our
country,” Sessions must according to Romans 13 enforce the law (Drollinger 2018, “AG
Sessions Criticized”).
Perhaps even more importantly, Drollinger’s private email correspondence with Sessions
at the time demonstrates his ability to strengthen Sessions’ resolve by offering personal and
biblical affirmation. In an email the day after Sessions’ June 14th speech, Drollinger offered his
support telling Sessions, “Mr. AG, you have taken the right position; you are upholding our laws;
you are biblical” and urging him “to stand strong dear brother” before concluding with “really
proud of you” (R. Drollinger, personal communication, June 15, 2018). Sessions’ return email
thanked Drollinger, humbly stating, “I thought I was at least approximately correct,” before
telling Drollinger that he, Sessions, “may call to get theological advice” (J. Sessions, Pseudonym
“Camden Hybart”, personal communication, June 16, 2018). Drollinger then replied with a two
paragraph email reminding Sessions to read Drollinger’s bible study on illegal immigration and
once again pointing out the difference between the Hebrew words for countryman (citizen),
sojourner (legal immigrant), and foreigner (illegal), stating “often the secularists will fail to
distinguish the Hebrew words...as they formulate and argue against you/our laws.” Therefore, he
continued “it is important for you to know those biblical distinctions when under attack. It will
aid you in standing where you and [the president] are at in the issue.” He ended his email with a
P.S. note, which called into question the theological qualifications of Franklin Graham, declaring
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“these are the kinds of situations/biblical nuances where Franklin Graham’s lack of seminary
prep really comes out” (R. Drollinger, personal communication, June 16, 2018).
Session's use of Romans 13 to defend the child separation policy was picked up by other
administration officials, including those not in Drollinger’s study. On the very same day of
Session’s original speech, Press Secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders repeatedly clashed with
reporters over the administration's policy during a very heated press briefing (Murdock 2018).
Many reporters questioned Sanders about Sessions comments, with one asking, “Where does it
say in the Bible that it’s moral to take children away from their mothers?” Sanders responded
that “it is ‘Biblical’ for government to enforce the law;” “that is actually repeated a number of
times throughout the Bible,” she proclaimed (Jacobs 2018).
In an illustration of Kingdon’s argument concerning the utility of ideas in justifying
political action, Sessions and Huckabee Sanders no doubt found Drollinger’s biblical
interpretations extremely useful as the child separation policy was under heavy attack, especially
from religious groups – even conservative Christians who were close allies of President Trump
(Green 2018). Furthermore, biblical interpretation advocating God’s requirement to care for the
stranger has long been at the heart of evangelical defenses of pro-immigration policy (EIT 2012).
As Drollinger intended, his interpretations not only fortified Sessions in his belief that he was
choosing the “biblical” path but provided a way for Sessions and then Huckabee Sanders to
return biblical fire when confronted by opponents of the administration’s immigration policies.

Balancing Reality and “Truth”: Drollinger and his Female Flock
It is important to note that it is likely Drollinger’s ability to advance political
conservatism through biblical interpretation that ensures the popularity of his ministry among his
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members. In other words, his members, all conservative Republicans, most likely would not
remain in his studies were he to suddenly discover biblical interpretations advancing liberal
policies in conflict with their ideological orientation and the views of their districts. Thus,
Drollinger’s biblical interpretations serve the purpose of reinforcing and fortifying his members’
conservatism, but they also maintain his own political power by facilitating the expansion of
Capitol Ministries and his influence.
The truth of this statement becomes even clearer when one investigates the ways in which
Drollinger navigates the exception that proves this rule: his deeply patriarchal biblical
interpretations and his interactions with female political leaders. In this area, Drollinger’s
deferential quest to court those in power is in direct conflict with his biblical teachings and
interpretations. Throughout his career, Drollinger has criticized what he perceives as
transgressions against biblically sanctioned divisions of authority and responsibility between
men and women. For example, in 2004, he declared that female California lawmakers with
children at home were “living in sin by being away from those children” (Church and State
2008). These comments align perfectly with his bible studies on gender and family, which
implore his members to adhere to traditional gender roles. Women must carry out “homemaking”
and “home management” and “mothering responsibilities;” they must teach “younger women,”
“display hospitality,” and “differentiate in dress.” Men, on the other hand, “provide for the
household” and “lead in the Church and in the home” (Drollinger 2021, “The Profound
Theological Importance”). “Denigrating God’s ordained institution of husband-and-wife
marriage,” Drollinger tells his study members, directly affects the nation by obfuscating “God’s
primary means of heralding His nature to our country.” “As the institution of marriage goes,” he
declares “so goes a nation’s culture” (Drollinger 2021, “The Profound Theological Importance”).
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These views extend to his bible studies as well, but only in some respects. First, because
“the Bible says men need to be taught by men,” Drollinger only employs men as his pastoral
representatives (Wiegelmann 2017). However, while men lead and dominate his studies there are
five powerful women who attend his lessons: Rep. Cathy McMorris-Rodgers (WA – 5th), Rep.
Jackie Walorski (IN – 2nd), Sen. Joni Ernst (R-IA), Sen. Marsha Blackburn (R-TN), and Trump
Education Secretary Betsy DeVos. Drollinger’s treatment of these women and state- level
attendees such as Mary Boren, a Democratic state legislator from Oklahoma is especially
revealing. While their names appear right next to those of the men under “sponsors” on his bible
studies, and Boren’s testimony is prominently featured on the Capitol Ministries website (Capitol
Ministries 2021,“Dr. Day’s”), Drollinger steadfastly refuses to see these women as full members,
instead insisting that they only “sit-in” on his “male bible studies” (Wiegelmann 2017).
Furthermore, outside of his studies, he does not engage in one-to-one interactions with his female
members, virtually or in person, preferring to leave such contact to his wife, Danielle, to “protect
the integrity of the ministry” (Wiegelmann 2017). This Janus-faced treatment of women is the
direct result of the collision between his patriarchal scriptural interpretations and the reality of a
political world were women lead and play critical roles. Even if he cannot bring himself to call
them full members, Drollinger is happy to use their power and prestige to legitimize and expand
his ministry.

"Jesus Died for Both Donkeys and Elephants”: The Bible Study as Direct Lobby Model at the
State Level
In addition to its national ministries, as of the end of 2021, Capitol Ministries has planted
elite bible studies in 34 state capitols from Washington to Maine. Drollinger currently has
pastors undergoing training for scheduled launches in Wyoming and North Dakota and is
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actively searching for bible study teachers in nine other states (Capitol Ministries 2021). These
bible teachers are pastors from local churches that match Drollinger’s conservative theology
(Capitol Ministries “Ministries”), and all have been approved by Drollinger and trained in
Washington, D.C. Though some of his bible teachers such as Pastor Dean Mathis in Michigan
deliver their own messages (Capitol Ministries Michigan on PlayerFM), others rely on content
taken from or inspired by Drollinger’s weekly bible studies.
Although full state level membership lists are not published, promotional testimonies
posted on the Capitol Ministries site and coverage of Capitol Ministries in the Christian media,
indicate that the organization reaches a more bipartisan membership in the laboratories of
democracy than the U.S. capitol. For example, in a testimony entitled “Dr. Day’s Bible Study to
Oklahoma Legislators Helps Me as a Democrat,” Oklahoma State Senator Mary Boren proclaims
that the Capitol Ministries bible study under the leadership of Pastor Cheyne Day helps
legislators find “common ground” in “personal faith that is grounded in the Bible,” while also
allowing her to have “biblically based side-bar conversations” with her Republican colleagues as
“she works through personal issues with my kids and family” (Capitol Ministries 2021 “Dr.
Day’s”).
Another testimony comes from former Democratic Rhode Island Assemblyman and State
Senator, Harold Metts, who not only attended the Rhode Island Capitol Ministries Bible Study
but aided in its creation as well. “There is a great need for a discipleship Bible Study in the
Capitol,” Metts proclaimed in 2016, “because many people have faith, but they keep it quiet”
(Capitol Ministries 2016, “Powerful Bible Study”). Metts, an African American who proudly
describes himself as “a Religious Conservative and Social Liberal,” (Triedman 2020) clearly
does not ascribe to Drollinger’s economic conservatism. For example, in a 2020 opinion piece he
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called for a “correction” of the “unjust socio-economic, structural and systemic factors that are at
the root” of poverty and COVID-19s disproportionate impact on Black and Brown families,
advocating for a living wage and even “praying that we find the political will to fully and
effectively address poverty” (Metts 2020). However, he remained a strong opponent of abortion
and marriage equality to the very end of his career when he was defeated in the Democratic
primary by a self-described “unapologetically black and queer” LGBT and women’s
reproductive justice activist (Compton 2020). In a testimonial for Drollinger’s organization,
Metts clearly connects these stances to his religious faith and the mission of Capitol Ministries
declaring: “Years ago, I went from being politically correct to being biblically correct, and at
some point, you hope that the Holy Spirit will convict lawmakers to apply the Word of God to
their own lives and the laws they enact” (Drollinger 2017, “The Remedy for Racism,” 4).
A final particularly illuminating testimony featured in a 2016 Christian Broadcasting
Network report on Capitol Ministries at the state level comes from New York Democratic
Assemblyman Michael Blake. In an emotional moment, Blake appears on camera to endorse
Capitol Ministries and its New York Bible Study leader, Dale Walker. Appearing to fight back
tears, he explains “my mom is sick right now, and when you have someone who doesn’t really
know you but really cares about you, it makes it worthwhile. And so, he’s been a blessing to us.”
Blake’s testimony comes at the end of the report and is immediately followed by these last words
from Dale Walker, himself: “People need the Lord, they need to be encouraged loved, and
ministered to. They need support just to handle the pressures that they’re under” (CBN 2016,
“When Hearts Are Right”).
Blake’s endorsement is significant. Unlike Metts, Blake is an African American
representative from the Bronx who has been proudly progressive across all issues. Not only does
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his 2021 MLK Jr. Day tweet specifically reference King’s commitment to “economic justice,”
(Blake 2021) but he is a supporter of women’s reproductive rights and LGBT rights who once
publicly asked for the return of his campaign donation to Bronx Congressman Rev. Ruben Diaz
Sr. due to Diaz's opposition to gay marriage (Campanile 2017). Blake is also a dyed in the wool
partisan who has served as the Democratic National Committee’s Vice-Chairman (DNC
“Michael Blake”). Given his resume, Blake’s endorsement of Capitol Ministries might seem
surprising. Clearly it had nothing to do with support for Drollinger’s unified inequality gospel
and everything to do with the personal relationship Blake formed with Dale Walker and the
support Walker offered in times of trial. Furthermore, Blake’s 2021 Easter tweet, referencing the
anniversary of Martin Luther King’s death and then proclaiming, “yet today we celebrate the
rising of the ultimate King in Jesus; continue to rock your crown,” demonstrates adherence to an
evangelical salvation theology in line with what Walker offers to his members (Blake 2021,
“Rising of the... King”).
Blake’s relationship with and endorsement of Walker and Capitol Ministries clearly
demonstrates the unique power of the Bible Study as Direct Lobby model. First, we must note
that Pastor Walker himself is very likely a political conservative; not only would Drollinger
never approve a bible study teacher who was not politically conservative, but Walker’s ministry
is co-sponsored by the New Yorker’s Family Research Foundation (NY FRF), a politically
conservative Christian interest group dedicated to opposing legislation advancing marriage
equality, LGBTQ rights, and abortion access (Capitol Ministries 2015, “13 Legislators Come to
Christ”; New Yorker’s FRF 2019, “Note from Pastor Dale Walker”). Second, while Drollinger
and the NY FRF rhetorically separate their legislative lobbying from their “pastoral component,”
both organizations clearly see a bible study as a means to affect policy. For example, the CBN
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report’s title quotes Drollinger, declaring “When Hearts are Right, Laws are Right,” and the NY
FRF proudly proclaims that they “influence both legislation and legislators for the Lord Jesus
Christ” (New Yorkers for Constitutional Freedoms 2018, “Legislative Day”). Third, as a strong
progressive, Blake would quite probably never even take a meeting with the New Yorker Family
Research Foundation, let alone support their anti-LGBTQ, pro-life agenda, and yet he readily
accepts Walker’s pastoral care.
In other words, Drollinger’s Capitol Ministries Bible Study created an “access point”
(Thompson 2016, 22) for a conservative policy advocacy organization that would have otherwise
been impossible. While Blake never adopted the policy conservatism of Drollinger and the NY
FRF, interest group scholars have long observed that “access” is the most critical goal for any
group seeking to influence policy. According to these scholars, access provides a pathway to
pass information and information is key to persuasion (Wright 1996). Furthermore, the Bible
Study as Direct Lobby model allows more flexibility in format and substance. For example, the
NY Family Research Foundation by its very nature broadcasts its goal: policy change. In
courting those who similar to Blake are diametrically opposed to its legislative agenda, the
FRF’s lobbyists would have less ability to develop personal intimacy and friendship they could
then leverage to obtain the access needed to pass policy information. Sure, they could strike up a
friendly conversation with an opposition legislator in the elevator, but upon learning who they
work for, that legislator would naturally grow extremely wary of the lobbyist’s ulterior motives
and most likely end the relationship. A Bible Study teacher, on the other hand, can lead with a
friendly disposition, compassionate care, and evangelism, slowly develop a strong personal
relationship to the legislator through repeated interaction, and eventually present policy
information in the form of Biblical interpretations and teaching.
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In fact, such a strategy appears to have been Walker’s exact gameplan. Capitol Ministries
account of Walker’s ministry recalls how his first attempt to reach legislators by holding bible
studies with challenging titles such as “Do Government Leaders Need God,” fell flat, with few
members in attendance (Capitol Ministries 2015, “13 Legislators”). Shortly thereafter he began
walking the halls of the capitol and riding the elevator – “his mobile office” – talking with
legislators and asking them if they would like to accept Christ into their hearts (CBN 2016,
“When Hearts Are Right”); over the next 18 months, 13 legislators and one Legislative Director
accepted Christ and began spiritual discipleships with Walker (Capitol Ministries 2015 “13
Legislators”). In addition to attending Walker’s bible studies, members also received visits from
him in their offices in both Albany and in their home districts, allowing Walker further
opportunity to nourish and cultivate these relationships (Capitol Ministries 2015, “13
Legislators”). While Walker did not publish the content of his bible studies, it is reasonable to
believe that they echoed Drollinger’s religio-political discourses; at a minimum it is certainly
probable that he shared Drollinger’s published bible studies with his members.
Thus, the Bible Study as Direct Lobby model allows policy information to be passed
unobtrusively, its potential reception conditioned by the friendship, intimacy, and mentorship
that exists between the bible study teacher and the member. Even if one is a legislator who is
diametrically opposed to the public policy positions contained in Drollinger’s studies or the
studies of one's capitol campus bible teacher, one will be much more willing to at least listen to
these interpretations if they come from the man who helped you through your mother’s illness
and brought you to Christ. Finally, even if Blake’s personal ties to Walker have not affected
Blake’s public policy stances, they were the cause of his decision to be interviewed for the CBN
report on Capitol Ministries – a glowing, purely positive account that is posted on the
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organization’s website and potentially used for recruiting purposes. Thus, although Blake
himself was not converted to Drollinger’s unified inequality gospel, he voluntarily assisted in the
expansion of Capitol Ministries and the goal of bringing Drollinger’s religio-political discourses
to other legislators - Democrats and Republicans alike - who may be more receptive to
Drollinger’s interpretations and public policy positions.
Indeed, the entire 2016 CBN report was aimed at facilitating the broadest possible
expansion of Capitol Ministries. In contrast to Drollinger, who in his bible studies and public
appearances castigates Democratic candidates such as Raphael Warnock as “apostates,” (Sontag
December 2020) President Obama as a deceitful “post-modernist,” (Drollinger 2014, “PostModernism: The Root Cause”) and the Democratic platform as a “biblically foul” tool of Satan
(Sontag December 2020; Drollinger 2020, “Nine Characteristics of Tares”), the state level
Capitol Ministry representatives featured in the CBN report avoided such partisan distinctions,
instead portraying the ministry as open and welcoming to members from both parties with Harry
Gauthier, the Nebraska CM Bible Study teacher declaring, “It’s not partisan. Jesus died for both
Donkeys and Elephants and we love both sides of the aisle.” Additionally, no specific policy
positions are mentioned in the video that would identify the organization as conservative (CBN
2016, “When Hearts Are Right”). However, at the same time, statements throughout the report
implicitly connect spiritual conversion to correct policy making, despite other assertions that
bible study teachers “want nothing in return for their ministry,” and “only preach the word of
God to those responsible for voting yes or no.” For example, the title of the report - “When
hearts are right, the laws are right” - which comes from a Drollinger quote featured in the middle
of the piece, indicates there are “right” policy positions the legislator will take if they are truly
saved. Another colorful analogy from Harry Gauthier further drives the connection home: “I give
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you the theological bullets,” he tells them, “You fire the gun.” Thus, the CBN report burnishes
Capitol Ministries non-partisan image while reassuring conservatives familiar with Drollinger’s
political stances of its policy making influence (CBN 2016, “When Hearts Are Right”).
At the state level, Capitol Ministries’ ability to claim to be non-partisan while
simultaneously pushing a highly partisan legislative agenda is just one way the organization
mimics its more infamous secular counterpart, the American Legislative Exchange Coalition
(ALEC). Similar to ALEC, Capitol Ministries is funded by corporations highly invested in its
laissez-faire, pro-free market agenda of lower taxes, rolled back welfare entitlements and
deregulation. These include “Agribusiness giants” located in California such as Hilarides
Dairies, whose CEO, Rob Hilarides, chairs Capitol Ministries’ Board of Directors (Stewart 2020,
40-41; Capitol Ministries “Board of Directors”). Furthermore, both ALEC and Capitol Ministries
eschew attempts to shape public opinion, preferring to operate out of the spotlight through elitefocused direct lobbying (Hertel-Fernandez 2019). Thus, it is no wonder that one of the most
critical partnerships Capitol Ministries has developed to expand its reach at the state level has
been with ALEC, which has had immense success advancing conservative social and especially
economic policy in state governments throughout the U.S. (Hertel-Fernandez 2019).
Beginning in 2019, representatives from Capitol Ministries have participated in ALECs
conferences and forums, using a variety of methods to introduce Drollinger and his ministries to
the organization’s members. For example, at the 46th annual meeting in 2019, not only did
Capitol Ministries’ host a booth for interested legislators but the organization’s North American
Director, Perry Gauthier, as well as Cabinet Bible study attendee and sponsor, then Energy
Secretary Rick Perry, gave a more formal break-out session presentation, with Perry touting the
organization’s ability to “strengthen Christian legislators by weekly teaching them the word of
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God.” The session not only allowed Gauthier and Perry to connect interested state legislators
with Drollinger’s satellite bible studies in their respective state capitols, but to distribute
Drollinger’s four volume book set, Oaks in Office: Biblical Essays for Political Leaders, an
edited compilation of lessons from many of his bible studies, to as many legislators as they
could, “taking names” in order to “send sets to legislators in their home offices” (Capitol
Ministries 2019, “ALEC State Legislators”).
According to reports from Capitol Ministries, similar participation in ALEC’s 48th
Annual Conference in July of 2021, which drew a record 1700 attendees, was even more
successful. This time Capitol Ministries hosted a “well-attended” breakfast as well as an
information booth. Rick Perry spoke at a plenary session telling attendees that “the single most
important thing” during his time as Energy Secretary “was the opportunity to have a weekly
Bible study with Ralph and Cabinet Members...building a foundation for governance.”
Drollinger and Brian Hanson, who leads CM’s Ohio Bible Study and directs the organization’s
international outreach, both opened plenary sessions in prayer. ALEC participants were given
complimentary copies of Oaks in Office and Rebuilding America, Drollinger’s book length
biblical justification for Capitol Ministries and its mission, and were invited to sign up for
advanced copies of Drollinger’s new book, All in Authority: Rediscovering the Missional
Priority of the Church (Capitol Ministries 2021, “ALEC Attention Grabbers”). Also representing
Capitol Ministries was Pastor Cheyne Day and his wife Misty who were in the process of
establishing the Arkansas ministry. Day’s attendance was particularly beneficial as it allowed
him to meet “some of our Arkansas legislators in person,” a reality that had thus far been
prevented by “government protocols” restricting “meetings in the state capitol.” In December of
2021, Pastor Day would be chosen to lead a bible study for “some of the nation’s most influential
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political leaders” at ALEC’s States and Nation Policy Summit in San Diego (Capitol Ministries
2021, “ALEC Attention Grabbers”).
Capitol Ministries’ account of the 48th annual conference indicated that many of ALECs
legislators strongly agreed with Capitol Ministries’ goals and mission. Pastor Hanson
emphasized “a heightened awareness...for a return to Judeo-Christian values and a hunger for the
Word of God to be taught.” “There was a real sense of urgency,” he reported “that we need to get
something going now or we will lose what we have, that we need to return to the biblical
moorings of our nation.” Drollinger himself stated that “ALEC has been a wonderful aid to
CapMin over the years” and he was “especially encouraged” to meet legislators who told him
how much his ministries in their capitols have “helped them grow in their relationship with Jesus
Christ” (Capitol Ministries 2021, “ALEC Attention Grabbers”). This symbiosis is expected given
the shared agendas of both organizations. As previously explained, Drollinger’s biblical
interpretations regarding political economy, abortion, and LGBT issues mirror the issue agenda
of ALEC (Hertel-Fernandez 2019, xiii). Drollinger’s views are also well aligned with ALECs
campaign to restrict voting rights around the country. Drollinger once declared “if there is not a
change to the flat tax soon, citizens who are now both on government subsistence programs and
paying no income tax should have the privilege of voting curtailed until their case proves
otherwise” (Nichols 2021; Stewart 2020, 52-53).
As Alex Hertel-Fernandez has explained, ALEC is one of three organizations dedicated
to policy change at the state level and its real power comes from the synergy between the three.
The other two organizations that join with ALEC in what Hertel-Fernandez calls the “Troika” are
the States Policy Network and Americans for Prosperity. All three provide unique services to
conservative state legislators looking to make change in their states. ALEC is the legislation
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creation powerhouse, pumping out “model bills” for introduction in state houses across the
country, and organizing conferences and workshops to bring together corporations and potential
legislative allies. The States Policy Network provides think tanks and associated supporting
research critical to conducting a successful media campaign in support of the bills. Finally,
Americans for Prosperity can mobilize large numbers of protestors to show up at rallies and
other events to create an impression of grassroots support (Hertel-Fernandez 2019, 143-174).
In many ways, Capitol Ministries’ alliance with ALEC makes the organization a
supporting entity to this group, providing biblical interpretations to legitimate the “Troika’s”
conservative policy agenda. Capitol Ministries combines elements of the State Policy Network
and ALEC’s strategies - supplying biblically based theological information and research to
legislators through direct, routinized interaction. Drollinger’s bible studies allow legislators to
see their conservative policy efforts – from curtailing LGBTQ and abortion rights to pursuing
anti-union policy or deregulation – as part of a cosmic battle between good and evil, in which
they are advancing God’s kingdom against the machinations of the Devil (Drollinger 2020,
“Theological Liberalism”; Drollinger 2020, “Nine Characteristics of Tares”). They also provide
legislators with biblical justifications that can be deployed through the media to recruit the
support of targeted audiences, such as evangelical Christians, who often look to the Bible and the
tenets of their faith in determining their political views and policy preferences.
Importantly, Hertel-Fernandez has noted that despite the organization’s overwhelmingly
conservative policy agenda, ALECs ranks include conservatives of many different stripes
including fiscal conservatives who are also social liberals. Yet even these conservatives could
benefit from Drollinger’s biblical interpretations given that the range of his topics, as discussed
before, covers everything from gay marriage and abortion (which these social liberals could
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ignore) to God’s command for deregulation and the protection of private property rights against
environmentalists (which, as fiscal conservatives, they might find useful). In all these ways,
Capitol Ministries bolsters the power of the “Troika,” strengthening legislator commitment and
creating opportunities to reach new supporters.

Capitol Ministries Goes Local
Apart from a stated goal - thus far stillborn - to establish bible studies throughout the
nation’s judiciary (Capitol Ministries 2019, “Annual Report”), Capitol Ministries’ latest effort to
expand its influence comes in the form of its Local Government Ministries (LGM) program,
spearheaded by one of Capitol Ministries’ most vocal supporters, former Texas Governor, Rick
Perry. The ambitious goal of this program is to establish CM bible studies in 40,000 incorporated
communities to reach the nation’s 500,000 local and civic leaders. To date, LGM has planted
ministries to city and county leaders in the states of California, Texas, Delaware, Florida,
Illinois, Oregon, Idaho, Missouri, and Ohio, as well as dozens of provinces and territories in
several European nations. CM has successfully trained and certified 21 male ministry leaders for
their enterprise and is actively considering 164 men for “additional positions” (Capitol Ministries
“Local Government”; Capitol Ministries “Local Government Ministries Brochure”).
Perry strongly supports the effort, which he sees as “CapMin’s most strategic long-term
ministry,” critical to shaping “America’s ideological future” (Capitol Ministries 2022, “How to
Reach”). Drollinger is adamant about its success as well, portraying local government bible
studies as “seedbeds,” where "elected and appointed officials” from “municipal judges, mayors,
school board members to city managers, city and county commissioners, dogcatchers and
beyond” can develop “a Christian world-view in their hearts” early in their careers, which they
will then carry with them as they ascend to higher office (Sontag December 2015). Thus, CM’s
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efforts will “create an infrastructure that can mature men and women in Christ in government”
(Drollinger 2019, “Address to Hillsboro”). Although it is not explicitly stated, along with a
“Christian world-view,” another goal of this program is to develop powerful, long-term allies for
CM who will benefit the ministry in countless ways, facilitating its influence and expansion as
they climb the “ladder of power” (Dodd 1977) throughout their political careers.
The curriculum for these ministries is composed of Drollinger’s Oaks in Office, a 52essay compendium of “the best of among hundreds of” Drollinger’s published studies, “designed
to mature the public servant in his faith” and “offer scriptural perspective on contemporary
issues” (Drollinger “Oaks in Office Introduction”). Local Government Ministry leaders receive
this four-volume set at no-charge in addition to access to a ministry training video seminar series
and ongoing support through weekly live webinars that offer additional instruction, question and
answer sessions, and dialogue. Their initial training is in-person during Capitol Ministries
conferences (Capitol Ministries “Local Government Ministries Brochure”).
Testimonies from local political leaders demonstrate that similar to CMs state level
outreach, its LGM reaches Republicans and Democrats. For example, the LGM promotional
brochure features statements from Dr. David Sander, the former mayor of Rancho Cordova, CA,
who was endorsed by the Sacramento County Republican Party, and Garrett Gatewood, a
Democrat, and the current mayor of Rancho Cordova. Both Sander and Gatewood offer high
praise for Rancho Cordova’s LGM, which is led by Dr. Dan Deschong, the retired owner of a
regional chiropractic clinic. Sander declares that Deschong’s bible study helped him learn “some
Christian views on public policy that never occurred to me before,” while Gatewood proclaims
that the Capitol Ministries bible study helps political leaders “vote and make policy according to
our faith” (Capitol Ministries “Local Government Ministries Brochure”). Deschong, who also
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serves as the official Director of Capitol Ministries’ Local Government Outreach Program,
enthusiastically observes that his members “were able to see that the Bible deals with everything
they deal with politically. Social ills, racism, marriage, theological liberalism, capital
punishment, everything is covered in the Bible” (Capitol Ministries “Local Government”). While
Deschong deliberately separates his bible study from “religious-right activism,” his statements
indicate that instead of developing his own bible studies, he delivers Drollinger’s published
studies, unaltered, on a weekly basis. “Everything is on the [Capitol Ministries] website,” he has
exclaimed. “In the same week, I can teach the same Bible studies that are being taught to our
nation’s leaders in D.C.” (Capitol Ministries, “Local Government Ministries Brochure”).
While many might consider Drollinger’s studies examples of “religious right activism,”
Deschong’s desire to – at least rhetorically – distance himself from one partisan or ideological
team, while at the same time whole-heartedly embracing and propagating a politically
conservative policy vision, is reminiscent of the statements made by Capitol Ministries
representatives in the CBN report on state level ministries mentioned in the previous section.
Such efforts may be part of a deliberate strategy to recruit Democrats such as Gatewood into
Deschong’s bible study, and they appear to have been successful. Interestingly, Gatewood –
“Rancho Cordova’s first Black mayor” (KCRA 2022) – possesses a political vision that
represents the opposite of Harold Metts’ positions. Gatewood strongly supports the expansion of
LGBTQ rights and a “women’s right to choose,” but as “a small business owner and active
member of the local Chamber of Commerce” he is more conservative on economic issues
(Gatewood 2018). Not only did he endorse New York Mayor Michael Bloomberg in the 2020
Democratic Presidential Primary (Korinke 2020), but he has pledged “to ensure the ordinances,
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regulations, funding and other policies in the city help to facilitate the opening of new businesses
and allow current ones to expand and prosper” (Gatewood 2018).
Gatewood’s pro-business politics have attracted the attention of similarly minded
political donors. From 2019 to 2021, he received $23,800 from “developers and real-estate
special interest groups” (Anderson 2021). Nor has he been hesitant to use his power for their
benefit. For example, his refusal to recuse himself from decisions concerning “40 acres of
grassy, oak-studded wildlife shelter...along the American River” has drawn sharp criticism, since
he accepted a $1,000 contribution from TruMark, a developer whose plan to turn the “pastoral
property” into a large housing development and cut down 335 trees, will be voted on by Mayor
Gatewood and the city council (Anderson 2021).
Gatewood’s example, as well as the discussion of ALECs fiscally conservative social
liberals in the previous section, demonstrates the capacious utility of Drollinger’s religio-political
discourses. While it is certain that Gatewood would reject or at least largely ignore Drollinger’s
anti-LGBTQ and pro-life bible studies, he might find Drollinger’s lessons on deregulation and
environmentalism, including one entitled “Coming to Grips with the Religion of
Environmentalism,” which posits that “the remainder of God’s creation is to serve man,”
particularly appealing given his financial backers and pro-business, pro-development politics
(Drollinger “Coming to Grips” April 2018). Though Drollinger may ideally want his bible study
members to accept his religio-political discourses as a unified package, the reality that various
parts of his unified inequality gospel can appeal to different political leaders, including two
Democrats such as Harold Metts and Garrett Gatewood, is surely an outcome with which the
practical, expansionist-minded Drollinger can make his peace.
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Theological and Spiritual Warfare: Ralph Drollinger and the Fusion of Policy Based and
Affective Polarization
Beginning during his time at the Master’s Seminary in Los Angeles, CA – an institution
founded and led by conservative pastor-theologian John MacArthur – Ralph Drollinger has
sought to prove two main points about American politics: one, the Republican Party Platform
represents theological “orthodoxy” and therefore the true will of God; and two, the Democratic
Platform is inspired by “theological liberalism,” a corruption of “orthodox Christianity” and is
therefore completely at odds with God’s will and commandments (Sontag January 2017).
According to Drollinger, “this theological reality is at the root of why D.C. is so divided today,”
since “the vast majority of political conservatives who name the name of Christ” are “not
affected by Social Gospel Theory,” while “the vast majority of liberals who name the name of
Christ are.” Thus, the policy differences that divide the Congress are the result of a “theological
war” and “two opposing world views” (Drollinger 2020, “Theological Liberalism,” 3).
Moreover, for Drollinger theological liberalism, epitomized by the teachings of the Social
Gospel, which he argues place “economic deliverance and equality of the individual over the
conversion of his soul,” (Drollinger 2020, “Theological Liberalism,” 7) is a corrupt theology
diametrically opposed to the true Christian faith, which should not even be considered
Christianity (Sontag January 2017). In Drollinger’s telling, all Protestants were once
“fundamentalists” before the scourges of “Modernism,” “Universalism,” “Higher Criticism,” and
the “Social Gospel,” infected many churches and institutions of higher learning such as Harvard
Divinity School, permanently splitting Protestant Christianity into two camps: the
fundamentalists, who represent God’s truth, and liberals, who “practice a perversion or
corruption of what the Bible actually teaches” (Drollinger 2020, “Theological Liberalism,” 3).
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More importantly, “theological liberalism” is not just a corrupt theology or whole other
religion, but a plot of Satan, himself, meant to hinder God’s kingdom. Furthermore, those who
espouse the Social Gospel are not only “fake clergymen who speak in opposition to Biblical
precepts” or “testify to some bill...ripp[ing] Scripture out of context in order to ‘prove’ their
point,” but agents of Satan, who are everywhere: “in your home church” and “in your committee
rooms.” Their only goal: “to lead you astray and our nation into the Pit of Hell” (Drollinger
2020, “Nine Characteristics of Tares,” 5). For Drollinger, then, the Democratic Platform is not
only “biblically foul,” but a product of Satan and his witting or unwitting earthly agents.
According to him, a Democratic political candidate such as Reverend Raphael Warnock, who
invokes scripture to fight for economic and racial justice and stands for a women’s right to
choose, is not a legitimate political and theological opponent but a “rank apostate” (Sontag
December 2020).
Drollinger’s discourse is instructive because it suggests that the line of separation that
scholars such as Liliana Mason appear to draw between policy-based and affective polarization
may be less rigid; that is, Drollinger’s discourse points toward the role elite discourse might play
in fueling both. In her book Uncivil Agreement (2018), Mason argues that even where average
Democrats and Republicans agree on the policy spectrum, their hostility toward each other has
only grown as a greater number of American social identities, such as religion, race, education,
and geography, have become sorted along party lines. This has decreased cross-cutting
cleavages, increasing dislike and distrust between adherents of the two parties. Mason contends
that this dislike and distrust is grounded in the principles of social psychology and “out-group
versus in group” bias and therefore disconnected from rational thought and policy
considerations.
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However, an analysis of Drollinger’s religio-political discourse, which includes examples
that might lead to greater polarization of both kinds, lends support to other scholars who do see
the two polarizations as connected (e.g. Webster and Abramowitz 2017 and Dias and Lelkes
2021). Satan and his demons have lured Democrats – elites and masses alike – away from the
True Gospel, sewing lies from Hell – that the poor are best served by an expanded welfare state
and abortion is a choice between a woman and her doctor – into the very fabric of the
Democratic agenda, and turning all Democrats and liberals into the Devil’s earthly agents –
witting or unwitting. Thus, to assent to the Democratic agenda is to oppose God and risk one’s
eternal salvation and to befriend, marry, or trust Democrats is to demonstrate respect and
understanding for Team Satan. The only hope for Democrats, deluded by Satan, is spiritual and
political conversion. Moreover, if they cannot be converted, they and their ideas must be
defeated.
Mason’s findings of policy agreement among average Democrats and Republicans may
indicate that Drollinger’s religio-political discourses or those similar to them have not penetrated
deeply into the mass public; however, evidence exists to believe that a different story may be
occurring among his Congressional study members. According to Drollinger’s religio-political
discourses, for his bible study members, policy decisions are not only scored by conservative
interest groups but the Almighty himself, becoming tests of spiritual loyalty – does this vote
honor God or Satan? Furthermore, given the reality that Drollinger’s religio-political discourses
advocate free market economics as God’s will and progressive economic policies as the work of
Satan, these tests do not just occur on issues of abortion and gay marriage. For this reason,
scholars of polarization such as Nolan McCarty, Keith Poole, and Howard Rosenthal, may need
to qualify their claim that because “moral and social issues are not a large part of the
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congressional roll call agenda,” religion does not appear to play a significant role in
congressional political polarization (McCarty, Poole, and Rosenthal 2008, 98-99).
Apart from increasing policy-based polarization, Drollinger’s religio-political discourses
have the potential to exacerbate affective polarization among members of Congress. Indeed,
media reports decrying an increasingly “toxic atmosphere” in the House of Representatives and
“roiling animosity” among members (Fox 2021) demonstrate the urgent need for more research
into this previously unexplored area. One qualitative example that offers tentative support to the
claim that Drollinger’s religio-political discourse linking Democrats and the Democratic
Platform to the ultimate source of evil, Satan, might have the potential to increase affective
polarization among his members, is the now famous incident in which Republican
Representatives Ted Yoho (FL-03) and Roger Williams (TX-25), both members of Drollinger’s
House Bible Study, verbally accosted Representative Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez on the Capitol
steps.
According to Ocasio-Cortez and independent reporters nearby, Yoho began by calling
Ocasio-Cortez “disgusting” for claiming that the recent rise in New York crime was connected to
poverty and economic marginalization, declaring her “out of her freaking mind” (Lillis 2020).
Williams then began nonsensically yelling at her about “protestors throwing urine” (Smith
2020). Through it all Ocasio-Cortez, tried to calm both down, at one point calling Yoho “rude.”
The exchange ended with Yoho calling Ocasio-Cortez a “fucking bitch” as he walked away.
Ocasio-Cortez, infamous in conservative circles for her tireless advocacy of progressive policy
and biting social media commentary, later told CNN that she had “never had that kind of abrupt,
disgusting kind of disrespect levied at me” (Lillis 2020).
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In his short “apology” speech to the House about the incident, Yoho denied calling
Ocasio-Cortez “disgusting” or a “fucking bitch,” even though both were heard by others
including reporters close by as well as Ocasio-Cortez, and stated that “while it is true that we
disagree on policies and visions for America...that does not mean we should be disrespectful.”
(Yoho 2020). However, it is also in this speech, that he implicitly connected his attack on
Ocasio-Cortez with his religious beliefs. He attributed his criticism of Ocasio-Cortez to his
“passion for those affected by poverty,” claiming that his own personal experience having once
been a member of America’s poor had taught him that “people in this country can still with all its
faults rise up and succeed” and should therefore “not be encouraged to break the law.” Then, he
concluded his speech with a declaration that he could “not apologize for my passion, or for
loving my God, my family, or my country” (Yoho 2020).
For those unfamiliar with Drollinger’s religio-political discourses advocating
conservative policies pertaining to the poor as God’s commandments and castigating the Social
Gospel as corrupt theology, Yoho’s language about God might have seemed out of place (see for
example self-described “progressive secular humanist” Michael Stone’s bewildered account of
Yoho’s apology in the religious blog Patheos [Stone 2020, “Using Gender Slur Against AOC”]).
However, if we consider Drollinger’s teachings and Yoho’s religious language, the potential
spiritual motivation for his extreme disrespect toward Ocasio-Cortez becomes clear. If Yoho
accepts Drollinger’s teachings and we have no reason to believe he does not, then Alexandria
Ocasio-Cortez is not just a political opponent with different ideas, but an agent of Satan– witting
or unwitting – propagating political stances derived from a corrupt Social Gospel heresy. As
such, her views must be challenged, and she, herself, cannot be worthy of respect. Combine these
discourses with Drollinger’s patriarchal lessons on the proper roles for women and men in
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society and you have a potential explanation not only for Yoho’s attack on Ocasio-Cortez, but
the gender-specific slur he chose to demean one of the most well-recognized progressive women
in U.S. politics.

Drollinger’s Non-Policy Focused Bible Studies: The Reinforcement of Power, Authority, and
Obedience in Capitol Ministries
Ralph Drollinger’s weekly bible studies with the nation’s political leaders provide him an
opportunity to instruct his members on the biblical interpretations of his unified inequality
gospel, advancing economic and social conservatism. These studies have titles clearly linked to
public policy: “What the Bible Says About Our Illegal Immigration Problem,” “Clarity
Regarding Same Sex Marriage,’ and “Solomon’s Advice on How to Eliminate a $20.5 trillion
National Debt.” However, other lessons - expository analyses of the books of the Bible or
specific theological concepts - have other different but related purposes: to reinforce the
founding religio-political discourses of Capitol Ministries, bind his members more closely to
Capitol Ministries, and increase their obedience to his biblical interpretations. A close analysis of
two of his studies, one on an obscure Old Testament Book, the Book of Haggai, and another on
the theological concept known in evangelical circles especially as the “Bema Seat judgement,”
entitled “Better Understanding the Believer’s Future Judgment,” (Drollinger 2021, “Better
Understanding”) illustrates how the content of these studies reinforces Drollinger’s authority and
advances Capitol Ministries overall goals.
At first glance, Drollinger’s study on the Book of Haggai, entitled “What Would Haggai
Say to D.C. Office-Holders?” appears to be a simple Jeremiad - an American tradition stretching
back to the Puritans. According to the eminent historian of Puritanism, Perry Miller, by 1650
Puritan ministers had begun preaching a specific sermon, known as the Jeremiad (named after
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the biblical prophet Jeremiah) in which they argued God was collectively punishing Puritan
society for failing to accomplish its divine mission in the “New World” (Howard-Pitney 1986,
481-482). As Jill Lepore has argued, Native American warfare and deadly attacks were routinely
depicted by Puritan ministers as forms of God’s divine punishment for spiritual declension and
societal corruption (Lepore 1998, 99 and 102). In many ways, Drollinger’s October 2020 study is
a modern-day Jeremiad, in which he frames the COVID-19 Pandemic, “a cold war with China,”
and “a nuclear Iran,” as divine punishments brought by God to force spiritual regeneration.
According to Drollinger, similar to Judah who was punished by God with a drought for refusing
to rebuild God’s temple after returning from Babylonian captivity, America was also
experiencing God’s divine punishment for its disobedience (Drollinger 2020, “What Would
Haggai,” 1).
Yet, upon close analysis, Drollinger’s interpretation of Haggai departs from the
traditional Puritan Jeremiad in one important interpretive twist. This twist revolves around the
question: whose disobedience was God really punishing? Whereas his Puritan predecessors cast
blame on the entire disobedient society, Drollinger answers this question differently, relying on a
tortured interpretation of Haggai that focuses on the actions of Judah’s leaders. Indeed,
Drollinger urges his readers, themselves White House staffers, Cabinet members, and members
of Congress, to “especially take note”: “God’s rebuke was not aimed at the 50,000 returnees,
rather God’s rebuke was specifically aimed at Judah’s civic and spiritual leader.” Drollinger even
puts this insight in bold, blue letters, larger than and set off from, the rest of the text of his bible
study to emphasize its importance (Drollinger 2020, “What Would Haggai,” 4).
Later in the study, citing God’s promise to Abraham not to destroy Sodom and Gomorrah
if ten righteous people could be found, he drives the point home. “America has millions of
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faithful and committed Christians! So, the number of faithful believers in a nation is not the
determining factor relative to God invoking His wrath on a nation; it only takes a few to ward off
his judgement.” Rather, the Book of Haggai reveals that “[God’s] blessing on our nation is
primarily determined by the faithfulness of [the] political and spiritual leaders whom [God has]
put into office” (Drollinger 2020, “What Would Haggai,” 6-7). Hence, Drollinger urges his
readers (elected and appointed office holders) to reenergize their faith by recommitting
themselves to Christ in their “heart of hearts” and manifest that commitment by prioritizing their
churches when they are in their home districts, prioritizing “the Body of Christ” in the capital,
and perhaps most importantly “instructing [their schedulers] to block your appointment calendar
in order to participate in Bible studies that honor Him - where the word of God is consistently
taught and there is a full-throated exclusive Gospel of Jesus Christ” [in other words, Drollinger’s
studies]. Doing so will not only help ensure their reelection – “believers in office who fail to
[meet God’s expectations] will often be removed by Him” – but the fate of the nation rests on
their spiritual regeneration: “Your faithfulness to continue or not to serve Him now that you are
in D.C. is the real determining factor as to whether He blesses or disciplines the nation”
(Drollinger 2020, “What Would Haggai,” 6, 9-11).
It is important to remember, however, that while Drollinger’s instructions to his readers
appear on the surface to emphasize the importance of personal commitments of faith –
recommitting one’s heart to Christ, attending Drollinger’s Bible study [in line with Capitol
Ministries’ disclaimer/mantra “we stay away from politics and concentrate on the hearts of
leaders” (Capitol Ministries “Who We Are”)] – his use of the Book of Haggai indicates that
Drollinger fully intends that such personal commitment will be manifested in certain public
policy actions; indeed, for Drollinger, those public policy actions are the key outward indicators
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of real spiritual transformation. In Haggai, according to Drollinger, God exacted his wrath on
Judah for their leadership’s failure to rebuild the Temple; later, He reversed course and blessed
Judah, when their political and spiritual leadership repented and led the people in rebuilding the
Temple. Building the Temple was the expressed will of God, which the leaders disobeyed with
dire consequences. As we have seen in Chapter 3, Drollinger, according to his many policyfocused Bible studies, sees his policy prescriptions – all of them aligning with a socially and
economically conservative agenda – as commands of God revealed in his Holy Word. True
Christians, committed in their “heart of hearts to Christ” (Drollinger 2020, “What Would
Haggai,” 10) will be obedient to God’s will, which means they will work with all their might
toward enactment of this agenda. If they do not, they reveal their unbelief and bring about the
discipline of God, not only on themselves but more importantly on the nation they serve. In other
words, their elite regeneration (as evidenced by support for specific policies in line with God’s
will, illuminated in Drollinger’s policy-based studies) leads to national regeneration (in terms of
God’s withdrawal of His punishment and bestowal of His blessing).
The ways in which this lesson is meant to reinforce his members’ obedience and
commitment to Drollinger’s religio-political discourses are further emphasized by another
section of Drollinger’s exposition of Haggai. As Drollinger tells it, the spiritual and political
leaders of Judah refused to rebuild the temple when they returned from captivity because they
encountered “flak” from the people who wanted to spend their time building their own houses
rather than God’s. According to Drollinger, the prophet Haggai “parrots” and mocks “[the
people’s] ‘spiritualized’ procrastination and lack of courage,” declaring “These people say, ‘The
time has not come, even the time for the Lord’s house to be rebuilt” (Drollinger 2020, “What
Would Haggai,” 4). Hence, when the leaders followed the people – who were misguided and
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encumbered in self-delusion – the result was their [the leaders’] disobedience of God, for which
the nation experienced God’s displeasure and his punishment. But when the leaders divorced
themselves from the will of the people and listened to God’s prophet (Haggai) and his message,
rebuilding the temple despite the people’s grumblings, God blessed the nation and it prospered.
Drollinger’s message to the Senators and Congressmen and women who read and sponsor his
study is clear: I know your staff may tell you that some of the policy prescriptions I have laid out
in my studies according to the word of God may gain the displeasure of the public and thus lead
to potential negative electoral consequences, but not following them in order to placate the
people (as Judah’s leaders did) will have even worse consequences for the nation; forget the
people and listen to me (the Haggai of 21st Century America), fulfill God’s will and the nation
will be blessed instead of punished.
While Drollinger’s lesson on the Book of Haggai tells his members that the fate of the
nation rests on their commitment to Capitol Ministries and Drollinger’s biblical interpretations,
another study makes it clear that their own, personal future fates do as well – not just whether
they go to Heaven instead of Hell, but their “rewards and the breadth of [their] reign in the
millennial kingdom” (Drollinger 2021, “Better Understanding,” 2). This judgement, which
happens to all “believers” – in other words those destined for Heaven – is called the “Bema Seat”
judgment. It “occurs” in the end times, “after the rapture of the Church and prior to Christ’s
Second Coming with his Saints.” At this judgement, Drollinger explains, “believers will be
judged and recompensed according to their faithfulness and obedience to Scripture in this life.
Their reward - specifically the breath of their reign as kings under the King of Kings in the
millennium – will be related to and proportional to their actions of obedience to God during their
earthly lifetime” (Drollinger 2021, “Better Understanding,” 2, emphasis including bold faced
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letters in original). Drollinger asks his members to answer four questions: “Are you preparing to
reign eternally? What will your master say at your judgment? What category of rewards will he
apply to you? What will be the breadth of your reign?” “The answers to these questions,” he
instructs them, “directly relate to your faithfulness while here on earth to what is important to
Him in what He has commanded to you in His word” (Drollinger 2021, “Better Understanding,”
4).
What gains God’s favor? First, Drollinger explains is “obedience to God’s word.” “God
does not look favorably on, and He does not reward those who are arrogant, proud, and
disobedient who disregard His Word,” he informs his members. Other actions that gain God’s
favor are choosing “righteousness” over “evil,” “loving your enemies,” and “sharing the
Gospel.” Drollinger concludes his study by emphasizing that while all believers will be saved,
even those who are “slothful,” “naive,” and who “are so busy with self-centered pursuits,” that
they “have no time for Bible study, fellowship, and prayer...their reward and reign will be less
than the faithful follower who in spiritual maturity is guided by an informed life of scriptural
intake and habitual obedience” (Drollinger 2021, “Better Understanding,” 7-8).
As explained in the discussion of Drollinger’s lesson on Haggai, “obedience to God” is
made manifest by the legislator’s or policy maker’s commitment to and advancement of God’s
prescribed public policies according to Drollinger’s biblical interpretations. Moreover, one’s
ability to be “obedient to God” and carry out His will on earth, in order to gain those “rewards”
and reign with Jesus Christ during the millennium, is only developed in a Bible study that
preaches the true word of God. As Drollinger has made clear in other settings, this criterion is
not met by just any Bible study. According to Drollinger, “Catholicism” is “the world’s greatest
false religion” (Church and State 2018); “theological liberalism” infests the teachings of
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Mainline Protestantism (Drollinger 2020 “Theological Liberalism”). Indeed, he once likened a
rival, non-fundamentalist Bible study to “putting a terminal patient on a morphine drip – they die
slowly, and to hell forever, but feel pretty good about themselves on the way” (Church and State
2018). Finally, even “many Evangelical churches are ‘seeker’ driven,” and “teach watered-down,
feel-good messages to keep the unsaved coming back” (Drollinger 2020, “What Would Haggai,”
footnote 7). Thus, for Congressmen and women, Cabinet members, and other political officials
in Washington, D.C., Drollinger’s Bible study is the only real option.

Conclusion
Since the 1990s Drollinger has expanded the reach of his religio-political influence from
Sacramento, CA, across the United States, to the centers of national power in Washington, D.C.
At the heart of that influence is the Bible Study as Direct Lobby model, an innovative
organizational construct that fuses together personal intimacy and political outcomes and seeks
to advance Drollinger’s unified inequality gospel – economic and social conservatism – by
altering or reinforcing members’ “cognitive scripts” and “mental maps” (Hall and Taylor 1996,
946-947). At the state and local level, especially, this unique structure offers Drollinger and his
Capitol Ministries’ representatives the opportunity to reach and potentially influence political
audiences that would most likely be wary of conservative lobbying organizations in more
traditional formats. Importantly, Drollinger’s religio-political discourses from Chapter 3 –
emphasizing evangelization of political leaders through humble service – legitimate and define
this structure and its personal, intimate nature to the bible study members themselves, important
stakeholders such as Drollinger’s financial backers, and potential partners such as ALEC. In this
way, they serve as “coordinative discourses” critical to the Bible Study as Direct Lobby model’s
success.
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Yet even as Drollinger’s representatives at the state and local levels of U.S. government
adopt religio-political discourses that are explicitly bipartisan to facilitate Capitol Ministries
expansion, the religio-political discourses of Drollinger himself cast Democrats and liberals as
agents of Satan, carrying out a political agenda rooted in the corrupt, non-Christian theology of
“Theological Liberalism” and the “Social Gospel.” Drollinger’s religio-political discourses
therefore have the potential to fuse together what scholars have called “policy-based” and
“affective” polarization. His discourses, casting Democrats and liberals as a part of Team Satan,
not only encourage his bible study members to advance legislation farther to the right on the
ideological spectrum, but to view their Democratic colleagues with less respect and greater
mistrust, as Representatives Yoho and Williams’ behavior toward Representative Ocasio-Cortez
may indicate.
That Drollinger can adopt religio-political discourses in the nation’s capital that more
tightly bind his national members together as conservative Republicans, while his representatives
at the state level deploy bipartisan religio-political discourses aimed at Capitol Ministries’
expansion, illustrates the flexibility and dynamic nature of the Capitol Ministries’ network.
These sets of biblical interpretations are both diametrically opposed to one another and at the
same time complementary; while in substance they contradict one another, in purpose they serve
as complementary “coordinative discourses” binding various target audiences more tightly to
Capitol Ministries and Drollinger’s or his representatives’ influence.
Finally, close analysis of Drollinger’s non-policy-based bible studies reveals his ability to
use ostensibly apolitical or personal topics, such as exegesis of the book of Haggai or
explanation of the “Bema Seat Judgement” as “coordinative discourses,” reinforcing his own
authority and binding his members more tightly to his unified inequality gospel and Capitol
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Ministries’ organizational goals. These religio-political discourses, emphasizing Drollinger’s
members’ special roles in national judgment as well as their own eternal fate, solidify the internal
cohesion of Capitol Ministries as it works to advance its unified inequality gospel across all
levels of American government and around the world.
In the next chapter I move from an analysis of how Drollinger uses the Bible Study as
Direct Lobby model to propagate his unified inequality agenda to an investigation of the antidemocratic implications of his religio-political discourses for legislators and policy makers.
These religio-political discourses not only helped elevate Donald J. Trump to the Presidency but
encouraged members of Drollinger’s Bible Studies, including key legislators and administration
members, to support Trump’s increasingly authoritarian actions leading up to and during the
January 6th Insurrection.
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Chapter 5
A Gospel of Authoritarianism: Ralph Drollinger's ReligioPolitical Discourses in the Age of Trump
On January 6, 2021, protestors loyal to outgoing President Donald Trump stormed the
U.S. capitol attacking Capitol Police, disrupting the certification of the 2020 election for Joe
Biden, and shocking the nation. The event, which prompted a second failed impeachment
attempt against Donald J. Trump and has come to be aptly known as the Insurrection, may well
become a “day of infamy” to rival December 7, 1941.
In the year that followed, as Americans searched for answers about that fateful day, one
reality concerning the Insurrection – largely overlooked by the mass media during the attack
itself – became increasingly clear: the central role of religion. In the words of religion and
politics scholars, Michael J. Altman and Jerome Copulsky: “...religion was not just one aspect of
the attack on the Capitol, but, rather, it was a thread that weaves through the entirety of the
events of January 6” (Altman and Copulsky “Introduction”). Altman, an Associate Professor of
Religious Studies at the University of Alabama, and Copulsky, a consulting scholar at the
National Museum of American History’s Center for the Understanding of Religion in American
History, are the co-directors of Uncivil Religion, an online digital media archive featuring
“tweets, videos, photos, FBI files...that represent the various and complex religious dimensions
of the ‘Stop the Steal’ protest in Washington, D.C. and the riot at the U.S. capitol on January 6,
2021” (Altman and Copulsky “Introduction”). The genesis of what became the archive began on
January 10, 2021, when Peter Manseau, Lilly Endowment Curator of Religion at the National
Museum of American History began collecting evidence of January 6th's religious motivations
under the Twitter hashtag #CapitolSiegeReligion. It quickly grew as “dozens of journalists and
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scholars began posting evidence of the role of religion found in “news coverage and social
media.” Altman, Copulsky, and their graduate students then built on Manseau’s early efforts
locating more media – gathering, identifying, and cataloging it to create Uncivil Religion
(Altman and Copulsky “Introduction”).
In addition to the introductory essay by Altman and Copulsky, the archive also contains
“short, interpretive essays” written by “established and emerging scholars of religion” to
“contextualize and interpret a selection of images and videos.” These interpretive essays are
organized into three main categories: Part I: Christian Nationalism on January 6; Part II: the
Religious Pluralism of January 6; and Part III: Religion Behind the Events. As Altman and
Copulsky argue, explaining their choice of title, while Robert N. Bellah sought to illuminate how
“American civil religion - ‘at its best’ - promoted an awareness of ‘the transcendent goal of the
political process,” “uncivil religion’s” role in the January 6 Insurrection “emphasizes that the
power of religious discourse to promote a transcendent political goal can also have ruinous,
antidemocratic, and violent consequences” (Altman and Copulsky “Introduction”).
Just as the “Uncivil Religion” archive represents a sacralized anti-democratic discourse
on the ground, in this chapter I argue that Drollinger’s religio-political discourses represent an
“uncivil religion” from above. To that end, I explore how Ralph Drollinger’s religio-political
discourses helped lift the not particularly religious and even profane Donald Trump to power and
cemented Trump’s authority among Drollinger's bible study members, including members of
Trump’s administration and members of Congress who facilitated Trump’s increasingly
authoritarian behavior, ultimately abetting his efforts to remain in power by delegitimizing the
2020 presidential election. Then, in the wake of the Insurrection, Drollinger’s religio-political
discourse blaming the Insurrection on manifestations of “theological liberalism” in the Capitol
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served to deflect attention from the root causes of the attack, allowing members of his studies
who facilitated Trump’s authoritarian power grab to wash their hands of its violent, deadly
consequences. In all these ways, Drollinger’s elite-targeted religio-political discourses, similar to
those of the “uncivil religion” displayed on the ground on January 6th, contributed to Trump’s
authoritarianism and the erosion of democratic norms in American politics during his presidency.
And as we will see in Chapter 7, this approach to democracy is the polar opposite of that of the
New Poor People’s Campaign.

Donald Trump as Sampson and the Protection of the Tribe
On the day of the 2016 Presidential Election, Ralph Drollinger appeared on the Frank
Sontag Radio Show on the conservative Christian KKLA radio station to talk about the choice
facing Christian voters. During the show, at Sontag’s prompting, Drollinger aimed his powers of
biblical persuasion directly at the conservative evangelical Christian who would never vote for a
Democrat, but just could not bring themselves to cast their ballots for Donald Trump, a man they
viewed as morally compromised in many ways. Thus, they planned to stay home this election,
pray, and leave these political matters in God’s hands. Drollinger, of course, strongly disagreed
with these “sanctimonious Christians.” First, he informed them that Romans 13 commanded
them to submit to all governmental authorities – and the government, he claimed, wanted them to
vote. Thus, Romans 13 commanded these Christians to vote and if they did not, they were
“living in sin.” As to who they should vote for, though Drollinger cast Clinton as a “theological
liberal” dedicated to the corrupt theology of the Social Gospel – and therefore “no Christian at
all” – he was also clear that he was not telling Christians to vote for Donald Trump only as a
“lesser of two evils” (Sontag November 2016).
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To the contrary, Drollinger strongly believed that God had chosen Trump as the perfect
man for the job. Many Christians, he explained, made the mistake of conflating the qualifications
for leadership in the institution of the Church found in First Timothy 3:1-1340 and Titus 1:1-941
with qualifications for leadership of the State. But, he continued, the Bible does not clearly lay

First Timothy 3 (NIV): 1Here is a trustworthy saying: Whoever aspires to be an overseer desires a noble
task. 2 Now the overseer is to be above reproach, faithful to his wife, temperate, self-controlled, respectable,
hospitable, able to teach, 3 not given to drunkenness, not violent but gentle, not quarrelsome, not a lover of
money. 4 He must manage his own family well and see that his children obey him, and he must do so in a manner
worthy of full[a] respect. 5 (If anyone does not know how to manage his own family, how can he take care of God’s
church?) 6 He must not be a recent convert, or he may become conceited and fall under the same judgment as the
devil. 7 He must also have a good reputation with outsiders, so that he will not fall into disgrace and into the devil’s
trap.
40

8 In the same way, deacons[b] are to be worthy of respect, sincere, not indulging in much wine, and not pursuing
dishonest gain. 9 They must keep hold of the deep truths of the faith with a clear conscience. 10 They must first be
tested; and then if there is nothing against them, let them serve as deacons.
11 In the same way, the women[c] are to be worthy of respect, not malicious talkers but temperate and trustworthy
in everything.
12 A deacon must be faithful to his wife and must manage his children and his household well. 13 Those who have
served well gain an excellent standing and great assurance in their faith in Christ Jesus.
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Titus 1 (NIV): 1 Paul, a servant of God and an apostle of Jesus Christ to further the faith of God’s elect and their
knowledge of the truth that leads to godliness— 2 in the hope of eternal life, which God, who does not lie, promised
before the beginning of time, 3 and which now at his appointed season he has brought to light through the
preaching entrusted to me by the command of God our Savior,
4 To Titus, my true son in our common faith:
Grace and peace from God the Father and Christ Jesus our Savior.
5 The reason I left you in Crete was that you might put in order what was left unfinished and appoint[a] elders in
every town, as I directed you. 6 An elder must be blameless, faithful to his wife, a man whose children believe[b] and
are not open to the charge of being wild and disobedient. 7 Since an overseer manages God’s household, he must
be blameless—not overbearing, not quick-tempered, not given to drunkenness, not violent, not pursuing dishonest
gain. 8 Rather, he must be hospitable, one who loves what is good, who is self-controlled, upright, holy and
disciplined. 9 He must hold firmly to the trustworthy message as it has been taught, so that he can encourage others
by sound doctrine and refute those who oppose it.
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out qualifications for leadership of the institution of the State; instead, the best it offers is a clear
statement of the State’s purpose found in Romans 13 and First Peter 2:13-4: “to reward those
who do good and punish those who do evil.” “The State,” he asserts, which the Bible says, “does
not carry the sword for nothing,” is the “corporate avenger of God’s wrath” (Sontag November
2016). Thus, who better to fulfill this task than Trump, a modern-day Sampson – “a man with
indefatigable strength...issues with his hair...a teetotaler...but also a man who is going to be weak
when it comes to women and...have an avenging edge.” Just as “God raised up Sampson” for
leadership, Drollinger believed “God [is] answering our prayers and raising up a great leader” in
Trump. Later, quoting Proverbs 14:4 – “where no oxen are the manger is clean, but much
increase comes through the strength of the ox” – Drollinger argues that this wisdom about
political leaders, given to Israel’s King Solomon by his father Rehoboam, should help Christians
accept Donald Trump. “Trump’s going to bang around; make a lot of noise; and do a lot of
things wrong but he’s going to be very effective,” Drollinger concludes (Sontag November
2016).
As is clear from his statements, for Drollinger the key relationship in government is
between force and submission. Voting is not an obligation of citizenship or an expression of
political power; it is an act of submission to authority, spiritual and earthly. Political leaders are
strongmen, who like the ox, will break things and make a mess, but their brute strength can be
used to accomplish one’s goals. Strength is their greatest attribute; compulsion not persuasion
their method. As journalist Katherine Stewart has observed, Drollinger and other Christian
Nationalists “talk a good game about respecting the constitution and America’s founders, but at
bottom they prefer autocrats to democrats. Trump believes in the rule of force not the rule of law.
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He is not there to uphold values but impose the will of the tribe [and] he is a leader perfectly
suited to the cause” (Stewart 2020, 45).
Stewart’s depiction of Trump as “the leader of a ‘tribe’” is an important observation and
helps contextualize Drollinger’s above religio-political discourse. Drollinger and other
conservative Christian evangelicals do not look to Trump to provide protection to all Americans
equally; he is there to defend them – the righteous – from evil. And as we have seen in
Drollinger’s discourse of holy polarization, evil includes liberal theologians and their Democratic
political allies as much as ISIS terrorists (Chapter 4; Sontag December 2015). Both are agents of
Satan, bent on the destruction of conservative Christians. Trump is their Sampson – his
“indefatigable strength,” and “avenging edge” make him the perfect vessel of “God’s wrath.”
Furthermore, Stewart’s use of the word “tribe” seems particularly appropriate as Drollinger’s
religio-political discourses and unified inequality gospel share a common trait of “religious
fundamentalism” that Ruth O’Brien has called “neotribalism”: “patriarchal rule performed in a
re-enlarged private sphere” (O’Brien 2013, 83). Thus, for our purposes the “tribe” might be
defined as Drollinger and other conservative evangelical Christians who seek to roll back the
State’s interference in the areas of marriage and the economy in order to enhance their
“patriarchal rule.”
To use another metaphor, evangelical NYU professor, Michael Brown, colorfully
explains in the conservative Christian Post that Trump is similar to your profane, womanizing,
hard-drinking neighbor who used to be a cage-fighter. You might be wary of him at first but one
day he saves you from a group of men determined to kill you because of your Christian faith,
“getting stabbed and struck in the process, but beating them up even worse until they are
subdued and disarmed.” When he is finished, he leaves your attackers with a threat: “If you ever
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come near this family...I will tear you apart with my bare hands.” In a world where “there are
hostile forces who want to wipe [conservative evangelical Christians] out,” Brown concludes,
what matters most is “not just that Trump fights...or even that Trump fights back.” What matters
most is that “he fights for us” (Brown 2020).
To Drollinger, perhaps the clearest sign that Trump was God’s vessel to reclaim America
for the “tribe” was his openness to Capitol Ministries and Drollinger himself. On that election
day radio show with Frank Sontag, Drollinger revealed that he had “been on the Trump train”
since January of that year, when Sen. Jeff Sessions, one of Drollinger’s most loyal bible study
members and one of the first major political figures to endorse Trump, virtually introduced the
pair. Drollinger became Trump’s pen-pal, corresponding with Trump through his personal
assistant and copying him on Drollinger’s weekly bible studies. Though he had never met Trump
– that would happen after the election – through Sessions they had discussed the possibility of a
White House bible study and Drollinger “had real hope for him.” To Drollinger, Trump “felt like
a close personal friend,” even though they had never met in person, and he “prayed for Trump
every day” (Sontag November 2016). In other words, Trump was not only their tribe’s leader but
Drollinger’s access point to the halls of executive power, the next battleground following the
House and the Senate that he hoped to conquer for the tribe. Drollinger knew that while a Trump
win would open the possibility of a Capitol Ministries’ White House Cabinet Bible Study, only
Trump’s direct support, gained through affirmations of loyalty and praise, would turn possibility
into reality. Drollinger’s religio-political discourses therefore had two purposes: one, attaining
power for the tribe through the election of Trump, and two, solidifying Drollinger’s place within
the tribe’s rule by demonstrating his loyalty to Trump.
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I use the word rule intentionally because for Drollinger the input of the majority of the
people matters little. Unlike organizations such as the Moral Majority or Christian Coalition,
which at least claimed to represent broader, larger constituencies, operated according to the rules
of interest group pluralism, tried to shape public opinion, and used potential electoral power to
influence lawmakers, Capitol Ministries relies on elite infiltration, networking and influence
peddling disconnected and often hidden from the public. As Stewart has argued referencing the
work of Michelle Goldberg (Stewart 2020, 74), Drollinger and other Christian nationalists
represent the descendant of a second, often overlooked, side to the conservative Christian
evangelical mobilization coin of the 1970s – a stealth mission of institutional infiltration,
targeting Protestant mainline churches and the Southern Baptist Coalition, wherein “power
seeking reactionaries” laid the groundwork for future “coups” against the “liberal leadership” of
these organizations (Stewart 2020, 74). Yet where these “power worshippers” (Stewart 2020)
sought to infiltrate the institutions of the American Church, Drollinger has created a new
organization, Capitol Ministries, to infiltrate the institutions of American government. While
their targets differ, their anti-democratic methods are the same.
Nor is this surprising if we consider Smith’s “Spiral of Politics,” and the interconnected
nature of ideas to political strategies and goals. Drollinger’s anti-democratic methods stem
directly from religio-political ideas and discourses that are devoid of any meaningful mentions or
justifications of democracy. Not once in the 2012 book that launched his national ministry,
Rebuilding America, does Drollinger use the word “democracy,” and “democratic” is only used
as an adjective describing “republic”. “Republic” by itself is only used one other time. Most
importantly, all these uses are descriptive not normative. Even more telling is a Drollinger Bible
study entitled The Bible On When War is Justified. In this study, while Drollinger does, to his
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credit, condemn “war for conquest,” he does so not based on its incompatibility with democracy
or a people’s right to freedom and self-determination, but instead based on Genesis 11:8 – So
the LORD scattered them from there over all the earth, and they stopped building the city –
arguing that war for conquest goes against God’s intentional “scattering of the nations”
(Drollinger 2018, “When War is Justified,” 5). Moreover, Drollinger’s theological writing is
obsessed with “kings” and “kingship...even turn[ing] the word into a verb phrase as in ‘kinging’
or ‘to king’” (Stewart 2020, 54).
This choice of rule by authoritarian political leaders over the rule of the people is clearly
motivated by Drollinger’s strict biblical literalism. For him, there is no source of truth other than
the Bible, and as James Bielo observes in his ethnographic study of evangelical bible studies, the
Bible is replete with affirmations of anti-democratic models of government. For example,
Proverbs 29: 2-3 –“When a country is rebellious, it has many rulers, but a man of understanding
and knowledge maintains order” (Bielo 2009, 68). However, while Bielo’s subjects – attendees
of a men’s bible study in the conservative Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod – wrestle with the
passage, trying to reconcile their commitments as “democracy minded Americans” with their
“strict adheren[ce] to the Bible’s absolute authority” (Bielo 2009, 69), Drollinger’s religiopolitical discourse and chosen political strategy evinces no such internal conflict.
Kings, strong men such as Sampson, and other political leaders are the targets of his
ministry, not the people of the nation. Nowhere is this illustrated better than in Drollinger’s ardent
criticism of contemporary conservative Christians’ reliance on 2 Chronicles 7:14 – a watch-word
bible verse of modern-day Christian conservatism – “If my people, who are called by my name,
will humble themselves and seek my face and turn from their wicked ways, then I will hear from
heaven, and I will forgive their sin and I will heal their land.” Such theology (the humbling of the
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mass public) according to Drollinger is incorrect and misleading, relying on a false conflation of
Old Testament Israel with the United States. “Mass praying isn’t going to cut it,” he declares.
“Evangelizing and discipling political leaders...is the clear formula as to how to restore a nation”
(Sontag November 2016).
Drollinger’s religio-political discourses promulgate anti-democratic themes, reducing the
responsibilities of citizenship to submission and deferential, obedient discipleship of powerful
elites. Strongmen such as Trump can be used to advance the interests of the tribe, but only if they
are properly influenced by well-positioned, politically connected believers. These believers can
only be effective if they are loyal, deferential, and submissive to the strongman. Such obedience
and loyalty, by its very nature, requires the abandonment of democratic norms in favor of
authoritarian power. However, there is no conflict if this power is exercised on behalf of God to
carry out the fulfillment of his commands; for an authoritarian-minded, biblical literalist such as
Drollinger, the fulfillment of God’s commands – represented by Drollinger’s unified inequality
gospel – outweighs any commitment to preserving democracy and its institutional safeguards.
Importantly, while this mindset guides Drollinger and Capitol Ministries, it also permeates his
bible study lessons. Through these lessons, he socializes his study members – themselves elite
political leaders at all levels of government – into his anti-democratic religio-political discourses.
As his members absorb these discourses, there is the strong potential that they will adopt political
behavior that sacrifices commitment to democracy for the opportunity to influence Trump for God
and the tribe.
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Like Mordecai, Daniel, and Jacob: Drollinger’s Obedient Discipleship Discourse
One of the clearest examples of Drollinger’s religio-political discourse of obedient
discipleship is found in his March 2018 bible study entitled “Four Common Characteristics of
Three Uncommon Leaders.” The study uses biblical allusion to illustrate how public servants can
be effective for God, even when “leaders are in power with whom we do not agree.” Its
beginning, which criticizes anti-Trump protestors for “fomenting social unrest,” members of the
“liberal media” for “hammer[ing] Trump unfairly in attempts to topple him,” and “some who
hold public office” that “have been very vocal about their difficulty in accepting this change in
leadership,” makes it very clear that this lesson is directed toward public servants, particularly
those who attend Drollinger’s studies, who might not agree with various aspects of the Trump
Presidency (Drollinger 2018, “Four Common Characteristics,” 2).
Using the Biblical examples of Jacob, who rose to power as an “advisor to Pharaoh,
during Israel’s 400 years in Egypt”; Daniel, who served as a trusted “advisor to Nebuchadnezzar
during Israel’s Babylonian Captivity”; and Mordecai, who “ended up in the palace of Ahasuerus
(Xerxes) during Israel’s confinement in the Persian Empire,” Drollinger lays out the qualities
that made these public servants “effective” and facilitated their “meteoric rise to power” under
“secular leaders,” thereby encouraging his study members to follow their examples (Drollinger
2018, “Four Common Characteristics,” 2). As noted above, Drollinger does not define
effectiveness as standing up to these authoritarian leaders; representing the will of the people
against them; or calling out their untruths. Instead, effectiveness hinges on one’s ability to
ingratiate oneself to the leader in order to influence their behavior and decisions. For example,
chief among the four “uncommon characteristics,” is loyalty to the ruler. Or in Drollinger’s
words: “Each of these men displays manifests unfaltering loyalty to the country’s civil leader at
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times when it would have been easy to do otherwise. In each case and in due time the kings
learned of their loyalty.” He then makes it clear that this loyalty must be displayed in private and
in public, asking his readers: “Do you practice both the presence of God and the presence of the
King when engaging in private, personal conversations with others?” Moreover, in order to
provide additional Biblical support for this practical advice, he references two selections from
the Book of Proverbs: Proverbs 14:35 – The king’s favor is toward a servant who acts wisely, but
his anger is toward him who acts shamefully – and Proverbs 25:9-10 – Argue your case with
your neighbor, and do not reveal the secret of another, or he who hears it will reproach you, and
the evil report about you will not pass away” (Drollinger 2018, “Four Common Characteristics,”
4).
Hence, Drollinger’s message to public officials is clear: support the King and you will
gain his confidence and even be promoted to a position where you can effect real change. Then
you will be able to influence the ruler toward the will of God. Disparage the king and you will
gain his disfavor, at which point you will be useless to God. Indeed, given Trump’s thin skin and
well-known propensity to quickly change his opinion of people if they offer even the lightest
criticism of him, Drollinger’s advice in this study seems to be particularly tailored for a ruler
who as Drollinger himself has observed, “likes loyalty” (Wiegelmann 2017). The biblical
allusion to authoritarian government is anti-democratic in that it offers the public official who
absorbs Drollinger’s bible lesson no reference points to the constitution and the system of
separation of powers and checks and balances it embodies. The public official is a “servant” and
Trump is the “king.” Where Hamilton spoke of “ambition counter[acting] ambition,” in
Federalist 51, Drollinger offers subservience facilitating ambition.
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The other characteristics are “manifest respect for the king;” “insightful wisdom to the
king;” and “unswerving courage in the face of the king.” The first, reinforces the quality of
loyalty – these “godly men” did not “call their boss names in the media” but “respected the
leader’s God ordained position” (Drollinger 2018, “Four Common Characteristics,” 3). The
second, emphasizes the purpose of loyalty – to push the ruler toward the fulfillment of God’s
commandments. And it is clear how these public servants are to grow their understanding of
God’s word: through their “commit[ment] to [Drollinger’s bible study] wherein the word of God
is regularly explicated and applied in specific to the life of a Public Servant.” “How foolish it is
to miss out on studying the Bible,” Drollinger tells his members. “It is to the peril of your
country, your king, and yourself.” As explained in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, it is important to
note here that for Drollinger “the word of God” and his unified inequality gospel – advocating
economic and social conservatism – are the same. Therefore, the ultimate objective of the public
servant is to use “manifest respect [and] loyalty” to push Trump toward the enactment of
Drollinger’s unified inequality gospel (Drollinger 2018, “Four Common Characteristics,” 5).
The final characteristic – “unswerving courage in the face of the king” – deserves special
attention, because at first glance it appears to offer a foundation for the protection of democratic
norms. For sure, courage is an important quality for resistance, as fear will inhibit action to
protect one’s physical body or electoral position. However, one must also ask, for what,
according to Drollinger, is the public servant supposed to be courageous. Drollinger’s answer is
clear: unyielding commitment to God and one’s Christian faith. As he puts it, “Each one of them
[had] the courage to speak of God’s ways no matter the price” (Drollinger 2018, “Four Common
Characteristics,” 6). But as we have seen in the previous section, for Drollinger “God’s ways”
lead toward biblical authoritarianism not the constitutional safeguards of democracy. Thus, if
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Trump were to criticize the public servant’s Christian faith or try to compel them to convert to
another religion, then similar to Joseph, Mordecai, or Daniel, that public servant would be
compelled by God to resist; however, attacks on democratic norms or institutions merit no
rebuke. Indeed, per Drollinger’s logic, such attacks should be tolerated in the service of the
public official's ability to influence Trump toward Drollinger’s understanding of Christianity and
the enactment of his unified inequality gospel.
Drollinger’s religio-political discourses – Trump as Sampson and what I am calling
obedient discipleship or public servant as Joseph, Daniel, or Mordecai – have the potential to
facilitate American de-democratization. This is because as Keohane and Goldstein have argued
in the context of foreign policy, ideas – in this case religio-political ideas and discourses – can
have a direct impact on political behavior by functioning as “mental maps” or “cognitive
scripts,” (Hall and Taylor 1996, 946-947) which proscribe certain choices while commanding
others (Keohane and Goldstein 1993, 299). While Keohane and Goldstein are primarily focused
on policy prescription, Drollinger’s “mental maps” and “cognitive scripts” (Hall and Taylor
1996, 946-947) guiding his members’ personal and political relationships to Trump facilitate the
erosion of democratic norms in two ways. First, they command protection of the interests of the
tribe through the preservation of the strongman’s power as a sacred duty to God. If Trump
protects the righteous against Satan and his earthly agents, then protecting Trump’s position and
power is transformed into an apocalyptic battle of good versus evil. Second, they encourage the
members to preserve their personal and political relationships with Trump as a duty to God;
more precisely, they allow members who may have other reasons for maintaining their support
for Trump – electoral considerations, donor obligations, ambitions for higher office within the
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GOP – to view these more secular-minded motivations in a discourse of biblically-informed
sacred duty.
I should say from the outset that my examples of political behavior, which may have been
influenced by Drollinger’s religio-political discourses, are suggestive and tentative and by no
means conclusive; furthermore, as I will address, there are some potential counter examples of
Drollinger’s members taking a stand against authoritarianism, most notably Vice-President Mike
Pence’s certification of the election for Joe Biden. However, there are also significant examples
of Drollinger’s bible study members taking political actions that in some way aided and abetted
Trump’s authoritarianism before or during the events of January 6th.
First, among Drollinger’s congressional members are some of the most ardent defenders
of President Trump’s authoritarianism – for example, Congressman Louie Gohmert, who
described Trump’s first impeachment as an “attempted coup” and called for the imprisonment of
its proponents (Shamburger 2020). In the run up to the certification of the 2020 election,
Gohmert was one of the most zealous proponents of Biden’s illegitimacy and the “Big Lie,” or
the claim that Biden had stolen the election, even going so far as to file a lawsuit against VicePresident Pence in an attempt to “force him to interfere in the Electoral College count” (Berman
2021). Since Trump’s defeat, Gohmert has framed the prosecution of the January 6th
insurrectionists as politically motivated and “unfair,” comparing “the protestors” to Martin
Luther King, Jr (Gohmert 2021). In addition to his active public support, Gohmert demonstrates
a key component of the obedient discipleship discourse, enjoying a close personal relationship
with Trump, and claiming to have Trump’s unmitigated trust. “He knows if I’ve got something
to tell him, it's not for me,” Gohmert has said (Shamburger 2020).
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Another one of Drollinger’s flock who is also a die-hard Trump supporter is
Congressman Jim Jordan of Ohio, who Trump once called a “warrior” for his vociferous defense
of the then-president during his first impeachment trial (Larkin 2020). That defense included
unrelenting verbal attacks on witnesses and Democratic members of the House Intelligence
Committee (Smith 2019), earning this unfavorable evaluation by President George W. Bush’s
chief speechwriter and self-described “life-long Republican” Michael Gerson: Jordan is “the
Truly Trumpian man –guided by bigotry, seized by conspiracy theories, dismissive of facts and
truth, indifferent to ethics, contemptuous of institutional norms, and ruthlessly dedicated to the
success of a demagogue” (Gerson 2019). Jordan’s “enabling” of Trump’s authoritarianism
(Larkin 2020) continued throughout Trump’s term in office, culminating in Jordan’s substantial
attempts to deny the will of the American people and keep Trump in power. As the New York
Times has reported, Jordan, along with Gohmert, was part of a group of lawmakers that were
actively involved in planning sessions to overturn the 2020 election. “They bombarded the
Justice Department with dubious claims of voting irregularities...pressured members of state
legislatures to conduct audits that would cast doubt on election results...and plotted to disrupt the
certification on Jan. 6 of [Biden’s] victory” (Benner et al. 2021). Similar to Gohmert, Jordan was
a strong proponent of having Pence refuse to certify the 2020 election, going as far as to forward
a text message to Mark Meadows, the president’s Chief of Staff, outlining the supporting “legal
theory” (Nobles and Cohen 2021).
Meadows, himself a Capitol Ministries member, who began in Drollinger’s House study
and then continued as part of Drollinger’s newly founded study for White House Senior Staff,
was also “deeply involved” in Trump’s attempts to stay in power. As the investigations of the
January 6th committee have revealed, Meadows facilitated introductions between Republican
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members of Congress and state legislators, advancing plans for these state legislators to send
“pro-Trump” electors to the Electoral College even though Biden had won their states. He also
sent an email in which he stated that the “National Guard” would be at the January 6th protest to
“protect pro-Trump people.” Finally, he sent emails to officials at the Department of Justice,
“encourag[ing] investigations of voter fraud, including allegations already rejected by federal
investigators and courts” (Broadwater 2021). These allegations included one theory that “an
Italian defense contractor, aided by the CIA, used satellites to remotely switch votes from Trump
to Joe Biden” (Cohen and Dolan 2021).
In evaluating the potential influence of Drollinger’s “Trump as Sampson” and “obedient
discipleship” discourses, Meadows may play a particularly significant role. This is because,
unlike Gohmert and Jordan, there is evidence that he was not as fully convinced about the
illegitimacy of the 2020 election. These include “text messages reflecting [his] private
skepticism about some of the wild public statements about allegations of widespread election
fraud and compromised voting machines.” Additionally, during the January 6th attack, he sent a
text message to “one of the President’s family members” in which “[he] said he was ‘pushing
hard’ for Mr. Trump to ‘condemn this’” (Broadwater 2021).
So, given these private reservations and his rejection of at least the methods of the
insurrectionists, what fueled his participation in Trump’s demagoguery? Personal loyalty to
Trump could potentially be a significant part of the answer – loyalty inflected with a strong
religious motivation. For example, in a November 4, 2021 appearance on a podcast hosted by the
conservative op-ed columnist for the Washington Times, Cheryl Chumley, Meadows heaped
praise on President Trump for defending Christians and their “religious liberty,” castigated
General Mark Milley, Secretary of Defense Mark Esper, and Dr. Anthony Fauci for undermining
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President Trump and expressed his belief that Trump would run for president again in 2024, “or
be intricately involved in selecting” who would run as the Republican nominee (Chumley
November 2021). He and Chumley cast this possibility as critical to defending the nation from
“far-left socialists, communists, globalists, and collectivists” who “not only seek” to “destroy
America and the Constitution but push out all things God and godly from the public square”
(Chumley November 2021). Meadows echoed this rhetoric in a November 24, 2021, private text
message with Virginia Thomas, conservative activist and wife of Supreme Court Justice
Clarence Thomas, who had urged Meadows to do everything he could to stop the “Left” from
stealing the election. Meadows wrote back: “This is a fight of good versus evil. Evil always
looks like the victor until the King of Kings triumphs. Do not grow weary in well doing. The
fight continues. I have staked my career on it. Well at least my time in DC on it” (Nobles et al.
2022, “Ginni Thomas and Mark Meadows”).
Meadows, who describes himself as the “Chief’s Chief” (Chumley November 2021) also the title of his new memoir – worked extremely hard to obtain a position from which he
could influence the president, lobbying forcefully to become Trump’s Chief of Staff, despite
Trump’s poor treatment of previous occupants of the office such as Reince Priebus and John
Kelly. Furthermore, Meadows, who even as a congressman “talked to Trump nearly every day,”
sacrificed “a safe North Carolina congressional seat...where he had co-founded the Freedom
Caucus and … become a celebrity in conservative circles” to become even closer to Trump
(Cohen and Dolan 2021; Orr 2019). Finally, during his time as Chief of Staff, Meadows – whose
faith led him into politics and has “credited God” with his political “victories” (CBN 2017,
“Freedom Caucus Leader”) – served as Trump’s envoy to conservative evangelical organizations
such as the Family Research Council and the Council for National Policy; one of his key roles in
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this capacity was to keep these organizations and conservative evangelicals in general loyal to
and active for Trump in the upcoming election (Nelson 2020).
Is it possible then that Drollinger’s religio-political discourses, which Meadows was
exposed to as a long-time member of his bible studies, would motivate the “Chief’s Chief” to
abet Trump’s subversion of democracy leading up to January 6th in order to (1) keep a modernday Sampson in power as a weapon against the “Left” and its godlessness and (2) demonstrate
Meadow’s own loyalty in order to retain his position of influence with Trump in the future, from
which he could lead the former (and potentially future) president toward policies that advance a
conservative Christian worldview? Further, could these motivations be contributing factors to
Meadow’s continual praise for Trump and his refusal to cooperate fully with the January 6th
committee (Chumley November 2021; Herb and Nobles 2021)?
Meadows was not the only Trump official with ties to Drollinger to endorse Trump’s
subversion of the democratic process. Former Texas Governor and Energy Secretary Rick Perry
– who as previously stated is not only a loyal member of Drollinger’s bible studies but
spearheads his expansion into local government ministries – sent a text to Mark Meadows in the
run up to January 6th outlining a plan whereby states with “R controlled state houses” would send
“their own electors” to the Electoral College, and then the Supreme Court would decide the
election result. Though Perry now denies sending the text, the January 6th committee has
confirmed it came from his phone number (Saul 2022).
It is important to note that Trump’s election lies and claims of voter fraud did not
originate in 2020 but instead in 2016, when the newly elected president – having failed to win
the popular vote – established his Presidential Advisory Commission on Voter Integrity. The
man who ran that committee, Kris Kobach is a socially conservative evangelical, who in
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September of 2015 was admonished by Americans United for the Separation of Church and
State, for “using his office to promote Christianity,” and “coercing his employees to attend” bible
studies run by Dave Depue – Drollinger’s Capitol Ministries' bible instructor in the Kansas
capitol (Ziblatt and Levitsky 2018, 183; Americans United 2015; Capitol Ministries “State
Ministry Leaders”). Furthermore, the Chair of the Commission, Vice-President Pence, as
previously stated is a long-time member of Drollinger’s study – attending since his time in the
House of Representatives – who, along with Jeff Sessions, was personally responsible for the
establishment of Drollinger’s cabinet level bible study (CBN 2017, “Spiritual Awakening”). In
his “Four Common Characteristics” bible study, previously referenced, which propagates the
discourse of obedient discipleship, Drollinger singles out Pence as a “wonderful modern-day
illustration of a Joseph, Daniel, or Mordecai.” “For years,” Drollinger tells his study members
“Vice President Pence has embodied these aforesaid biblical characteristics, and God has
elevated him to the number-two position in our government” (Drollinger 2018, “Four Common
Characteristics,” 7).
Of course, Pence’s loyalty to Trump and his rule only went so far, as Pence steadfastly
refused to follow Trump’s encouragement to interfere in the electoral count certification, citing
Pence’s loyalty to the Constitution. However, since then, despite the January 6th insurrectionists
infamous calls to “hang Mike Pence,” Pence has refrained from strongly condemning Trump and
his authoritarianism. Although he did recently come out and say definitively that President
Trump was “wrong” about Pence’s actions on January 6th, that was the extent of his criticism of
the former president, and Pence’s declaration only came after weeks of attacks from Trump
(Contorno and Bradner 2022; Samuels 2022; Litman 2022). At other times, Pence has more
affably stated that he and Trump have talked many times since leaving office, and that they
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“would likely never see eye to eye” on January 6th and Pence’s decision (Samuels 2022). More
importantly, Pence has actively endorsed Trump’s “Big Lie” in a recent op-ed advocating for
state-level voter suppression laws, in which he characterizes the 2020 election as one “marked by
significant voting irregularities and numerous instances of officials setting aside state election
law,” and proclaims that he “share[s] the concerns of millions of Americans about the integrity
of the 2020 election” (Pence 2021).
What explains Pence’s reticence to speak badly of the former president while actively
propagating his anti-democratic misinformation? First, one must consider Pence’s clear ambition
to ascend to the Presidency. As media accounts have noted, Pence’s careful language represents
his attempt to balance justifying his actions on January 6th with not completely alienating the
GOP base, which is extremely supportive of the former president (Lerer 2022).
Similarly, what Lawrence Dodd called the “quest for power,” (Dodd 1977) and Trump’s
decisive role in such a quest, surely motivates Gohmert and Jordan’s staunch defense of Trump
as well. Gohmert is currently seeking the Texas Attorney General position (Hardy 2022) and
Jordan, though he has thus far proclaimed his loyalty to Speaker Kevin McCarthy, did seek the
House speakership in 2018 before Republicans lost control, and could oust McCarthy to become
Speaker of the House if Republicans win control back in the 2022 midterms (Vakil 2022). While
Meadows does not seem to have ambitions for higher office at present, his continued loyalty to
Trump despite his reservations about the violence of January 6th – in particular, his recent
refusal to cooperate with the House committee’s investigation – may very well have its roots in a
“quest for donors”. It is certainly notable that “Trump’s Political Action Committee donated one
million dollars to the Conservative Partnership Institute, a conservative non-profit where
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[Meadows] is a senior partner, just a few weeks after a congressional probe into [January 6th]
was announced” (Kaplan 2022).
However, do these very probable, ostensibly secular motivations negate the potential
influence of Drollinger’s sacred discourses, or is a more complex, multi-causal explanation
possible? Can we consider the importance of causal variables such as ambition for higher office
or a need for political donors, and still recognize the vital role faith plays in the lives of these
political actors?
John W. Kingdon’s understanding of how to assess the relationship of “ideas” and “selfinterest” in determining congressional behavior suggests that we can. As previously explained in
Chapter 4, Kingdon has argued that self-interest and ideas or the discourses ideas generate
should not be seen as mutually exclusive but mutually constituted and in many cases inseparable
(Kingdon 1993, 82). Drollinger’s religio-political discourses – Trump as Sampson or obedient
discipleship – are not rhetorical cover for truer, secular motives. They are instead intricately
entwined with self-interest, part of a worldview that reinforces and elides more self-oriented
drivers, while allowing the political actors themselves and other faith-oriented stakeholders to
view earthly political behavior as part of God's greater plan. As God’s servants carrying out His
will in the earthly realm, Jim Jordan, Louis Gohmert, Mark Meadows, and Mike Pence are
moving up the “ladder of power” (Dodd 1977) not to advance themselves but God’s kingdom,
and their relationship with Trump – his influence and his money – is key to their success and
ability to fulfill God’s commands. Furthermore, as long as he is influenced by “true believers,”
Trump remains an invaluable part of the tribe – a unique instrument of God’s wrath and
protection against the tribe’s enemies: godless secularists and theological liberals, who are
earthly tools of Satan. To maintain that influence over Trump, “true believers” must practice
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deference and loyalty to the “King” above all else. Finally, Drollinger’s obedient discipleship
discourse offers the possibility that God will reward loyalty to the “earthly King” with greater
positions of power and influence, thus bringing the mutually constituted relationship between
self-interest and biblical interpretation, full circle – a circle that sacrifices democratic norms on
the altar of tribal loyalty and sacralized personal ambition.

“The Lifting of God’s Sovereign, Restraining Grace”: Drollinger’s Discourse of Insurrection
Deflection
In the wake of January 6th, Drollinger issued no statement or study specifically
condemning the protestors and the violence they committed. Indeed, he has said and written
extraordinarily little about that day with one exception: a short statement posted to the Capitol
Ministries website three days after the Insurrection on January 9th entitled “A Timely Word from
CapMin’s President on State Chaplains and ‘State’ Prayers.” This statement, despite its brevity,
deserves close analysis as much for its silences as for its substantive arguments. Importantly, it is
not a celebration of the protestors and their actions. Drollinger does not hail the insurrectionists
as part of God's tribe, defending God’s instrument - “Trump as Sampson” - from godless liberals
who are stealing the election at the command of Satan. Instead, he frames his opening words as
explanatory. Thus, in the following statement, Drollinger is only helping his members to
understand the clear cause and effect relationships that led to January 6th: “The rapid jettisoning
of America’s Judeo-Christian cultural underpinnings was starkly apparent this week evidenced
by not only the capitol building being accosted, but by the more profound underlying causal
effects in the eyes of God” (Drollinger 2021, “A Timely Word”).
He goes on to identify these “causal effects.” First, Representative Emmanuel Cleaver, a
Democrat from Missouri, who Drollinger notes “is also a United Methodist pastor,” gave the
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“opening prayer for the 117th Congress, praying in part to ‘the monotheistic god, Brahma, and
god known by many names and many different faiths,’ before concluding his prayer with ‘amen
and a-woman.’” Second, the California Legislature appointed “Imam Mohammad Yasir Khan”
as its “first Muslim chaplain” (Drollinger 2021,“A Timely Word”). Drollinger makes the
connection between Cleaver’s words and January 6th, especially clear, writing: “I find it more
than coincidental that one day after the House prayer invoked Brahma and other false deities for
the first time in congressional history God’s sovereign, restraining grace was lifted from the
Capitol Building.” He then equates Cleaver’s prayer to “Old Testament Israel when their leaders
too began worshipping false gods,” observing “things did not go well” for them, before
concluding with Galatians 6:7 - “Do not be deceived, God is not mocked; for whatever a man
sows, this he will also reap” (Drollinger 2021, “A Timely Word,” emphasis including bold faced
letters in the original).
Here, Drollinger’s cause and effect proposition is clear: Representative and Pastor
Cleaver worshipped “false gods” thus angering God, who lifted his shield of protection from the
Capitol, allowing violence to be perpetrated upon it and the representatives and senators within
it. Similar to Puritan pastors who cast Native American attacks as God’s divine retribution for
Puritan sin and disobedience to God (Lepore 1998), Drollinger casts January 6th as the inevitable
effect of Cleaver’s sin. Furthermore, just as these Puritan religious discourses elided the real
motives of their Native American attackers – most notably their defense against Puritan
encroachment on their lands (Lepore 1998, 99 and 102) – Drollinger's statement never once
mentions the protestors themselves or their motivations, namely, Trump and other Republican
officials’ accusations of fraud, electoral illegitimacy, and election stealing, which fueled the
insurrectionists’ actions.
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Hence, Drollinger’s statement represents a form of sacralized deflection – a religiopolitical discourse that may have been particularly comforting to some of Drollinger’s members,
who after fully endorsing Trump’s “Big Lie” and going as far as to object to the electoral counts
from various states, then sought to distance themselves from the violent insurrectionists. Take for
example, Oklahoma Senator and Capitol Ministries Senate Bible Study member James Lankford,
who loudly proclaimed the illegitimacy of the 2020 election right up until the Insurrection itself
forced him to abandon his speech on the Senate floor objecting to Arizona’s electoral votes.
Upon returning to the floor after the Insurrection had been contained, Lankford exhibited a
change of heart, withdrawing his objection and ultimately voting to uphold Biden’s victory (Lin
2021). The events of January 6th had a clear effect on Lankford. During the presentation of
“video footage of the assault on the capitol” by the House impeachment managers, Lankford was
seen putting his head on his desk and being comforted by Montana Senator Steve Daines,
another member of Drollinger’s bible study (Burris 2021; Levine et al. 2021). “It’s painful to
see,” Lankford later commented. “Who in God’s name thinks ‘I’m going to show that I’m right
by smashing into the Capitol’? Who would do that?” (Levine et al. 2021). Yet, similar to Daines
and most other Republican senators he would go on to acquit Trump, claiming that “an
impeachment trial for someone who has left office is unconstitutional” (Lankford 2021).
Lankford’s view of his own culpability is similarly conflicted. In an interview given
shortly after he voted against the objection to Arizona’s electoral votes, Lankford explained his
decision arguing that while he “still wanted to get the facts out” concerning voter irregularities,
he could not “in good conscience take a vote tonight that (was) in any way an affirmation of
what happened” (Casteel 2021). Despite Lankford’s desire to separate his actions from the
insurrectionists, Democrats from Lankford’s own state highlighted his role in perpetuating the
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“Big Lie,” declaring that Lankford had “follow[ed] the lead of the wrong person and, as a result
[had] blood on his hands [that day]” (Casteel 2021). Later, in a particularly tortuous answer to
Public Radio Tulsa, Lankford tried to insulate himself from the political fallout of January 6th.
His wording is revealing; indeed, he seems to be debating his own conscience as much as he is
refuting Democratic accusations:
[There’s] no way to be able to actually see that if I’d have done one more tweet, if I’d
have done one more Facebook post, it would have suddenly drowned out the president
and what he was saying. No, I don’t believe that’s true... So, if that’s your question, is if
I’d have done just one more tweet it would have fixed all that — or, as some are trying to
say, if only I would have just told Oklahomans that wanted answers to questions, ‘No,
I’m not going to help you get answers to questions, you’re just going to have to just
deal with it,’ that that would have suddenly quelled a riot in Washington, D.C. — I just
don’t believe that’s true.” (Lin 2021)
Importantly, Lankford is a strong evangelical Christian and a former Baptist youth pastor
who regularly preaches in his home church (Ross 2017). He is also a staunch supporter of
Drollinger and a loyal student who regularly attends his Senate bible study (Wiegelmann 2017).
As the above paragraphs indicate, on January 6th and afterward, Lankford was clearly wrestling
with two conflicting objectives and thoughts: his will to please his Republican constituents,
many of whom were unwavering supporters of President Trump, and his horror at the attack on
the Capitol, which placed himself and his colleagues in jeopardy. By divorcing his own actions
from those of the “riot[ers],” Lankford sought to insulate himself from the violence of January
6th not only to protect himself politically but to assuage his own conscience. As such, it is quite
possible that Drollinger’s insurrection deflection discourse blaming theologically liberal
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Christians and their blasphemy might have given Lankford yet another route to immunity and
self-absolution.
Moreover, while Drollinger study members, Lankford, Daines, Senator Marsha
Blackburn (R-TN), as well as Cathy McMorris-Rodgers (R-WA) were among those senators and
representatives who changed their votes following the Insurrection, certifying the election for
Biden, other members of Drollinger’s Bible studies chose to persist in their support of Trump’s
bogus claims. These included Mississippi Senator Cindy Hyde-Smith, Jim Jordan, Louis
Gohmert, and twenty-two other members of Drollinger’s House study (WKRN 2021; Zhou
2021). For all these public officials – Lankford, Daines, Blackburn, and McMorris-Rodgers who
changed course and the considerable number of Drollinger’s members for whom the Insurrection
had no effect on their vote – Drollinger’s discourse not only absolved them of their potential
responsibility for January 6th but transformed them from part of the problem to part of the
solution. If theological and political liberals who practiced religious pluralism and ignored God’s
commands were the true cause of the lifting of God’s “restraining grace” and the resulting
January 6th attack, then those who opposed religious pluralism and proclaimed Christianity as the
one true faith would restore God’s blessing and protection. It should be noted that such actions
are far more feasible politically for all these politicians than standing up to Trump’s attack on
democratic norms.
A final word should be said about the rest of Drollinger’s Senate Bible study members:
Senators Mike Rounds (R-SD), Kevin Cramer (R-ND), John Thune (R-SD), Joni Ernst (R-IA),
and Bill Cassidy (R-LA). All, it must be said, have taken clear actions or issued statements,
challenging Donald Trump’s election lies and his power within the GOP (Raju 2022; Gonzales
2021; CNN 2021). Senator Cassidy has gone the farthest in action as the only member of
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Drollinger’s Senate Bible study to vote to convict Trump during his second impeachment trial.
Though he originally planned on voting to acquit based on the constitutionality of the trial, he
decided instead to convict, explaining that Trump:
…brought together a crowd but a portion of that was transformed into a mob and when
they went into the capitol it was clear that [Trump] wished lawmakers to be intimidated.
And even after he knew violence was taking place, he continued to basically sanction the
mob being there. And not until later did he actually ask them to leave. All of that points
to a motive and a method and that is wrong – he should be held accountable. (Macias
2021)
The words and actions of Cassidy – who in recent months has continued his anti-Trump
rhetoric, telling reporters that he doubts Trump can win in 2024 and even if he did run, Cassidy
would not vote for him (Mann 2021) – and other political officials from Drollinger’s Bible
studies who have stood up to Trump’s authoritarianism point to two complementary conclusions:
(1) that Drollinger’s religio-political discourses are not determinative and their potential impact
should be balanced against other factors, including a commitment to democratic norms and
unique political ambitions that make opposing Trump beneficial – for example, Cassidy’s
potential quest for the Louisiana governorship (Mann 2021), and (2) that Drollinger’s religiopolitical discourses, while not espousing democracy themselves, can be combined with other
political values such as a commitment to democratic norms or the preservation of the Republican
Party, producing resistance not subservience. In other words, perhaps Pence, Cassidy, Rounds,
Cramer, Thune, and Ernst, placed more emphasis on Drollinger’s admonition to “provide
wisdom to the ruler” and demonstrate “courage” in the face of the ruler’s attempted “coercion”
and “intimidation” than on Drollinger’s advice regarding “manifest loyalty and respect.”
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Do these causal paths negate the anti-democratic potential of Drollinger’s discourses?
They do not. First, the actions and rhetoric of Jordan, Gohmert, Meadows, Senator Cyndi HydeSmith, and the twenty-two members of Drollinger’s House Study who objected to Biden’s clear
electoral and popular vote win certainly point to the potential of Drollinger’s religio-political
discourses to help subvert democratic norms. Second, while Pence, Cassidy, and the other Trump
resistors in Drollinger’s studies may have chosen resistance during and after January 6th,
certainly none of them were so called “Never-Trumpers,” and all of them had previously
facilitated his presidency’s increasing authoritarianism, including voting with all other
Republicans except Senator Mitt Romney to acquit during his first impeachment trial. Indeed,
before his one act of political bravery on January 6th, Pence, himself, was notorious for being a
“yes-man” and ardent apologist for Trump’s continual attacks on democracy and the rule of law
(Goldstein 2019).
Finally, given that – in the words of Washington Governor Jay Inslee – the United States
was “one vice-president away from a coup,” one might have expected a stronger condemnation
from Pence of Trump’s desperate attempt to stay in power (Dovere 2021). He might have
publicly resigned from the administration in protest or at least more ardently criticized Trump’s
behavior, and Drollinger’s senators could have offered more strident rebukes to Trump as did
other political figures who are not members of Drollinger’ studies such as Representatives Liz
Cheney, Adam Kinzinger, or Senator Mitt Romney. Drollinger’s senators relatively weak
reproofs may have many motivating factors, chief among them their desire not to attract the ire
of Trump’s followers and the RNC – as have Romney, Cheney, and Kinzinger. However,
Kingdon’s insights caution one not to rule out the potential influence of Drollinger’s religio-
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political discourses, particularly the discourse of obedient discipleship in mitigating the intensity
of their remonstrations.

Conclusion: “Uncivil Religion” from Above
In the wake of Trump’s loss, conservative evangelical elites sought to delegitimize the
incoming Biden Administration, echoing Trump’s claims of widespread fraud, and insisting that
God would intervene to allow Trump to remain as president despite the certification of Biden’s
victory by the Electoral College. They: (1) told their followers that Trump would invoke the
Insurrection Act – allowing him to declare martial law and deploy troops into the street to protect
himself from those who would “steal” the election – as part of God’s divine plan (Georgatos
2020); (2) exhorted Trump and his lawyers “to keep putting pressure on the Devil” through their
election lawsuits (Wallnau quoted in Fea November 23, 2020); and (3) declared Trump’s battle
against Biden, a “war of Good vs. Evil" in which “Good must prevail” (Falkirk Center quoted in
Fea November 23, 2020). Furthermore, they used religio-political rhetoric to help conservative
Christian Trump supporters hold onto hope for Trump’s victory despite a media landscape where
even Fox News was conceding a Biden victory.
To take one example, Eric Metaxas, a prominent evangelical public intellectual and diehard Trump supporter, urged believers not to “give in “to the lies, to the half-truths,” that are
“everywhere” even on Fox News, which is “just as horrible.” The media, he declared, is
comprised of “people who don’t have a modicum of faith, much less a desire to see justice.” In
such a corrupt media environment, Christians cannot “believe what they see with their eyes or
their ‘natural self’” but must “trust in the supernatural” that God will intervene and deliver the
election to President Trump. Metaxas told his listeners that “The enemy is trying harder than
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anything we have seen in our lives to get us to roll over, to forget about it,” but “just as [he and
other Christians] had evidence in [their] hearts for Jesus,” they should trust that God’s will would
prevail, and the enemy would be defeated (Smietana 2020).
For another example, at the December 12th, 2020, Jericho March, part of the
#StopTheSteal Campaign, conservative evangelicals, Catholics, and conservative Jews, gathered
“to mimic the Biblical story of the Israelite army ritually marching around the walled city of
Jericho, blowing the shofar, and watching as God demolished the city’s defenses, so the
Israelites could conquer.” The marchers, who saw themselves as modern-day Israelites,
encircling “the corrupt institutions of the US Government,” which had “promulgat[ed] the hoax
that Trump lost the election” (Dreher 2020), were bathed in discourses that linked Trump’s
ability to hold onto power to God’s ultimate victory over Satan and his earthly accomplices,
culminating in a speech by InfoWars conspiracy theorist Alex Jones. “We will never give up,”
Jones screamed at the crowd. “We will never surrender. We will never back down to the Satanic,
pedophile, globalist New World Order and their walking dead, reanimated corpse Joe Biden”
(Dreher 2020; Cheney 2020).
As the Uncivil Religion archive has documented, similar religio-political discourses
permeated the events and imagery of the January 6th Insurrection. Flags declaring “Jesus is my
Savior; Trump is My President” were scattered throughout the protestors. Michael Sparks of
Kentucky, “charged by the FBI as being among the first to enter the capitol,” declared on
Facebook, “that Trump will be your president four more years, in Jesus’ name.” “We’re getting
ready to live through something of biblical purportions [sic],” he told his Facebook followers,
and then urged them to be “prayed up...and ready to defend your country and family” (Manseau
2021). Aides of Senator Mitch McConnell, huddled in their offices, heard a woman outside their
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door praying “for the evil of Congress to be brought to end,” and Jacob Chansley, known as the
“Q-Anon Shaman,” prayed with insurrectionists on the floor of the occupied U.S. Senate
chamber, thanking his “Heavenly Father” for allowing him and others who had stormed the
capitol to “send a message to all the tyrants, communists and the globalists that this is our nation
not theirs...and we will not allow the United States of America – to go down” (Jenkins 2022).
Yet, while scholars and journalists have documented the religious fervor for Trump
among evangelical public intellectuals and on the ground, they have overlooked the potential
impact of Drollinger’s religio-political discourses on the anti-democratic rhetoric and actions of
Republican political elites, who helped facilitate Trump’s subversion of democracy and
contributed to the violence observed on January 6th. Drollinger’s religio-political discourses,
similar to the anti-democratic words of Republican elites who abetted Trump, are certainly more
restrained and measured than those of the January 6th insurrectionists; yet their potential impact
was and is no less dangerous to democratic norms in the United States. Drollinger’s antidemocratic religio-political discourses helped elevate Trump to power, commanded loyalty to
Trump when resistance to his attacks on democracy was urgently needed, and then deflected
responsibility for the January 6th Insurrection away from Trump and his enablers. While the
“uncivil religion” on the ground fueled the violent actions of the insurrectionists, Drollinger’s
“uncivil religion” and anti-democratic discourses from above helped motivate political elites
such as Jordan, Gohmert, and Meadows to support Trump’s subversion of democracy and
provided immunity to his Bible study members who were also active participants in Trump’s
attempted coup. His biblical interpretations were therefore simultaneously distinct from and
complementary to the “uncivil religion” that fueled the insurrection on the ground; each form of
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religio-political discourse played its own unique role in that fateful day, resulting in “ruinous,
antidemocratic, and violent consequences” (Altman and Copulsky “Introduction”).
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Chapter 6
(Un)disciplining the Poor: Building Power through
Representation and Mobilization in the New Poor
People’s Campaign
On October 24, 2021, in a virtual press conference arranged by the New Poor People’s
Campaign (NPPC), West Virginia Poor People’s Campaign Tri-Chair Pamela Garrison laid into
her senator, Joe Manchin, for his opposition to the Build Back Better Act: “Every time we get
our hopes up; every time we think we’re going to have an opportunity or a chance, our senator
rips it out of us. And we’re tired of being disappointed; we’re tired of being let down; and we
don’t want half measures. Here in West Virginia and in this country, America deserves the full
investment” (Repairers of the Breach 2021, “How Do Manchin’s Cuts”). This was not the first
time Garrison, “a life-long, low-wage worker” and daughter of coal miners, had raised her voice
against Manchin’s obstructionism and it would not be the last. On June 23, 2021, Garrison stood
on the steps of the Supreme Court as part of the NPPC’s “Moral March on Manchin and
McConnell,” and in a loud voice called on Manchin to end the filibuster, declaring “you can’t
have our democracy; this is our country; we don’t serve you, you serve us” (Poor People’s
Campaign 2021, “Moral March on Manchin & McConnell”). On November 4, 2021, in another
virtual press conference arranged by the NPPC, Garrison took on Manchin’s rationale directly,
decrying his claim that he refused to include paid family leave in the Build Back Better Act
because he didn’t want to burden his ten grandchildren with the cost. “His grand-children will
have a silver spoon,” she retorted. “He’s making sure of it on our backs. But it's our grandkids
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that we are handing generational poverty to” (Poor People’s Campaign 221, “News Conf. With
Jeffrey Sachs”).
In a February 2021 opinion editorial in her local Twin Cities Pioneer Press entitled “The
Hard Work of Being Poor,” Garrison rebukes those “who think being poor is a personal choice,
or something that reflects personal failings,” declaring “we aren’t poor, sick, injured and dying
because of bad choices. We didn’t choose this.” Instead, she argues, “we chose hard work,
family, faith, and community. But because of bad policies, there wasn’t enough before the
pandemic. Now there’s more pressure on our communities than ever before.” In the same op-ed,
she recounts how seeing the Reverend William J. Barber II “on television preaching” motivated
her to join the New Poor People’s Campaign, “le[ading] caravans around West Virginia to build
support for a living wage, health care for all, safer working conditions, and good green jobs to
replace coal mining jobs that have been killing us for decades.” “We may not have chosen
poverty,” she concludes “but we are choosing to keep fighting for what is right” (Garrison 2021).
Similar to Capitol Ministries, the New Poor People’s Campaign has created
organizational structures based on William J. Barber II’s and Liz Theoharis’ biblical
interpretations to implement their unified anti-inequality gospel (see Chapter 3). However, while
Capitol Ministries has sought to coopt existing power in the service of Drollinger’s organization
and the spread of his religio-political teachings, the structures of the New Poor People’s
Campaign are designed to challenge entrenched power with the voices and votes of the
marginalized, such as Garrison’s, by offering her and other members of the NPPC access to the
political sphere and public debate. If Capitol Ministries embodies the friendly palace minister
who spreads God’s word from within, the New Poor People’s Campaign deliberately represents
the tradition of the prophet outside the palace walls calling on those within to repent. If
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Katherine Stewart has named Ralph Drollinger a “power-worshipper” (Stewart 2020), Barber,
Theoharis, Garrison, and the other members of the New Poor People’s Campaign are “power
disruptors”. To this end, the New Poor People’s Campaign seeks to amplify the voices, opinions,
and policy positions of poor and low-wealth people, challenging the conventional political
narratives generated by policy makers and members of the media.
In the rest of the chapter, I illustrate the ways in which the NPPC seeks to mobilize poor
and low-wealth Americans as a new force in American politics and pressure the nation’s political
leadership to adopt policy addressing their needs. First, the campaign provides poor and lowwealth Americans themselves with a moral language to protest economic inequality in the United
States and the public policies choices that have created their poverty, while the NPPCs
community forums and non-violent civil disobedience actions allow them to overcome their
political isolation from each other and the nation’s political leaders. Second, the NPPC actively
mobilizes poor and low wealth Americans as a new voting block for progressive policies; part of
this effort includes forcing political candidates to address issues salient to the poor. Third, the
campaign works within the Democratic Party to advance its legislative goals – allying with
members of the progressive wing of the party, shaming party members who oppose their agenda,
and constructively engaging and pressuring the party’s leadership. The last two sections of the
chapter address the potential diverse effects of William J. Barber’s religio-political discourse on
various forms of political polarization and the ways in which the NPPC builds organizational
solidarity. As in Chapter 4, my focus throughout is on how the religio-political discourses from
Chapter 3 guide and shape all aspects of the NPPC’s political action.
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(Un)discipling the Poor: The NPPC’s challenge to Neo-Liberal Paternalism
As works by inequality scholars have shown, the policy preferences of poor and low
wealth people are virtually ignored in Congress (Gilens 2005; Gilens 2012; Gilens and Page
2014; Miller 2018). Other scholars have explained this lack of representation by pointing to the
decline of mass membership organizations such as unions and other “fellowship federations” and
the rise of professionally run “public interest groups,” who pursue “upward tilted” policy
agendas, disconnected from the lives and needs of poor and low wealth Americans (Skocpol
2004). Still others have argued that even the “few surrogate champions” the poor have at the
national level have little connection to poverty on the ground and the poor themselves (Miller
2018, i). It is into this gap that the New Poor People’s Campaign consciously and deliberately
steps, elevating poor, and low-wage people such as Garrison into positions of leadership within
the organization and engaging in activism that deliberately integrates national level leadership
with the objectives and strategies of the campaign’s forty-one state level chapters. This activism
uses press conferences, community forums, and non-violent direct action to “build a stage” on
which to “lift the voices” of the poor and marginalized (Barber 2021, “Remarks to the Vatican
Conference”).
Apart from providing institutional pathways to political power, the New Poor People’s
Campaign and its religio-political discourses offer poor and low wealth Americans a language of
political dissent from the discourses of “neo-liberal paternalism,” which have characterized the
American welfare state since the 1990s. As Joe Soss, Richard Fording, and Sanford Schram have
argued, “neo-liberal paternalism” with its focus on personal responsibility, work, and market
incentives functions as a mental “construct,” which “disciplines the poor” by channeling their
energy and effort into individual performance within the welfare system, diverting them away
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from solidaristic political action aimed at structural and policy change. Furthermore, according to
Soss, Fording, and Schram, “neo-liberal paternalism ‘de-democratizes’ the citizenry in far
reaching ways…deep[ening] the political marginality of the poor, channeling them into civic
inferiority and isolation” (Soss, Fording, and Schram 2011, 5, 8-9, 16). By contrast, as Chapter 3
argued, the religio-political ideas and biblical interpretations of the New Poor People’s
Campaign, Barber, and Theoharis – to paraphrase Soss, Fording, and Schram’s language – are
designed to “undiscipline” the poor and end their “political marginality” by placing poor
Americans at the center of a campaign to change the structural and policy-based sources of
poverty. The biblical interpretations of the New Poor People’s Campaign challenge the
shibboleths of neo-liberal paternalism: the poor are not poor because of moral failing and lack of
personal responsibility and initiative; instead, poverty is caused by “legislators who legislate
evil…rob the poor of their rights and make women and children their prey” (Isaiah 10:1) through
policy decisions that can be changed given enough political mobilization and pressure.
Moreover, the poor are not lazy, apathetic burdens on society but the redeemers of
society, chosen by God to lead a social movement aimed at bringing true social and economic
justice to the United States. Garrison’s own statements illustrate her rejection of “neo-liberal
paternalism.” She not only refutes the idea that she has “chosen” poverty, but points to a political
solution to her poverty by placing the blame for her current position squarely on the shoulders of
policy makers such as Manchin who have failed to adequately represent their constituents. In a
noticeably clear manner, Garrison rejects the stigma and shame of poverty that Francis Fox
Piven has argued comes from an enduring “humiliation regime” or “that form of political
violence that maltreats those classified popularly and politically as ‘the poor’ by treating them as
undeserving of citizenship, rights, public goods or resources, and, importantly, that seeks to
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delegitimate them as political actors” (Fox Piven and Maskovsky 2020, 381). Finally, if neoliberal paternalism is designed to separate the poor from each other by channeling their time,
resources, and efforts into succeeding as individuals in the welfare bureaucracy, the New Poor
People’s Campaign seeks to create networks and events that serve as places of political and
social solidarity, where diverse poor and low wealth people can recognize the political causes of
their common economic hardship and work toward their transformation.
These places of political solidarity take the form of public forums and non-violent civil
disobedience demonstrations. At these gatherings, the co-chairs of the New Poor People’s
Campaign, Barber, and Theoharis, as well as other religious and secular leaders advocating
change, add their voices and expertise to those of poor and low wealth people, amplifying and
legitimating their demands. These experts do not speak for the poor; instead, they are “intimately
connected” to the poor and the “social problems they face,” helping poor and low wealth
Americans, such as Garrison, “visualize the type of society [they] wish to live in and then work
collaboratively to create it” (Weil 2009, 195). They are in John Dewey’s words the “expert
shoemakers” who listen to the “man who wears the shoe” – the man who “knows best that it
pinches and where it pinches” – and then propose ways “that the trouble” can be “remedied”
(Dewey quoted in DeCesare 2012, 114).
A community forum held on November 8, 2021, in Charleston, West Virginia, as part of
a series of events designed to put political pressure on Senator Manchin to reverse his
obstructionism on the Build Back Better Act demonstrates this cooperation in action. This forum
brought together members of the West Virginia Poor People’s Campaign, such as Garrison, and
other poor and low wealth West Virginians, with the Reverends Barber, Theoharis, and worldrenowned economist Jeffrey Sachs. Throughout the forum, the stories of these poor and low
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wealth West Virginians were integrated with the expertise of Barber and Sachs. The forum
begins with the voice and story of Hunter Sparks, a non-binary identifying, single mother who
left their state government job because childcare for their daughter proved too expensive and
their bosses would not give them time off to take care of their sick grandmother, resulting in a
subsequent life of poverty.
Throughout Sparks’ account, Reverend Barber gently interjects to emphasize key
messages: Sparks didn’t choose poverty; they didn’t choose not to work, and they didn’t grow up
in poverty. Sparks was thrust into poverty due to “bad public policy” made by “Manchin and
other senators,” who “don’t have to struggle like this” (Repairers of the Breach 2021, “Building
Back Better from the Bottom Up”). At one point Barber takes aim at Senator Manchin’s
argument that the Build Back Better Act could create an “entitlement society” – language
directly tied to the rhetoric of “neo-liberal paternalism.” “This is not an entitlement for you,”
Barber tells Sparks. “All you want is the right thing to be done and basic justice so you can live
and take care of your family; that’s what I am hearing.” Continuing, Barber turns the language of
entitlement against Manchin himself: “I think people … got a sense of entitlement when they
have millions and millions and the voting power, and they think they’re entitled to get up every
day and block other people from the kind of public policy that’s needed – I think that’s a gross
form of entitlement” (Repairers of the Breach 2021, “Building Back Better from the Bottom
Up”).
After Sparks’ story, Barber reads an open letter from the West Virginia Poor People’s
Campaign to President Biden, which criticizes Manchin for not representing his 700,000 poor
and low wealth constituents, but also calls out the president for meeting with senators such as
Manchin and lobbyists, but not groups of poor and low wealth Americans including
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representatives from the West Virginia Poor People’s Campaign. “It’s high time,” the letter
concludes, “we the people who experience the pain and would benefit from Build Back Better,
have the opportunity to sit with you, talk with you, then speak to the nation so that America can
see herself by hearing and seeing us” (Repairers of the Breach 2021, “Building Back Better from
the Bottom Up”).
Following the open letter, Dr. Sachs takes the microphone and proceeds to deliver a
blistering critique of American public policy and the “corrupt” political system that fails to
deliver just policy for poor and low wealth Americans. Pointing to the example of countries such
as Norway and other “nations like us,” that have “free health care, free childcare, free family
leave, and free college,” Sachs argues that America too could “solve all these problems without
breaking a sweat” by raising taxes on corporations. The problem, Sachs contends, are senators
such as Manchin – “mega-millionaires” – “who fight every tax on the richest people in the world
and then turn around and say there’s no money” (Repairers of the Breach 2021, “Building Back
Better from the Bottom Up”). “There’s nothing complicated about any of this,” Sachs exclaims.
“The idea of [Build Back Better] is very simple. Take some of [the money from the richest
Americans that they have reaped from rigging our political system] and help this wonderful
mother have some childcare for God’s sake!” Sachs continues on, describing the disingenuous
media narratives driven by policy makers themselves: “Then, they twist every number, every
lie,” allowing Manchin and others to claim the Build Back Better Act will cost trillions and
therefore is not sustainable, when in reality “the current version of the Build Back Better Act” is
not even “one percent of our national income.” This is the number that matters, Sachs explains,
but it is the number that is never heard. “It’s a game ladies and gentlemen, you know it,” Sachs
concludes. “Manchin’s not confused; he knows exactly what he’s doing…This is our political,
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corrupted system – a government of the rich, for the rich, by the rich” that “denies basic needs to
the people” (Repairers of the Breach 2021, “Building Back Better from the Bottom Up”).
Sachs’ expertise legitimizes the claims of Garrison, Sparks, and other poor and low
wealth Americans by pointing to real policy decisions that could fulfill their needs. As Barber
explained on another occasion: it is always important to him to feature the testimony of public
policy experts alongside the stories of poor and low wealth Americans at every rally and
gathering. Doing so helps the movement confront the “political realism arguments of the
opposition who say, ‘you may not like it; but this is simply the way its is’” (Barber and WilsonHartgrove 2016, 123). Indeed, after her appearances with Sachs, Garrison boldly declares:
“Manchin has rhetoric; we’ve got the facts” (Poor People’s Campaign 2021, “Economist Jeffrey
Sachs”).
Importantly, the press forum and other events emphasize the intersectional agenda of the
NPPC (see also Chapter 7). First, at the public forum mentioned above, Barber deliberately
emphasizes to the audience that Hunter Sparks’ chosen pro-nouns are “they/them.” He wants his
audience and those watching on social media to know that Hunter Sparks is poor and identifies
as non-binary. Second, in a virtual press conference with the West Virginia Tri-Chairs, Dr.
Sachs, and other experts, Barber highlights the connection between systemic racism and poverty,
alluding to a key theme in Soss, Fording, and Schram’s Disciplining the Poor: the critical role
that race played in the selling of neo-liberal paternalism to the public – in particular, the
employment of “race-coded discourses” that in “driving the turn toward neo-liberal paternalism”
in welfare governance, “shap[ed] the governing arrangements that all poor Americans now
confront” (Soss, Fording, and Schram 2011, 16). Barber echoes this finding as he castigates
Manchin for his excuses against Build Back Better, accusing the senator of not only supporting
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policies that in their disproportionate impact on black, brown, Asian, and Indigenous Americans
are systemically racist, but of also deploying reasons and explanations that function as “‘dog
whistles’ rooted in systemic racism.” Similar to Soss, Fording, and Schram, Barber notes the
negative impact on poor white Americans, calling them “collateral damage” (Poor People’s
Campaign 2021, “News Conf. With Jeffrey Sachs”).
These press forums and community town halls have been accompanied by another key
political strategy of the NPPC legitimized by the Barber and Theoharis’ religio-political
discourses related to strategy (see Chapter 3, Sacralizing Political Strategy): non-violent civil
disobedience and direct action. Rallies and marches, often on the steps of the national capitol or
state capitols, or outside the offices of targeted policy makers such as Manchin and Senator
Krysten Sinema of Arizona, embody the NPPC’s challenge to neo-liberal paternalism’s “political
marginalization.” By providing spaces where poor and low wealth people can physically
congregate in social and political solidarity, the NPPC seeks to bring poor Americans in from the
wilderness of “civic inferiority and isolation” (Soss, Fording, Schram 2011, 16) created by the
institutions of the American welfare state, and force policy makers and the media to listen to
their political demands for policy change and economic justice.
Indeed, the tone of these rallies is anything but subservient or meek. At a November 15,
2021, rally in Washington, D.C., members of the NPPC chanted “can you hear us” as they
marched on the offices of Manchin and Sinema, before 16 people were taken into custody for
trespassing outside the Hart office building. (Repairers of the Breach, 2021, “Poor and LowIncome People”). During the rally, the rhetoric of NPPC co-chair Reverend Theoharis further
emphasized the political and economic power of the poor. The march, she proclaimed, was
meant to remind “the people who have been elected – the senators, the congresspeople, the
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president and vice president” that “we – the 140 million poor and low-income people in this, the
richest country in the world – may not run this country but we make this country run” (Repairers
of the Breach 2021, “Poor and Low Income People”).
Embedded in Theoharis’ words and the civil disobedience of the marchers was a clear
recognition of what Francis Fox Piven has called “the power to disrupt” or the ability of the poor
“to create a sense of crisis that will force change” (Miller and Fox Piven 2012; Traub 2019).
Currently, the New Poor People’s Campaign is planning its biggest non-violent civil
disobedience action yet – a “Mass Poor People’s and Low Wage Workers’ Assembly and Moral
March on Washington and to the Polls” scheduled for June 18, 2022, in Washington, D.C. The
goal of the mass direct action: “To challenge and push to change the immoral, scandalous, and
continuous refusal to act and address the systemic devastation that plagues 140 million poor and
low-wage Americans [emphasis in original] (43% of adults and 52% of children) by the entire
Republican caucus and some Democrats – all backed by a profit-driven ideology for the few”
(Poor People’s Campaign 2021, “Mass Poor People’s”).
Apart from providing a forum of political solidarity for poor and low wealth members of
the NPPC, the campaigns of non-violent civil disobedience, and the media campaigns that
accompany them, offer the co-chairs of the NPPC, the Reverends Barber and Theoharis, an
opportunity to shift political narratives dominating the nation’s media by highlighting the hurt
and pain of the poor caused by immoral policy choices chosen by sinful policy makers.
As pointed out at the end of Chapter 3, this religio-political discourse borrows from the Social
Gospel in positing economic justice as God’s command and the mission of Jesus but diverges
from an account of collective sin captured in institutions and structures. Instead, reflecting the
influence of the “Evangelical Left,” the rhetoric of Barber and Theoharis identifies individual
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policy makers as sinners who through their votes and policy choices disobey God’s command for
economic justice for the poor, which is clearly articulated in the Bible.
Thus, Barber has castigated Manchin’s protestations that he cannot vote for the Build
Back Better Act due to its cost and potential impact on inflation as “ sinful lies,” (Repairers of
the Breach December 20, 2021, Barber on “Prime with Charles Blow”) and called Manchin’s
record of “saying ‘no’ to “a living wage…free community college…dental and vision for senior
citizens…[and] fully protected voting rights,” but “yes to corporations and the wealthy and his
own pockets being filled with money…an immoral way to use power” (Poor People’s Campaign
2021, “Senator No”). Theoharis has echoed Barber’s criticisms, taking aim at Manchin’s image
as a moderate and a “statesman” committed to bi-partisan compromise. Instead, according to
Theoharis, Manchin’s support for “work requirements” and “means testing” for the child tax
credit and opposition to the For the People Act as well as a 15 dollar an hour minimum wage,
contradict “his claims that his Catholic faith informs his politics” and “are at odds with Jesus’
transformative work of bringing good news to the poor,” amounting to nothing less than
“theological malpractice” (Theoharis October 1, 2021).
At a December 13th protest outside the Capitol building, Barber was the clearest he has
ever been about the sin of Manchin and any other senator who stands in the way of the Build
Back Better Act. “What’s wrong with political leaders when 800,000 people have died from
COVID today, some 20 million lost their jobs and 8 million people more went into poverty while
billionaires made $2 trillion?” Barber asked. “What’s wrong with you when you get up in the
morning and all you can think to do with your power is to hurt more people?” “You are an
abuser,” he continued. “You’re full of sin. We’ve come to help you get free – but if you don’t
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want to get free, you’re going to get your foot the hell off our necks” (Jenkins December 13,
2021).
Barber and Theoharis’ language of moral culpability is deliberate and calculated. Not
only do they seek to alter the media’s obsession with portraying politics as combat between two
political figures – in this case Biden versus Manchin – by highlighting the policy violence done
to the poor through Manchin’s inaction and obstruction, but as Reverend Barber has explained
they hope to change Manchin’s political behavior by challenging his self-image and the image he
projects to his constituents and the nation. “It’s not Manchin against Biden,” Barber has posited,
“it’s Manchin against his own people,” and “what we know is [Manchin] hates it when he's
shown to be a person who is hurting miners and hurting poor people in his state.” To do this, the
strategy of the NPPC is to shift the media attention from the “backroom” deal making between
Biden and Manchin by “putting a face” on those hurt by Manchin’s policy choices and using
Manchin’s own words to “rile up” Americans across the nation and especially in West Virginia.
As Barber explains, the NPPC’s goal is to “put enough pressure in the front room to force the
backroom to shift” and making “this a moral fight” is key to their strategy (Repairers of the
Breach December 20, 2021, Barber on “Prime with Charles Blow”).

“Waking the Sleeping Giant”: Voter Mobilization in the New Poor People’s Campaign
If non-violent civil disobedience, rallies, marches, protests, and public forums represent
the NPPCs disruptive political strategy in between elections, their voter forums and voter
mobilization efforts embody their electoral strategy and ability to work within existing systems
and institutions. Yet even these efforts, while they pursue power within the traditional electoral
arena seek to disrupt entrenched narratives about the very same electoral system – narratives of
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an America permanently divided into red and blue districts and states, in which poor and low
wealth Americans rarely vote, and elections are won by appealing to the middle-class swing
voter. The NPPCs report, “Waking the Sleeping Giant: Poor and Low-Income Voters in the 2020
Elections,” released by the NPPC’s policy director, Shailly Gupta Barnes in October 2021, with
a “foreword” by Reverends Barber and Theoharis, demonstrates how the NPPC seeks to change
public and elite opinion regarding these narratives.
The report opens with two quotations from NPPC lay leaders highlighting the disconnect
between their needs and the actions of their representatives: Texas NPPC Tri-Chair Denita Jones
harshly rebukes her “governor and legislators” for caring more about “private profits…golfing,
and going to resorts than whether [her] children have heat or drinking water,” and Pamela
Garrison, West Virginia Tri-Chair, boldly declares: “We are tired of being ignored and our lives
left to those who claim to be for us, but who act against us.” It then proceeds to criticize both
parties, declaring “Democrats have run from poverty” while “Republicans have racialized it and
generations of candidates from both parties have largely supported the lie of trickle-down
economics, rather than moral policy that can lift the load of poverty” (Barnes et al. 2021, 1).
After establishing the disconnect between the poor and political leaders of both parties,
the report directly takes on the “myth…that poor and low-income people are apathetic about
politics or don’t care enough to vote.” Instead, the report argues “there is a great untapped power
among these millions of people” who not only “participate in elections at lower rates” because
“they do not hear their needs and demands addressed by candidates,” but also “are less likely to
vote” due to “illness, disability…transportation issues…[and] the rise of voter suppression laws,
all systemic barriers rather than individual failures” (Barnes et al. 2021, 1).
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The bulk of the report demonstrates that “poor and low-income Americans turned out in record
numbers in 2020, accounting for large numbers of the voter population in every state, including
in battle ground states that flipped from [red] in 2016 to [blue] in 2020.” Furthermore, they
“voted for candidates who ran on agendas that would address poverty and inequality [including
support for] a $15 minimum wage, affordable health care for all and federal action to address
systemic racism.” Finally, the report provides evidence that the New Poor People’s Campaign
played a critical role in making this happen. The NPPC “contacted 2 million low-propensity,
poor and low-income voters mostly in battleground states and in the South.” Of those contacted
“more than 400,000, or about 20% voted early” and “large numbers…turned out” on Election
Day. In sum, the report concludes that “organizing poor and low-income voters around a moral
policy agenda that reflects their needs and demands can change the political calculus of the
nation” (Barnes et al. 2021, 2)
The “Waking the Sleeping Giant Report” follows a similar publication issued in August
of 2020 entitled “Unleashing the Power of Poor and Low-Income Americans: Changing the
Political Landscape” by Columbia University’s Robert Paul Hartley in conjunction with the New
Poor People’s Campaign. Hartley’s report had demonstrated the hypothetical effect of poor and
low-income Americans voting at higher rates in future elections. According to the report, in
2016, 138 million people voted out of 225 million who were eligible. Of these, twenty-nine
million were poor and low-income and another 34 million poor and low income did not vote.
The report found these voters “[were] more likely to care about issues around health and
economic well-being.” It found that “an increase of at least 1 percent of the non-voting lowincome electorate would equal the margin of victory for the race for president in Michigan in
2016, or a 4 to 7 percent increase in states such as Florida, New Hampshire, Pennsylvania, or
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Wisconsin” (Hartley and Barnes 2020, 9). Furthermore, it argued “there [were] 15 states total
that would potentially flip if at least 71% (on average) of the newly voting low-income
population voted for the party that lost in that state in 2016.” Importantly these include “10 states
that could flip from red to blue, and 5 states from blue to red.”
The report therefore did not point to the potential increase of any one party’s prospects as
much as it “underscored the evidence…for a more representative vote by income status, and
perhaps…a call for increased campaign focus [by both parties] on issues that matter to lowincome families” (Hartley and Barnes 2020, 7, 9). Barber routinely draws on these reports to call
into question the image of an inevitably divided red and blue America. For example, in a recent
televised appearance on MSNBC he challenged the conventional wisdom about West Virginia
and Joe Manchin’s need to appease his more conservative voters, declaring “West Virginia isn’t
a red state; it’s an unorganized state.” He then pointed out that “700,000 people in West Virginia
[or 39% of WV’s population] are poor and low wealth people…who have not been inspired.”
They, he argues, “hold the key to who sits in the senate and the governor’s race” (MSNBC
September 19, 2021).
Apart from actual voter mobilization, the NPPC has actively worked to force political
candidates to address issues salient to the lives of poor and low wealth Americans. Indeed, as
previously stated, the NPPC fervently believes that a major reason poor and low wealth people
have not been politically active is that both parties have failed to talk about the issue of poverty
in a meaningful way. In the words of Reverend Barber: “Republicans talk about the economy,
while the Democrats speak of the middle class. Nobody talks about the poor” (Kaufmann 2019).
The NPPC’s “Presidential Forum” on June 17, 2019, forced the ten Democratic Presidential
candidates who chose to attend, including front runners Joe Biden and Bernie Sanders, as well as
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Kamala Harris, Elizabeth Warren, Michael Bennet, Julian Castro, Mayor Wayne Messam, Eric
Swalwell, Marianne Williamson, and Andrew Yang, to offer their plans to address the issues of
poverty and systemic racism (Lockhart 2019). As Barber proclaimed in an interview with CNN
prior to the forum, the mission of the “Presidential Forum” was to expand the political
conversation to include the needs and demands of the “43.5% of Americans who are poor and
low wealth” (Repairers of the Breach 2019, “Moral Center”). He contrasted this goal to the 2016
primaries and presidential campaign, in which “not one hour” of the twenty-six debates was
devoted to how candidates would address poverty” (Kaufmann 2019; Repairers of the Breach
2019, “Moral Center”). “Any nation that ignores half its people,” Barber argued before the
forum, “is in a moral and economic crisis that is constitutionally inconsistent, economically
unstable and morally insane” (Lockhart 2019).
At the forum moderated by MSNBC’s Joy Reid, the candidates explained their visions
and answered questions directly from poor and low wealth activists and the NPPC’s leaders,
Reverends Barber, and Theoharis. For some candidates such as Senators Sanders and Warren,
whose key campaign messages center on inequality, the forum was an opportunity to reiterate
these themes or outline specific proposals (Lockhart 2019). For others, such as former VicePresident Biden, a Democrat more comfortable speaking about the “middle class,” who would go
on to win the Democratic nomination and then the 2020 election against President Trump, the
NPPC’s forum represented a rare opportunity to hear him speak directly to poor and low wealth
people and their issues.
Biden’s discomfort with the venue was evident from the moment he stepped on stage as
the forum’s first candidate; not only did he have trouble finding his seat, but his opening joke
about not saying anything “at the outset” other than that he “agreed with Reverend” – alluding to
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Reverend Barber – fell flat, ending with a sheepish “anyways, never mind,” from Biden and
nervous laughter from Reid. His unfocused, and apparently unrehearsed opening statement
praised the New Poor People’s Campaign for “making a difference,” attacked “charlatans” who
pit different Americans of different races against each other, mentioned “gigantic income
inequality,” and ended with a remembrance of the Mother Emmanuel Church massacre, before
being cut off mid-sentence at the four-minute mark (CSPAN 2019, “PPC Presidential Forum”).
During the question-and-answer period, he agreed with Reverend Barber about the need
to campaign in the South, pledged to restore the Voting Rights Act, committed to allow all
Americans into Medicaid, and supported a 15 dollar an hour minimum wage, but seemed to miss
Barber’s broader point about how he would address the connection between racist voter
suppression and the denial of economic justice for people of all races. His answer to Reverend
Theoharis’ question about the bloated military budget, the “lie of scarcity,” and what he would
do to “fully eliminate poverty” referenced his role in ending “American [military] presence in
Iraq,” but offered no specifics about cutting military spending, focusing instead on the Trump tax
cuts and his plan to eliminate tax loopholes. However, while he did not directly address her
question about “fully eliminat[ing] poverty,” he made it clear he was “not just talking about the
middle class,” but the “poor [who] have to have access to get to a place where they can live a
decent life,” and he agreed with Theoharis about the “lie of scarcity,” arguing “we have the
greatest income inequity in the history of the United States since 1902 and … there is plenty,
plenty of money to go around” (CSPAN 2019, “PPC Presidential Forum”).
After questions from Barber and Theoharis, Biden took a question from Francine
Jefferson, a poor and low wealth activist from rural Indiana, with family from the Mississippi
Delta. Jefferson’s question, which reads more like a testimony, highlighted key themes from the
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NPPC telling Biden directly to his face that “poverty hurts” and “high poverty in the United
States is morally wrong but its fixable,” before asking a question that highlighted the connection
between global warming, poverty, and natural disasters, and asking what Biden would do about
the threat of climate change and its impact on poor and low wealth people specifically. Biden’s
answer recognized global warming’s impact on the poor, calling it a “gigantic, gigantic
unfairness,” castigated Trump for stoking racial divisions, and pledged support for
Representative Jim Clyburn’s 10-20-30 program, where “any county that has been in poverty
more than 10 years is where the money should go first” (CSPAN 2019, “PPC Presidential
Forum”).
The final questions were asked by Reid and Barber. Reid asked Biden what he would do
about Republican obstructionism from Mitch McConnell and Senate Republicans, while Barber
asked if Biden would commit to advocating for a debate solely focused on the “interlocking
injustices” of “systemic poverty, “systemic policy racism,” “environmental devastation,” and
“militarism.” As might have been expected, Biden’s answer to Reid rejected her premise that
Republicans were intransigent foes who had to be overcome and highlighted his ability to bring
Republicans to the table through the “power of persuasion” or by taking his case to the people,
but he heartily agreed to advocating for a poverty debate, again praising the NPPC and Reverend
Barber in particular for putting the forum together and bringing the “truth” to the American
people by “showing up” (CSPAN 2019, “PPC Presidential Forum”).
Biden’s appearance and the entire forum is an example of what Barber called “pushing
[poverty] into the narrative” and “forcing those in power to listen” (Kaufmann 2019). The forum
revealed a consensus on a range of issues centered on poverty among the Democratic candidates
as well as some stark differences, particularly Elizabeth Warren’s sole advocacy of the end of the
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filibuster, Bernie Sanders support for voting rights for incarcerated Americans, and Andrew
Yang’s laser like focus on a 1,000 dollar a month, universal “freedom dividend” (Kaufmann
2019; CSPAN 2019, “PPC Presidential Forum”). Though it never occurred, all the candidates
pledged to advocate “with the powers that be” and especially the “corporate media” for a debate
on the NPPC’s “interlocking injustices” of systemic poverty, racism, environmental devastation,
and militarism (CSPAN 2019, “PPC Presidential Forum”).
Due to the participation of many of the leading Democratic candidates, the forum itself
was picked up by multiple media sources. Managing the content and focus of this media
coverage was a deliberate goal of the organizers and especially the Reverend Barber. In fact, at
one point Barber interrupted the proceedings to gently, but forcefully, admonish the crowd,
urging them to “protect the integrity of the campaign” by giving each candidate “the same
welcome and thank you.” “We are here to listen,” he told them, and he urged them to follow his
and Theoharis’ example, and clap for the “people asking the questions” not the candidates. He
implicitly warned the forum audience to avoid picking favorites, because “the media will
misinterpret this, and our issues won’t get out.” “The movement is bigger than any one person or
any one election,” he reminded the audience (CSPAN 2019, “PPC Presidential Forum”).
Though Barber protested that his admonition had nothing to do with any particular
candidate, it is certainly not coincidence that it came right before the appearance of Democratic
Socialist Senator Bernie Sanders, whose fiery rhetoric about a “political revolution” no doubt
resonated with many of the forum’s attendees. Barber’s admonition appeared to work, however,
as Sanders received the same polite but subdued reception as the other candidates had. Perhaps
even more importantly, even though Sanders’ opening speech and answers to questions
mimicked his campaign style, with lines and a cadence specifically designed to elicit audience
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response, the forum’s audience remained relatively quiet and restrained. In fact, in line with
Barber’s goal, none of the media coverage indicated a preference by the forum or its attendees
for any one candidate, and most of it focused on the traditional silence of politicians from both
parties on the issue of poverty as well as the participation of poor and low wealth activists
themselves in the event (CSPAN 2019, “PPC Presidential Forum”).

Working the Levers of Power in the New Poor People’s Campaign
Although the Campaign’s voter mobilization and organizing rhetoric emphasize its nonpartisan status – indeed, President Trump and representatives from the Republican National
Committee were invited to attend the Presidential Forum but both refused to even reply to the
invitation (Kaufmann 2019) – the NPPCs “insider game” is firmly rooted in Democratic Party
politics. Its key legislative allies at the national level are Washington state’s Pramila Jayapal
(WA-07) and California’s Barbara Lee (CA-13). Both are leaders of the Democratic Party’s
progressive wing. Jayapal, who has risen to prominence during the fight over Build Back Better,
was first elected to Congress in 2015 and currently serves as chairwoman of the Progressive
Caucus. Lee, who was first elected in 1997, is a member of the Black and Progressive Caucuses
and serves as the Co-Chair of the Majority Leader’s Task Force on Poverty and Opportunity.
Unsurprisingly, both representatives score exceptionally low on the DW-Nominate scale; Jayapal
scores a - 0.694, making her more liberal than 99% of House Democrats and Lee approximately
the same at a - 0.682.
Together they have introduced the New Poor People’s Campaign’s sole piece of
legislation, a congressional resolution entitled “Third Reconstruction: Fully Addressing Poverty
and Low Wages from the Bottom Up” (See Appendix B). The resolution asserts as a “sense of
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Congress” that it is a “moral abomination that there are more than 140 million people in this
country who are poor, low wealth, or one emergency away from economic ruin” and that the
“Federal Budget is a moral document that exposes the priorities and values of our Nation”
(congress.gov, H.Res.438). It then commits Congress to “center the needs of the 140 million in
laws and legislation” by adopting a range of measures including updating the poverty measure;
raising the minimum wage to a living wage; guaranteeing the right to form and join unions for all
workers; expanding unemployment insurance; ensuring paid family and medical leave for all
workers; implementing a Federal jobs guarantee to increase public investments and infrastructure
in poor and low-income communities; ending all evictions; investing in public housing and
equitable education; and enacting a universal single payer national health care program
(congress.gov, H.Res.438).
To address issues of systemic racism, it calls on Congress to expand and protect the right
to vote by restoring the full power of the Voting Rights Act; establish a fair redistricting process
that eliminates all forms of racist and political gerrymandering; increase polling locations so all
eligible voters have equitable access to the polls; implement no-excuse mail-in voting and early
voting; and in every state; and ensure the right to vote for formerly and currently incarcerated
people (congress.gov, H.Res.438). In addition, it proposes a national commission to study and
develop proposals on reparations for African Americans and a national truth, racial healing and
transformation commission, which can offer recommendations for restorative processes and
reparations for Indigenous and other dispossessed peoples (congress.gov, H.Res.438).
To pay for these action items, the resolution proposes cuts to the Pentagon Budget, fair
taxation, and deficit spending. It also encourages states and cities to enact policies following the
direction of the resolution (congress.gov, H.Res.438).
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In introducing the resolution, Jayapal, standing with Reverends Barber and Theoharis,
invoked language resonant with the biblical interpretations of Theoharis, Barber, and the New
Poor People’s Campaign declaring “Poverty exists because we allow it to exist. In the wealthiest
country in the world, 140 million people are poor because we have chosen to allow it to be so.
We have the power to end poverty.” Lee, a former single mother who received public assistance
while attending college and raising her two sons, echoed Jayapal asserting “we are facing a
poverty crisis in America” (Jayapal 2021, “Jayapal and Lee Introduce”; Lee “Poverty”).
Even as it supports and works with its progressive allies and attacks and criticizes
“moderate” Democrats such as Manchin and Sinema, the New Poor People’s Campaign has
taken a middle of the road approach with Democratic leaders such as President Biden and
Speaker Pelosi, engaging them in an encouraging way, while also firmly holding their feet to the
fire in an attempt to create real policy change. Since Biden’s election, Barber, Theoharis, and the
New Poor People’s Campaign have continually pressured the president to enact the agenda of
economic justice for the poor contained in the Third Reconstruction Resolution, and to hold to
his promises made at the Presidential Forum. This pressure campaign began with a December
2020 op-ed by Barber and Theoharis in the New York Times, entitled “What Biden and Harris
Owe the Poor.” In it, Barber and Theoharis highlight the importance of poor and low wealth
voters in the 2020 election and call on the incoming president and vice-president to have the
“courage” to “resist compromise with Republican demands” and instead pursue “bold policy
solutions” to help the nation’s “most vulnerable people” (Barber and Theoharis 2020, “What
Biden and Harris”).
The pressure continued during Barber’s Inaugural Prayer Service sermon. President
Biden and Vice-President Harris selected Barber for this prominent spot, but the co-chair of the
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NPPC did not come to bow to power; rather, he came to challenge it. Taking Isaiah Chapter 58
(the Message Translation) as his text, Barber called on President Biden and Vice President Harris
to “choose first to repent of policy sin.” Then, “repair the breach” by “establishing justice”
instead of “pretending we can address the nation’s wounds with simplistic calls for unity.” In a
tweet accompanying a link to his sermon, Barber is even clearer, imploring President Biden and
Vice-President Harris to act and declaring, “we cannot accept the poverty and low-income of 140
million Americans…We need healthcare for all, voting rights for all & a moral agenda” (Barber
2021,“Inaugural Prayer”; Barber 2021). In June 2021, even when Biden recorded a two-minute
video for one of the NPPC’s rallies pledging his support for Barber and the NPPC, calling Barber
“Rev,” and committing to some of the NPPC’s goals including a fifteen dollar an hour minimum
wage, expansion of health care benefits, protection of voting rights and the right of workers to
unionize,” Barber refused to “ease up on the movement’s demands” declaring “we have work to
do” (Shimron 2021).
Later, in September of the same year, during Congress’ debate over the Build Back
Better Act, Barber, Theoharis and the NPPC sent a letter to President Biden requesting a
“meeting with [him] in the White House as soon as possible.” In the letter, they proposed helping
the President “offer a moral reset for the nation” by bringing “a racially and geographically
diverse delegation of poor and low-income Americans, moral leaders, and economists to put a
face on the urgent needs of this moment.” By using this public meeting to “lift the voices of the
people who are hurting,” Barber and Theoharis told Biden, Biden could shift the “moral
narrative” from “what the compromise is between so-called moderates and progressives” to the
imperative of “ending poverty and rebuilding…from the bottom up” (Poor People’s Campaign
2021, “PPC Sends Letter to Biden”).
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House Speaker Nancy Pelosi has also felt the pressure of the campaign. Shortly after they
requested a meeting with President Biden, the NPPC sent an open letter to Pelosi supporting the
Progressive Caucus’ demand that the Build Back Better Act be voted on simultaneously with the
Bi-Partisan Infrastructure Bill that had already passed the Senate. Though Pelosi herself had
scheduled a vote on the Infrastructure Bill without scheduling one on Build Back Better, the
Campaign thanked her for “keeping her word” to a NPPC delegation she had met with earlier to
“hold the line” on the “physical infrastructure bill until the Senate commits to also funding the
infrastructure of our daily lives by investing in healthcare, family leave, elder care, affordable
housing, [and] the environment.” They justified this gratitude by pointing out that the vote Pelosi
had scheduled “invites representatives of conscience to take a stand and use their power to insist
that so called ‘moderates’ in the Senate do more to support the President’s ‘Build Back Better
Agenda’ and, more importantly, to invest in the poor and low-income people who are too often
ignored in our public life.” Finally, they called on Pelosi to use her “leadership and courage” to
push Biden to accede to the NPPC’s request for the meeting outlined above (Poor People’s
Campaign 2021, “PPC Writes to Speaker Pelosi”).
Most recently, Barber and the New Poor People’s Campaign have intensified the pressure
on the president to lead the political charge to abolish the filibuster. To this end, Barber and a
contingent from the New Poor People’s Campaign joined the League of Women Voters and
People for the American Way at the “No More Excuses Rally” on November 17, 2021, held in
Lafayette Square in front of the White House. Barber’s speech was explicitly directed at Biden.
“We want the White House to remember,” he begins “that Scripture says Woe Unto those Who
Legislate Evil and Rob the Poor of their rights and Make Women and Children their Prey!”
(Isaiah 10:1). Barber, perhaps deliberately, does not explicitly say the President belongs in this
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category, but the rest of his speech makes it clear that Biden’s inaction makes him just as morally
culpable as those who explicitly defend the filibuster and oppose progressive policies such as
Manchin and Sinema.
Biden, Barber declares must “fight against the filibuster because the filibuster is being
used to fight against us and also to bring down the democracy.” He must oppose extremists such
as Mitch McConnell who “changed the filibuster to put Supreme Court justices on the bench for
life” but now join with Manchin and Sinema to “undermine the life of this democracy and the
daily needs of the people” (Repairers of the Breach 2021, “No More Excuses”).
Biden, Barber argues, must also ensure that the “three infrastructures” are protected for the
American people: the infrastructure of our daily lives – education, health care and wages; the
infrastructure of our democracy – voting rights; and the infrastructure of bridges, roads, and
technology. Most importantly, he must battle against the “unholy connection between money and
greed and denial of the right to vote,” and “racism, sexism, classism and pornographic sums of
money” that the filibuster represents (Repairers of the Breach 2021, “No More Excuses”).
The filibuster, Barber asserts, is not only immoral but “unconstitutional.” “You did not
swear to uphold it,” he reminds Biden, “but you did swear to uphold equal protection under the
law.” Barber’s conclusion makes it clear that he and the New Poor People’s Campaign will not
tolerate inaction on this issue. “We’re gonna’ challenge the President, the Senate – we’re gonna
challenge anybody in our way because the right time to do right is right now,” he proclaims, his
voice rising in a steady crescendo, until he is shouting into the microphone: “Our voting rights;
our voice; our power; our strength; our ability. We will not be filibustered – not now, not ever!”
(Repairers of the Breach 2021, “No More Excuses”)!
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The NPPCs engagement with the Democratic Party in order to shape its priorities and
legislative agenda is illustrative of scholars’ new understanding of the relationship between
social movements and political parties. Whereas previous social movement scholars saw
movements and parties as “mutually exclusive,” scholars in the early 2000s begin to reject those
dichotomies seeing movements and parties as “dynamically connected,” with parties functioning
as “channels through which social movements affect policies and states” (Mudge and Chen 2014,
315). Furthermore, the NPPCs interaction with the Democratic Party lends weight to the UCLA
School’s contention that interest groups and activists – “intense policy demanders” – drive the
agendas of political parties (Bawn et al. 2012). Indeed, as political scientists have noted, since
the 1970s, the Democratic Party has steadily moved rightward as its connections with the labor
movement were severed and the party pursued the goals and priorities of the growing middle
class to win their votes (Eidlin 2016). In line with the above-mentioned theories, the NPPC seeks
to reverse this rightward historical trend and reorient the Democratic Party’s priorities away from
corporations and the middle class toward workers and the poor. To do so, it works both outside
and inside the current political system, putting pressure on the Democratic leadership and
moderate Democrats to support the goals and actions of the progressive wing of the party, which
champions the NPPCs policy initiatives.
As renowned left-wing scholar-activist Frances Fox-Piven explained in a mutual dialogue
with one of the New Poor People’s Campaign’s leaders, Jonathan Wilson-Hartgrove: “electoral
politics and movement politics can nourish each other.” “I have a lot of confidence in raising hell
in the streets and raising hell in the institutions,” she continued, “but I do think we can raise hell
better with more morale with more confidence if there are portions of our electoral system that
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are oriented toward… and are afraid of what’s happening in the streets” (“The Radical
Imagination” 2021).

The Attack on the Filibuster: Politicizing and Moralizing Process alongside Policy in the New
Poor People’s Campaign
Barber’s speech at the No More Excuses Rally represented just one action in the NPPC’s
sustained fight against the Senate institution and those who seek to maintain it. On June 23,
2021, the West Virginia and Kentucky state chapters of the New Poor People’s Campaign led
NPPC members from other states in a “Moral March on Manchin and McConnell,” demanding
an end to the filibuster, the protection of voting rights, and a living wage. During his opening
speech, Barber again invoked Isaiah 10 – “Woe unto those who legislate evil and rob the poor of
their rights and make women and children their prey” – but this time he was clear that both
McConnell and Manchin were such legislators, standing in the way of the protection of voting
rights and the guarantee of health care and a living wage for poor and low wealth Americans.
Moreover, Barber calls on both McConnell – “I’m a preacher; I have to [give McConnell a
chance to come to God],” he insists – and Manchin to “repent.” “Manchin,” he pointedly
declares, “Don’t you let sin block the salvation of this democracy and its soul” (Poor People’s
Campaign June 2021,“Moral March on Manchin & McConnell”).
Other speakers that day attacked the filibuster in the language of moral evaluation. For
example, Jean Evans Moore, a fellow tri-chair with Garrison of the West Virginia Poor People’s
Campaign, linked Manchin’s opposition to ending the filibuster to the influence of his corporate
political backers, declaring “My granddaddy raised me to believe I’ll go to hell if I tell a lie.
Manchin better tell the truth; he doesn’t have to answer to me; he has to answer to somebody
else” (Poor People’s Campaign June 2021, “Moral March on Manchin & McConnell”) Later, the
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Reverend Jesse Jackson, Sr., alluding to the January 6th attack on the Capitol, declared “we come
not as insurrection but resurrection, non-violently, loving, and caring’ as “God’s people, called
by his name.” After Jackson spoke, Barber, thanked him for his participation declaring that in
this fight “we need Moses and Joshua now; we need the vision of old men and young men made
for war – we need everybody” (Poor People’s Campaign June 2021, “Moral March on Manchin
& McConnell”).
Theoharis carried on the moral campaign against Manchin and his support for the
filibuster and opposition to progressive policies in an October 1st, op-ed for Religion News
Service. Attacking his carefully crafted image as a thoughtful moderate, Theoharis declares
“Manchin is ignoring the fierce urgency of now, committing the crime that prophets have
denounced throughout the ages,” before quoting the Book of Jeremiah (the Message version):
“My people are broken – shattered – and they put on Band-Aids, saying, ‘It’s not so bad. You’ll
be just fine.’ But things are not ‘just fine’! Do you suppose they are embarrassed over this
outrage? No, they have no shame.” “Beyond the stately facade of compromise and moderation
that Manchin continues to hide behind,” she concludes, “the words of the gospel speak to the
depths of his theological malpractice: ‘you have neglected the more important matters of law justice, mercy, and faithfulness” (Theoharis October 1, 2021).
As Daniel Schlozman has argued, the “structural limits of American politics” must be
considered in any discussion of progressive change and coalitional democracy (Stone Center
Coalitional Democracy Conference 2020, “Coalitions and Social Movements”). Barber and
Theoharis and the New Poor People’s Campaign’s sustained attack on the filibuster and its most
ardent defenders demonstrates their understanding of the critical role this institution plays in
obstructing the political realization of the campaign’s unified anti-inequality gospel. It also
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illustrates how through rhetoric and direct action, they seek to moralize both policy and process,
using words such as “sin” and “immoral” to describe the filibuster to inspire opposition.
In his November speech at the No More Excuses Rally, which he calls a “teaching
video,” Barber even elucidates the difference between today’s filibuster and the “talking
filibuster” of the past, calling the contemporary filibuster the “coward’s filibuster” where “you
hide in your office and claim you don’t have 60 votes,” while “two in your own party hold up the
entire Democratic platform,” in contrast to the old filibuster of Senator Robert Byrd and even
Strom Thurmond, “where you had to defend it.” “You can’t stand for it,” Barber declares again
directly addressing President Biden, “because you’re not a coward” (Repairers of the Breach
2021, “No More Excuses”). Interestingly, in drawing this nuanced distinction, Barber may have
hoped to leave President Biden with some political maneuverability – allowing him to champion
filibuster reform if not the outright abolition of the institution that Barber and the NPPC
embrace. Either way, Barber’s “teaching video” speech clearly demonstrates a more nuanced
understanding of the complexities of the filibuster and the pathways to its demise than his ardent,
moralistic rhetoric may suggest.
Though Barber and the NPPC are among many progressive organizations, particularly
Black activists, that have called for the end of the filibuster, these efforts appear to have borne
some fruit with Biden’s January 11, 2022 Atlanta speech and his embrace – for the first time – of
circumventing the filibuster to advance legislation to protect voting rights. In that speech, Biden
echoed Barber and other Black civil rights leaders’ portrayal of the filibuster as a tool of
systemic racism, forcefully casting those who stand in the way of legislation to protect voting
rights as standing on the side of the Confederacy – “do you want to be on the side of Abraham
Lincoln or Jefferson Davis” – and the vilest segregationists of the 1960s such as Bull Connor
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(Vazquez 2022). Though he did not name them, the implication of his remarks was that these
obstructionists included two white Senators from his own party who have kept the slim
Democratic majority from eliminating the filibuster, Senators Joe Manchin and Krysten Sinema.
“I’m tired of having these quiet conversations with Senators behind the scenes,” Biden declared.
“I’m tired of being quiet” (Vazquez 2022). While some Black activists rejected Biden’s speech
as merely a “photo-op” and too little too late (Chavez 2022), Barber’s response was to urge the
President to take his message across the country and follow his Atlanta speech up with rallies in
West Virginia, Alabama, and Texas (Daniels 2022).
The move toward voting rights legislation was more than rhetorical. The day after
Biden’s speech, Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer announced that he would force a
procedural vote on two pieces of legislation aimed at protecting voting rights from the current
assault at the state level: the Freedom to Vote Act and the John Lewis Advancement Act.
Although passage of the bills would ultimately fail due to Republican opposition and the refusal
of Senators Manchin and Sinema to weaken the filibuster (Carney 2022), the New Poor People’s
Campaign for voting rights and economic justice continues. As late as early February 2022, the
Campaign continued to pressure both Manchin and the entire Senate to act on voting rights
protections and Biden’s Build Back Better Act. In an open letter to Manchin and Majority Leader
Schumer, the New Poor People’s Campaign told the country that it “held the entire Senate
responsible for this sinful refusal to act that is producing suffering” and offered the group’s
“moral authority” to help the Senate “regain its honor and human decency” (Poor People’s
Campaign 2022, “In Letter to Schumer and Manchin”).
As Barber has said about these ongoing interventions, the timeline for the movement can
never be set by politicians. The fight is over only when victory is achieved (Repairers of the
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Breach December 20, 2021, Barber on “Prime with Charles Blow”). Or as he put it even more
bluntly during a news conference accompanying the February 4th open letter: “Manchin might
say Build Back Better is dead, but the movement for economic justice is growing and building.
One day he won’t be a senator, but the people and the movement will always be here—and we
will ultimately have justice” (Poor People’s Campaign 2022, “In Letter to Schumer and
Manchin”).
“From the Hood to the Holler”: Policy Based Polarization and Affective De-Polarization in the
Religio-Political Discourse of William J. Barber II
As the analysis in Chapter 5 suggests, the religio-political discourse of Ralph Drollinger
challenges scholars of all types of U.S. political polarization to pay more attention to the role of
elite ideas and discourse in creating and/or reinforcing these political outcomes. As
comparativists Juan Linz and Alfred Stepan have observed in another context, “political
identities are not fixed or primordial,” and political leaders can choose to “nurture multiple or
complementary political identities” or catalyze “polar and conflictual identities” (Linz and
Stepan 1996, 35). In the case of the New Poor People’s Campaign, the religio-political discourse
of William Barber II seeks to depolarize the electorate affectively (e.g. by appealing to
individuals based on their needs rather than their partisanship) while at the same time radically
driving Congressional policy to the left, which has the potential to increase policy polarization.
That is, in contrast to Drollinger’s religio-political discourses, which seamlessly weave together
policy-based and affective polarization into a united whole that increases both, Barber’s goal of
creating a moral fusion movement for social democracy that transcends labels of right and left,
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liberal and conservative, depends on his embrace of narratives that deliberately separate affective
and policy-based polarization.42
As previously explained in Chapters 1 and 5, “affective polarization,” has nothing to do
with public policy positions, but is instead rooted in stereotypes and visceral dislike for the other
“team,” originating out of psychology and “out group”/ “in-group” bias (Iyengar et al. 2019).
Thus, to depolarize the electorate affectively, Barber and the New Poor People’s Campaign
direct their moralistic, biblically infused language toward Democrats and Republicans; all,
regardless of party, who stand in the way of God’s command for economic justice are not only
wrong but mired in sin. As Barber has put it in one of the movement’s “fourteen steps” toward a
Third Reconstruction: “We are committed to using moral language to frame and critique public
policy, no matter who is in power” (Barber and Wilson-Hartgrove 2016, 145). To this end, as we
have seen, the Campaign regularly attacks not only McConnell and Senate Republicans, but
obstructionist Democrats such as Joe Manchin and Krysten Sinema.
Yet it is important to note that Barber and the New Poor People’s Campaign’s criticism
of the Democratic Party goes deeper than rebukes of these two senators. Barber has often
highlighted the role of the Democratic Party’s inaction in perpetuating systemic racism and
poverty. In 2020, he declared, “Republicans have racialized poverty, and Democrats have run
from poverty. And we’re forcing them to deal with the reality of it. We are very political, but we
are not partisan” (Curtis 2020). And this commitment to be non-partisan extends to the actions of
the NPPC as well as its rhetoric. As previously noted, though their invitation was never
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My characterization here of the potential effect of Drollinger’s religio-political discourse on political polarization
is only accurate for his bible-studies and publications at the national level of U.S. politics. Importantly, as discussed
in Chapter 4, at the state and local levels, Capitol Ministries’ discourses and messages have the potential to create
affective depolarization among members by emphasizing legislators’ common evangelical faith commitments over
political party allegiance.
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responded to, the NPPC and Barber publicly invited then President Trump, RNC members, and
the other GOP presidential candidates to its 2020 Presidential Candidates Forum (Kaufmann
2019). Furthermore, Barber is not interested in using terms such as Left and Right, or “liberal”
and “conservative,” preferring instead to argue that the New Poor People’s Campaign and its
activism represents the “moral center” of the nation (Vanden Heuvel 2017).
Similarly, when he describes his own journey to religio-political activism, he deliberately
uses the words “liberal” and “conservative” in counter-intuitive ways. For example, he has said:
“God was calling me as a theological conservative to reclaim the language that had been
hijacked by those who liberally resist and ignore so much of God’s character” (Barber and
Wilson-Hartgrove 2016, 30). He eschews other partisan and common political labels as well. He
does not use the word “socialism” or even “democratic socialism” to describe the campaign’s
policy agenda. In fact, when he does use the word “socialism” it is to highlight how those in
political power have used the word to limit the boundaries of political debate and delegitimize
political opposition (Barber 2020, “Division”). While he has been strongly criticized for these
choices, particularly by the Religious Socialism Working Group of the Democratic Socialists of
America, and the Friendly Fire Collective, who claim he and the New Poor People’s Campaign
should more boldly identify with the Left and socialism (Jenkins 2020; Friendly Fire 2018),
Barber appears to recognize that non-partisan, non-ideological language is key to one particular
component of the New Poor People’s Campaign’s moral fusion politics – transcending political
labels and beltway narratives about left versus right to bring rural, white men, in particular, into
his flock.
One story Barber likes to tell quite often, involving Barber, a group of conservative white
men, and two maps, illustrates this hope. As Barber explained to Cornell West and Professor
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Tricia Rose on their podcast “The Tight Rope” in January of 2021, he was once speaking in
Harlan County, Eastern Kentucky – “coal country, we back in the woods Cornell, and we’re told
its dangerous” – and as he often does, he showed his audience of 400 mostly rural white men two
maps, one identifying racist voter suppression by county and another map, showing politicians in
Kentucky who supported policies detrimental to poor and low wealth people (“The Tight Rope”
2021), which overlap significantly. Surprised, one man stands up and says, “Show Me That
Damn Map, again!” The man goes on to say “well, we’re being played against each other” to
which Barber responds, “yeah.” Barber then asks the man, “why do people back here vote for
Republicans?” The man replied, “a lot of folks don’t vote at all because Republicans and
Democrats don’t come back here – in fact, the last Democrat was LBJ.” “But” this man asserted,
“there are a whole lot of us in these hills, ‘Hatfields and McCoys,’ that would vote for a
movement for poor and low wealth people” (“The Tight Rope” 2021).
Making his point even clearer, Barber recounts the study, previously mentioned earlier,
by the New Poor People’s Campaign and Columbia University’s Robert Paul Hartley, which
showed that in 15 states, including many critical swing states such as Georgia, Texas, North
Carolina, Ohio, and Michigan, “if poor and low wealth people just voted 25% higher – some
states it is even lower...Michigan it’s just 1%, than they voted in 2016,” he tells the hosts “poor
and low wealth Americans would determine who sits in the Senate and in the White House”
(“The Tight Rope” 2021). This fact, he argues, scares “the Empire” because they “…know that
eventually there’s gonna be revolution.” But Barber argues to bring about that revolution, they
must defeat the “Southern Strategy” of Nixon and what Dr. King called the “aristocracy’s”
divide and conquer strategy to stop cross-race, class-based alliances against economic injustice
(“The Tight Rope” 2021).
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During the battle to pass the Build Back Better Act and then voting rights protection in
late 2021, Barber reiterated his message, taking aim at “the corporate media lie”, which asserts
that West Virginia is a Republican state, which “Trump won by 40%.” “Trump won by 40% of
the people that voted in West Virginia,” Barber explained. “There are enough people in West
Virginia who didn’t vote – they are so sick of this foolishness, particularly poor and low wealth
people – who, if they were mobilized, they could change that reality in West Virginia and other
states.” Citing a Data for Progress poll on West Virginian support for Build Back Better from
August of 2021, though without attribution, Barber continued: “68% of West Virginians don’t
agree with Manchin” (The Hill 2021, “Manchin Abandoned West Virginia”; MSNBC 2021).
In many ways, Barber and the New Poor People’s Campaign’s religio-political discourse
represents a sacred version of UC Berkeley’s Ian Haney Lopez’ “race-class” message. Lopez, a
professor of law, conducted a study that showed while the “Trumpian racial fear” message –
emphasizing security from “terrorists” and “illegal immigrants” as well as “taking care of our
own people first” – “outperformed two core progressive narratives, one centered on racial justice
and the other on economic populism,” all three of these narratives were “outperformed” by a
“new, experimental ‘race-class’ message that merged race and class” (Karma 2020). This
message went as follows:
No matter where we come from or what our color is, most of us work hard for our
families, but today, certain politicians and their greedy lobbyists hurt everyone by
handing kickbacks to the rich, defunding our schools, and threatening seniors with cutting
Medicare and Social Security. Then they turn around and point the finger for hard times
at poor families, black people, and new immigrants. We need to join together with people
from all walks of life to fight for our future, just like we won better wages, safer
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workspaces, and civil rights in our past. By joining together, we can elect new leaders
who work for all of us, not just the wealthy few. (Karma 2020)
This political narrative which creates an “us” versus “them” dynamic between average
Americans of every race and ethnicity and “certain politicians and their greedy lobbyists”
redirects the blame from immigrants, the poor, and Americans of color and places it squarely on
the rich and powerful and their political enablers, who work to divide and conquer to augment
their own wealth.
As we have seen, one of the New Poor People’s Campaign’s and Barber’s most deployed
Bible verses – Isaiah 10:1 “Woe to those who make unjust laws; to those who issue oppressive
decrees and deprive the poor of their rights and withhold justice from my people, making
widows and children their prey” – captures their focus on sinful political leaders who exploit the
poor for their own advantage. And Barber is clear for whom he believes these politicians are
working, stating that “Only a mass movement based on everyone’s issues can challenge the
Billionaire economic elites such as the Koch brothers and their Wall Street Collaborators with
masses of people” (Sinclair-Chapman and Targ 2019, 32).
For example, Barber and the New Poor People’s biting criticism of Senator Joe
Manchin’s opposition to Build Back Better, voting rights legislation, and abolishing the
filibuster, echoes this focus on the power of economic elites and their political enablers. Manchin
is not a moderate committed to the bipartisanship of the past and political civility; he is himself a
member of the “billionaire class” who protects the interests of the rich and powerful at the
expense of his own poor and low wealth constituents of all races. One of the chants of the
NPPC’s protestors – invoking the Pete Seeger pro-union song, “Which Side Are You On” –
illustrates this political accusation (Poor People’s Campaign 2021, “Whose Side are You On”).
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Indeed, at an October 2021 rally in Charleston, WV, Tri-Chair Pamela Garrison epitomized the
key ideas of Lopez Haney’s “race-class” narrative and Barber’s commitment to keep the
movement non-partisan. “We are lifting our voices and we’ve got them nervous,” she
proclaimed. “I am not a liberal, I am not a conservative, I am an American. If you are not for
your country, for the people, then you’re against us” (Philadelphia Sun 2021, “Sen Manchin”).
Or as the headline on the NPPC’s website declared: “Sen. Manchin: Why be a slave to
corporations rather than be free to serve your people” (Poor People’s Campaign 2021, “Why Be
A Slave”).
In an age of deep political polarization in the electorate, both policy-based, which occurs
more at the elite level than at the mass level, and “affective polarization,” which has nothing to
do with public policy positions but is instead rooted in stereotypes and visceral dislike for the
other “team” (Iyengar et al. 2019), Barber’s decision to avoid explicitly ideological and partisan
discourse is part of his concerted strategy to affectively depolarize the electorate so the New
Poor People’s Campaign’s sacralized “race-class” narrative can have a chance. As Lilliana
Mason has argued in Uncivil Agreement (2018), even as average Democrats and Republicans
have come to agree more across the policy spectrum, their hostility toward each other has only
grown as a greater number of American social identities, such as religion, race, education, and
geography, have become sorted along party lines. This has decreased cross-cutting cleavages,
increasing dislike and distrust between adherents of the two parties. Mason and other scholars
such as Iyengar et al. (2019) have contended that this animosity is grounded in the principles of
social psychology and “out-group versus in-group" bias and therefore disconnected from rational
thought let alone policy considerations.
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Her work recalls the ethnographic conclusions of sociologist Arlie Hochschild in her
seminal Strangers in Their Own Land (2016, 135). According to Hochschild’s “deep story,”
hard-working men and women, standing proudly without help from the government, sustained by
their faith, wait patiently in line for their chance at the American Dream. The line, however,
seems to be getting longer and they do not seem to be going anywhere. Meanwhile they observe
poor, lazy Americans (though Hochschild does not explore this, the subtext here is also nonwhite Americans) cutting in line with help from bureaucrats. To make matters worse, they must
endure taunts from liberal elites ahead of them, calling them racists and denigrating their faith.
The religio-political discourse and structures of Barber and the New Poor People’s
Campaign seek to undermine the affective polarization and partisan sorting that Mason
highlights and the “deep story” Hochschild tells by creating organizational structures where poor
and low wealth Republicans and Democrats can find common cause, uniting in support of a
public policy agenda that addresses their economic needs. Its religio-political discourse
transforms the “out-group versus in group” dichotomy of Democrats versus Republicans (or,
similarly, the “poor and lazy Americans and their bureaucratic allies” versus “independent,
hardworking, faithful Americans”) to the dichotomy of the “poor and low wealth Americans”
versus the wealthy and their political enablers. This shift is meant to challenge the Trumpian
“racial fear” narrative and its “divide and conquer” politics. Furthermore, Barber and other
members of the campaign’s deliberate use of moral, bible-based language and analysis attempts
to enlist the religious commitment of Hochschild's “hardworking, faithful” Americans subjects
that she interviewed in Louisiana in a progressive campaign of economic justice.
Finally, scholarship by Samara Klar and Yanna Krupnikov (2016) points to the
conclusion that by steadfastly avoiding partisan and ideological labels, the New Poor People’s
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Campaign may be able to better attract members, even members whose politics lean Democratic.
Klar and Krupnikov’s quantitative study of American voters who identify as independents found
that most of them are actually “undercover partisans” (206, 107) who ideologically support the
Democratic and Republican parties and vote that way come election time, but stubbornly refuse
to be labeled as Democrats or Republicans, because they want to avoid the negative image that
comes from being identified with contemporary partisan bickering. More importantly, they
refuse to become involved in any political activities that would label them as a partisan,
including political campaigning, sharing political opinions, or persuading someone to vote for a
particular candidate (2016, 125). Thus, Barber and the New Poor People’s Campaign’s “moral
center” rhetoric and attacks on both Democrats and Republicans might appeal to such
“undercover partisans,” particularly those who covertly support the Democratic Party. By
refusing to identify as Democratic, or socialist, or Democratic Socialist, the NPPC may open a
pathway for political participation for these types of voters that allows them to maintain their
non-partisan image while working for a policy agenda they support.
While it may be obvious, it is important to note that the goal of Barber’s and the NPPC’s
non-partisan and non-ideological discourse is not to create the conditions for bi-partisan
compromise between Democratic and Republican lawmakers. Barber is clear that the last thing
the campaign wants is bipartisan compromise, arguing that the 14th and 15th amendments, the
New Deal, and the Civil Rights Bills of the 1960s would not have gone anywhere if
bipartisanship had been the goal instead of justice (Repairers of the Breach December 20, 2021,
Barber on “Prime with Charles Blow”). Instead, the movement uses non-partisan and nonideological discourse to create a new coalition, which unites poor and low wealth voters across
race, party, gender, and geography to push (through non-violent direct action and the electoral
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system) for the adoption of their Third Reconstruction Resolution. However, with the Republican
Party in particular moving farther to the right than it has ever been before (McCarty, Poole, and
Rosenthal 2009), the practical reality is that it is the Democratic Party that the New Poor
People’s Campaign hopes will bow to the pressure of this new coalition and embrace the
organization’s policy agenda, which in the language of policy-based polarization scholarship is
far to the left of the traditional Democratic Party platform. Thus, the potential outcome of the
New Poor People’s Campaign’s discourse and activism is to exacerbate elite policy-based
polarization by pulling the Democratic Party’s Congressional Caucus farther to the left.
This outcome is not incidental to the movement’s goals; it is fundamental. As Barber has
proclaimed: “The Poor People’s Campaign is bringing folks from the hood to the holler together
in a broad fusion coalition that says, ‘We don’t have to accept incremental, single-issue plans.
We all need justice, and we need it now” (Greenwald 2020). Indeed, Barber was especially
critical of progressive Democrats’ eventual decision to allow moderate Democrats to separate the
physical infrastructure bill from the Build Back Better Act. Moreover, he thought that legislation
protecting voting rights, such as the Freedom to Vote Act should have also been linked to the
infrastructure bill and the Build Back Better Act. Speaking on Prime with Charles Blow in
December of 2021, Barber explained “he’d always had a problem with the delinking and
decoupling of voting rights from economic rights,” and that Democrats “should have never given
[Manchin] infrastructure.” In a surprising endorsement of the filibuster, Barber even said “he
was hoping and praying that Senator Warnock would have stood on the floor and said ‘I’m not
voting for infrastructure. I've got one vote just like you and I'm not voting for infrastructure until
we pass voting rights’” (Repairers of the Breach December 20, 2021, Barber on “Prime with
Charles Blow”)
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Had a Warnock filibuster forced moderate Democrats such as Manchin and Sinema to
support voting rights, the Build Back Better Act, and the abolition or weakening of the filibuster,
what would have been the impact on congressional policy-based polarization? While I will leave
a precise measurement of that effect to a more quantitative-minded scholar, using the DWNominate method for determining polarization, it is likely, I suggest, that such a political
outcome would have increased polarization between the parties on both the system’s first
dimension, which measures across a “liberal” and “conservative” spectrum and is based
primarily on votes related to economic issues, and the system’s second dimension, which “picks
up differences within the major political parties” over other issues including “civil rights.”
Furthermore, were the NPPC and Barber ever to reach their goal of enacting legislation to
fulfill the commitments of the Third Reconstruction Resolution, the effect could be heightened,
as the provisions of the Third Reconstruction Resolution go far beyond those of the Build Back
Better Act, which Barber has repeatedly argued is “just a step in the right direction” (Repairers
of the Breach November 4, 2021, “News Conference with Jeffrey Sachs on Build Back Better”).
These predictions are contingent upon a lack of Republican votes for these policies. Given that
not one House Republican voted for the Build Back Better Act or the Freedom to Vote Act, and
not one House or Senate Republican has co-sponsored the Third Reconstruction Resolution, this
is a reasonable prediction.
Barber and the New Poor People’s Campaign’s religio-political discourse is strategic. It
seeks to depolarize the electorate affectively, increasing trust, cooperation, and good feelings
between poor and low wealth Republicans and Democrats, to push policies that if they were
adopted would operationally polarize Congress. These distinct but related goals demonstrate the
importance of Mason’s argument that operational, policy-based polarization and affective or
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behavioral polarization be treated as separate phenomenon with potentially separate causes and
effects. They also illustrate how elite discourse can affect polarization in different ways at
different levels of U.S. politics (i.e., decreasing affective polarization among the general public
and increasing policy polarization among political elites). Furthermore, taking Barber and
NPPCs potential effects on both types of polarization into account, as well as those of Capitol
Ministries addressed in Chapter 4, lends support to a growing literature that highlights the role of
elite discourse in fueling different forms of political polarization (e.g. Skytte 2021).

“The Freedom Church of the Poor”: Reproducing the Founding Ideas of the New Poor People’s
Campaign in New and Diverse Voices
Similar to the organizational structures of Capitol Ministries, the NPPC’s structures can
reproduce and replicate the organization’s founding discourses, binding the members more
closely to each other and the organization’s goals. Though not involved directly in political
action, one of the primary structures of the New Poor People’s Campaign that produces this
internal unity is the “Freedom Church of the Poor,” which began in March 2020 during the
Coronavirus Pandemic as a weekly online meeting of social justice movement leaders around the
nation engaged in fights for “living wages, immigrant rights, healthcare, and housing.” Its goal is
to provide these activists, many of whom are leaders within the New Poor People’s Campaign,
with “a space for spiritual grounding, reflection, and pastoral care” (Barnes 2021).
The gatherings are spearheaded by the leadership of Union Theological Seminary’s
Kairos Center for Religions, Rights, and Social Justice’s Reading the Bible with the Poor Cohort
(Barnes 2021). The cohort originated in 2009 when the Reverend Liz Theoharis, who was then
the director of Union Theological Seminary’s Poverty Initiative – which became the Kairos
Center in 2013 – brought together “160 low-income community and faith leaders, involved in
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direct action, grassroots organizing against poverty” for a “weeklong Poverty Scholars
Leadership School” at a camp in Charleston, WV. In addition to tracks on “human rights, multimedia Production, Arts and Culture, and New Labor Organizing,” there was an optional “Bible
study track, where a portion of the 160 leaders, representing many diverse organizations,
“gathered for three hours a day, four days in a row, and studied the Bible together” (Theoharis
2017, 54).
Not only did this collaborative Bible Study plant the seeds for today’s Freedom Church
of the Poor by bringing together the core group of activists who serve as its leaders, but it also
led to the development of what Theoharis has called the “Reading the Bible with the Poor
methodology and hermeneutic.” This approach to biblical interpretation “investigate[s] historical
issues by placing them in conversation with contemporary issues…and draw[s] parallels between
contemporary stories of poor people surviving and organizing today, and New Testament
stories” (Theoharis 2017, 168). Of critical importance is the methodology’s ability to “allow
poor people the opportunity to make their own interpretations of and draw parallels to biblical
texts,” creating new “popular conceptions of poverty, religiosity, and modes of social
transformation” (Theoharis 2017, 169). The “Reading the Bible With the Poor” methodology
brings the perspective of the poor to the field of Bible Studies, which has been dominated by
scholars and preachers trained in institutions of higher education, while at the same time
liberating the poor from undue influence of Sunday school teachers and pastors, who have for
much of the poor’s lives functioned as framers and gatekeepers, ensuring the “right
interpretations” are reached and the “right” passages are discussed (Theoharis 2017, 170).
Many of these interpretations have presented poverty as an inevitability and the result of
individual moral failing, essentially “blaming the poor for their poverty” (See Chapter 3).
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The Reading the Bible with the Poor Cohort and the Freedom Church of the Poor
fundamentally reject these Biblical understandings and any Biblical interpretations that “divide
people against each other.” Instead, it advocates a reading of the bible from the perspective of the
“marginalized and oppressed.” As the opening words of the Freedom Church of the Poor’s
website declare: “The world’s religious traditions can be powerful resources for the struggle for
liberation, but only when they are grounded in, read out of, and discovered through that very
same struggle” (Kairos Center “Freedom Church of the Poor”). Thus, the biblical interpretations
advanced during the Freedom Church of the Poor’s gatherings not only support economic
liberation but liberation from male dominance, white supremacy, and heteronormativity as well,
laying the ideational groundwork for an intersectional grassroots effort to combat poverty and all
other forms of marginalization (see Chapter 7). In this way, the Freedom Church of the Poor –
though non-sectarian and open to all including Christians, Jews, Muslims and the non-religious –
legitimates and reinforces the founding Bible-based, religio-political discourses of the New Poor
People’s Campaign as conceived of by Barber and Theoharis (see Chapter 3), particularly the
idea of “fusion politics” and common resistance to interlocking forms of oppression.
The Freedom Church of the Poor’s gathering on May 30, 2021, entitled “Season of
Jubilee: Body and Soul,” clearly illustrates a commitment to the NPPCs unified anti-inequality
gospel and the reproduction and replication of the NPPC’s founding discourses. The service,
which opens with a song called “Everybody’s Got a Right to Live,” is led by Reading the Bible
with the Poor Cohort activist, Tejai Beulah, a lesbian African American professor of History,
Ethics, Black Church and Diaspora Studies at the Methodist Theological School in Delaware,
Ohio. Beulah begins by asking all participants to “take a minute to remember those people on
whose land we reside – the Shawnee, Wyandot, Cherokee, Chickasaw” – and “give thanks for
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their lives and witness” and then declares that the day’s service will explore “what it means to
love ourselves body and soul” (Freedom Church of the Poor May 30, 2021, “Body and Soul”).
After the reading of the Freedom Church of the Poor’s mission statement, two “sacred
texts” are read: The Apostle Paul’s words from Romans Chapter 8: 12-1743, exhorting Christians
to live by the “spirit” and not by the “flesh” and a scene from Alice Walker’s The Color Purple,
which consists of a dialogue between Shug Avery, a female, African American, bisexual
southern blues singer, and Celie, the main character, another poor black woman, and Shug’s
sometime lover.
In Beulah’s opening sermon, she uses Shug’s insights to critique the ways in which
Paul’s words in Romans 8 have traditionally been used to convince believers they should be
ashamed of their bodies, deny humanity and rights to members of the LGBTQ community,
divorce sexuality and pleasure from God, and attribute male gender to God, negating his ability
“to show up in all of creation.” In contrast, Beulah insists, “artists, singers, poets, novelists,”
such as Alice Walker, present readers of the Bible with a “new, beautiful reality” that helps one
to “unlearn” these “distorted, anti-body, anti-flesh” lessons that come from “taking biblical texts
at face value” without regard to context. Shug, Beulah asserts, has rejected the image of God as
the “angry, old white man,” that Celie fears, instead embracing a “genderless, loving God who
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NIV: Romans 8 12 Therefore, brothers and sisters, we have an obligation—but it is not to the flesh, to live
according to it. 13 For if you live according to the flesh, you will die; but if by the Spirit you put to death the misdeeds
of the body, you will live14 For those who are led by the Spirit of God are the children of God. 15 The Spirit you
received does not make you slaves, so that you live in fear again; rather, the Spirit you received brought about your
adoption to sonship.[a] And by him we cry, “Abba,[b] Father.” 16 The Spirit himself testifies with our spirit that we are
God’s children. 17 Now if we are children, then we are heirs—heirs of God and co-heirs with Christ, if indeed we
share in his sufferings in order that we may also share in his glory.
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loves sex and the beauty of nature” (Freedom Church of the Poor May 30, 2021, “Body and
Soul”).
This image of God creates an “inner freedom” in Shug that “helps her free other women
characters” such as Celie. Beulah concludes with an admonition to the group members urging
them to “learn or maybe relearn or continue to practice that inner freedom which comes from
experiencing self-love and things that bring…pleasure” even as they “do the work of liberating
[them]selves and others from religious ideologies that enslave [their] spirits and social and
political and economic systems that seek to enslave, regulate, and control [their] bodies”
(Freedom Church of the Poor May 30, 2021,“Body and Soul”).
Beulah then introduces Jacob Butterly of the Philadelphia “Put People First Campaign”
and the Pennsylvania chapter of the New Poor People’s Campaign to give their own reflection.
Butterly, whose pronouns appear on the screen as “they/them,” describes themself as a
“revolutionary agnostic” – someone who “thinks Jesus is great” and “someone I really want to
follow” whether he “absolved personal sin” or not. Butterly also describes themself as a person
who has been “queer and fat” their whole life, for whom the words of Paul about the dangers of
the flesh bring up “a lot of feelings” (Freedom Church of the Poor May 30, 2021,“Body and
Soul”). For many people similar to them, Butterly tells the members of the gathering, Paul’s
words, this passage in particular, “sits in a drawer of weapons that have been used to attack them
and who they love,” and is part of a “perverse, false, moral Christianity” that “gets weaponized
against the poor and dispossessed.” For that reason, they explain, if Beulah had called on them to
reflect on Paul’s command to “live according to the spirit not the flesh” even a year before, they
would have absolutely refused. But today, inspired by the Color Purple passage, Butterly “sees
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what Paul is trying to say right away” (Freedom Church of the Poor May 30, 2021,“Body and
Soul”).
Butterly’s interpretation of Romans advocates an understanding of “spirit” as the
“revolutionary war of God” epitomized in the promises of Isaiah of a world without poverty or
misery. Therefore, the opposite of the spirit, “the flesh,” doesn’t have anything to do with body
shaming or “fucking someone you shouldn’t.” Instead, for Butterly, the misdeeds of the flesh
represent the “abuse upon the whole body of Christ – my community of millions of poor and
dispossessed,” suffering under a system which “mocks and belittles them,” and “physically
breaks down their bodies” (Freedom Church of the Poor May 30, 2021,“Body and Soul”).
As a particular example, Butterly cites Bill Gates’ and his foundation’s successful
lobbying efforts to protect intellectual property rights with regard to the COVID-19 vaccination.
These efforts undercut a World Health Organization plan to create a “global knowledge fund”
where “public and private actors would collect [and share] research and associated intellectual
property” (Zaitchik 2021). Butterly calls Gates’ actions a “wanton indulgence” resulting in the
“deaths of hundreds of millions,” especially “people of color in the Global South.” Gates and
other “figures in the ruling class,” Butterly declares, work to “preserve a messed-up order of
domination and affliction.” This Butterly argues is to live “according to the flesh,” a way of
being which only results in death. To be “co-heirs in Christ” Butterly continues, is to recognize
that “Christ was a revolutionary who gave up his life for God’s promise” and that therefore “we
have to take our share of toil and suffering to fight this system. We have to organize and fight
and ground ourselves in love of self and others and the pleasures we deserve” to “sustain
ourselves” in the pursuit of the “final jubilee – the triumph of life over death” (Freedom Church
of the Poor May 30, 2021, “Body and Soul”).
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Butterly’s reflection especially, captures the key features of Theoharis’ “Reading the
Bible with the Poor methodology and hermeneutic.” Their words originate from the perspective
of the marginalized and oppressed – the poor, the LGBTQ community, and those whose body
type does not fit the ideal standards of contemporary society. They directly link the present with
the past, reinterpreting a passage whose traditional message mediated by Sunday school teachers
and pastors had deeply hurt them into one that could empower them and serve as a call to
transformative change.
Thus, Butterly’s biblical interpretation is a prime example of Theoharis’ belief that “the
poor constitute some of the least-recognized theologians in the twenty-first century” who are
defying “centuries of interpretation” that “have attempted to spiritualize or minimize [Jesus’]
good news for the poor,” by asserting not only that “God blesses and loves the poor” but that the
“poor are God’s agents and leaders in rejecting and dismantling kingdoms built upon oppression
and inequality.” These poverty theologians’ interpretations proclaim that “poverty is a sin; being
poor isn’t.” In other words, “poverty is not an individual problem but a systemic problem – a
systemic sin” (Theoharis 2017, 16). Likewise, Butterly takes Romans 8 – a passage often
interpreted as an exhortation to personal sexual purity and warning against individual sin – and
transforms it into a condemnation of systemic sin perpetrated by the “ruling class” upon the
nation and world’s poor. Furthermore, they transmute Paul’s observation that we are “co-heirs in
Christ” from a guarantee of individual spiritual salvation into a stirring call for collective
resistance against all forms of injustice and oppression.
This Freedom of the Poor meeting demonstrates how this integral part of the Poor
People’s Campaign reinforces the original founding religio-political discourses of the NPPC
although in new and unique voices. Testimonies from the Freedom of the Church of the Poor’s
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members who are also members of the New Poor People’s Campaign demonstrate not only the
strength these activists derive from these collective meetings of solidarity, but the ways in which
the original discourses of the NPPC are reproduced and replicated in their words.
For example, Keith Bullard of NC Raise Up/Fight for 15 writes: “The Freedom Church
of the Poor is a place for people who have for so long felt like they didn’t have a voice; a place
for people who may have been looked down upon by those some call ‘spiritual leaders’ …a
gathering of God’s loving people that is lifting up a mighty spirit of worship…to fight back
against the rulers of darkness in this world…and spiritual wickedness in high places.” Kenia
Alcocer of Union De Vecinos in Los Angeles writes: “Our community is one of faith that every
day works together to create miracles and victories.” Finally, Becca Forsyth, one of the tri-chairs
of the New York State Poor People’s Campaign sums it up writing: “It is by taking time to hear
each of these stories, listening to the prophets of our times that we will change the narrative of
today’s Caesars and remind the ruling class that we each carry God’s mark…when we are
baptized with the spirit and carry the fire in our guts, we can’t help but cry out” (Barnes 2021).
Though the voices differ – Keith and Becca are clearly more comfortable with the evangelical
rhetoric of Barber – all ground their activism in strength they derive from the lessons of the
Bible. Indeed, even a previously hostile, “revolutionary agnostic” such as Butterly, comes to
embrace the Bible and its words as a liberating weapon to be wielded against homophobia,
patriarchy, and unjust economic exploitation.

Conclusion
The organizational structures and religio-political discourses of the New Poor People’s
Campaign offer poor and low wealth Americans an opportunity to challenge the discourses of
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neo-liberal paternalism and pursue political power through non-violent direct action. Instead of
speaking for the poor, the New Poor People’s Campaign and its leadership deliberately elevate
the poor into positions of political power where their voices can be heard. The leadership of the
Campaign, including the Reverends Barber, Theoharis, as well as powerful elite allies such as
economist Jeffrey Sachs, then offer their expertise to reinforce and legitimate the voices,
opinions, experiences, and demands of poor and low wealth Americans.
One of the Campaign’s most powerful narratives shifts the blame for American poverty
to the policy makers and political leaders whose political behavior has created and sustained
American economic inequality. The NPPC uses a language of moral culpability and individual
sin to characterize the actions and inaction of these political figures, whose political choices are
responsible for harming and often killing poor and low wealth Americans. Beyond specific
policy decisions, the New Poor People’s Campaign and Reverend William Barber II have
moralized elite political processes and institutions as well. They have taken specific aim at the
contemporary filibuster, and those Republicans and Democrats who support it, all of whom
obstruct voting rights protections and the Build Back Better Act and thereby oppose the very will
of God and the commands of Scripture.
In addition, the campaign actively works within the existing electoral system to mobilize
poor and low wealth voters as a unified block for progressive economic change. It also seeks to
challenge existing narratives about the voting apathy of the poor by pointing out the ways in
which both the Democratic and Republican parties have ignored the issue of systemic poverty
and failed to develop a legislative agenda salient to poor and low wealth Americans. Moreover,
through events like the NPPC’s Presidential Forum the group has forced candidates to address
these issues in direct face to face interactions with poor and low wealth political activists.
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Furthermore, the religio-political discourse of Barber consciously seeks to intervene in
processes of policy-based and affective polarization. By depolarizing the electorate affectively
through non-partisan, non-ideological language and the propagation of a narrative that pits all
poor and low wealth Americans against a corrupt and sinful political and economic elite, it seeks
to drive American public policy far to the Congressional left, thereby increasing operational,
policy-based polarization in Congress.
Finally, the New Poor People’s Campaign’s structures – in particular, the Freedom
Church of the Poor – offers activists an opportunity to reproduce and replicate the founding
religio-political discourses of the campaign in their own voices, inflected by their own identities.
This experience grounds them in the faith-based aspects of the campaign, particularly a
commitment to Biblical authority. By bringing together the Campaign’s activist leaders on a
weekly basis, the Freedom Church of the Poor services allow these activists the opportunity to
build solidarity across potential lines of division, while tying them more tightly to Barber and
Theoharis’ original religio-political discourses and the goals and Biblically inflected language
and strategies of the movement.
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Chapter 7
Fighting Inequality on All Fronts: The Importance of the
New Poor People’s Campaign’s Unified Anti-Inequality
Gospel
On August 21, 2020, activist-scholar Barbara Smith published an article in The Nation
entitled “How to Dismantle White Supremacy.” In this article, Smith lamented the lack of a
public discussion of white supremacy in the wake of George Floyd’s gruesome murder. “The
reason these horrors continue century after century,” she wrote “is that the system of racial
domination that disadvantages people of color and privileges whites has not been broken.” Smith
laid the blame for this system at the feet of the “ruling class” who “dismisses the subjugation,
exploitation, and violence because of the unrestricted power and disproportionate wealth that
they gain as a result” (Smith 2020). The rest of Smith’s article proposed the “Hamer-Baker Plan”
– named after civil rights activists Fannie Lou Hamer and Ella Baker – a “comprehensive racial

justice program even more sweeping than the Marshall Plan” with the goal of “eradicating white
supremacy.” At the center of the Hamer-Baker Plan is massive economic intervention and
investment aimed at “eradicating poverty, ending the racial wealth gap; investing in the
infrastructure of Black, brown, and Indigenous communities whose labor and natural resources
have been stolen; and guaranteeing full employment.” The plan also calls for the “exploration of
reparations,” “ending mass incarceration, and shutting down the prison-industrial complex”
(Smith 2020).
Appearing on the Democracy Now television and radio show, Smith explained why
eradicating white supremacy required such an economic focus. “Racism, white supremacy, and
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capitalism are absolutely intertwined,” she told the host Amy Goodman. “It’s like a vine that has
wrapped itself around a tree or another plant. What can you do to separate them?” “We have and
live under a system of racialized capitalism,” she continued, “where the worst consequences fall
on those who have the least amount of white skin privilege – in other words, people of color”
(Democracy Now 2020).
Later in the program, Smith, at the prompting of Goodman, also addressed the topic of
“intersectionality” explaining that white supremacy and racial capitalism were also “absolutely
entwined with...patriarchy...homophobia, and transphobia.” “So, you can’t address one without
the other,” she concluded. Proposing a “thought experiment,” Smith asked Goodman’s audience
to imagine a nation “where we miraculously decided” to “get rid of white supremacy” but
decided to “leave intact violence against women, rape, transphobia, homophobia, [and]
discrimination against people based upon gender and sexuality.” “What would we have
accomplished,” she asked, “if we do not look at all those vectors of oppression – all those
roadblocks to freedom” (Democracy Now 2020)? To that end, the Hamer-Baker "plan would
consistently take gender, gender expression, and sexuality into account, and create solutions to
address the specific impact of racism upon the lives of women, transgender, and queer people of
color” (Smith 2020).
“How to Dismantle White Supremacy” and Smith’s comments on Democracy Now
encapsulate key themes from Smith’s lifetime of scholarship and activism on behalf of the
broadest conception of civil rights. A pioneer of Black lesbian feminism, who has been involved
in movement politics since the 1960s (Smith 2018), Smith is credited with being the first person
to coin the term “identity politics,” which she defined as “an inclusive political analysis for
contesting the interlocking oppressions of race, gender, class, and sexuality” (Smith, “About
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Barbara’s Work). From Smith’s work, Kimberle Crenshaw would go on to develop the idea of
“intersectionality,” which has since been critical in shaping “scholarship, teaching, and
progressive activism” (Smith “About Barbara’s Work; Coaston 2019). In contrast to Barber and
Theoharis, Smith has long described herself and her politics as “socialist” (Jones 2021).
One of her most significant achievements as an activist was the co-founding of the
Combahee River Collective – named for Harriet Tubman’s successful military campaign in
South Carolina, in which she led 150 Black Union soldiers to liberate 750 slaves – in Boston in
1974. “Dismayed with the direction of the feminist movement, which they believed to be
dominated by middle-class white women” as well as the “suffocating masculinity in Black
nationalist organizations,” Smith, her sister Beverly, Demita Frazier, Cheryl Clark, Akasha Hull,
Margo Okazawa-Rey, Chirlane McCray, and Audre Lord, founded the collective to “formulate
their own politics and strategies in response to their distinct experiences as Black women,”
inspired by “national liberation and anti-colonial movements” around the world (Taylor 2020).
The Combahee River Collective Statement, whose “explanatory power” set the group
apart from other organizations which had broken with white feminism and Black nationalism,
proudly defined the group as “socialist,” committed to the “destruction of the political-economic
systems of capitalism and imperialism” but also “patriarchy.” Additionally, the statement argued,
“we are not convinced...that a socialist revolution that is not also a feminist and anti-racist
revolution will guarantee our liberation.” The closing of the statement eloquently linked the fate
of Black women to all oppressed peoples, declaring “If Black women were free, it would mean
that everyone else would have to be free since our freedom would necessitate the destruction of
all the systems of oppression” (Taylor 2016, 198-199; Taylor 2020). Putting the statement into
practice, Smith and other lesbians in the collective ensured that it was fully welcoming and
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affirming of all sexualities. According to Smith, the collective “did something novel by explicitly
stating that we, as lesbians, opposed homophobia.” But Smith rejects the idea that the collective
proposed a “politics solely for lesbians” (Jones 2021). As Margo Okazawa-Rey put it in 2021,
the collective was “a group of Black lesbian feminist anti-imperialist anti-capitalists trying to do
the right thing, attempting to make ourselves visible and to explain ourselves, and to assert our
existence as political entities” (Jones 2021).
It is in Barbara Smith’s work and the precepts of the Combahee River Collective that one
can find the clearest understanding of an identity politics focused on “interlocking oppressions”
and its broad emancipatory implications. As Smith explained, such an understanding is never
“reductive” or “separatist” (Taylor 2020). Instead, to quote Marie Moran, it represents a
“potentially radical politics” in which “protagonists move beyond that identitarian point of entry
to challenge interlocking systems of oppression that generate the inequalities shaping not only
their lives, but those of others too” (Moran 2018, 12).
Importantly, Smith’s lifelong commitment to eradicate poverty, patriarchy, systemic
racism, and homophobia, makes her a perfect fit for the New Poor People’s Campaign, where
she serves on the coordinating committee of the New York chapter, educating the movement
about past activists, especially women of color, and the lessons that can be learned from their
“multi-issue” approach (Smith 2018; Kairos Center 2018, “Barbara Smith”). Although, she “does
not participate in organized religion,” Smith values “the clear ethical vision that opposes
anything that hurts and exploits others,” and she finds the “faith-based aspects of the NPPC
familiar, reminding [her] of where she came from and her family’s sincere beliefs” (Smith 2018).
She also loves the “spirit” of the campaign and finds its “grass-roots state-by-state organizing
strategy” to be “brilliant” (Smith 2018). Most importantly, she has dedicated herself to the
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organization’s success because she believes its core message that “now more than ever we need
to recognize the 140,000,000 people in this country who do not have what they need to live – not
because of any mistakes or flaws in their characters” but because of “systemic poverty” and
other injustices which, since they are made by humans, “can be changed” (Smith 2018).
Smith’s work and conception of identity politics is at the center of the New Poor People’s
Campaign’s approach to political action. Indeed, in many ways the religio-political discourses
discussed in Chapter 3 justifying the Campaign’s “moral fusion politics,” represent sacralized
versions of Smith and the Combahee River Collective’s original precepts and discourses. Though
in sacred form, this broad emancipatory vision underwrites the New Poor People’s Campaign’s
overarching goal to bring to light and “challenge” the five “interlocking evils” of our age:
“systemic racism, poverty, ecological devastation, militarism and the war economy, and the
distorted moral narrative of religious nationalism” (Poor People’s Campaign “About”).
These “evils” do not exist alongside of one another but form a patchwork of intersecting
“systems of oppression” that generate reinforcing “inequalities” (Moran 2018). By identifying
these “interlocking systems of oppression” and their common impact on all oppressed people, the
New Poor People’s Campaign seeks to hinder the ability of the “Billionaire economic elites such
as the Koch Brothers and their Wall Street Collaborators” to “divide-and-conquer” those
“impacted by injustice who have been convinced that they are enemies” (Sinclair-Chapman and
Targ 2019, 32; Barber and Wilson Hartgrove 2016, 147).
This chapter analyzes the impact of this vision on the day-to-day politics of the New Poor
People’s Campaign and argues that the campaign represents the latest iteration of a masses
focused, social democratic populism, that as historian Charles Postel has observed, has been
forgotten by some political scientists today who routinely characterize populism as a reactionary
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form of politics that is elite-driven, top-down, and authoritarian (Postel 2019). Similar to its
social democratic populist forebearers, the New Poor People’s Campaign resists the temptation
to secure one’s own freedom by marginalizing others, a long tradition in American history that
Aziz Rana has called “the two faces of American freedom” (Rana 2010). Indeed, with its
LGBTQ representation and explicitly pro-LGBTQ rights policy positions, the New Poor
People’s Campaign may represent the most expansive version of the social democratic populist
tradition. At a time when right-wing populists seek to disassociate these inequality issues from
each other – building walls between oppressed groups to maintain the economic and political
status quo – this inclusive vision and the NPPCs unified anti-inequality gospel are critical to
fighting inequality in all its forms.

Moral Fusion Politics in Action
On February 1, 2022, in the wake of the Senate’s rejection of both the Freedom to Vote
Act and its more aggressive counterpart, the For the People Act, West Virginia Poor People’s
Campaign leader Stewart Acuff appeared on the Repairers of the Breach YouTube channel, to
castigate Senators Manchin and Sinema for their obstruction of the two bills’ passage.
Repeatedly calling the two senators “Dixiecrats,” Acuff, a labor rights organizer who once
served as the National Organizing Director of the AFL-CIO, described the voting rights bills as
particularly beneficial to poor and low wealth Americans who faced unique barriers to voting
because of their poverty. Declaring “our people want to vote,” Acuff called for nation-wide,
universal mail-in voting, a voting rights holiday, and same day registration as some of the
changes necessary to ensure “an effective right to vote” and an “effective political democracy”
(Repairers of the Breach 2022, “Our People Want to Vote”).
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Acuff’s use of the term “Dixiecrat” was not a throw-away line, or an ad-hominem attack
disconnected from the substance of his message, which highlighted the importance of voting
rights to poor people. Instead, echoing the thought of Barbara Smith, it points to the New Poor
People’s Campaign’s fundamental message: that systemic racism and systemic poverty have
always been linked, held in place by the denial of political power to poor people of all races. Nor
has this denial been unintentional or the result of happenstance; to the contrary, those with
wealth and power have deliberately restricted the right to vote to contain the disruptive power of
the poor.
Speaking on Prime with Charles Blow on Martin Luther King, Jr. Day in 2022, Reverend
Barber hammered home this understanding, calling on Americans to “grab hold of the radical
King” by rejecting the sanitized version of King created by “the corporate memory bank– by
corporate I mean profiteers, cause they don’t want us to remember real prophets and real
positions”. He then implored Americans to “remember not dismember” the King who said, “the
problems of racial injustice and economic injustice cannot be solved without a radical
distribution of political and economic power,” and who identified “the great fear of the southern
Aristocracy [as] the masses of negro and white people – poor people – joining together [to form]
a powerful coalition that could redo the economic architecture of the nation” (Repairers of the
Breach January 17, 2022, “Prime with Charles Blow Interview”). Channeling Barbara Smith,
Barber is clear that the political activism of the NPPC cannot be reduced to either class or race.
“Some will ask,” Barber writes, “Is the real issue race or is it class? We answer: Yes, it's race and
class. Our class divisions cannot be understood apart from a society built on white supremacy”
(Barber and Wilson-Hartgrove 2016, 146). Thus, to Barber, the relationship between class and
racial issues is not transactional but integral.
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Barber, Theoharis, and the rest of the New Poor People’s Campaign repeatedly use
Smith’s term “interlocking” to describe the oppressive systems that the NPPC works to confront.
As Barber argues, “fusion coalitions are not about simple transactions where I support your issue
if you support mine.” Instead, “we must learn how our issues intersect in a comprehensive moral
agenda that demands transformation of everyone – not least us” (Barber and Wilson-Hartgrove
2016, 147). Indeed, one of the signs, regularly carried by protestors – declaring – “Somebody’s
Hurting Our People” - captures the NPPCs description of the problem and implicitly points to
their solution (New York Now 2018). The sign’s words derive from an NPPC song, sung at
protests and demonstrations called “Somebody’s Hurting My Brother.” The words to the song
are simple but repeated over and over - “Somebody’s Hurting My Brother and It’s Gone on Far
Too Long; And We Won’t Be Silent Anymore” (Poor People’s Campaign 2020, “We Rise”).
This protest song in turn recalls the religio-political discourse from Isaiah 10 - “Woe to
those who make unjust laws; to those who issue oppressive decrees and deprive the poor of their
rights and withhold justice from my people, making widows their prey and robbing the
fatherless” (see Chapter 3). All these discourses, collectively point toward the long history
Barber invoked in the above paragraphs, and that Smith referenced in the first paragraphs of this
chapter, in which the rich and powerful and their political enablers have used a combination of
systemic racism, poverty, and denial of political power to hurt poor and low-wealth people in
this country and to increase their own power and wealth.
Similar to Isaiah 10, the protest song and the implicit meaning of the sign that goes with
it, also points to the solution: moral fusion politics. The words “our people” and “my brother”
denote an understanding of solidarity and point to the concept of “interlocking oppressions” that
affect all people. Moreover, the “we” in “we won’t be silent anymore” conveys a sense of
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“collective action” across multiple identities aimed at common, intersecting points of oppression.
Thus, it is not just about my issue or my identity; it is about how my issue, intersects with your
issue – how your problem is also my problem and how those who oppress me are often those
who oppress you. For example, as Barber explained to the NAACP Board in 2012, defending his
pro-LGBTQ advocacy:
The reality is that when you examine the voting records and public policy positions
carefully, the same forces fighting us on voting rights and educational equality and
economic justice and addressing racial disparities in the criminal justice system are the
same ones behind the attacks on the LGBTQ community
(Barber, Theoharis, and Lowery 2018, 61).
Importantly, recognizing these intersecting points of oppression and the need for
collective solidarity allows the New Poor People’s Campaign to practice an anti-racist and antihomophobic politics that does not devolve into a “politics of recognition” (Fraser and Honneth
2003) divorced from a class-based, policy-based analysis. Such an anti-racist, anti-homophobic
politics is critical to ensuring the benefit of all marginalized groups. Two examples – Reverend
Barber’s reaction to President Biden’s announcement that he would appoint a Black woman to
the Supreme Court and Barbara’s Smith’s rejection of the limited goals of the contemporary
LGBTQ rights movement – capture this focus on interlocking oppressions and rejection of a
simple “politics of recognition.”
In January 2022, Barber, after forcefully rejecting the idea that Biden’s choice would be
an “affirmative action” pick by pointing back in history to qualified Black women such as Civil
Rights activist, feminist, and legal scholar Pauli Murray, cautioned that “judicial philosophy as
well as race” must be considered. As he put it:
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The person you want is the Black woman … who has proven in their decisions that they
are serious about the 14th amendment – equal protection under the law – the 15th
amendment – that voting rights piece – that they are serious about those laws and our
constitution that protect the people against the domination of a regressive majority or the
domination of money and greed in this country. (MSNBC January 21, 2022)
Furthermore, Barber warned Biden that putting a Black woman on the court would not be a
substitute for substantial action on voting rights and economic justice:
The Biden admin should not use this – and civil rights org should not use this – as a
trade-off. In other words, ‘I nominate a Black woman, and you all don’t push on voting
rights, living wages, economic justice, health care for all, etc.’ No. Those and other things
are necessary for the survival of 140 million poor and low-income people, including 61%
of Black people (Barber January 31, 2022).
Thus, for Barber, “the politics of recognition” must be balanced with a “politics of
redistribution” (Fraser and Honneth 2003). Rectifying the injustice of American presidents never
picking a Black woman for the nation’s top court must not become a substitute for resistance to
the policy violence done daily to poor and low-wealth Americans – women and men of all races
and all sexual orientations. In Barber’s words, what is needed is not just “diversity” as in
“difference with no change;” what is needed is “the lens of economics,” the “kind of change that
needs to happen from a justice standpoint,” and a “Supreme Court that works for all Americans”
(MSNBC January 21, 2022).
Barbara Smith, similar to Barber, is also wary of a “reductive” politics of recognition
when it comes to the LGBTQ rights battle. Smith, who spoke to one million people at the 1987
National March on Washington for Lesbian and Gay Rights, became extremely critical of many
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LGBTQ rights organizations in the 1990s, accusing them of focusing too narrowly on middle
class issues such as “gays in the military,” “gay marriage,” and “presenting [the LGBTQ]
community as an affluent consumer group to win favor from the corporate mainstream.” In a
New York Times piece entitled “Why I Left the Mainstream Queer Rights Movement,” Smith
explains that she would rather “put her effort in multi-issue organizing” such as the Combahee
Collective and Kitchen Table: Women of Color Press, a publishing press she founded “to give
women of color, lesbians of color, and even gay men of color a voice” (Smith 2019). In the oped, Smith also highlights the disconnect between contemporary LGBTQ rights organizations and
activism and the most marginalized members of the LGBTQ community: those who experience
“food insecurity,” “poverty,” and “homelessness,” especially “transgender women of color” who
“experience appalling levels of violence...exacerbated by poverty and racism.” Smith declares
that “marriage equality and celebrity culture” will not solve these problems and “gaining rights
for some while ignoring the violation and suffering of others does not lead to justice. At best it
results in privilege” (Smith 2019).
Both Barber and Smith strongly reject what Aziz Rana calls the contemporary “project of
equality,” which “has concentrated increasingly on distributing more meritocratically the
country’s few positions of corporate and governmental power” and “reducing … formal barriers
... [to] incorporat[e] previously subordinated communities into leadership roles.” They also fully
embrace Rana’s belief that this “contemporary project of equality” is accompanied by an
uncritical view of American governmental and economic institutions, which are seen as “gifts
from mythic founders – outside the bounds of popular contests or continued struggle” (Rana
2010, 6). As Barber’s previously described comments on Biden’s Supreme Court pick attest, the
politics of the New Poor People’s Campaign strongly rejects this view of institutions. Instead of
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sanctifying existing institutions and looking for ways to insert its own representatives into
positions of corporate or governmental leadership, the New Poor People’s Campaign works to
confront elite power through the mass mobilization of those on the margins of American society.
This type of mobilization critiques existing governmental institutions and public policy, seeking
instead to bring about a “Third Reconstruction” that “fully addresses poverty from the bottom
up” (Repairers of the Breach 2021, “Rev. Barber Calls for Third Reconstruction”).
As their attack on the filibuster and harsh criticism of the Senate indicates (see Chapter
6), Barber, Theoharis, and the members of the New Poor People’s Campaign are not content with
the existing institutions of American government; instead, they recognize the need for new
organizations such as the New Poor People’s Campaign to bring the voices and demands of poor
and low wealth Americans from all races, all genders, and all sexual orientations to those in
power. In other words, they fully recognize the importance of “popular contest and continued
struggle” to making American institutions work for all Americans (Rana 2010, 6). This belief
was particularly clear in Reverend Barber’s reaction to the conviction of the killers of Ahmaud
Arbery in November 2021. While Barber hailed the jury’s verdict, he also told the CNN
interviewer, that it was a “complicated day in America,” pointing out that if Wanda Cooper,
Arbery’s mother, hadn’t fought to have the case heard, it might never have even come to trial
(CNN 2021, “It’s a Complicated Day”). In other words, Barber did not say “the American justice
system worked;” instead, he pointed to the “popular contest” and “continued struggle” that made
the system work.
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A Break from the Past: Integrating the LGBTQ Community into the Social Democratic Populist
Vision
The New Poor People’s Campaign’s “moral fusion politics” represents the latest iteration
of what historian of American populism Charles Postel has identified as a long tradition of
participatory democracy in which marginalized populations mobilized politically, often across
divisions of race, space (rural and urban), and even gender to enact their understanding of
economic justice – a progressive vision that featured use of the state to achieve economic
fairness and a more equal distribution of wealth and political power (Postel 2019, 6-7). As
Postel observes, this historically inflected understanding of populism challenges contemporary
political science work which has posited a “populist” movement among poor and low-wealth
whites in both Europe and America rooted in racial fear and defense of social and economic
privilege. This contemporary populism is also strongly authoritarian, as these theories argue that
the “populist” masses are easily manipulated by elites who can capitalize on their social and
cultural fears (e.g., Mutz 2018; Norris and Inglehart 2019; Mudde and Kaltwasser 2017).
However, as Postel points out, this contemporary scholarship on populism is a product of
the deliberate construction of populism in American historical memory by scholars such as
Richard Hofstadter, who, in his 1955 work The Age of Reform, portrayed the original Populist
Party, and the collection of organizations that formed it, including the Farmer’s Alliance and the
Knights of Labor, as irrational, paranoid, racist, exclusionary movements led by opportunistic
demagogues – direct ancestors of McCarthyism and the segregation politics of George Wallace
(Postel 2019, 3-4). Yet, as Postel reminds his readers, Hofstadter was not an objective, evidence
driven historian; rather, he pursued a political project – linking and discrediting the mass politics
of the right and left and valorizing the virtuous centrism that was at the heart of Cold War
liberalism (Postel 2019, 3-4). Thus, Hofstadter’s characterizations have been rejected and
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challenged by some subsequent historical scholarship (e.g., Goodwyn 1976) including the work
of Postel, himself.
This strand of recent scholarship proposes that a tradition of “social democratic
populism” stretches from the original Populist Party through Socialist Labor Organizer Eugene
Debs, the Congress of Industrial Organizations, and Lyndon Baines Johnson – who was strongly
influenced by his Populist cotton farming grandfather – to the campaigns of Bernie Sanders and
Elizabeth Warren. According to Postel, it represents a clear and vibrant American political
tradition, “as stable, deep, and constant, as any other political current in American history”
(Postel 2019, 10). Moreover, the New Poor People’s Campaign’s unequivocal support for
LGBTQ rights and deliberate inclusion of members of the LGBTQ community within its
leadership ranks points to a movement that is perhaps the most inclusive form of social
democratic populism to date.
As Aziz Rana has argued, the Populist Party’s political vision represented the first
significant break with what Rana has called America’s “settler empire” and the “two faces of
American freedom.” According to Rana, since the nation’s earliest years, the precepts of the
“settler empire” dictated that “internal liberty” be derived from “external modes of supervision
and control,” including “Indian dispossession” and slavery. “This fact,” Rana writes “embodies
the two faces of American freedom: our long-standing difficulty in imagining liberty without
suppression and free citizenship without the control of subject communities” (Rana 2010, 3).
The Populist Party and the organizations that originally formed the party – the Farmers’
Alliance and the Knights of Labor – at their most radical, however, were able to “imagine”
liberty and freedom “without either subordination or empire” (Rana 2010, 3). These movements,
which united Blacks and whites, men and women, and immigrants and natives, sought to
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democratize all aspects of their collective lives, pursuing an “economic independence” that was
not contingent on slavery, Native American dispossession, or the expansion of the American
overseas empire, as well as institutional change that gave them “actual control over political
decision making” (Rana 2010, 327). Though they ultimately failed, these reformers’ goals and
mass mobilization strategies were resurrected by the most radical iterations of the Civil Rights
Movement, including the work and words of the late Dr. King, which fused “economic self-rule”
and “practical political control through mobilized and assertive social constituencies,” as well as
even more inclusive entities like the National Welfare Rights Organization, whose members
called for a Poor People’s March three years before King (Rana 2010, 334; Hancock 2007, 63).
These too failed to achieve their goal of dismantling racial capitalism, leaving the work
to future organizations such as the NPPC. The reasons for their failure were multi-faceted. Not
only did the Cold War cast suspicion on any reforms that offered a critique of capitalism
(Schrecker 1998; Dudziak 2000; Gilmore 2008), but a collection of conservative actors stymied
attempts to empower minorities through affirmative action, propagating a discourse of
“colorblind” equality that reinforced existing social and economic hierarchies, while remaining
immune to accusations of overt racism, which became less and less palatable to the public in the
1980s and 1990s (MacLean 2006).
However, if the New Poor People’s Campaign is the descendant of the unfulfilled
Populist and radical Civil Rights Movements, it breaks from these ancestors, particularly the
traditional Civil Rights Movement, in one obvious way: its embrace of gender equality and its
acceptance and full inclusion of the LGBTQ community. For example, whereas Bayard Rustin
faced discrimination within the Civil Rights Movement, (D’Emilio 2004, see also Chapter 3), the
New Poor People’s Campaign features LGBTQ poor and low wealth activists throughout its
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leadership structure and remains steadfastly committed to LGBTQ rights, earning endorsements
and high praise from the National LGBT Task Force, GLAD, and Pride at Work (National
LGBTQ Task Force 2018, “Poor People’s Campaign”; Pride At Work 2018, “Solidarity”; GLAD
2018, “Why GLAD Joined the Movement”). Once again, if one person is responsible for this
affirming stance in the New Poor People’s Campaign, it is Barbara Smith, who the organization
Pride At Work specifically singles out as “making the Poor People’s Campaign more welcoming
and open to LGBTQ people,” and “bringing LGBTQ people and concerns into the consciences
of the Poor People’s Campaign and its members” in order “to show the intersectionality of all
working people no matter who they love” (Pride at Work 2018, “Solidarity”).
Yet in its LGBTQ activism, the Poor People’s Campaign, true to its name and Smith’s
vision, maintains its focus on poor and low wealth Americans and those most marginalized and
dismissed by the rest of society. A clear example of this approach is found in the writings of
Aaron Scott, an LGBTQ activist and member of the Poor People’s Campaign’s National Steering
Committee and the Washington State Coordinating Campaign. In a post entitled “Queer and
Trans Leaders in the Poor People’s Campaign,” Scott begins by reminding his readers that “the
Stonewall uprising was also a poor people’s movement,” even though “we have lost track of this
in our collective national memory.” “Sylvia Rivera was poor,” he observes. “Marsha P. Johnson
was poor. They lived in poverty, were subject to systemic racism, experienced the violence of
our militarized society at the hands of police, and lived in poor neighborhoods historically
subject to a range of ecological devastations” (Scott 2018).
Similar to Smith, Scott then criticizes the “movement for LGBTQ justice” as a “textbook
example of how our organizing can become unmoored when we fail to hold ourselves
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accountable to those in our communities who are living under the greatest material deprivation,”
before adamantly declaring that the New Poor People’s Campaign:
Is here for people living with HIV who cannot access medically necessary
treatment for their survival due to their states’ refusal to expand Medicaid.
Is here for homeless queer and transgender youth forced into dangerous and exploitive
situations because their counties refuse to adequately fund affordable housing and safe
emergency shelters.
Is here for impoverished LGBTQ veterans who took a job at incalculable personal
sacrifice only to return home to a nation woefully unprepared to help them heal from
post - traumatic stress and moral injury.
Is here for undocumented queer people.
Is here for incarcerated Black trans women of color.
Is here for poor LGBTQ people from the projects to the trailer park and everywhere inbetween. (Scott 2018)
He concludes by proclaiming that “at every level of leadership – from the National Steering
Committee to the statewide Coordinating Committees, to volunteer ushers and phone-bankers –
this Campaign is lifting up the powerful leadership of our LGBTQ movement family while
staying rooted in our analysis and practice of engaging masses of people of all genders, sexes,
and orientations across all lines of division” (Scott 2018).

Conclusion: The Importance of the New Poor People’s Campaign’s Unified Anti-Inequality
Gospel in the Age of Right-Wing Economic Populism
As Marie Moran has observed, the words “identity politics” have become a political
cudgel of the “right,” used to attack the “whole of left politics” as disconnected and detrimental
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to the needs and desires of the “ordinary man” (Moran 2018). Moreover, the right has blamed
“identity politics” for fostering needless division among the American people. Both themes were
highlighted in former Vice-President Pence’s speech to the Federalist Society, in which he
decried President Biden’s pledge to nominate a Black woman to the Supreme Court, exclaiming:
“If the Radical Left doesn’t end its obsession with identity politics, it will tear this country apart”
(CSPAN February 4, 2022).
However, as Moran explains, the battle over “identity politics” has also become an
internecine struggle within the “Left” itself, as “‘brocialists’...blame identity politics for
distracting attention from social class and capitalism” while the “‘social justice warriors’
continue to pursue various struggles against sexism, racism, and homophobia in a way that does
not cede priority to questions of class or political economy” (Moran 2018, 2). Nor has the
“Left’s” attack on “identity politics” been confined to “brocialist” internet posts; scholarly
attacks criticize the “politics of race, sexuality, and gender” for precipitating “an ongoing
abdication of any responsibility [on the part of the middle class] towards the working class” as
well as the absence of “critical self-interrogation necessary to consider the role class plays in the
social relations of exploitation” (O’Neill and Wayne 2017). These two attacks on “identity
politics” from the right and the left “exhibit a worrying convergence in their dismissal of issues
around women’s, LGBTQ, and minority rights” (Moran 2018, 2).
However, as this chapter has argued, Barbara Smith’s original emancipatory definition of
identity politics, embraced and practiced by the New Poor People’s Campaign, of which she and
her ideas are an integral part, offers the left, (loosely speaking) a way out of their internecine
warfare – a solution that fuses a politics focused on the rights of oppressed minorities with one
committed to class-based solidarity as well as a demand to change economic structures. Thus, the
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politics of the New Poor People’s Campaign serves as a signpost, pointing back to Smith and her
original definition of identity politics with its call for solidarity and collective action. This call is
particularly important in contemporary times when right-wing populists offer a view of
economic equality disconnected from Smith and Barber’s broader emancipatory vision. One of
the most persuasive proponents of this economically populist but socially reactionary vision is
Senator Josh Hawley.
On July 18, 2019, Senator Hawley (R-MO), stood in front of the National Conservatism
Conference and delivered an ardent defense of “the great American middle.” The real division in
American politics, he proclaimed, was not between “Trump supporters and Trump opponents, or
between suburban voters and rural ones, or between Red America and Blue America.” No, “the
great divide of our time,” he told his audience “[was] between the political agenda of the
leadership elite and the great and broad middle of our society” (Hawley 2019). For Hawley, this
“leadership elite” included members of both parties. “The Left champions multi-culturalism and
degrades our common identity,” he lamented, while the “Right celebrates hyper-globalization
and promises that the market will make everything right in the end, eventually...perhaps.”
According to Hawley, the real enemy was “a cosmopolitan elite” who sacrifices American jobs
and American values to “bring about a social liberation in tune with the priorities of their
wealthy and well-educated counterparts around the world” (Hawley 2019).
Hawley’s speech was not the only time he has criticized globalization and the right’s
laissez-faire economic devotion. During the COVID-19 pandemic, and the period of economic
devastation it has wrought, Hawley has condemned income inequality, reciting the same
statistics as Bernie Sanders, called for an “end of policy deference to corporations,” and offered
warm affirmations for unions (Green 2019; Zeballos-Roig 2020). Some in the media have
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claimed that Hawley’s rhetoric, along with the election of Trump, whose anti-trade,
economically populist views were made manifest in his China policy, may signal the beginning
of a conservative movement for redistribution and greater economic justice (Green 2019;
Zeballos-Roig 2020). Indeed, Hawley’s policy proposal that the “government pay 80% of wages
for workers in any U.S. business, up to the national median wage, until this emergency is over,”
certainly signals a clear break with Republican economic orthodoxy (Zeballos-Roig 2020).
However, if Hawley’s words and actions signal a conservative movement to address
inequality, it is important to interrogate the boundaries of its emancipation. Comparing the
agendas of the New Poor People’s Campaign – in particular, the New Poor People’s commitment
to its intersectional, unified-anti-inequality gospel – and Hawley’s economic populism helps one
in this investigation.
First, as Hawley’s 2019 speech indicates, his movement for greater economic justice does
not recognize the problem of systemic racism; instead, his arguments against “multi-culturalism”
as a “cosmopolitan” plot to disconnect the United States from its history and traditions, illustrate
that the equality Hawley envisions is for the white middle class male. Furthermore, the very
terms he has chosen to use to refer to Wall Street – “cosmopolitan elites” and “money-changers”
– have been condemned by some Jewish groups as anti-Semitic and point to a nativist edge in his
speech that is not hard to miss (Sales 2019).
Second, Hawley is also a strong social conservative with career ties to the Religious
Right. Not only did he get his start in politics at a law firm defending “religious liberty,” but he
participated in the victorious Hobby Lobby case (Green 2019) and has taken aggressive positions
against LGBTQ rights. For example, he single-handedly scuttled a federal judgeship nomination
– one supported by many of his Republican senate colleagues – because the nominee had in
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Hawley’s words “demonstrated anti-religious animus” in the nominee’s defense of East
Lansing’s anti-discrimination statutes (Everett and Levine 2019). Furthermore, in 2020, Hawley
called the conservative dominated “Supreme Court’s decision to extend new protections to
LGBTQ workers... ‘the end of the conservative legal movement.’” (Everett 2020).
Importantly, Hawley’s vision, including his call for more economic justice, is rooted in
his Christianity. In Hawley’s words, the U.S. has a “unique history and purpose” that began
“when the proud traditions of the self-governing city states met the radical claims of a Jewish
rabbi.” This rabbi, Hawley continues “taught that the call of God comes to every person...the
power of God can work through each person...and every human being has dignity, standing and
can change the world.” “And so,” he concludes “the idea of the individual was born” and the
United States was founded as a nation “governed not by a select elite, as in the days of old, but
by the common man and woman, grounded on the premise that it is the common man and
woman who are the noblest of citizens.” This “republican nation,” Hawley concludes needs a
“republican economy.” This means “a citizen requires independence,” and “independence”
requires “work...jobs...in the towns and communities where [common men and women] live, not
just in the cities on the coast” (Hawley 2019).
Thus, while Barber and Smith condemn unrestrained capitalism, racism, homophobia and
transphobia as entwined evils that need to be vanquished as well as taking strong stands for
immigrants, Hawley invokes a defense of a “middle America” clearly inflected with racism and
homophobia. In his vision, economically exploited white men defend themselves against
“cosmopolitan elites” – multiculturalists and globalists at home and abroad – who in their
unrestrained pursuit of profit seek to subvert boundaries of nation and Judeo-Christian culture.
Thus, Smith and the New Poor People’s Campaign’s identity politics is derived from the
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perspective of the Black lesbian feminist and seeks emancipation of all marginalized peoples
from a variety of “interlocking oppressions.” Conversely, Hawley practices a different type of
identity politics, derived from the perspective of the white, cis-gender, heterosexual, middle class
male, focused on advancing his own economic position, while maintaining or strengthening all
other systems of hierarchy and subordination.
In many ways, Hawley’s vision resurrects the nativist and ethnocentric sentiments of the
Populist revolution – especially its combination of anti-elitist and anti-Semitic rhetoric – while
the New Poor People’s Campaign represents an expanded LGBTQ affirming, social democratic
agenda rooted in the most inclusive aspects of Populist mobilization and modified by the radical
Civil Rights movement, especially the pioneering work of Black, lesbian, feminist
scholar/activists such as Barbara Smith. Furthermore, Hawley’s vision represents the very
republican conception of freedom Aziz Rana argues is at the root of “the two faces of American
freedom” – a need for “economic independence” derived from the “conquest” of others and their
resources. In other words, a freedom where one’s liberation is contingent on the subordination of
others (Rana 2010, 12-13). For Hawley, economic independence requires immigrant exclusion;
white supremacy requires Black inferiority; and heteronormativity requires LGBTQ
marginalization.
The NPPCs unified anti-inequality gospel illuminates the distinction between these two
visions of economic equality and their contrasting policy implications. At a time when most
Americans happily received their COVID-19 stimulus checks in the mail, while parent activists
and school boards around the country enact policies banning “critical race theory” (Ray and
Gibbons 2021), there is a very real danger Americans may embrace an economic populism
divorced from a broader emancipatory vision. The clear lesson of the New Poor People’s
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Campaign’s unified anti-inequality gospel for both scholars and activists, is this: There are many
paths to a more economically just America. Which path the nation takes, however, will be as
important as whether it embarks on the journey at all, in determining just what that nation looks
like as well as the boundaries of its liberation.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion: The Personal and Biblical Are Political
In August of 2017, the non-profit public interest group Freedom From Religion
Foundation (FFRF) submitted a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request to the Department
of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) seeking records relating to Secretary Ben Carson’s
participation in Capitol Ministries including emails between “any representative of HUD,
including Secretary Carson,” “internal correspondence between HUD representatives”
concerning Capitol Ministries, and Secretary Carson’s daily schedules that include any Capitol
Ministries bible studies (CREW et al. v. HUD 2019). Along with their FOIA submission, the
FFRF also included a fee waiver request stating that the information they sought was “in the
public interest, given that the subject of its request [was] a matter of concern” to FFRF’s
members, “HUD personnel, and the public” (CREW et al. v. HUD 2019).
The very same day HUD denied the FFRF’s fee waiver request summarily with no
explanation given. FFRF subsequently appealed the denial in a more detailed request, which
outlined its concerns about the Trump Administration’s potential violation of the Establishment
Clause as well as Capitol Ministries’ “influence on government and Secretary Carson’s actions.”
On September 11, 2017, HUD denied FFRF’s appeal on “the sole ground…that FFRF was
seeking documents that [did] not relate to HUD operations or activities” (CREW et al. v. HUD
2019).
While FFRF would eventually go to court and successfully force HUD into granting the
fee waiver and releasing the documents requested (Parke 2020), HUD’s reasoning for denying
FFRF’s appeal is illuminating. The unstated implication of their contention that Secretary
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Carson’s sponsorship and participation in Capitol Ministries did “not relate to HUD operations
or activities” was clear enough: the Bible study was a personal matter with no political or
governmental consequences, into which the FFRF and the public had no right to pry. Indeed, the
headline of an article concerning the court case between HUD and the FFRF posted on
crossways.com (a website owned and operated by a politically influential, conservative Christian
media conglomerate, the Salem Media Group, with close ties to Drollinger) – “Atheist
Organization Targets White House Bible Study” (Casanova 2018) – loudly articulated for its
conservative Christian viewers HUD’s unstated implication. Moreover, the idea that Capitol
Ministries is not “political” is articulated by the organization itself through its 501(c)3 status and
even more clearly by the organization’s proud declaration on its website: “We Stay Away from
Politics and Concentrate on the Hearts of Leaders” (Capitol Ministries “Who We Are”).
However, as this dissertation has shown, Capitol Ministries is an organization whose
mission is entirely political. Drollinger’s policy-focused bible studies invoke scriptural authority
in support of a unified inequality gospel. His lessons on allegedly apolitical issues also function
in political ways, binding his members tightly to Drollinger’s study, his authority, and thus
ultimately his scripturally backed policy agenda. Moreover, the format of the Bible study itself
not only increases Drollinger’s authority and power at the national level, while at the same time
cloaking it in an atmosphere of personal intimacy, self-deprecating humor, and close comradery,
but the bible studies also allow his representatives at the state level to interact with Democratic
politicians who would otherwise be outside the reach of traditional conservative lobbying
organizations. In other words, Capitol Ministries is political in multiple respects, with the Bible
study serving as Drollinger’s most potent political tool and the vessel for his Direct Lobby for
God.
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That Drollinger clearly recognizes his own political power is evident once one moves
past the bold-face slogans on the website designed for easy public consumption and digs deeper
into his more detailed accounts of Capitol Ministries’ origin and purpose. For example, in the
preface to Oaks in Office, a four-volume compendium of Drollinger’s individual Bible studies,
which also serves as the curriculum for his local government ministries, Drollinger quotes
convicted Watergate conspirator turned evangelist Charles Colson to describe the Capitol
Ministries’ mission as “pre-political” in that “before the political process begins, every legislator
and public servant should know what the Bible has to say regarding a given matter” (Drollinger
Oaks in Office, 8, emphasis added). Hence, Drollinger refuses to call his ministry political
because he seeks to separate the Bible’s eternal truths – as he construes them – from the dirtiness
and contingencies of party politics, electoral considerations, and practical compromise. To him,
God’s truths are uncontestable, revealed in His holy word and espoused by Drollinger in his
studies. Drollinger’s studies cannot be part of the political process because they cannot be
legitimately contested, and politics is all about contestation, not enduring, unchanging truth.
Furthermore, as we have seen, Drollinger views all religio-political beliefs that contradict
or challenge his own – such as those of Barber and the New Poor People’s Campaign – as
corruptions of God’s word and products of crafty preachers who “when they testify to some bill
rip Scripture out of context to prove ‘their point’” (Drollinger “Nine Characteristics,” 5).
According to Drollinger, then, his teachings represent the unwavering, apolitical truth of God,
whereas the religio-political ideas of the “Left” are the result of a dirty political process outside
of which he claims his own ministry operates.
However, to paraphrase historian David Hall, Drollinger’s very understanding of the
Bible as an immediately available finished product to be unquestioningly received “[is] itself a
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partisan creation,” a construction that elides the fact that Drollinger himself has “imposed his
own interpretation on the text” (Hall 1989, 27). In fact, we must recognize that Barber and
Theoharis have also performed the same sleight of hand as Drollinger: on the one hand, Barber
and Theoharis present their own religio-political ideas and interpretations as the uncontested,
authoritative word of God, and, on the other hand, they present the interpretations of Drollinger
and the rest of the Christian Right as a “distorted moral narrative” and corruption of God’s truth
(poor people’s campaign, “About”). That Drollinger, Barber, and Theoharis seek to elide their
own act of interpretation or to infuse their own interpretations with the authority of the Almighty
is not surprising, for how else can these religio-political elites harness the moral power of
scripture to their own political objectives?
Furthermore, it is entirely possible that all these leaders, including Drollinger, have come
to their political objectives through genuine faith and a sincere belief that their interpretations
represent God’s will. As John W. Kingdon has argued, the line between self-interest and belief in
the correctness of one’s ideas is not easily drawn (1993). However, this dissertation has sought to
center the very human agency these religio-political leaders seek to disguise – the act of biblical
interpretation – and to argue that that act can, under the right circumstances, be political. To
amend the famous feminist phrase, in the New Poor People’s Campaign and Capitol Ministries,
it is not only the “personal” which is political but the biblical as well.
Beyond “Culture Wars” and the “Spirit of Capitalism”: Centering Human Agency in Studies of
Religion and the Elite and Mass Politics of Inequality
By emphasizing the act of interpretation in this dissertation, I have sought to highlight the
role of human agency in the connection of religious ideas to political outcomes. In so doing, I
seek to challenge two prominent scholarly arguments that have shaped the investigation of
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religion and politics: James Davison Hunter’s “Culture Wars” and David Barker and Jan
Carman’s “Spirit of Capitalism.” Although these scholars attempt to investigate the connection
between religious belief and various aspects of inequality politics, their neglect of the
contingency and innovation associated with human agency lead them to construct essentialist and
universal theories at odds with the realities of contemporary religio-politics in the United States
today.
For Hunter, the difference between “religious orthodoxy” and “religious modernism”
stems from “fundamentally different conceptions of moral authority” that in turn explain the
nation’s political cleavages across a range of social and economic issues. On one side, he places
the “religiously orthodox who believe God is the ultimate moral arbiter of right and wrong, that
the revealed word of God as recorded in sacred texts (such as the Bible) is inerrant and of
timeless relevancy, and that God is a real and active presence in people’s daily lives.” On the
other side are “progressives, who include religious modernists as well as atheists and agnostics.”
They are said to reject Biblical authority and “assert that humans are the ultimate judge of what
constitutes moral action, that morality is an evolving, open quest that must be judged in its
cultural context, and that humans are responsible for their own fates.” Building on the work of
Robert Wuthnow, Hunter argues that these two “orthodox” and “progressive” camps cut across
faith traditions and denominations, creating the new dividing lines in American religio-politics
(Davis and Robinson 1996, 757-758).
From the standpoint of economic inequality, Hunter’s conclusion echoes Max Weber’s
famous “Protestant Work Ethic” thesis, which argued that a Calvinistic belief in individual
salvation and especially predestination – God’s determination before the beginning of time of
who is to be saved and who is not – aided the development of modern capitalism. Although
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Weber’s thesis has itself been the subject of debate, my focus here is not on his theory, but on the
way contemporary political scientists have resurrected and sought to prove Weber’s theory in
their empirical research.
For example, in their article “Spirit of Capitalism? Religious Doctrine, Values, and
Economic Attitude Constructs,” David Barker and Jan Carman argue they have demonstrated
through quantitative evidence that “individualistic theology” – “belief in the Atonement of
Christ, subsequent spiritual regeneration, and an on-going personal relationship with Christ” –
has an independent, direct effect on economic individualism (2000, 3 and 8). Their argument is
clear: there is an intrinsic connection between theological and economic individualism. Taken
together, Hunter, Barker and Carman’s theories paint a picture of political conflict driven by
essentialist, theological differences where seemingly apolitical “orthodox” religious beliefs lead
inevitably to politically conservative outcomes.
However, the example of the New Poor People’s Campaign and its leaders Liz Theoharis
and especially William J. Barber II calls these assumptions into question. Of particular
importance is the reliance of these two religio-political leaders on biblical authority to bolster
their political arguments for a more economically just society that protects the rights of the
marginalized, including racial minorities and the LGBTQ community. Barber, in particular, who
describes himself as a “theologically conservative liberal evangelical Biblicist” (CSPAN 2016,
“Barber at DNC”), expresses the same beliefs that Hunter, Barker and Carman describe as
religiously “orthodox” (e.g., that God decides right from wrong, that believers enjoy “an ongoing
personal relationship with Jesus Christ,” that Jesus Christ died on the cross and through him an
individual believer is saved, and that “God is a real and active presence in people’s daily lives”).
Yet, as this dissertation has made clear, Barber, Theoharis and the New Poor People’s Campaign
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nonetheless embrace an unabashedly progressive political agenda across a range of inequality
issues from LGBTQ rights to economic justice. More importantly, they do not come to their
political progressivism despite these “religiously orthodox” beliefs, but because of them.
Today’s religio-political landscape is not riven by intractable, theologically-based
differences; instead, these differences are the product of historical construction and human
agency. Seemingly apolitical religious beliefs such as salvation through Jesus Christ, God’s
presence in one’s daily life, and Biblical authority become political through battling religiopolitical interpretations. In the cases of Capitol Ministries and the New Poor People’s Campaign,
these battling religio-political discourses seek to legitimate diametrically opposed (anti)
inequality gospels and political strategies, with varying potential impacts on public policy,
political polarization, and American orientations toward democracy and political participation.
This dissertation, by demonstrating the analytical power of scholarship that recognizes
the centrality of human agency and the political project of biblical interpretation, illuminates new
research agendas in the field of religion and inequality, which call for the integration of
interpretive studies of religio-political ideas with institution-focused analyses. Future studies will
look beyond the New Poor People’s Campaign and Capitol Ministries to investigate other
religio-political discourses that connect biblical interpretations to political outcomes (such as
policy, polarization, and political participation). Like this study, they will investigate the
institutional mechanisms by which policy makers are exposed to these narratives and the ways
these institutional mechanisms privilege some religio-political elites and their interpretations
over others, thereby potentially affecting the balance of political power.
Moreover, emphasizing the importance of human agency and elite religio-political ideas
and interpretations can also motivate the development of quantitative research that more
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accurately operationalizes religious identities, ideas and behaviors and more precisely specifies
their impact on policy and economic preferences than in prior research. For example, although
Barker and Carman claim to offer statistical evidence proving that “individualistic theology” has
an independent, direct effect on preferences for economic individualism (2000, 8), the question
they use in the ANES to operationalize the idea of “belief in individual salvation” does not ask
specifically about the respondent’s view of salvation, but instead asks whether he or she
identifies as “born-again” or “evangelical,” which allude to self-identified conservative segments
of Christianity and thus may prime conservative economic policy beliefs.
Indeed, as previously described in Chapter 2, sociologists Brian Starks and Robert V.
Robinson have identified two approaches to conceptualizing religion in studies of religion and
politics: “the moral cosmological” approach, based on belief (and operationalized through
questions asking about specific religious beliefs such as adherence to biblical literalism) and the
“subcultural identity” approach, based on belonging (and operationalized through questions
asking the respondent to self-identify as “fundamentalist,” “born-again,” or “evangelical”).
According to Starks and Robinson, “orthodox” Christian beliefs, like Biblical literalism, are
connected to a “communitarian” cosmological view in which individual freedom is subordinated
to the “community based on conceptions of God’s law,” engendering support for social welfare
programs and government intervention in the economy, while the “subcultural identity” approach
and identification as a “fundamentalist,” or “born-again,” or “evangelical” is rooted in opposition
to other groups. For evangelicals and fundamentalists, these other groups are liberals, Mainliners,
and secular humanists, who often embrace progressive economic views (2009, 650).
It is important to note that the method that I have utilized in this dissertation, in which I
connect interpretative accounts of religio-political ideas to the dissemination of those ideas
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among political elites, institutions, and the public at large, can inform new theoretical
frameworks that in turn can be tested in quantitative studies using causal approaches.
Interpretive, institution-based studies can also help quantitative scholars avoid the problems with
variable operationalization mentioned above by aiding in the development of new measurement
tools, including survey questions or experimental treatments crafted to gauge the impact of eliteconstructed religio-political discourses on members of Congress or average Americans. Thus, by
centering human agency and the political act of biblical interpretation, scholars of religion and
politics can engage in a conversation about religion and inequality that bridges the disciplinary
and methodological divides that have so far inhibited a more complete understanding of the role
of religion in contemporary and past debates over American inequality in all its forms (see
Chapter 2). By doing so, the work of scholars of religion may find a warmer reception in
mainstream studies of the politics of inequality and the broader field of political science, in areas
such as polarization and de-democratization.
Moreover, as policy aimed at reducing economic inequality begins to encompass options
beyond the tax and transfer system of redistribution, options that may defy preexisting left and
right dichotomies – from greater investment in education to create true equality of opportunity to
policies that challenge existing corporate governance models, such as Elizabeth Warren’s
Accountable Capitalism Act (McCall 2013; Lindh and McCall 2020; Yglesias 2018) –
theoretical frameworks, such as Hunter’s and Barker and Carman’s, will lose their explanatory
and predictive power. Moving toward theories that center contingency and human innovation
grounded in historical development, and moving away from theories that are transhistorical and
essentialist, will enable scholars to better understand this uncharted territory. Similarly, such a
move will prepare scholars to better understand the future formation of new and unrecognizable
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religio-political coalitions, which modify, transform, and challenge the unified (anti) inequality
gospels of Drollinger, Barber and Theoharis.
While the religio-political elites in this dissertation have chosen to champion biblical
interpretations that create unified, diametrically opposed political positions across a range of
inequality issues, future religio-political elites may not. As anti-LGBTQ positions become
increasingly indefensible, religio-political ideas and biblical interpretations that fuse sanctified
capitalism with affirmations of LGBTQ equality may become necessary for religio-political
elites with ties to both corporate backers and the LGBTQ community. Conversely, as the
Coronavirus Pandemic and Black Lives Matter protests move Americans toward more favorable
views of government intervention and attacks on structural racism, other conservative religiopolitical elites may advocate biblical interpretations that embrace more social democratic
policies and racial equality while maintaining staunch opposition to LGBTQ rights. Only
theories that recognize the importance of human agency and the political project of biblical
interpretation will be able to make sense of these new religio-political coalitions and the religiopolitical ideas that support them.
Similar to many human constructions, the relationship between religion and the
contemporary politics of inequality is complex and dynamic rather than neat and static. Claims
positing isolated, diametrically opposed theological camps – whether they come from Drollinger
in his pursuit of a monopoly on Biblical authority, or scholars such as Hunter, Barker, and
Carman, in their search for orderly conceptual typologies – are belied by the very existence of
groups such as the New Poor People’s Campaign. While Drollinger’s entire political project rests
on a denial of the NPPC’s legitimacy, any future scholarly inquiries into the relationship between
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religion and the politics of inequality must reflect the untidy, at times bewildering reality of
religio-political activism in the past and present.
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Appendix A

Full Biblical Passage from Footnote 22 on Page 84 of Chapter 3 (NIV and King James Versions)
New International Version:
Genesis 19 1 The two angels arrived at Sodom in the evening, and Lot was sitting in the gateway of the city. When
he saw them, he got up to meet them and bowed down with his face to the ground. 2 “My lords,” he said, “please
turn aside to your servant’s house. You can wash your feet and spend the night and then go on your way early in the
morning.”
“No,” they answered, “we will spend the night in the square.”
3

But he insisted so strongly that they did go with him and entered his house. He prepared a meal for them, baking
bread without yeast, and they ate. 4 Before they had gone to bed, all the men from every part of the city of Sodom—
both young and old—surrounded the house. 5 They called to Lot, “Where are the men who came to you tonight?
Bring them out to us so that we can have sex with them.”
6

Lot went outside to meet them and shut the door behind him 7 and said, “No, my friends. Don’t do this wicked
thing. 8 Look, I have two daughters who have never slept with a man. Let me bring them out to you, and you can do
what you like with them. But don’t do anything to these men, for they have come under the protection of my roof.”
9

“Get out of our way,” they replied. “This fellow came here as a foreigner, and now he wants to play the judge!
We’ll treat you worse than them.” They kept bringing pressure on Lot and moved forward to break down the door.
10

But the men inside reached out and pulled Lot back into the house and shut the door. 11 Then they struck the men
who were at the door of the house, young and old, with blindness so that they could not find the door.
12

The two men said to Lot, “Do you have anyone else here—sons-in-law, sons or daughters, or anyone else in the
city who belongs to you? Get them out of here, 13 because we are going to destroy this place. The outcry to the LORD
against its people is so great that he has sent us to destroy it.”
14

So Lot went out and spoke to his sons-in-law, who were pledged to marry[a] his daughters. He said, “Hurry and get
out of this place, because the LORD is about to destroy the city!” But his sons-in-law thought he was joking.
15

With the coming of dawn, the angels urged Lot, saying, “Hurry! Take your wife and your two daughters who are
here, or you will be swept away when the city is punished.”
16

When he hesitated, the men grasped his hand and the hands of his wife and of his two daughters and led them
safely out of the city, for the LORD was merciful to them. 17 As soon as they had brought them out, one of them said,
“Flee for your lives! Don’t look back, and don’t stop anywhere in the plain! Flee to the mountains or you will be
swept away!”
18

But Lot said to them, “No, my lords,[b] please! 19 Your[c] servant has found favor in your[d] eyes, and you[e] have
shown great kindness to me in sparing my life. But I can’t flee to the mountains; this disaster will overtake me, and
I’ll die. 20 Look, here is a town near enough to run to, and it is small. Let me flee to it—it is very small, isn’t it? Then
my life will be spared.”
21

He said to him, “Very well, I will grant this request too; I will not overthrow the town you speak of. 22 But flee there
quickly, because I cannot do anything until you reach it.” (That is why the town was called Zoar.[f])
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23

By the time Lot reached Zoar, the sun had risen over the land. 24 Then the LORD rained down burning sulfur on
Sodom and Gomorrah—from the LORD out of the heavens. 25 Thus he overthrew those cities and the entire plain,
destroying all those living in the cities—and also the vegetation in the land. 26 But Lot’s wife looked back, and she
became a pillar of salt.
27

Early the next morning Abraham got up and returned to the place where he had stood before the LORD. 28 He
looked down toward Sodom and Gomorrah, toward all the land of the plain, and he saw dense smoke rising from
the land, like smoke from a furnace.
29

So when God destroyed the cities of the plain, he remembered Abraham, and he brought Lot out of the
catastrophe that overthrew the cities where Lot had lived.
King James Version:
Genesis 19 1And there came two angels to Sodom at even; and Lot sat in the gate of Sodom: and Lot seeing them
rose up to meet them; and he bowed himself with his face toward the ground;
2

And he said, Behold now, my lords, turn in, I pray you, into your servant's house, and tarry all night, and wash your
feet, and ye shall rise up early, and go on your ways. And they said, Nay; but we will abide in the street all night.
3

And he pressed upon them greatly; and they turned in unto him, and entered into his house; and he made them a
feast, and did bake unleavened bread, and they did eat.
4

But before they lay down, the men of the city, even the men of Sodom, compassed the house round, both old and
young, all the people from every quarter:
5

And they called unto Lot, and said unto him, Where are the men which came in to thee this night? bring them out
unto us, that we may know them.
6

And Lot went out at the door unto them, and shut the door after him,

7

And said, I pray you, brethren, do not so wickedly.

8

Behold now, I have two daughters which have not known man; let me, I pray you, bring them out unto you, and do
ye to them as is good in your eyes: only unto these men do nothing; for therefore came they under the shadow of
my roof.
9

And they said, Stand back. And they said again, This one fellow came in to sojourn, and he will needs be a judge:
now will we deal worse with thee, than with them. And they pressed sore upon the man, even Lot, and came near
to break the door.
10

But the men put forth their hand, and pulled Lot into the house to them, and shut to the door.

11

And they smote the men that were at the door of the house with blindness, both small and great: so that they
wearied themselves to find the door.
12

And the men said unto Lot, Hast thou here any besides? son in law, and thy sons, and thy daughters, and
whatsoever thou hast in the city, bring them out of this place:
13

For we will destroy this place, because the cry of them is waxen great before the face of the LORD; and the LORD
hath sent us to destroy it.
14

And Lot went out, and spake unto his sons in law, which married his daughters, and said, Up, get you out of this
place; for the LORD will destroy this city." But he seemed as one that mocked unto his sons in law.
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15

And when the morning arose, then the angels hastened Lot, saying, Arise, take thy wife, and thy two daughters,
which are here; lest thou be consumed in the iniquity of the city.
16

And while he lingered, the men laid hold upon his hand, and upon the hand of his wife, and upon the hand of his
two daughters; the LORD being merciful unto him: and they brought him forth, and set him without the city.
17

And it came to pass, when they had brought them forth abroad, that he said, Escape for thy life; look not behind
thee, neither stay thou in all the plain; escape to the mountain, lest thou be consumed.
18

And Lot said unto them, Oh, not so, my LORD:

19

Behold now, thy servant hath found grace in thy sight, and thou hast magnified thy mercy, which thou hast
shewed unto me in saving my life; and I cannot escape to the mountain, lest some evil take me, and I die:
20

Behold now, this city is near to flee unto, and it is a little one: Oh, let me escape thither, (is it not a little one?) and
my soul shall live.
21

And he said unto him, See, I have accepted thee concerning this thing also, that I will not overthrow this city, for
the which thou hast spoken.
22

Haste thee, escape thither; for I cannot do anything till thou be come thither. Therefore the name of the city was
called Zoar.
23

The sun was risen upon the earth when Lot entered into Zoar.

24

Then the LORD rained upon Sodom and upon Gomorrah brimstone and fire from the LORD out of heaven;

25

And he overthrew those cities, and all the plain, and all the inhabitants of the cities, and that which grew upon the
ground.
26

But his wife looked back from behind him, and she became a pillar of salt.

27

And Abraham gat up early in the morning to the place where he stood before the LORD:

28

And he looked toward Sodom and Gomorrah, and toward all the land of the plain, and beheld, and, lo, the smoke
of the country went up as the smoke of a furnace.
29

And it came to pass, when God destroyed the cities of the plain, that God remembered Abraham, and sent Lot out
of the midst of the overthrow, when he overthrew the cities in the which Lot dwelt.
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Appendix B
117TH CONGRESS
1ST SESSION

H. RES. 438
Third Reconstruction: Fully addressing poverty and low wages from the bottom up.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
MAY 25, 2021
Ms. LEE of California (for herself, Ms. NORTON, Ms. BUSH, Ms. SEWELL, Ms. MOORE of Wisconsin,
Ms. JACOBS of California, Mr. RASKIN, Mrs. WATSON COLEMAN, Mr. KAHELE, Mr. DESAULNIER,
Mr. CICILLINE, Ms. MENG, Mr. GARCÍA of Illinois, Ms. SCHAKOWSKY, Mr. DANNY K. DAVIS of Illinois,
Mr. LIEU, Mr. SAN NICOLAS, Mr. VARGAS, Ms. JACKSON LEE, Mr. RUSH, Ms. TLAIB, Mr. LOWENTHAL,
Mr. JONES, Mr. GREEN of Texas, Mr. THOMPSON of Mississippi, Mr. CARSON, Mr. KHANNA,
Ms. ADAMS, Ms. NEWMAN, and Mr. MCGOVERN) submitted the following resolution; which was referred
to the Committee on Oversight and Reform

RESOLUTION
Third Reconstruction: Fully addressing poverty and low wages from the bottom up.
Whereas there are over 140 million people who are poor, low-wealth, or just one emergency
away from economic ruin in the United States;
Whereas the injustice of poverty and low wealth is deeply entwined with the injustices of
systemic racism, the denial of health care and ecological devastation, militarism, and the
distorted moral narrative of religious nationalism that seeks to blame the poor instead of
addressing systems that cause poverty;
Whereas there are devastating consequences to these injustices, including that 250,000 die
every year due to poverty and inequality alone;
Whereas our entire society suffers when over 40 percent of the country cannot fulfill their
potential or fully participate in society;
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Whereas these widespread conditions cannot be explained by blaming individual behaviors,
nor are they inherent to our economy or society, but rather they are created and sustained
by unjust and immoral laws, policies, systems, and structures;
Whereas we need the resolve to pass moral and just laws and policies that fully address these
interlocking injustices, which have only deepened during the COVID–19 pandemic;
Whereas before the pandemic, 140 million people were poor, low-wealth, or one emergency
away from economic ruin, including 52 percent of children (39 million), 45 percent of
women (74 million), 60 percent of Black people (24 million), 64 percent of Latina/o
people (38 million), 40 percent of Asian and Pacific Islander people (8 million), 59
percent of Native and Indigenous people (2 million), and 33 percent of White people (66
million);
Whereas the 140 million live in every region of the Nation, including 50 million in the South
(Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Missouri, Mississippi,
North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia), over 40 million in
Appalachia (Alabama, Georgia, Kentucky, Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina, New
York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia), with 8.6
million in New York alone, over 40 million in the Southwest/Border (Arizona,
California, Colorado, New Mexico, Nevada, Texas, Utah), with 20 million in California
alone, 20 million in the Midwest deindustrialized States (Ohio, Pennsylvania, Indiana,
Michigan, Illinois, Wisconsin), 11 million in the Northeast (Connecticut, Delaware,
Massachusetts, Maryland, Maine, New Hampshire, New Jersey, Rhode Island, Vermont),
over 7 million in the Northwest (Alaska, Idaho, Oregon, Washington, Wyoming), nearly
7 million in the Great Plains (Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska,
North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota), nearly 700,000 in Hawaii, and 300,000 in
Washington, DC;
Whereas systemic racism takes the form of laws and policies that target people of color,
especially poor people of color, to create and deepen inequities in democracy, health,
economic security, education, housing, jobs, policing, incarceration, criminalization, and
immigration, which has contributed to the disproportionate impact of COVID–19 on poor
communities of color;
Whereas, since 2010, at least 25 States had passed new voter restrictions, imposing racist
gerrymandering and redistricting, restricting early voting and voting hours, purging voter
rolls, closing polling stations, and instituting onerous voter ID laws, and since the 2020
elections, 43 States have introduced over 250 new bills that further these restrictions and
limit mail-in voting;
Whereas voter suppression laws disproportionately target poor, Black, brown, and Native
people, they also pave the way for immoral policies that deny health care, living wages,
immigrant rights, women’s rights, LGBTQ+ rights, and more;
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Whereas nearly 50 million people are working for low wages, including at least 40 percent of
Black and Latina/o workers and approximately 30 percent of White workers, and a
majority (59 percent) of low-wage workers are women;
Whereas approximately 6 million essential workers are immigrants, including 5 million
undocumented immigrants, and Native Hawaiians and Pacific Islanders are the highest
represented subgroup among essential workers;
Whereas more than 25 million workers have been directly hurt by the economic impacts of the
pandemic, and more than half of the low-wage jobs that were lost have not returned;
Whereas women carry a disproportionate share of unpaid care work, which would total $1.5
trillion at the current minimum wage ($7.25);
Whereas the average hourly wage that a full-time worker requires to afford a modest twobedroom apartment is over $23 per hour;
Whereas there are 30 to 40 million people at risk of homelessness, and an estimated 25 to 50
million people are facing food insecurity, including a disproportionate share of Black,
Latina/o, American Indian, Alaska Native, Native Hawaiian, Pacific Islander, and
multiracial households;
Whereas of the approximately 60 million adults with disabilities in the country, 26 percent are
living below the poverty line, 10 percent are uninsured, and 7 million students with
disabilities are enrolled in our public schools;
Whereas the official poverty measure (OPM) is an inadequate measure that does not account
for today’s cost of living, including child care, health insurance, and transportation, and
even the supplemental poverty measure (SPM) does not account for all modern
necessities or debt burdens that siphon household resources away from meeting basic
needs;
Whereas the average cost of living in the Nation amounts to more than twice the OPM and
SPM, close to $60,000 for a household of four;
Whereas due to these limitations in the measure of poverty, social welfare and antipoverty
programs have been underfunded, to the extent that only one-quarter of eligible families
received TANF or Federal housing assistance, SNAP (food stamps) were reduced in 2017
to approximately $1.40 per meal, and Head Start reaches only 54 percent of eligible 3- to
4-year-olds;
Whereas household debt burdens have grown to over $14 trillion, and half of our families are
having difficulty meeting usual household expenses, including approximately threequarters of low-income households and Black and Latina/o families;
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Whereas alongside mounting poverty, low wealth, debt, and economic desperation, poor
communities and poor communities of color are hit first and worst by climate change,
pollution, extreme weather, climate disaster, ecological devastation, and related health
disparities, including during the COVID–19 pandemic;
Whereas an expansion of oil and fossil fuel infrastructure led to over 5,000 significant oil and
gas leaks or ruptures on United States pipelines, more than 2,400 oil spills in United
States waters, and 1,100 coal ash ponds, all of which are disproportionately proximate to
poor communities;
Whereas decades of residential segregation continue to expose, especially, Black communities
to greater air pollution, as well as Latina/o, Asian and Pacific Islander, and poor and lowwealth communities;
Whereas Native and Indigenous reservations cover just 2 percent of the United States, and
ancestral and sacred lands are at risk of being devastated by mining, extraction, and
pollution, because of their vast mineral and natural wealth;
Whereas tens of millions of Americans cannot afford access to clean water, 44 million people
are living with water systems that violated the Safe Drinking Water Act, and
approximately 540,000 households lack access to complete plumbing, with Native
American households more likely to face water access issues than other households;
Whereas despite these threats to health, 119 rural hospitals have been closed in 41 States since
2010, and 87 million people were uninsured or underinsured leading into the COVID–19
pandemic;
Whereas the United States has the worst-ranking public health outcomes among our peer
countries, including the lowest life expectancy and highest infant and maternal mortality
rates, even though we spend more than twice the amount per capita on health
expenditures compared to other industrialized nations;
Whereas rather than addressing these pressing conditions impacting our health, well-being,
and general welfare, 53 cents of every Federal discretionary dollar go to the Pentagon,
while only 15 cents go toward antipoverty programs;
Whereas experts have identified up to $350 billion in defense spending cuts that would both
save resources and keep the country safe and secure;
Whereas the United States wars since 2001 have killed more than 800,000 people and
displaced 37 million more;
Whereas local and State law enforcement agencies have received over $7.4 billion worth of
equipment from the Department of Defense since 1990;
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Whereas of the 19 million veterans in the Nation, 5.4 million are on disability, nearly 38,000
are homeless, and 7 to 18 percent of military families and veterans are on food assistance;
Whereas the United States is home to less than 5 percent of the world’s population, but
accounts for 20 percent of the world’s incarcerated people, most of whom are poor and
the poorest of whom are women and people of color, and 74 percent of those held in jail
have not been convicted of any crime, but are too poor to be free before trial;
Whereas there have been over 1,000 police killings every year since 2013, with Black, Native,
and Indigenous people more likely to be killed by police, yet 98 percent of police killings
since 2013 have not resulted in a criminal charge;
Whereas nearly every American will know a gun violence victim in their lifetimes;
Whereas our strength as a Nation is greater when we welcome newcomers and immigrants,
and immigrant families are vital members of our communities, yet our broken
immigration system is harmful to immigrants and our society as a whole, it is plagued by
backlogs, processing delays, and overly complex policies, it criminalizes migration and
prioritizes detention, deportation, and the economic and political exclusion of
immigrants, and it relies on a largely for-profit detention system that detains tens of
thousands of people and separates families;
Whereas although immigrants, regardless of status, pay more than $490 billion in taxes, they
are virtually excluded from all safety net programs;
Whereas White supremacist and far-right extremist groups have been recognized by the
Federal Government as a predominant domestic security threat, however, every year we
spend over $1 trillion in endless wars, mass incarceration, policing, immigration, and
border enforcement, none of which make us safer;
Whereas billionaires have added more than $1.3 trillion to their collective wealth from March
2020 to February 2021;
Whereas these interlocking injustices are precipitating the deconstruction of our democracy
and imposing unbearable costs to our economy, including that $1 trillion is lost every
year to the costs of child poverty, $1.9 trillion of government revenue was lost by
lowering the corporate tax rate in 2017, $6.4 trillion has been lost in endless wars over
the past two decades, the costs of the pandemic are estimated to be at least $16 trillion,
and inaction on climate change threatens the loss of life itself;
Whereas there was record turnout among the 64 million poor and low-income eligible voters
in the 2020 elections, who did not vote for a return to “normal”;
Whereas moral policy that prioritizes the 140 million can lift this Nation from the bottom up,
rather than waiting for wealth to trickle down; and
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Whereas drawing on the transformational history of the first Reconstruction after the Civil
War and the second Reconstruction of the civil rights struggles in the 20th century, this
moment demands a third Reconstruction to revive our political commitment to implement
moral laws and policies that can heal and transform the Nation: Now, therefore, be it
Resolved, That—
(1) it is the sense of Congress to—
(A) recognize that—
(i) this country is founded on the moral commitment to establish justice, ensure domestic
tranquility, provide for the common defense, promote the general welfare and secure the
blessings of liberty;
(ii) equal protection under the law is nonnegotiable; and
(iii) it is a moral abomination that there are more than 140 million people in this country
who are poor, low-wealth, or one emergency away from economic ruin;
(B) recognize that the United States Federal budget is a moral document that exposes the
priorities and values of our Nation, however, addressing poverty has not been a top legislative or
budget priority; and
(C) recognize that these times require moral policies aimed at fully addressing the
interlocking injustices of systemic racism, poverty, the denial of health care and ecological
devastation, militarism, and the distorted moral narrative of religious nationalism, as a third
Reconstruction to build an equitable, thriving, and resilient economy from the bottom up; and
(2) Congress commits to heal the Nation, beginning over the next two years, by—
(A) prioritizing and centering the needs of the 140 million in laws and legislation, including
in infrastructure development, by—
(i) updating the poverty measure to reflect what it takes to have a decent standard of living
in the United States today and to establish a new standard for social welfare programs that
permanently expand welfare benefits, provide cash assistance programs, and guarantee adequate
incomes;
(ii) raising the minimum wage to a living wage and guaranteeing the right to form and join
unions for all workers;
(iii) expanding unemployment insurance and ensuring paid family and medical leave for all
workers;
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(iv) implementing a Federal jobs guarantee to increase public investments and infrastructure
in poor and low-income communities that prioritize green and socially beneficial industries,
public health, public education, care work, public transit and roads, public utilities, broadband,
sanitation and water services, climate resilience, sustainable food production and distribution,
libraries, fire stations, and cultural work;
(v) guaranteeing safe and quality housing for all by ending all evictions, cancelling past due
rent and mortgage payments and expanding the stock of affordable and public housing, as well as
public housing and rental assistance, rather than expanding the shelter system;
(vi) guaranteeing the right to water by ending water and utility shut offs and making clean
water and sanitation services accessible to all;
(vii) guaranteeing accessible, diverse, safe, high-quality, equitable public education and
accessible education infrastructure from pre-K–12 for all children, ensuring that higher education
is free to everyone who wants to attend, and protecting and expanding public resources for
students with disabilities;
(viii) guaranteeing quality health care for all, enacting a universal single payer national
health care program that puts people ahead of profits, expanding our public health infrastructure
to better address social determinants of health, investing in Native American health through fully
funding the Indian Health Service and social support for Native Americans, and investing critical
resources for health care services and infrastructure in urban and rural underserved communities;
(ix) enacting relief from student debt, housing debt, utilities debt, medical debt, and other
household and personal debt that cannot be paid; and
(x) ensuring that State, local, and Tribal governments are adequately funded so as to avoid
bankruptcy or fiscal crisis;
(B) expanding and protecting the right to vote, including by—
(i) restoring the full power of the Voting Rights Act by updating the preclearance formula to
cover all States and political subdivisions with deep-rooted histories of voter suppression and
any and all jurisdictions that recently passed voter suppression laws or utilized voter suppression
policies or tactics;
(ii) making election day a national holiday;
(iii) establishing a fair redistricting process that eliminates all forms of racist and political
gerrymandering, allows public input, and guarantees that every vote counts the same;
(iv) increasing polling locations so all eligible voters have equitable access to the polls;
(v) implementing no-excuse mail-in voting in every State and requiring all States to offer
early voting to extend equitable timeframes and polling locations;
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(vi) modernizing voter registration by instituting online, same day, and automatic voter
registration; and
(vii) ensuring the right to vote for formerly and currently incarcerated people;
(C) complementing existing efforts and legislation to eliminate persistent racial inequities in
education, health care, housing, jobs, wages, Social Security and veteran benefits, land
ownership, financial assistance, food security, voting rights, and the justice system that are
rooted in our Nation’s history of violence and dispossession of Native and Indigenous peoples,
250 years of chattel slavery, systemic racism, and unjust immigration policies at the expense of
Black, Latina/o, Asian American and Pacifier Islander, and Native Hawaiian peoples, including
through—
(i) a national commission to study and develop proposals on reparations for African
Americans; and
(ii) a national truth, racial healing and transformation commission, which can include
recommendations for restorative processes and reparations for Indigenous and other dispossessed
people;
(D) protecting the constitutional rights of assembly and free speech, including from critical
infrastructure legislation and other antiprotest legislation, including by—
(i) removing criminal penalties, fines, or other costs for protest activities;
(ii) protecting all constitutional activity that occurs in the course of a protest; and
(iii) retaining liability for public or private actors for causing harm to protesters;
(E) enacting comprehensive and just immigration reform, including by—
(i) demilitarizing the southern border and immigration enforcement, closing Immigration
and Customs Enforcement (ICE) Enforcement and Removal Operations, and limiting staff and
authority of the Border Patrol;
(ii) repealing and redressing mandatory detentions, deportations, child detentions and family
separations and reuniting families;
(iii) ensuring regular and timely access to legal documentation and residency; and
(iv) making public welfare programs available and accessible to all immigrants, regardless
of legal status;
(F) ensuring all the rights of Native and Indigenous peoples and Tribal nations, including by
honoring treaties, guaranteeing the right to the free expression of their religion, the right to
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Native and sacred lands, and otherwise protecting against legislation or land transfers that violate
these sacred rights;
(G) embracing a bold agenda to transform the economy away from climate chaos to a green
renewable energy economy that prioritizes poor and low-wealth frontline communities and
builds up publicly owned and controlled green energy infrastructure, including by—
(i) investing in a green infrastructure package that provides for equitable public transit, fixes
roads and bridges, ensures equitable and affordable housing, education, and care work and access
to broadband, electricity, water, sanitation, and other public utilities, expands public health
infrastructure, sustainable food production and distribution, and community-based institutions
like libraries, fire stations, and recreation facilities;
(ii) dramatically curtailing air, water, land, and climate pollution; and
(iii) creating resilient jobs to help communities prepare for and respond to climate-related
disasters and promoting a just worker transition;
(H) demilitarizing United States foreign policy, borders, and policing, including by—
(i) cutting the military budget by at least 10 percent and providing for a just transition for
workers in militarized industries;
(ii) ending the forever wars, repealing existing Authorizations for the Use of Military Force,
and restoring Congress’s war powers, including over limited uses of force such as airstrikes and
drone attacks;
(iii) recognizing the three pillars of foreign policy (diplomacy, development, and defense)
and pursuing diplomacy over war, including reconsidering forward military deployments,
instituting a nuclear no-first-use commitment, and moving toward nuclear disarmament and
curtailing the use of broad economic sanctions that create mass suffering;
(iv) repealing programs like the 1033 program that provides military equipment and training
to domestic law enforcement agencies; and
(v) ending mass incarceration and violent policing, based on the demands of grassroots
organizations and communities who are most egregiously impacted by these injustices;
(I) enacting fair taxes on corporations, Wall Street, and the wealthy, including by—
(i) repealing the 2017 tax cuts that reduced the corporate tax rate and the top marginal tax
rate;
(ii) repealing tax breaks on fossil fuels;
(iii) repealing tax breaks for pass-through income;
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(iv) instituting a financial transaction tax on Wall Street;
(v) instituting a wealth tax;
(vi) taxing investment income the same as income from work; and
(vii) otherwise making the tax code less punitive for poor and low-income people;
(J) alongside cuts to the Pentagon budget and fair taxation, using deficit spending to meet
these pressing needs so as to end systemic racism, poverty, ecological devastation, and
militarism and address the distorted moral narrative of religious nationalism; and
(K) encouraging States and cities to enact policies that follow the direction provided by this
resolution.
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